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Development of Advanced
Compressor Airfoils for
Heavy-Duty Gas Turbines—
Part I: Design and Optimization
A new family of subsonic compressor airfoils, which are characterized by low losses and
wide operating ranges, has been designed for use in heavy-duty gas turbines. In particu-
lar the influence of the higher airfoil Reynolds numbers compared to aeroengine com-
pressors and the impact of these differences on the location of transition are taken into
account. The design process itself is carried out by the combination of a geometric code
for the airfoil description, with a blade-to-blade solver and a numerical optimization
algorithm. The optimization process includes the design-point losses for a specified Q3D
flow problem and the off-design performance for the entire operating range. The family
covers a wide range of inlet flow angle, Mach number, flow turning, blade thickness,
solidity and AVDR in order to consider the entire range of flow conditions that occur in
practical compressor design. The superior performance of the new airfoil family is dem-
onstrated by a comparison with conventional controlled diffusion airfoils (CDA). The
advantage in performance has been confirmed by detailed experimental investigations,
which will be presented in Part II of the paper. This leads to the conclusion that CDA
airfoils that have been primarily developed for aeroengine applications are not the opti-
mum solution, if directly transferred to heavy-duty gas turbines. A significant improve-
ment in compressor efficiency is possible, if the new profiles are used instead of conven-
tional airfoils. @S0889-504X~00!02102-4#

Introduction
Modern heavy-duty gas turbine compressors used in combined

cycle operation have to deal with a number of requirements. Due
to economical and ecological demands, high efficiency as well as
higher power output, based on both growing mass flows and in-
creasing specific work, are desired. Gas turbines have to operate
with sufficient surge margin in different climate conditions, at
rotating speed variations due to frequency deviation in the power
supply system, and at part-load conditions. These requirements
can only be satisfied, if within the design process both the static
and dynamic strength demands and the aerodynamic performance
of the compressor blades are taken into account. The stacking of
the profiles in the radial direction, as well as the profiles them-
selves, play an important role for the efficiency and the opera-
tional safety of the whole compressor.

Due to the high mass flow, the front compressor stages have to
deal with transonic and supercritical velocity distributions, while
in the middle and the rear stages subsonic flow is predominant. In
this subsonic region it is very efficient to use profile families for
blading in order to achieve a fast and reliable compressor design.
The quality of an airfoil is mainly determined by the total pressure
losses and the attainable operating range.

In the past, different airfoil families have been developed for
use in subsonic compressor design. Based on extensive experi-
mental studies, the NACA-65 airfoils@1# were implemented in
many aeroengine and heavy-duty gas turbines. From the end of
the seventies controlled-diffusion airfoils~CDA! made their way
into modern compressor design, which were based on both experi-

mental and numerical research work@2#. For the design process
itself, two different computer-aided methods are commonly in
use: the direct and the inverse approach. In the direct method, the
flow field is completely described by the specified cascade geom-
etry and the flow conditions up- and downstream of the cascade.
The inverse approach is based on the velocity distribution on the
profile surfaces. Together with a given solidity and the inlet/exit
flow conditions, the associated airfoil geometry can be defined
@3,4#. However, this inverse design method requires multiple
variations of the velocity distribution until an acceptable profile
geometry is obtained. The first supercritical airfoil, which was
designed by the inverse approach and validated by experimental
results, was presented by Stephens@5#. In the following years
many authors showed the superiority of the new design, both for
supercritical and subsonic airfoils@6,7#.

In the same way as gas turbines have to work at part-load, the
compressor airfoils have to operate at off-design conditions,
which means different inlet flow angles, Mach numbers, and axial
velocity density ratios. By using an inverse approach, it is not
possible to consider the cascade’s performance at part-load con-
ditions. Only the employment of a direct flow solver can provide
information on the airfoil’s off-design behavior.

A second reason for using the direct method is to enable the
coupling of the flow solver with an optimization algorithm and a
geometric code for the airfoil description in order to achieve an
automated design tool. The variables needed as input to the geo-
metric code can be used as independent variables for the optimi-
zation process. With the use of an automated approach, a large
number of airfoil designs can be carried out, which is required to
establish a new airfoil family. This idea of automated design has
already been presented by Sanger@8# and used for optimizing the
design of a controlled-diffusion stator blade row. With the in-
creasing calculation capacity of modern computers, the employ-

Contributed by the International Gas Turbine Institute and presented at the 44th
International Gas Turbine and Aeroengine Congress and Exhibition, Indianapolis,
Indiana, June 7–10, 1999. Manuscript received by the International Gas Turbine
Institute February 1999. Paper No. 99-GT-95. Review Chair: D. C. Wisler.
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ment of such coupled, automated design tools is still rising, Sanz
@9# used an inverse hodograph method in conjunction with an
optimization algorithm, Goel et al.@10# extended the use of this
automated design to turbine airfoils and Pierret et al.@11# coupled
a Navier–Stokes solver with an artificial neural network. Even
algorithms based on genetic ideas made their way into airfoil de-
sign @12# and optimization is now used for solving different prob-
lems in turbomachinery@13#. But in all these airfoil design pro-
cedures, the off-design behavior is excluded.

Today in most heavy-duty gas turbines NACA-65 or CDA pro-
files are in use for designing the subsonic compressor stages.
While the NACA-65 profiles were initially developed as airfoil
profiles, the controlled-diffusion airfoils were originally designed
for use in supercritical cascades. Hence, both families were not
initially designed for use in subsonic heavy-duty gas turbine com-
pressor stages. So the question must be raised: Do these airfoils
represent an optimal solution to meet the requirements of such
large compressors, where the profile loss and the airfoil’s operat-
ing range are of utmost importance?

This paper deals with the development and experimental vali-
dation of a new compressor airfoil family under consideration of
the special flow boundary conditions in a heavy-duty gas turbine
compressor~Fig. 1!. A direct approach is used because the design
and the off-design behavior of the cascades need to be taken into
account. As the profile geometry can be described by a number of
geometric parameters, the search for an optimal airfoil geometry
can be transferred to an optimum search in a multidimensional
space and can be solved with a modern numerical optimization
algorithm. Based on a variety of optimized profiles, a new airfoil
family was created that covers the wide range of mechanical and
aerodynamic properties of the multistage axial compressor. De-
tailed experimental investigations, carried out in the DLR tran-
sonic cascade wind tunnel, confirmed the superiority of the opti-
mized profiles. The corresponding results are presented in Part II
of this paper@14#.

Analysis Methods
The airfoil design process used for the development of the new

profile family is carried out automatically by the combination of a
geometric code for the airfoil description with a blade-to-blade
solver and a numerical optimization algorithm.

Profile Model. The geometry model implemented allows a
direct description of the airfoil surfaces. As the suction side dif-
fusion is mainly responsible for the profile losses at design con-
ditions, the profile generation starts with the suction side construc-
tion and then attaches the pressure side.

Figure 2 gives an example of the airfoil geometry. For the
construction of each surface two third-order spline functions are
used. The leading edge geometry is described by an elliptical
function, the trailing edge by a circular arc. In general a spline
function definition requires the start and end point coordinates as
well as the referring slopes. The leading edge enlargement shows
the parameters used in this geometry model to define the coordi-
nates and the slope at the suction side starting pointS1 : the lead-
ing edge radiusr Le , the inlet metal anglel1 , and the wedge

angleDl1 . Together with thex/y coordinates at locationS2 ~the
connection between the two suction side splines! and the corre-
sponding data for the trailing edge, the two spline functions~from
S1 to S2 and fromS2 to S3! can be calculated. The pressure side is
attached with the requirement that the maximum airfoil thickness
matches the prescribed value oft. In a further step the circular
leading edge is modified to an elliptical one.

The effectiveness and flexibility of this model is demonstrated
in Fig. 3 by the reproduction of three given airfoil geometries. In
the top diagram a controlled-diffusion airfoil of the V84.3A-
Siemens gas turbine@15# is shown. The next airfoil was designed
using the inverse approach for application in the first rotor hub
section of an industrial compressor@16# and the third diagram
shows an inverse designed high turning stator cross section@6#.
All three reproductions are almost congruent with the original
geometries. This underlines the flexibility of the geometry pro-
gram to construct arbitrary profiles, which is necessary to allow a
successful optimization process.

Blade-to-Blade Calculation Method. All calculations pre-
sented in Part I have been carried out with the inviscid/viscous
flow solver MISES developed at MIT by Giles@17# and Drela
@18#. A two-dimensional, steady-state and inviscid calculation of
the flow field is coupled with an integral, compressible boundary
layer calculation. The influence of the stream tube height is taken
into account and for local supersonic regions the ‘‘artificial vis-
cosity’’ formulation is implemented. The flow is discretized by a
finite-volume approach, where two of the four element edges are
identical to the streamlines. The corresponding computational grid
topology and an enlargement of the leading edge region are shown
in Fig. 4.

Fig. 1 Aerodynamic and geometric cascade parameters

Fig. 2 Design parameters for airfoil generation

Fig. 3 Reproduction of three compressor profiles
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Based on the inviscid flow results and the airfoil surface geom-
etry, an integral calculation of the two-dimensional, compressible
laminar and turbulent boundary layer equations is carried out dur-
ing each iteration step of the flow solver. The laminar–turbulent
transition can occur in three different modes depending on the
free-stream turbulence level, the Reynolds number, and the pres-
sure distribution: free, bypass, and transition in combination with
a separation bubble@18,19#. Inviscid and viscous code elements
are coupled by the displacement thickness. Contrary to most
inviscid/viscous codes, MISES solves the boundary layer equa-
tions together with the flow field as a coupled system. After each
iteration step, the computational grid node coordinates are adapted
to the local flow conditions, so that in a converged solution the
grid lines in the main flow direction coalesce with the stream
lines. The exit flow angle and the total pressure loss are calculated
by conservation of mass, momentum, and energy from the cas-
cade exit to a specified mixing plane downstream.

For a first validation, experimental data and MISES calcula-
tions of the two inverse designed airfoils shown in Fig. 3 have
been compared. Fig. 5 and Table 1 show the results for the MAN-
GHH-Airfoil @16# at design point conditions with more than 38
deg of flow turning. The calculated Mach number distribution is
in excellent agreement with the experimental data for both suction
and pressure side. Static pressure rise, exit Mach number, and
total pressure loss show a very good agreement and exit flow
angle difference seems to be near the measurement accuracy. The
MISES validation prior to the design of the new airfoil familiy
was extended to the comparison of the complete operating range
for both inverse designed airfoils. MISES showed satisfying
agreement to the experimental data in all regarded conditions, so
these first results confirmed the choice of MISES as the preferred
flow solver for the intended airfoil design.

Optimization Algorithm. The goal of each optimization pro-
cess is the minimization or maximization of an objective function.
Use of the geometric parameters~l1 ,Dl1 ,r LE ,l2 ,Dl2 ,tTE , . . . !
shown in Fig. 2 as optimization parameters for this process leads
to an optimal airfoil design with respect to the given objective
function. For each parameter lower and upper bounds have to be
defined in order to avoid physically meaningless solutions. These
definition ranges are also used for the normalization of each pa-
rameter. This allows comparison of parameter gradients based on
different dimensions. The choice of which optimization algorithm
should be adopted to solve a given problem depends strongly on
the mathematical properties of the objective function. The higher
the objective function’s order of steadiness is, the more sophisti-
cated the chosen optimization algorithm can be. But the question
of whether the optimum reached is a global or local one cannot be
answered.

For the optimization presented in this paper, a combination of
two algorithms has been adopted: a normal-distributed random
search code~GLOBAL! together with the deterministic Gauss–
Seidel-Coordinate~GSC! strategy, which basically is a gradient
method. A fundamental description of both is presented by
Schwarz and Spiegel@13# and the corresponding flowchart is
shown in Fig. 6. Each objective function call means blade-to-
blade calculations for the stagger angle determination, the design
and the off-design behavior for a given geometry~5 set of n
parameters! and is symbolized by ‘‘⇒’’ in the flowchart. Hence,
for a certain airfoil the requested flow turning is achieved by the
determination of the required stagger angle through preliminary
blade-to-blade calculations in each objective function call.

At the beginning the user has to define one set ofn parameters,
which represent the initial~starting! geometry and the basis ‘‘a’’
for the random search code. Within the given definition ranges, a
normal distribution of each parameter is generated with each start-
ing parameter as an expected value and a preliminary user-
specified standard deviation. For each of the so-derivedan sets of
parameters the objective function values are calculated. As the
chosen objective function includes the calculation of the cascade’s
design and off-design behavior, the random search basis ‘‘a’’ was
set toa52. With a number of parameters ‘‘n’’ used in the opti-
mization process betweenn56 andn510.an was in the range of
64 to 1024. That set of parameters, identified by the minimal
objective function value, serves as input/starting geometry for the
GSC strategy. Each GSC iteration cycle consists of three steps:

• search for the optimization direction in then-dimensional
space,

Fig. 4 Computational grid for subsonic compressor airfoil

Fig. 5 MISES and experimental Mach number distribution

Fig. 6 Flowchart of optimization algorithm

Table 1 Numerical and experimental exit data
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• determine the step width for the found optimization direction
~leads to a new set ofn parameters!,

• check all defined convergence criteria.

The optimal set ofn parameters defines the geometry, which with
respect to the objective function, repesents an optimal solution for
the given problem. The higher the numbera and the standard
deviation in the random algorithm are, the more global the search
is.

The combination of the three presented codes, the geometric
profile model, the blade-to-blade flow solver, and the optimization
algorithm together with a given objective function, enables the
user to automatically design airfoils for a given vector diagram.

Airfoil Design
The prescribed tool for automated airfoil design has been used

for a wide range of application. Based on a large number of op-
timizations, a new airfoil family has been developed.

Range of Application. Because an airfoil family used for the
whole subsonic compressor has to cover flow turning problems
for both the mid and the rear part of the compressor, for both the
hub and the tip endwall blading, for both stators and rotors and for
different reaction numbers, each considered variation parameter
has to cover a wide range. In Table 2 the minimum and maximum
values for each design parameter are given. One discrete value for
each design parameter~b1 , Db, M1 , t/c, s/c, and AVDR! is
established in order to define one flow problem, which is to be
solved by the automated design tool. Within these ranges only
design relevant combinations of parameters have been adopted as
a basis for the new airfoil family.

Objective Function. Apart from the flow solver the quality
of optimization results depend mainly on the optimization algo-
rithm itself and on the formulation of the objective function. If
this formulation mathematically represents the desired physical
behavior, a good design can be expected by using an optimization
process. So the validation of a chosen objective function is one
key to a successful automatic airfoil design.

As mentioned above, modern heavy-duty gas turbine compres-
sors have to operate with high efficiency at varying conditions.
This primarily means that the level of the total pressure loss at the
design point and the entire incidence range of the cascade is es-
sential for the compressor performance. Figure 7 illustrates all
elements used for the objective function, which takes into account
the complete airfoil’s operating range. The corresponding formu-
lation of the objective function is

OBF5C1•
vD

v ref
1C2•

Db1

Db1,ref

1C3•
u~DbSt /Db1!2~DbSt /Db1!refu

~DbSt /Db1!ref

1C4•
v80

v80,ref
1C5•

s80

s80,ref
1SPF. (1)

The total pressure loss at design conditions is calledvD . The
limits of the attainable operating rangeDb1 are defined by twice
the value ofvD . The relative stall margin is given by the expres-
sion (DbSt /Db1). To aspire to a ‘‘flat’’ loss curve, the mean
value of the total pressure losses for the inner 80 percent of the
operating range is calledv80 and the corresponding standard de-
viation s80. The abbreviationPF represents the penalty function

terms, which introduce geometric restrictions for a mathematical
formulation. For instance, due to static and dynamic strength re-
quirements the cross section area of a rotor blade may not be less
than a certain given value. If during the optimization process a
geometry is generated that fails this criterion, a relating number
PF will be added to the objective function value OBF. The refer-
ence values allow a normalization of the different objective func-
tion terms. The coefficientsC are used for weighting each term
against the others and must be specified by the user and validated
by test runs of the design tool. The objective of the optimization
process is to minimize this function.

With this type of objective function a design will be achieved,
which is characterized by:

• low loss at design point condition;
• a wide operating range;
• a definite relative stall margin:
• a low and constant loss level within the inner 80 percent

incidence range;
• no violation of any geometric restrictions.

This formulation represents a new approach in automated airfoil
design, because the cascade’s complete operating range is taken
into account.

Airfoil Optimization. To give an impression of the presented
tool’s and objective function’s efficiency, an optimization ex-
ample will be presented and discussed in detail. Figures 8–10
show comparisons between the profile before and after the opti-
mization. In the lower diagram of Fig. 8 the design point and
cascade data~b1 , Db, M1 , t/c, s/c, and AVDR! are noted. With
a diffusion factor ofDF50.42, the loading of this cascade is

Fig. 7 Elements for objective function definition

Fig. 8 Geometry of starting and optimized profiles

Table 2 Range of design parameters
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within an usual range for subsonic heavy-duty gas turbine com-
pressor airfoils. The Reynolds number is set to 2.53106 and the
turbulence level to a value where bypass transition is predomi-
nant. That means that transition occurs at a location where the
momentum thickness Reynolds number approaches a value of
roughly 200.

As the upper left diagram shows, both geometries, the starting
and the optimized design, have the samex/c value for the maxi-
mal thicknesst/c at 25 percent. The thickness of the optimized
profile in front of and behind the maximum is higher, because the
starting airfoil’s cross section area is too small and leads to a
violation of the corresponding mechanical restriction. In the upper
right diagram the curvature distributions of suction and pressure
side are presented. The greatest differences appear on the front
part of the suction side distribution, where the optimized airfoil
has curvature values below25. This strong curvature leads to an
almost flattend midpart of the suction side, as shown in the lower
diagram of Fig. 8. The front wedge angleDl1 has been consid-
erably increased during the optimization process, which results in
a thicker leading edge geometry. At the trailing edge both surfaces
of the optimized airfoil are characterized by an increase in curva-
ture and a higher rear wedge angleDl2 .

Comparing the Mach number distributions for design condi-
tions in Fig. 9, the most significant difference is visible in the
upstream propagation of the peak suction side Mach number for
the optimized airfoil. As shown in the upper diagram on the right
side, the laminar–turbulent transition on the suction side is lo-
cated upstream of 10 percent chord. Suction side diffusion starts
shortly after the transition location, when the turbulent boundary

layer is still thin. On the one hand this means that in the front
accelerated part the boundary layer of the starting profile is al-
ready turbulent. On the other hand this leads to a smaller decel-
eration gradient for the optimized airfoil downstream of the peak
Mach number. With incompressible shape factor values below
1.8, both airfoils show significant margin to suction side separa-
tion, which is assumed to occur atH12i values between 2.5 and
3.0. The suction side boundary layer momentum thickness distri-
butions are presented in the lower diagram on the right side. In
conjunction with the Mach number distributions, the important
role of the deceleration gradients can be clearly seen: The higher
the local deceleration gradient is, the higher the local momentum
thickness growth rate is. For instance, between 30 and 70 percent
of chord, the diffusion on the starting geometry is significantly
higher and the boundary layer momentum thickness grows with a
higher gradient, as well. At the trailing edge of the starting profile
the momentum thickness is slightly higher than for the optimized
geometry.

The total pressure losses for both airfoils are presented in Fig.
10. In addition, the corresponding elements of the objective func-
tion are noted. With regard to the starting profile, the design losses
have been reduced by more than 6 percent, the incidence range
has been increased by more than 4 deg, including 1 deg larger
stall margin, and the penalty function value has been reduced to
zero. Correspondingly, the objective function value could be re-
duced from 5.44 to 4.17. The main cause of the increased operat-
ing range is the thicker leading edge geometry, which is less sen-
sitive to any off-design inlet flow angle. The almost flattened
midpart of the profile and the smaller trailing edge momentum
thickness values lead to the reduced design point losses.

The considerable improvement in the design and the off-design
behavior of the optimized profile proves the efficiency in airfoil
design of both the optimization process and the objective function
formulation. The starting profile’s Mach number distribution with
its acceleration untilx/c530 percent resembles closely a CDA-
type distribution. For most of the CDA designs, apparently, it has
been assumed that laminar flow is present on the suction side, at
least partly up to 20–30 percent of chord. The new optimized
airfoils, however, consider the effect of early transition at the high
Reynolds number and turbomachinery turbulence level.

This optimization process has been carried out for approxi-
mately 400 airfoil designs in order to get enough optimal profiles
as a basis for the new airfoil family. All design calculations have
been carried out at a Reynolds number Re52.53106, which rep-
resents an average for the blading in a real large-scale heavy-duty
gas turbine compressor. Because the turbulence level is about 3
percent and higher in the mid- and rear-part compressor stages
@20# and as further increase in turbulence level hardly affects the
MISES-calculated transition location at Reynolds numbers higher
than 23106 ~see also last section of this paper and Fig. 15!, the
turbulence level was set to a value ofTu53 percent.

The optimization results have been used as a data basis to de-
velop correlations for each geometric parameter as a function of
the six varied flow and cascade parameters~b1 , Db, M1 , t/c,
s/c, and AVDR!. Using these correlations in compressor design
leads to an extremely fast and efficient blading design. In contrast
to conventional airfoil families where geometric input like stag-
ger, inlet, and outlet metal angles is needed, only the six flow and
cascade parameters have to be defined. As a two-dimensional
duct- or throughflow compressor design calculation results in the
radial distributions of the flow properties in the axial gaps, all six
parameters for each cross section in the flow path are given and
the corresponding airfoil geometry is directly determined by the
developed correlations. In order to validate these correlations and
the corresponding airfoil family, a four-step process has been
adopted:

• Check airfoil geometry within given ranges of application for
violation of geometric restrictions.

• Check objective function curves/planes of the new airfoil

Fig. 9 Mach number distributions and boundary layer param-
eters for starting and optimized profiles

Fig. 10 Total pressure losses of starting and optimized pro-
files
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family for unusually high values in order to determine regions
where the geometric correlations do not match the support points/
results from the optimization process.

• Compare geometry and objective function values of an opti-
mized airfoil with the corresponding representative of the new
family for arbitrary combinations of the six flow and cascade pa-
rameters.

• Compare representatives of the new airfoil family with con-
ventional controlled-diffusion airfoils.

Steps one and two were performed for more than 4000 geom-
etries. In those parts of the range of application where these
checks revealed unsatisfying results, the correlations have been
corrected. In the third step for about ten combinations of the six
flow and cascade parameters, new optimizations have been per-
formed and their results have been compared to the representa-
tives of the new airfoil family. All examples showed almost no
changes in airfoil geometry and the decrease in the objective func-
tion value was negligible. As a part of the validation of this new
approach, four examples for the step four comparisons are pre-
sented in the following section.

Comparison to Reference CDA Cascades.For the experi-
mental investigation of the new airfoil family@14# four cascades
have been selected, which are typical representatives for rotor and
stator sections in the mid and rear part of a compressor@21#. The
design parameters together with the diffusion factors are presented
in Table 3. For these parameters, four profiles~A–D! have been
adopted from the new airfoil family, where the inlet Mach number
is decreased from cascade A to D. In order to demonstrate the
superior behavior of the new design, four controlled-diffusion air-
foils have been selected, which satisfy the same design require-
ments.

A comparison of the airfoil geometries is presented in Fig. 11.
As the inlet Mach number decreases, the new~test! profiles show
smaller stagger angles than the controlled-diffusion airfoils. Simi-
lar to the earlier example~Fig. 8!, the new airfoils show more
camber in the front and less camber in the midportion, and the
leading edge geometries are thicker compared to the CDA shape.

The corresponding design point Mach number distributions are
shown in Fig. 12. All test profiles are characterized by a front-
loaded pressure distribution, boundary layer transition shortly be-
fore the velocity maximum at about 7–10 percent chord, and
smaller deceleration gradients in the midpart of the airfoils. The
differences between the new and the CDA design increase from

cascade A to D~Fig. 11!, which are characterized by decreasing
inlet Mach numbers. As controlled diffusion airfoils were initially
designed for use in supercritical and high subsonic applications
and afterward transferred to use in mid and low subsonic stages,
in particular the low subsonic airfoils show significant changes in
design. In contrast, cascade A is quite similar for both designs, as
a significantly increased front loading based on a thicker leading
edge for the test profile would result in a local transonic flow
region and lead to higher total pressure losses.

Figure 13 presents the total pressure losses for all four test
profiles together with the corresponding controlled-diffusion air-
foils. All representatives of the new airfoil family are character-
ized by increased operating ranges, including higher incidence
range to stall. The highest growth can be seen for cascade B,
where the stall margin rises from 5 deg for the CDA to 9 deg; all
three other airfoils show an increase in stall margin of at least 1.5
deg. All four new profiles likewise show lower total pressure
losses over the entire operating ranges.

In order to demonstrate the achievable benefit of this new air-
foil family on the compressor efficiency and cost, additional loss
curves~dash-dotted lines! are included in all four diagrams of Fig.
13. The five design parametersM1 , b1 , Db, t/c, and AVDR are
kept at the same values already presented in Table 3, while the
pitch-to-chord ratios are increased. For the test case D the same
stall margin as for the controlled diffusion airfoil has been
achieved by adopting a pitch-to-chord ratio of 1.05. Even with the
maximum pitch-to-chord ratio covered in the range of application,
the stall margins for the increased-pitch airfoils of test cases A–C
are still higher than for the CD airfoils. Hence, for the presented
comparisons~A–C! a s/c value of 1.2 has been adopted. As the
stall margin~compared to CDA! does not decrease, the same com-
pressor operation range can be guaranted based on reduced num-
bers of blades and vanes. In all four cases a significant reduction
in the total pressure losses for the entire operating ranges is vis-
ible. At design point conditions the losses are decreased by 20
percent. Based on this example a compressor efficiency rise of 1
percent and more can be expected.

In order to elucidate the reasons for the considerable increase in
operating range the Mach number distributions at25 deg and15
deg incidence for cascade C are compared in Fig. 14. The corre-
sponding incidence flow angles are marked in the total pressure
loss diagram in Fig. 13. The importance of the thickened leading
edge vicinity is demonstrated by the off-design behavior of testFig. 11 Geometry of CDA and new airfoils

Fig. 12 Design Mach number distributions of CDA and new
airfoils

Table 3 Design parameters of test cascades A–D
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profile C. While the CDA’s peak Mach numbers are in the super-
sonic range, the new airfoil avoids these peaks at25 deg and15
deg incidence and stays at a moderate Mach number level. This
peak reduction leads to a significant boundary layer unloading in
the vicinity of the leading edge and finally results in an improve-
ment of the separation behavior. In both diagrams in Fig. 14
downstream ofx/c550 percent on the suction side and down-
stream ofx/c510 percent on the pressure side, differences in the
Mach number distributions can hardly be seen, so the cause for
the increase in operating range has to be related to the change in
the front part.

Summarizing, one can find that, compared to the reference air-
foils, the new airfoil family is characterized by an increased lead-
ing edge thickness and a flattened midpart, a front-loaded Mach

number distribution, lower total pressure losses and considerably
higher operating ranges including increased stall margin.

Influence of Reynolds Number. Compared to CDA, the new
airfoil family is characterized by a front-loaded Mach number
distribution. In order to emphasize that the upstream propagation
of the boundary layer transition is caused by high Reynolds num-
bers, a corresponding numerical parameter study is presented in
this chapter.

Due to the high mass flow and the resulting large dimensions in
a heavy-duty gas turbine compressor, the rotor and stator chord
lengths have to be considerably increased compared to aeroengine
dimensions. Together with the higher inlet density at design point
conditions, the profile Reynolds numbers are significantly higher
(Re52–43106). Together with the high turbulence levels in the
mid and rear part of a multistage compressor, this leads to an early
bypass transition of the blade boundary layer even at favorable
pressure gradients@22#.

In this context a numerical parameter study based on MISES
calculations is presented in the right diagram in Fig. 15. Boundary
layer transition is calculated for the suction side Mach number
distribution shown on the left side of this figure (M150.6). Both
increasing Reynolds number and rising turbulence level result in
an upstream propagation of the transition location. For low Rey-
nolds numbers and small turbulence levels, the transition is insight
a laminar separation bubble. For high Reynolds numbers and high
turbulence levels the transition occurs in the bypass mode. The
corresponding Mach number distribution is accelerated untilx/c
530 percent. So, with turbulence levelsTu>3 percent and Rey-
nolds numbers Re>23106 the onset of transition migrates up-
stream into the region with an accelerated boundary layer to a
relative chord ofx/c57 percent. A further increase of the turbu-
lence level does hardly affect this transition location. It is assumed
that even unsteady effects like wake passing, described for ex-
ample in the work of Halstead et al.@23#, do not significantly
influence this early transition location, because the Reynolds num-
ber is high.

An optimal airfoil design has to take into account the change in
transition location and mode. Hence, compressor airfoils, which
were initially designed for aeroengine flow conditions and then
transferred to heavy-duty gas turbines, do not account for these
effects and do not represent the optimal solution for the heavy-
duty gas turbine compressor design.

To answer the opposite question, whether the new airfoil family
would also show superior behavior in flow conditions where the
transition onset is located further downstream, the results of a
final optimization are presented in Fig. 16. As a basis for this
design test profile C was selected. The corresponding design pa-
rameters are noted in Table 3. This test profile is used as starting
geometry for an optimization carried out at Re50.83106 and
Tu51 percent. The results and a comparison of both cascades are
presented in Fig. 16. The top diagram shows the two geometries,
the representative of the new airfoil family as a dotted line and the
low-Reynolds-optimized profile as a solid line. In particular the

Fig. 13 Total pressure losses of CDA and new airfoils

Fig. 14 Off-design Mach number distribution of CDA and new
airfoils

Fig. 15 Influence of Re and Tu on transition onset
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midprofile region is characterized by an increase in camber. For
the Mach number distribution at design point conditions~midleft
diagram! the front-loaded suction side curve is changed to a
‘‘roof-top’’ or CDA-similar distribution with laminar suction sur-
face flow up to 35 percent of chord. On the pressure side a decel-
eration in the first 20 percent of chord is visible for the optimized
profile. In the rear parts of the suction and the pressure side the
Mach number remained almost unaffected by the optimization. As
the shape factor distributions for the low-Re numbers~midright
diagram! indicate, the optimized airfoil’s transition has migrated
further downstream. Lower losses on the suction side due to an
extension of the laminar flow region are compensated by higher
losses on the pressure side due to slightly increased deceleration
in the front portion. Hence, both airfoils possess almost the same
design point value:vD51.55 percent⇔1.56 percent~compare
2(b)⇔1(b) in the attached table!. The objective function value
for the optimized airfoil has dropped from 4.99 to 4.29. In par-
ticular, the rise in stall margin is responsible for this improvement.
So, for low-Re conditions the optimized, CDA-similar profile
shows better design and off-design behavior, which confirms the
use of such airfoils for these boundary conditions.

In order to demonstrate that the representative of the new airfoil
family still possesses superior performance at high Reynolds num-
bers, the objective function values for both airfoils have been
calculated at Re52.53106 and Tu53 percent. The correspond-
ing total pressure losses are presented in the lower left diagram in
Fig. 16. The test profile C~curve 1~a!! is characterized by lower
losses and a wider operating range, which results in an objective
function value of 4.18 compared to 4.55 for the low-Re-optimized
airfoil ~curve 2~a!!.

Hence, for application in a heavy-duty gas turbine compressor
with its specific boundary conditions, the new designed airfoil
family has proved superior performance for design and off-design
conditions. From this final low-Re optimization result, the transfer
of this airfoil family to aeroengine application cannot be advised,
as the controlled-diffusion airfoils in use until now seem to pos-
sess equal or even superior design and off-design behavior.

Conclusions
An important advantage is achieved by an automated design

process, in which the blade geometry generation program and the
flow solver are coupled to search for an aerodynamically opti-
mized airfoil. Thereby, this process is not restricted to the ‘‘state
of the art’’ experience of a design engineer. A further extension of
the range of application can easily be achieved by integrating the
results of additional optimizations/profile designs into the existing
new airfoil family.

The superior performance of the new airfoil family for high
Reynolds numbers, which is characterized by an increase in the
attainable operating range and a decrease in the total pressure
losses, confirms the efficiency of both the automated tool for op-
timized airfoil design and the formulation of the objective func-
tion. As the heavy-duty gas turbine compressor specific high Rey-
nolds numbers lead to an upstream propagation of the boundary
layer transition, an optimal velocity distribution has to account for
these effects by a suction side maximum position in the front
portion of the airfoil. Utilization of the newly developed airfoil
family allows a reduction in blade and vane counts in comparison
to conventional airfoils. For a given compressor operating range
this leads to a further significant increase in efficiency.

As for each of the optimized airfoils the design and the off-
design behavior is known, a complete database including the total
pressure losses and the exit flow angles for different inlet flow
angles, inlet Mach numbers, and AVDR values can easily be de-
veloped. Consequently, for the new airfoil family, such an exten-
sive database has been generated in order to replace flow turning
and total pressure loss correlations used in two dimensional duct-
or throughflow streamline curvature codes. So, in the future, the
risks in compressor development are significantly reduced by the
knowledge of the exact off-design behavior during the first steps
of the design process.

Nomenclature

a 5 basis for number of random search points
AVDR 5 axial velocity density ratio

c 5 profile chord, m
C1–C5 5 objective function coefficients

Cr 5 curvature
DF 5 diffusion factor

H12i 5 incompressible shape factor
i 5 incidence5b12b1,D ,deg

M 5 Mach number
OBF 5 objective function

p 5 pressure, Pa
P1–P3 5 spline points on pressure side

PF 5 penalty function
r 5 radius, m

Re 5 Reynolds number5(w1•c)/n
s 5 pitch, blade spacing

S1–S3 5 spline points on suction side
t 5 maximum profile thickness, m

Tu 5 turbulence level
w 5 relative velocity, m/s
x 5 coordinate in chordwise direction, m
y 5 coordinate perpendicular to chordwise direction, m
b 5 flow angle with respect to cascade front, deg

Db 5 flow turning5b12b2 , deg
Db1 5 incidence range from negative to positive stall, deg
DbSt 5 incidence range from design to positive stall, deg

Fig. 16 Influence of Re and Tu on optimized profile geometry
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d1 5 boundary layer displacement thickness, m
d2 5 boundary layer momentum thickness, m
l 5 profile ~metal! angle, deg

Dl 5 profile wedge angle, deg
n 5 kinematic viscosity, m2/s
s 5 standard deviation
v 5 total pressure loss5(pt12pt2)/(pt12p1)

Subscripts

1 5 inlet plane
2 5 outlet plane

80 5 inner 80 percent of incidence range
D 5 design value

LE 5 leading edge
is 5 isentropic entity

ref 5 reference value in objective function
t 5 total, stagnation value

tr 5 transition
TE 5 trailing edge
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Development of Advanced
Compressor Airfoils for
Heavy-Duty Gas Turbines—
Part II: Experimental and
Theoretical Analysis
In Part I of this paper a family of numerically optimized subsonic compressor airfoils for
heavy-duty gas turbines, covering a wide range of flow properties, is presented. The
objective of the optimization was to create profiles with a wide low loss incidence range.
Therefore, design point and off-design performance had to be considered in an objective
function. The special flow conditions in large-scale gas turbines have been taken into
account by performing the numerical optimization procedure at high Reynolds numbers
and high turbulence levels. The objective of Part II is to examine some of the character-
istics describing the new airfoils, as well as to prove the reliability of the design process
and the flow solver applied. Therefore, some characteristic members of the new airfoil
series have been extensively investigated in the cascade wind tunnel of DLR cologne.
Experimental and numerical results show profile Mach number distributions, total pres-
sure losses, flow turning, and static pressure rise for the entire incidence range. The
design goal with low losses and especially a wide operating range could be confirmed, as
well as a mild stall behavior. Boundary layer development, particularly near stall condi-
tion, is discussed using surface flow visualization and the results of boundary layer
calculations. An additional experimental study, using liquid crystal coating, provides
necessary information on suction surface boundary-layer transition at high Reynolds
numbers. Finally, results of Navier–Stokes simulations are presented that enlighten the
total pressure loss development and flow turning behavior, especially at high incidence in
relation to the results of the design tool.@S0889-504X~00!02602-7#

Introduction
Efficiency improvements of axial flow compressors are directly

linked to the aerodynamic quality and the performance character-
istic of the blade elements. Also stable operating conditions at
off-design depend on boundary layer separation behavior and flow
turning characteristics of the cascades. Furthermore, a wide low-
loss incidence range of the profiles allows some uncertainty in
predicting the design point during the preliminary design without
significant penalty in efficiency and enables a large stall margin.

In the past, a variety of numerical blade-to-blade methods have
been successfully applied for tailoring the blade profiles. Thereby
either direct or inverse methods were applied, both to analyze or
define blade contours that satisfy the vector diagrams set by the
preliminary throughflow design. Both inverse and direct methods
basically have already been used as automated design tools and
had been embedded in special numerical optimization algorithms
which search, for example, for maximum efficiency at the design
point or maximum loading.

Substantial improvements apart from the pure design point op-
timization, however, can be achieved only by employment of di-
rect solvers, by which off-design performance can be analyzed
and considered in the optimization process. Thereby, special aero-
dynamic features of the cascade, such as flow turning, minimum

loss, or special boundary layer behavior at off-design, can be
asked for. This, however, involves considerable time-consuming
blade-to-blade calculations and corresponding high computer per-
formance. Using a fast and robust flow solver, the optimization
process can nowadays be performed in a reasonable and accept-
able time.

In Part I of this paper@1#, the development of such an auto-
mated design system is described. This tool was then used to tailor
a new family of subsonic airfoils suitable for heavy-duty gas tur-
bine compressors. Design and optimization considered the specific
boundary conditions of these large compressors, taking into ac-
count the effect of the high Reynolds number on boundary layer
development and transition. The profile optimization process
minimized an objective function that aimed for a low loss level in
the entire operating range, a wide incidence range, and a certain
stall margin. The blade-to-blade code used in this optimization
process was the Q3D Euler solver MISES from Drela and Youn-
gren @2–4# in its direct mode. It is a coupled inviscid/viscous
interaction method that employs integral boundary layer equations
for boundary layer and wake development. Boundary layer tran-
sition is predicted with the modified criterion of Abu-Ghannam/
Shaw@5,6#.

The objective of the present work was to validate the design
process and to check whether the design goals like flow turning,
loss level, incidence range, and stall margin were achieved. This
involved the validation of the blade-to-blade solver, especially at
off-design operating points.

For this reason four typical airfoil sections of the new family

1Now with Siemens AG.
Contributed by the International Gas Turbine Institute and presented at the 44th

International Gas Turbine and Aeroengine Congress and Exhibition, Indianapolis,
Indiana, June 7–10, 1999. Manuscript received by the International Gas Turbine
Institute February 1999. Paper No. 99-GT-96. Review Chair: D. C. Wisler.
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have been tested in a wide range of inlet Mach numbers, inlet flow
angles and at different AVDR values. Again, the blade-to-blade
solver MISES was used to elucidate the boundary layer behavior
and special features of the aerodynamic characteristics. Addition-
ally, a modern Navier–Stokes solver has been applied to one of
the cascades to give further information, especially on differences
between experiment and MISES calculation.

Further emphasis was placed on a critical assessment of the
boundary layer transition model, implemented in the MISES code.
Therefore, an additional experiment was conducted to determine
the impact of Reynolds number and turbulence level on the tran-
sition process. A validation of the transition model was of specific
interest because at high Reynolds numbers and high turbulence
levels, transition onset moved to the front portion of the blades.
This had an essential impact on the optimized blade pressure dis-
tribution and the corresponding profile geometry.

Description of the Cascades
Design considerations for the optimized cascades focused on

high aerodynamic efficiency and a stable wide operating range. In
contrast to aeroengine compressors, an increase of blade loading
and a drastic reduction of the number of blade rows is less impor-
tant for an industrial large gas turbine.

Therefore, the Mach number level, flow turning, and gap-chord
ratios of the developed profile family are moderate at the design
point. For sample validation of the new profile family, four dif-
ferent cascades have been selected. These cascades are typical
candidates for rotor or stator blade sections of the subsonic part of
a multistage compressor@7#.

After specifying the aerodynamic requirements for each cas-
cade, such as inlet Mach number, inlet flow angle, flow turning,
the AVDR, and gap-chord ratio as well as blade thickness, the
geometry parameters prescribing the single blade shape are de-
rived using the correlations of the complete profile systematic@8#.

The design parameters of the four representative cascades are
listed in Table 1, and Fig. 1 shows the corresponding geometry.
Due to a moderate aerodynamic loading, with flow turning be-
tween 10 and 18 deg and gap/chord ratios from 0.89 to 0.95, the
diffusion factors show values between 0.39 to 0.42.

As already described in Part I of this paper, the blades have
been designed and optimized at a Reynolds number of 2.53106,
which corresponds to the average Reynolds number of the blade
elements in the real large gas turbine compressor@8#. Further-
more, the turbulence level was set to a relatively high value at
which laminar-turbulent boundary layer transition on the blade
surface occurs mostly in the so-called bypass mode@9#. Under the
conditions of high turbulence level and high Reynolds number,
transition starts at about 4–8 percent of chord on the blade suction
side and 3–4 percent of chord on the pressure side. Transition
onset on the suction side is relatively insensitive to the flow ac-
celeration rate.

Consequently, the blade design optimization finished with a
forward loaded pressure distribution with a suction surface peak
velocity near 8–12 percent of chord. This high peak, where the
boundary layer is already turbulent, is immediately followed by a
relatively high diffusion rate, which becomes progressively less
severe farther downstream. Due to the forward-loaded pressure
distribution typical for the whole profile family, all blades have a
relatively thick front portion and a low overall camber. Also, the
blade stagger angles are considerably lower than stagger angles of
corresponding CDA blades with more camber in the rear.

CascadeA with an inlet Mach number of 0.715, a flow turning
of 10.3 deg, and 5 percent maximum blade thickness was selected
to be a typical candidate for a rotor section in one of the forward
compressor stages. Furthermore, due to its relatively high inlet
Mach number, it was of interest to validate the blade-to-blade
code for supercritical flow conditions which are achieved at high
positive and negative incidence angles. To limit surface Mach
numbers that exceed sonic velocities, the optimization process
flattened the velocity peak of bladeA in the front portion. The
corresponding design Mach number distribution of this cascade is
plotted in Fig. 2, left.

The character of the profile velocity distribution of the cascades
B, C, and D ~Fig. 2!, which are designed for lower inlet Mach

Fig. 1 Test cascades

Fig. 2 Experimental and numerical design Mach number distributions of the four test cascades

Table 1 Design parameters of the test cascades
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numbers 0.6, 0.55, and 0.44, is more or less identical, although
flow turning and profile thickness differ considerably~see Tables
1 and 2!. It is worth mentioning that cascadeD, with a blade
thickness of 9.3 percent of chord and an inlet Mach number of
0.44, was optimized for an incidence angle range of 27 degrees. It
could serve, for example, as a rotor hub section in one of the rear
stages.

Test Procedure
The four optimized cascades were extensively tested in the

Transonic Cascade Tunnel of the DLR in Cologne. This tunnel is
a closed loop, continuously running facility with a variable
nozzle, an upper transonic wall, and a variable test section height.
The air supply system enables an inlet Mach number range from
0.2 to 1.4 and a Mach number independent variation of the Rey-
nolds number from about 13105 to 33106. Tunnel sidewall
boundary layers ahead of the cascade are removed through pro-
truding slots. Tailboards combined with throttles are used to con-
trol inlet and exit boundary conditions and periodicity. Endwall
boundary layers and the axial velocity density ratio, AVDR, are
controlled using a suction system with suction slots located within
the blade pack aft of the minimum pressure region~see Fig. 4!.

A cross section and a photograph of the test section are shown
in Figs. 3 and 4. For the present tests, 6 blades with 70 mm chord
and an aspect ratio of 2.4 are installed. Tests were run with a total
pressure of about 1.1 bar and a total temperature of 305 K, giving
a Reynolds number of 0.7 to 1.13106 for the investigated Mach
number range from about 0.4 to 0.85.

The inlet flow angle is measured with probes at the same gap-
wise locations for three consecutive blade channels. Furthermore,
three center blades have been instrumented on the suction side to
control flow periodicity and allow an additional flow angle deter-
mination @10,11#. The test procedure is to vary Mach number at
each inlet angle for three different AVDR values. Prior to the
tests, each individual test point has been precalculated using the
blade-to-blade code MISES V2.4. The theoretical profile Mach
number distribution, displayed real time together with the test
data, served as a goal for the experimental distribution while ad-
justing the test conditions. By so doing, measurement accuracy,
especially of the inlet flow angle and AVDR could be improved
considerably. Table 3 provides some estimated uncertainties for
key dependent variables, in which uncertainty is less near the
design flow conditions and increases approaching the stalled flow
conditions.

Test and Design Conditions
Before starting the entire test program, numerical blade-to-

blade calculations have been performed to prove the usability of
the experimental results for the assessment of the design. Espe-
cially, it was of interest to know whether the design flow turning,
pressure ratio, and design incidence range, which have been cal-
culated for the high Reynolds number and turbulence level, could
be expected also from the experiments in the cascade wind tunnel.

All calculations for design and optimization were performed at
a Reynolds number of 2.53106 and a turbulence level of 3 per-
cent, whereas the wind tunnel tests operated at a Reynolds number
of 0.721.13106 and a turbulence level between 0.5 and 1.0 per-
cent. For cascadeC, which has been designed for an inlet Mach
number of 0.55 and a flow turning of 12.8 deg, blade performance
was calculated in the entire operating range from negative to posi-
tive stall at both design and test conditions. Results in Fig. 5 show
that the calculated total pressure losses have the same level and
that the inlet flow angle range is practically identical. For all in-

Fig. 3 Cross section of the DLR Transonic Cascade Tunnel

Fig. 4 Photograph of the test section

Table 2 Experimental and MISES data of the four test cascades at design conditions with Re Ä0.9–0.7Ã106

Table 3 Estimated uncertainties
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cidences and especially at design condition (b15147.3 deg), the
profile Mach number distributions shown in Fig. 6 are nearly
identical.

Also, the static pressure ratio, which directly depends on flow
turning and total pressure loss, is identical in the whole operating
range. Marginally higher total pressure losses are normal for low
Reynolds numbers, because at low Reynolds numbers boundary
layers are slightly thicker. Furthermore, at negative incidences the
pressure side shows a short laminar separation behind the leading
edge, and at positive incidences the suction side has a small lami-
nar bubble between 14–20 percent of chord. Both effects induce a
further marginal increase in total pressure loss. Due to the differ-
ent boundary layer transition behavior at low and high Reynolds
numbers, the boundary layer development on the blade front por-
tion is considerably different. However, for the overall blade per-

formance and the boundary layer thickness at the blade trailing
edge, this is of minor influence. The corresponding development
of the displacement thicknessd1 , and momentum thicknessd2 ,
as well as the boundary layer form factor is shown in Figs. 7 and
8 for design and test conditions.

Fig. 5 Predicted performance at different Reynolds numbers,
cascade C

Fig. 6 Isentropic Mach number distribution at different Rey-
nolds numbers, cascade C

Fig. 7 Boundary layer thickness at different Reynolds num-
bers, cascade C, M1Ä0.556, b1Ä147.3 deg

Fig. 8 Boundary layer form factor at different Reynolds num-
bers, cascade C, M1Ä0.556, b1Ä147.3 deg
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Due to the forward-loaded pressure distribution, transition on
the blade suction side occurs relatively early, either due to bypass
transition at 7 percent of chord or in a laminar separation bubble
at 18 percent of chord. Therefore, the essential decelerating part of
the suction surface is turbulent and boundary layer thickness as
well as the form factors achieve nearly identical values at the
trailing edge. Furthermore, even the slightly thicker boundary
layer on the suction side for the lower Reynolds number, is com-
pensated by a somewhat smaller boundary layer thickness on the
pressure side.

Validation of Design
The test program for each individual cascade covered the com-

plete precalculated incidence range and a certain Mach number
variation around design.

An excellent agreement between experiment and numerical
analysis using MISES was achieved at the design point for all four
cascades. The experimental profile Mach number distributions ex-
actly fit the calculations~Fig. 2!, and even exit flow angles agree
within the experimental accuracy. A comparison of the design
point data is given in Table 2 for wind tunnel flow conditions with
Re50.7– 0.93106 and a turbulence level ofTu<1 percent. Dif-
ferences are observed only for the total pressure loss coefficients,
where the experimental data are slightly higher than the numerical
ones.

Because off-design performance and stall margin were two of
the essential design goals during the optimization process, the
experimental determination of the achievable flow angle range
was of special interest. In particular, this validation was important
because the optimization process provided profiles, which allow
working ranges that are roughly 30 percent wider than ‘‘conven-
tional’’ controlled diffusion blades designed for the same task.
Such a theoretical comparison to a set of existing CDA profiles,
using the four test cascades, is shown in Fig. 11 of the first part of
this paper@1#. Happily, the present experiments using the four
optimized test cascades confirmed each of the precalculated work-
ing ranges. Figure 9 provides the measured total pressure loss
versus the incidence angle for cascadeA, B, C, andD. For each
cascade, the experimental working rangeDb1 is indicated and the
corresponding design value is given in brackets. The working
range hereby is defined in the conventional manner withDb1
5b1max2b1min, with b1min and b1max as the flow angles where
the losses achieve twice of the design point losses (v523vD).

Even cascadeD, with a design working range of 27 deg
achieved an experimental range of nearly 25 deg. Also the pos-
sible flow angle increase until stall onset,DbStall at positive inci-
dence, could be confirmed. Again,b1Stall is achieved, when the
losses become twice of the design point losses.

In addition to the experimental losses, Fig. 9 provides a com-
parison to theoretical losses from MISES with the Reynolds num-
bers and the turbulence level of the wind tunnel tests.

Fig. 9 Loss over incidence at design Mach number, experimental and MISES data, Re
Ä0.9– 0.7Ã106, TuÏ1 percent, experimental and design „in brackets … flow angle range

Table 4 Experimental and MISES data of test cascade D at ReÄ0.7Ã106 and TuÄ1.0 percent
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Furthermore, representative for all cascades, Fig. 11 shows the
dependency of the static pressure ratio and the exit flow angle on
the inlet flow direction for both experiment and theoretical analy-
sis. Noticeable is a gradual increase of the exit flow angle with
positive incidences and a considerable deviation between experi-
mental and theoretical values of up to 2 deg. This deviation, how-
ever, becomes less for very high incidences, when a strong bound-
ary layer separation is simulated by the MISES code.

Profile Mach number distributions at off-design are discussed
for cascadeD, which has a wide incidence range of 25 degs, in
Fig. 10 and the corresponding boundary conditions of the experi-
ments and the simulation are provided in Table 4. Overall, the
agreement to the MISES simulation was observed to be excellent
in the entire working range. Only at an extreme negative inci-
dence angle of216 deg did MISES fail to calculate a severe
separation at the pressure side leading edge. That also explains the
relatively large discrepancy between measured and predicted
losses in Fig. 9~D!. At positive incidences, the small differences
result from thicker experimental suction surface boundary layers
and an increasing flow angle deviation. Overall, the off-design
Mach number distributions shown in Fig. 10 are also representa-
tive for the other test cascades.

Navier–Stokes Analysis
It was of interest to know whether a Navier–Stokes solver

would lead to even better agreement between experiment and
simulation at positive incidences, where differences to the experi-
mental exit flow angle~Fig. 11, top! were observed. Also,
Navier–Stokes results can serve as an additional independent vali-
dation for the flow solver MISES applied during the design pro-
cess.

Using cascadeB, Navier–Stokes analyses have been performed
on a computational domain extending from20.5c<xax<1.9c,
wherexax50 corresponds to the blade leading edge. A multiblock
grid with one O-block around the blade and fourI-blocks was
used with a total of 14,995 nodes. First grid spacing normal to the
blade surface was chosen that yieldedy1 values between 2.0 and
3.0 within the boundary layer. The region near the leading edge
has greater values, caused by the very thin boundary layer in this
region. The DLR TRACE-U code@12,13#, which has been devel-
oped to investigate steady and unsteady flow phenomena in tur-
bomachines, has been used to perform the calculations. It allows
multiblock grids and it is possible to perform two- or three-
dimensional, steady or unsteady multistage calculations. Within
the code, various numerical methods are implemented and can
easily be exchanged. The essential ones used for the present Q3D
steady-state calculations are as follows: The two-dimensional
Reynolds-averaged Navier–Stokes equations are solved for a
compressible ideal gas in conjunction with an eddy viscosity
model. Convective fluxes are discretized using a second-order
Roe-upwind TVD scheme and the viscous fluxes are discretized

using central differences. The turbulence model used for the cal-
culations is the one-equation approach developed by Spalart and
Allmaras @14# and modified by Eulitz@13#.

The simulation was performed with laminar/turbulent boundary
layers on both suction and pressure sides and start of transition
was taken from the MISES calculations. Inlet and exit boundaries

Fig. 10 Experimental and numerical Mach number distributions of test cascade D

Fig. 11 Experimental performance data compared to MISES
and Navier–Stokes calculations, cascade B , M1Ä0.607, AVDR
Ä1.05
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are treated by nonreflecting boundary conditions according to
Giles @15#. To simulate an axial stream tube variation, a linear
stream tube thickness distribution from leading edge to trailing
edge plane has been assumed. Spatial discretization is combined
with a modified four-stage Runge–Kutta time stepping scheme.
Implicit residual smoothing and local time stepping are used to
accelerate convergence. The code has proven its reliability and
high accuracy in cascade simulation even for highly loaded tran-
sonic flows@16#.

Navier–Stokes calculations have been performed for the entire
incidence range at the design Mach number of 0.607. The total
pressure loss, static pressure ratio, and exit flow angle in Fig. 11
show good agreement between Navier–Stokes solution and ex-
periment. Only the increasing exit flow angle at positive inci-
dences could not be simulated accurately, although deviation to
the experiments is something less in relation to MISES.

Even though the Navier–Stokes solver shows better agreement
with all experimental data than MISES does, the differences from
the MISES results are too marginal to justify its use in a design
optimization process with extensive operating point calculations,
due to an enormous increase in CPU time. On the other hand, it is
a useful tool for validation after the design process and provides
more information of critical flow conditions in addition to experi-
mental investigations.

Boundary Layer Separation Behavior
Besides a wide inlet flow angle range, onset of boundary layer

separation inside the blade rows is of specific interest for opera-
tion of a multistage compressor. The blade design optimization
process, described in Part I of this paper, particularly asked for a
wide margin between inlet flow angle at design and near stall
(DbStall). The final optimized blade and cascade geometries of the
new profile family fortunately showed this wide incidence range

and especially a mild separation behavior. To discuss this behav-
ior, profile Mach number distributions and the development of the
suction surface form factorH12i for design and high positive in-
cidence angles are shown in Fig. 12. The distributions are calcu-
lated for cascadeD, which showed a stall margin of about 11 deg.
Qualitatively, these results are also typical for the other test cas-
cades. At design (i 50, b15137 deg) the form factor remains
constant from transition location to about 85 percent of chord.
Farther downstream, however, a slight increase of the form factor
is calculated, caused by an increase of suction surface curvature
and a resulting further deceleration in the rear part. Increasing the
incidence angle, the shape of this form factor distribution remains;
however, the steep increase ofH12i successively moves forward,
until H12i exceeds a value of 2.5 to 2.8, that is commonly used as
a criterion for separation onset. The horizontal dashed line in the
lower part of Fig. 12 indicates separation (cf50) calculated with
MISES. It corresponds toH12i53.01400./Red2, implemented in
MISES as the value for a change in boundary layer behavior.

Because the steep rise inH12i is more or less concentrated on
the rear part of the profile, boundary layer separation also remains
concentrated on this rear blade portion. During a gradual rise in
incidence from 8, 9, 10 to 11 deg, the separation line on the profile
very slowly moves forward, but remains downstream of 85 per-
cent of chord. Due to this, separation onset is very weak and no
remarkable unsteady effects were observed in the experiment.

Surface flow visualization tests confirmed this observation. At
an incidence angle of19 deg~see Fig. 10! only little separation
could be seen on the suction side of cascadeD. The oil streak
lines in Fig. 13 additionally visualize a small laminar separation
bubble behind the velocity peak near the leading edge. Further-
more, nearly no secondary flow is observed on the blade surface,
although blade loading withi 519 deg is relatively high. This
underlines the effectiveness of the end-wall boundary layer suc-
tion system.

Transition at High Reynolds Number
All calculations, using the modified Abu-Ghannam/Shaw crite-

rion @5# with a high Reynolds number and turbulence level of 3
percent, showed transition within the accelerated front portion of
the blade~see also results in Fig. 15, Part I of this paper!. There-
fore, the new high Reynolds number optimized profiles showed
the characteristic front-loaded Mach number distribution. To en-
sure the design, it is of immense interest whether the transition
location is predicted correctly or not. Most available experiments,
either from stationary cascades or from real turbomachine blade
rows, show that laminar flow is dominant on the accelerated part
of the blade surface, even after a wake has passed the blade sur-
face @17#. All these tests, however, have low Reynolds numbers
(Re<0.83106). There are not many data on transition location
for the specific conditions, existing in large-scale heavy-duty gas
turbines, such as high Reynolds numbers and high turbulence lev-
els. One can find high Reynolds number tests for airplanes at low
turbulence levels where boundary layers still remain laminar in an
accelerated flow. There is a lack of data especially for favorable

Fig. 12 Numerical separation behavior of cascade D, includ-
ing MISES separation onset

Fig. 13 Oil streak lines on the suction side of cascade D, iÄ
¿9 deg, flow direction from top to bottom
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pressure gradients, high Reynolds numbers, and higher turbulence
levels, so an additional experiment has been performed to ensure
the existence of early transition onset. A test cascade, shown in
Fig. 14, was chosen, with an inlet Mach number of 0.6 and a
suction side acceleration up to 35 percent of chord. Tests were run
with Reynolds numbers from 0.7 to 2.73106 and turbulence lev-
els from about 0.7 to 4 percent. Liquid crystal coatings were used
to detect transition by visualizing the difference in adiabatic wall
temperature between laminar and turbulent flow which is in the
order of 1–2 K for this experiment. A more detailed description of
this technique is given by Steinert and Starken@18#.

In Fig. 14 the adiabatic wall temperatures of the laminar and
turbulent boundary layers are shown. The differences in tempera-
ture of the laminar and turbulent boundary layer is quite small
~1–2 K!, which made it necessary to have a very sensitive mixture
of liquid crystals.

At usual wind tunnel test conditions without a turbulence
screen and a low Reynolds number of about 0.83106, suction
surface flow along the front portion is laminar and a strong lami-
nar separation bubble develops with transition near 40 percent of
chord. Increasing the Reynolds number to 2.03106, laminar flow
in the front remains. Although the laminar separation bubble be-
comes less intensive, transition still occurs inside of the bubble
~Fig. 15, left!.

Increasing the turbulence level to a value of about 3 percent, the
separation bubble disappears and a line of fully turbulent bound-
ary layer moves forward to about 30 percent. When raising the
turbulence level at this high Reynolds number, the sensitivity of
the boundary layer to surface roughness increases considerably
@19,20#, as can be seen in the center of Fig. 15. More turbulence
wedges become visible downstream of distinct roughness par-
ticles.

At about 4 percent turbulence intensity, obviously the bypass
mechanism becomes dominant, and transition moves forward and
is observed upstream of 10 percent of chord along the entire blade
~Fig. 15, right!.

A comparison of the visualized transition location to the pre-
dicted onset using the criterion implemented in MISES@5# is
shown in Fig. 16. Overall, the forward movement of transition
onset with a rising turbulence level is, at least qualitatively, well
predicted. Some uncertainty remains betweenTu52 – 4 percent
where surface roughness seems to have an additional influence.

Conclusions
A series of new compressor airfoils has been developed for

high Reynolds number subsonic axial flow compressor stages in
heavy-duty gas turbines by making use of a modern optimization
technique. The design objective was a wide low-loss operating
range and a specific stall margin. The new profiles, which have
been optimized for high Reynolds numbers, showed relatively
thick leading edges and a front loaded pressure distribution. The
present experimental and theoretical analysis has demonstrated

Fig. 14 Calculated adiabatic wall temperature on suction side
and corresponding isentropic Mach number distribution

Fig. 15 Suction side transition visualized by liquid crystals, influence of turbulence level at Re Ä2Ã106

Fig. 16 Experimental „shaded area … and calculated „solid line …

suction side transition onset for the profile shown in Fig. 14
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the ability of the design tool and the superior aerodynamic perfor-
mance of the profiles developed. Besides a practically exact veri-
fication of the precalculated design point conditions, the design
flow angle range and stall margin could be confirmed. To ensure
the design philosophy, which is based on early boundary layer
transition on the blade surface, an additional basic experiment was
performed that enlightened the effect of the turbulence level at
high Reynolds numbers and favorable pressure gradient on tran-
sition onset. The experimental results at least qualitatively con-
firmed the transition model used.

Additional analyses of the complete operating range from nega-
tive to positive stall using a sophisticated Navier–Stokes flow
solver did show somewhat better agreement with the experiment,
but an essential advantage in relation to the inviscid/viscous inter-
action method used for this subsonic cascade flow could not be
proved. The designers, however, are curious to know whether a
complex method that simulates the real unsteady flow effects in a
turbomachinery environment could alter the design profile pres-
sure distribution, which has been optimized under steady flow
conditions.

Nomenclature

AVDR 5 axial velocity density ratio5(r2w2 sinb2)/
(r1w1 sinb1)

DF 5 diffusion factor512w2 /w11(w2 /w1 cosb2
2cosb1)s/2c

H12i 5 incompressible boundary layer form factor5d1i /d2i
M 5 Mach number
Re 5 Reynolds number5w1c/n1
T 5 temperature

Tu 5 turbulence level
c 5 profile chord length
i 5 incidence angle5b12b1Design
p 5 pressure
s 5 blade spacing, pitch
t 5 maximum profile thickness

w 5 velocity
x 5 coordinate in chordwise direction

xax 5 coordinate in axial direction
Db 5 flow turning5b12b2

Db1 5 incidence range from negative to positive stall
DbStall 5 incidence range from design to positive stall

b 5 flow angle with respect to cascade front
d1 5 boundary layer displacement thickness
d2 5 boundary layer momentum thickness
n 5 kinematic viscosity
r 5 density
v 5 total pressure loss coefficient5(pt12pt2)/(pt12p1)

Subscripts

1 5 inlet plane
2 5 exit plane
is 5 isentropic entity
t 5 total, stagnation value

w 5 wall value
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Discussion: ‘‘Development of
Advanced Compressor Airfoils for
Heavy-Duty Gas Turbines—
Part II: Experimental and Theoretical
Analysis’’ †ASME J. Turbomach.,
122, No. 3, pp. 406–414 „2000…‡1

N. A. Cumpsty
Whittle Laboratory, Cambridge University, Madingley
Road, Cambridge, CB3 0DY, United Kingdom

My first aim in writing this discussion is to compliment the
authors on two excellent papers. I found the results most interest-
ing and the description and approach were a pleasure to read. The
experimental confirmation was as near perfect as one has reason
to hope for; as well as complimenting the authors my remarks also
draw attention to the quality of the MISES code.

I have to admit that I had been skeptical of the benefits of
automated optimization procedures. The results shown here, how-
ever, have arrived at a philosophy for optimum aerodynamic pres-
sure distribution around the blades for very high Reynolds num-
ber, high free-stream turbulence, and modest inlet Mach number,
which I would not have thought of. Because the explanation for
the desirable features of the new blades is so clear, the successful
solution seems in retrospect almost obvious; it clearly was not
obvious and the authors are to be congratulated on their method

1Küsters, Bernhard, 2000, ‘‘Development of Advanced Compressor Airfoils for
Heavy-Duty Gas Turbines—Part II: Experimental and Theoretical Analysis,’’ ASME
Journal of Turbomachinery, Vol. 122, No. 3, pp. 406–414.
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and their presentation. I am sure that this work will influence the
blade profile shapes used in the future throughout the industry.

Figure 15 in the second paper, showing the surface flow visu-
alization, is less clear than the pictures shown at the presentation
in Indianapolis, which is a pity. What struck me at the conference
is transition behavior which I had not seen before. As the turbu-
lence level is raised at constant Reynolds number, the transition
moves forward, but there is an intermediate range, around 3 per-
cent free-stream turbulence, where the boundary layer turbulence
starts near the leading edge as isolated wedges, presumably origi-
nating with small excrescences on the surface. In other words, the
excrescences alone are not able to produce turbulence in the
boundary layer because the local boundary layer Reynolds num-
bers is too low, but the interaction of free-stream turbulence of
sufficient strength with the shear layer disturbance from these ex-
crescences is able to initiate turbulence in the boundary layer.

Would the authors care to explain why their experiments were
carried out at Reynolds numbers of about 106 and turbulence of
about 1 percent, whereas the designs were at much higher values
of both parameters? Surely the thrust of the design was that a
different transition behavior is expected when the Reynolds num-
ber is higher than is common in aircraft engines and high free-
stream turbulence is allowed for.~There is no reason to expect the
turbulence levels to be significantly different for large land-based
engines or aircraft engines.! If transition is going to occur in the
region of flow acceleration on the suction surface, there is no
benefit in having the peak suction well back on the chord. The
optimum shape for the blades should therefore be different for the
conditions of the design and the conditions of the tests. Given that
the tests were carried out at Reynolds numbers much lower than
design, in the range more typical of aircraft engines, and with
relatively low free-stream turbulence, what does the agreement of
measurements with calculations at high Reynolds number and tur-
bulence intensity tell us? Does it say that at the comparatively low
inlet Mach numbers used for these blades the exact nature of the
blade shape and pressure distribution is not very important? Going
back to NASA SP-36, Fig. 130 shows how loss is relatively in-
sensitive to blade profile shape for inlet Mach numbers below
about 0.8.

Closure to ‘‘Discussion of
‘Development of Advanced Compressor
Airfoils for Heavy-Duty Gas
Turbines—Part II: Experimental and
Theoretical Analysis’ ’’ †ASME
J. Turbomach., 122, No. 3, pp. 406–414
„2000…‡

We would like to thank Professor Cumpsty for the encouraging
and interesting comments on our contribution. During the course
of the work we also have been pleased to see that by applying the
automated design tool, the blade profiles and the blade pressure
distribution followed the prescribed boundary conditions and the
constraints that have been formulated in the objective function.
Among other things, it became clear how the blade pressure dis-

tribution on the suction side reacts on boundary layer transition
location and that early transition encourages a forward movement
of the suction side maximum velocity.

He clearly recognized from our visualization experiment, which
is presented in the second part of the paper, that boundary layer
transition onset likewise depends on the free-stream turbulence
level and surface roughness. This phenomenon has not been stud-
ied in detail so far, but we are aware that both the disturbances
downstream of single roughness particles on the shear layer and
the disturbances due to free-stream turbulence seem to interact in
a complex mechanism. The clarification of this phenomenon,
however, has not been the objective of the present paper. At this
time, first of all, we wanted to supply evidence on upstream
propagation of transition onset into the accelerated front portion
of the blade with increasing free-stream turbulenceand increasing
Reynolds number. Further results and information on this Rey-
nolds number and turbulence influence are discussed in an addi-
tional paper@1#.

The extensive experiments to validate the new profile design
and especially the MISES code employed were carried out at Rey-
nolds numbers around 0.83106 for two reasons: First, to limit
energy consumption and blade loading, the total pressure was kept
around 1.1 bar; second, short blade chord with an acceptable blade
aspect ratio of 2.4 helped to limit endwall and secondary flow
effects. Furthermore, no turbulence grids have been installed up-
stream of the test section, to ensure an undisturbed flow field with
homogeneous inlet flow that allows highest measurement accu-
racy and periodicity.

The cascade performance results presented in the paper, from
both experiment and simulation, show good agreement, although
the tests had been performed at low Reynolds numbers and a low
turbulence level and the design calculations were carried out at
turbomachinery conditions when Reynolds number and turbulence
level are high. The good agreement between measured low-
Reynolds-number data and the calculated loss and flow turning
values for higher Reynolds numbers and free-stream turbulence
levels is based on the low shift in suction side transition location
for these specific front-loaded profiles. While the calculated val-
ues show the suction side transition in the first 10 percent of
chord, under the test conditions the velocity distributions of the
airfoils encourage transition to occur a short distance after the
suction side maximum, which is close to 10 percent of the chord
length. Hence, in both cases, the suction side boundary layer,
especially in the region of strong adverse pressure gradients, be-
haves similarly. This coincidence is responsible for the good ac-
cordance between test and calculation.

The answer to the last question is no. If one really looks in
detail, it has been shown over the years that for subsonic Mach
numbers up to 0.7 or 0.8, the total pressure loss level in the vi-
cinity of the design point is not essentially dependent on the blade
profile shape; presumably the data are compared for the same
velocity triangles and cascade solidities. But for higher aerody-
namic blade loading, and especially at off-design conditions, large
differences are observed because the boundary layer behavior and
resulting losses really depend on the blade and cascade geometry.
Not solely optimizing at design point conditions, but reaching
excellent off-design performance with large stall margin, is the
advantage of the new design approach.

References
@1# Schreiber, H. A., Steinert, W., and Ku¨sters, B., 2000, ‘‘Effects of Reynolds

Number and Free-Stream Turbulence on Boundary Layer Transition in a Com-
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The Influence of Technical
Surface Roughness Caused by
Precision Forging on the Flow
Around a Highly Loaded
Compressor Cascade
A highly loaded compressor cascade, which features a chord length ten times larger than
in real turbomachinery, is used to perform an investigation of the influence of technical
surface roughness. The surface structure of a precision forged blade was engraved in two
0.3-mm-thick sheets of copper with the above-mentioned enlarging factor (Leipold and
Fottner, 1996). To avoid additional effects due to thickening of the blade contour, the
sheets of copper are applied as inlays to the pressure and suction side. At the high-speed
cascade wind tunnel, the profile pressure distribution and the total pressure distribution
at the exit measurement plane were measured for the rough and the smooth blade for a
variation of inlet flow angle and inlet Reynolds number. For some interesting flow con-
ditions, the boundary layer development was investigated with laser-two-focus anemom-
etry and one-dimensional hot-wire anemometry. At low Reynolds numbers and small inlet
angles, a separation bubble is only slightly reduced due to surface roughness. The posi-
tive effect of a reduced separation bubble is overcompensated by a negative influence of
surface roughness on the turbulent boundary layer downstream of the separation bubble.
At high Reynolds numbers, the flow over the rough blade shows a turbulent separation
leading to high total pressure loss coefficients. The laser-two-focus measurements indi-
cate a velocity deficit close to the trailing edge, even at flow conditions where positive
effects due to a reduction of the suction side separation have been expected. The turbu-
lence intensity is reduced close downstream of the separation bubble but increased fur-
ther downstream due to surface roughness. Thus the rear part of the blade but not the
front part reacts sensitively on surface roughness.@S0889-504X~00!01302-7#

Introduction
The demand for increased cycle efficiencies leads to increased

turbine inlet temperatures and to high pressure ratios in modern
turbomachines. This trend to high pressures in the high pressure
compressor requires very smooth blade surfaces to keep the pro-
file boundary layer in the hydraulically smooth region. Thus, not
only in terms of turbomachine performance but also in terms of
cost reduction for the manufacturing process, surface roughness is
a very interesting field to investigate.

The influence of surface roughness has been of interest for re-
searchers for almost 100 years. One of the first and best-known
investigations is that of Nikuradse@1#, who did intensive research
on pipe flows with sand grains of different size applied to the pipe
walls. His measurements led to the so-called Nikuradse diagram,
where the flow can be divided into three regions. The first region
concerns the whole laminar region and a part of the turbulent
region. It is marked by the fact that surface roughness has no
influence on the flow. The second region shows an increase of the
pressure drop coefficient when raising the Reynolds number. In
the third region the pressure drop coefficient is independent of the
Reynolds number. Nikuradse interpreted these regions with the
relation of surface roughness height to the thickness of the laminar
sublayer. In the first region the surface roughness is completely
covered by the laminar sublayer, thus no influence of surface
roughness can be found. In the second region the decrease of the

laminar sublayer thickness lets some roughness elements protrude
through the sublayer, leading to an increase of the pressure drop
coefficient. For the third region, the complete surface roughness
protrudes through the sublayer, leading to no further increase of
the pressure drop coefficient.

The influence of lateral surface roughness parameters was
found to be important by Schlichting@2#, who varied the density
of roughness elements like hemispheres, cones, and rectangular
dice of a plate flow. When increasing the density of roughness
elements up to a critical value, the drag coefficient increased. A
further increase of roughness density leads to a decrease in drag
coefficient.

Even in turbomachines, the influence of surface roughness is
subject of various investigations. Several investigations concern
the influence of surface roughness on the performance of turbine
or compressor rigs. An extensive investigation about the change
of performance of turbine rigs is found in Bammert and Sandstede
@3–5#. They observed a performance degradation and a shift of the
characteristic to smaller mass flow coefficients for the investigated
turbine rigs that have been covered with sand grains of different
sizes. Even for compressor rigs@6,7# an increased performance
degradation was observed for an increased size of sand grains
covering the compressor blades. A shift to smaller specific vol-
umes is observed when increasing the size of adhered sand grains
too. However, for all of these investigations the blades undergo a
thickening of the profile contour when the sand grain is adhered to
the blades. This effect has not been considered for the investiga-
tions described here. Suder et al.@8# took this effect into account
and measured the characteristics of a transonic rotor where the
blades have been covered with a rough and a smooth paint. The

Contributed by the International Gas Turbine Institute and presented at the 44th
International Gas Turbine and Aeroengine Congress and Exhibition, Indianapolis,
Indiana, June 7–10, 1999. Manuscript received by the International Gas Turbine
Institute February 1999. Paper No. 99-GT-366. Review Chair: D. C. Wisler.
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characteristics indicate that in the subsonic region the thickening
of the blades is not negligible due to a shock system in the blade
passage. When covering only parts of the blade, the front part of
the suction and pressure side is found to react sensibly on apply-
ing surface roughness or thickness.

An investigation of boundary layer development along a rough
turbine blade at a Reynolds number of 5.63105 and a Mach num-
ber of 0.14 is given by Bammert and Sandstede@9#. The measure-
ments inside the boundary layer have been performed with a small
pitot tube. The blade is covered with sand grains of different size,
causing the laminar to turbulent transition to move upstream when
increasing the sand grain size. On the pressure surface the location
of transition is almost not affected by surface roughness. But the
laminar to turbulent transition is steeper for the rough blades than
for the smooth ones. The boundary layer development along vari-
ous compressor cascades@10# indicates only a small influence of
the adhered sand grains on the laminar to turbulent transition. But
the impulse deficit thickness, even of the laminar boundary layer,
is increased due to surface roughness. For large sand grains cov-
ering the profile surface, a turbulent separation is detected on the
suction side. A study of the performance of a compressor cascade
covered with sand grains over varying lengths of surface is shown
by Saxena et al.@11#. They found that a separation bubble on the
suction side is likely to disappear due to surface roughness.

In spite of the fact that there are several investigations on the
influence of surface roughness on flow fields, most of the inves-
tigations have been performed on complete rig setups or on cas-
cades covered with sand grain. Thus, there is a need to investigate
the influence of surface roughness caused by modern manufactur-
ing methods. This is met by the present investigation.

Experimental Setup

High-Speed Cascade Wind Tunnel. The experiments were
carried out in the high speed cascade wind tunnel~Fig. 1! of the
‘‘Universität der Bundeswehr Mu¨nchen.’’ This facility operates
continuously in a large pressurized tank. Mach number and Rey-
nolds number can be varied independently by setting the compres-
sor delivery pressure and the pressure level inside the tank while
the total temperature is kept constant. The turbulence intensity in
the test section can be varied by using different turbulence gen-
erators in front of the nozzle. The following data were used in
order to monitor the flow conditions of the cascade mainstream
flow @12#: the total temperature in the settling chamber, the static
pressure in the tank~downstream conditions!, the static pressure,
and the total pressure of the main stream flow upstream of the
cascade.

Compressor Cascade. To investigate the influence of surface
roughness on a flow around a compressor cascade, the chord
length should be as large as possible in order to maximize the

spatial resolution of the flow phenomena. On the other hand, the
cascade should offer a large two-dimensional flow region at mid-
span. As a compromise the cascade chosen consists of five blades
featuring a chord length of 180 mm. The profile is a 48 deg circle
bow with a superimposed NACA 65 thickness distribution. The
main geometric parameters and design flow conditions are shown
in Fig. 2. The cascade is mounted in the test section as shown in
Fig. 3. The measurements concentrate on the center blade of the
cascade. To ensure a homogenous inlet flow boundary layer suc-
tion is applied to the upper and lower walls. To monitor the main
flow condition, the static inlet pressure, the total inlet pressure,
and the total temperature in the settling chamber are measured.
The local total pressure is measured at the exit measurement
plane. A glass window is mounted to the sidewall of the cascade
to deliver optical access to the center blade for the laser-two-focus
measurements.

Transfer of Surface Roughness to the Airfoil. In order to
simulate technical surface roughness correctly for the enlarged
compressor model blades, a special technique has been developed
@13#. The three-dimensional surface structure of a real blade is
measured with a scanning white light interferometer obtaining anFig. 1 High-speed cascade wind tunnel

Fig. 2 NACA 65 K48 cascade

Fig. 3 NACA 65 K48 cascade mounted in test section
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ASCII data set that is used to create a bitmap used to control a
laser micromachining process. With this process it is possible to
engrave with a factor of ten an enlarged copy of the original blade
surface roughness into a sheet of copper. For the present investi-
gation the surface of a precision-forged airfoil is used as input for
the laser machining process. Due to problems at the fabricator in
creating an input bitmap out of the ASCII data file, only a quali-
tative reproduction of the original surface has been achieved. A
scanning white light measurement of the sheet of copper with the
enlarged surface roughness is displayed in Fig. 4. Some important
roughness parameters of the real blades surface and the enlarged
and transferred surface are given in Table 1. In order to perform
the measurements at the large-scale compressor cascade, two
sheets of copper are necessary, one for the suction side and one
for the pressure side. Both sheets of copper are adhered to the
center blade where the profile contour is changed to avoid an
undesirable thickening of the blade contour.

Total Pressure Wake Traverse and Static Profile Pressure
Measurement Technique. The total pressure loss of an airfoil
can be estimated when traversing a total pressure probe through
the wake caused by the airfoil. When investigating the influence
of surface roughness, it is important to isolate the roughness in-
fluence from other parameters. This has been achieved by the use
of two total pressure probes, which are traversed simultaneously
over one pitch behind a blade divided into a rough and a smooth
half. One probe is positioned behind the smooth blade, the other
one behind the rough one. From these probes two pressure differ-
ences are recorded: the inlet total pressure versus the total pres-
sure measured by the probe behind the smooth half of the airfoil
and the total pressure difference between the two probes. This
setup enables the use of accurate pressure transducers to measure
the total pressure difference between the wake of the smooth and
the rough blade. Each probe has a distance of 45 mm from mid-
span. It has been ensured by previous measurements of the sec-
ondary flow field with a five-hole probe@14# that neither probe is
affected by secondary flow phenomena. In order to correct small
total pressure inhomogeneities, each flow condition has been ad-
ditionally measured with the center airfoil equipped with smooth
sheets of copper. The wake traverse results have been corrected
with the results of the wake traverse behind the smooth blade.

In order to determine the isentropic Mach number distribution
over the blade, the center airfoil is equipped with 42 static pres-
sure tappings. To enable a comparison of the isentropic Mach
number distribution between the rough and the smooth half of the
blade, each half is equipped with 8 pressure tappings on the pres-
sure side and 13 pressure tappings on the suction side. The tap-
pings are located at a distance of 40 mm from midspan. It has
been ensured by oil-and-dye surface flow patterns that the mea-
surement of profile pressures is not affected by secondary flow
phenomena.

Investigation of Profile Boundary Layer. With the laser
two-focus technique@15# the two-dimensional flow vector can be
measured. This nonintrusive technique is able to measure the ve-
locity and the direction of the flow very close to a wall. Thus, the
velocities inside the profile boundary layer can be measured. The
laser-two-focus technique is based on the principle of a light bar-
rier. The light of a water-cooled argon-ion laser with an output
power of 1.5 W is used to produce two parallel laser beams, which
are focused to a size of 9mm at a distance of 168mm, building the
light barrier for particles made of an aerosol with an average
diameter of 0.5mm. The back-scattered light of particles passing
the focal volumes is received by two photodetectors. After ampli-
fication and signal processing, the time between the pulses of a
particle passing the two foci is used to calculate the velocity with
the known distance between the two foci. A statistical evaluation
is necessary because the two pulses detected by the photodetectors
are sometimes not of one particle. The flow angle can be detected
by rotating the two foci. The measurement planes along the suc-
tion surface used to investigate the boundary layer development
with the laser-two-focus anemometry are displayed in Fig. 5.
Even though the statistical evaluation of velocity and angle are
very accurate, the evaluation of turbulence is only qualitative. To
minimize this lack of information the hot wire anemometry is
used.

The hot-wire anemometry engaged at the HGK is based on the
principle of constant temperature. A Wheatstone bridge is com-
pensating the change of temperature of a wire applied to the flow.
A change in flow velocities results in a changing thermal conduc-
tion at the wire. To keep the temperature of the wire constant, the
electrical power has to be controlled. The control of the measure-
ment chain and the data acquisition and evaluation is done with
the Dantec streamware system. Different flow conditions require
different types of probes. The measurement inside the profile
boundary layer has been performed with the boundary layer probe
55P15 with a wire diameter of 5mm.

Results

Variation of Reynolds Number. The influence of the inlet
Reynolds number at the design inlet angleb15132 deg and the
design inlet Mach number Ma50.67 on the isentropic Mach num-
ber distribution of the rough and the smooth blade is displayed in
Fig. 6. At the lowest Reynolds number, a laminar separation
bubble is detected betweenX/L50.43 andX/L50.66 for the
smooth and the rough blade. There is no reduction of separation
length due to surface roughness. Only the thickness of the laminar
separation bubble seems to be reduced indicated by slightly re-
duced isentropic Mach numbers atX/L50.6 for the rough blade.
The rest of the distribution of isentropic Mach number is nearly
identical for the rough and the smooth blade even on the pressure

Fig. 4 Three-dimensional topology of applied sheet of copper

Fig. 5 Location of measurement planes

Table 1 Roughness parameters of real blade and applied
sheet of copper
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side. At a design inlet Reynolds number of Re15450,000, the
laminar separation bubble is reduced compared to the lower inlet
Reynolds number. However, there is no difference in the extent of
the bubble between the smooth and the rough blade~X/L50.43
andX/L50.6!. A reduction of bubble height is imaginable for the
rough blade but not clearly shown by the isentropic Mach number.
For a further increase of inlet Reynolds number (Re15600,000)
the separation bubble disappears on the rough blade. The isentro-
pic Mach number of the smooth blade again indicates a laminar
separation occurring betweenX/L50.43 andX/L50.58. At an
inlet Reynolds number of Re15800,000 no laminar separation is
detected for the smooth and the rough blade. But atX/L50.72 a
large turbulent separation can be observed for the rough blade that
does not reattach. Even at the highest inlet Reynolds number of
Re151,000,000 a turbulent separation is shown by the isentropic
Mach number distribution of the rough blade that is slightly
shifted upstream toX/L50.65. For all inlet Reynolds numbers no
roughness effect on the isentropic Mach number of the pressure
side could be observed.

The results of wake traverse with two total pressure probes are
displayed in Fig. 7 for a variation of Reynolds number. The local
total pressure loss and the local total pressure loss difference be-
tween the rough and the smooth blade is shown. Positive values of
local total pressure loss difference between the rough and the
smooth blade mean that there is additional total pressure loss due
to surface roughness. At the lowest Reynolds number Re1
5300,000 a slight additional total pressure loss at the suction side
can be observed, although a reduction of laminar separation
bubble height in the distribution of isentropic Mach number is
shown in Fig. 6. For higher inlet Reynolds numbers the local

maximum of additional total pressure loss increased up to very
high values, indicating high additional losses due to turbulent
separation on the suction side caused by surface roughness.

The integral total pressure loss coefficient versus the inlet Rey-
nolds number is displayed in Fig. 8. At an inlet Reynolds number
of Re15300,000 the total pressure loss coefficients of the smooth
and the rough blade are nearly identical. When increasing the inlet
Reynolds number, the total pressure loss coefficient of the rough
blade is always higher than that of the smooth blade. At Re1
5600,000 a sharp increase of total pressure loss coefficient for the
rough blade indicates the beginning of turbulent separation on the
suction side of the rough blade.

In order to obtain detailed information about the status of the
boundary layer, laser-two-focus anemometry has been used. Due
to the fact that this is a very time-consuming technique, only two
inlet Reynolds numbers have been investigated~Re15450,000,
600,000!. A further reduction of measurement time has been
achieved by reducing the number of chordwise measurements for
Re15600,000. The results of the laser-two-focus anemometry are
the velocities inside the boundary layer. A spline approximation is
used to evaluate the boundary layer parameters displayed versus
the dimensionless chordwise position in Fig. 9. At Re15450,000
the boundary layer thicknesses of the smooth and the rough blade
are identical, whereas at Re15600,000 the boundary layer of the
rough blade is always slightly thicker than the boundary layer of
the smooth blade especially atX/L50.99. The displacement
thickness at Re15450,000 confirms that the laminar separation
bubble is thicker for the smooth blade than for the rough blade
~zoomed out!. Even at Re15600,000 the displacement thickness

Fig. 6 Influence of Reynolds number on isentropic Mach num-
ber Fig. 7 Influence of Reynolds number on local total pressure

loss
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indicates the laminar separation bubble for the smooth blade. Over
the rough blade no laminar separation can be detected. The im-
pulse deficit thickness shows no difference between the rough and
the smooth blade at Re15450,000. At Re15600,000 the impulse
deficit thickness of the rough blade is always slightly higher than
that of the smooth blade even close to the trailing edge, indicating
that the higher impulse deficit in the rough boundary layer is
responsible for the observed higher total pressure loss coefficient.
The comparison of shape factor H12 indicates the laminar separa-
tion at Re15450,000 due to very high values atX/L50.48. The
higher increase of shape factor close to the trailing edge for the
rough blade is a hint that turbulent separation is likely to occur. At
Re15600,000 the decrease of shape factor from a value of H12
54 down to H1251.8 for the smooth blade is another indicator
for a laminar separation over the smooth blade. The decrease of
shape factor for the rough blade makes a transition without sepa-

ration bubble likelier. The steep increase atX/L50.99 for the
rough blade is again clearly indicating a beginning turbulent sepa-
ration. The skin friction coefficient at Re15450,000 relieves the
above discussion by a sharp decrease atX/L50.48 also indicating
the laminar separation. Very small skin friction coefficients at
X/L50.99 for the rough blade at both inlet Reynolds numbers
confirm that there is a beginning turbulent separation.

The development of dimensionless root mean square of time-
resolved velocity obtained by hot-wire anemometry is displayed
in Fig. 10 for three inlet Reynolds numbers at the design inlet flow
angle b15132 deg and the design inlet Mach number Ma1
50.67. For each Reynolds number the measurements have been
performed at four chordwise positions~Fig. 5!. The distribution of
turbulence atX/L50.64 shows higher levels of turbulence for the
smooth blade at an inlet Reynolds number of Re15300,000. Fur-
ther downstream atX/L50.76, the turbulence intensity of the
rough blade is only slightly lower than for the smooth blade and at
X/L50.99 no difference is found between the rough and the
smooth blade. This behavior indicates that the laminar separation
is reduced for the rough blade, leading to lower levels of turbu-
lence. But downstream of the laminar separation, surface rough-
ness does increase the turbulence in the boundary layer of the
rough blade. The decrease of turbulence short behind the laminar
separation and the increase after the separation are of the same
order resulting in an equal distribution of turbulence at the trailing
edge. At the design inlet Reynolds number Re15450,000 higher
levels of turbulence can be observed atX/L50.56 and X/L
50.64 in the boundary layer of the smooth blade. This indicates a
stronger laminar separation for the smooth blade than for the
rough blade. AtX/L50.76 the surface roughness causes higher
levels of turbulence only in the vicinity of the wall. Above a wall
distance of 3 mm the degree of turbulence is higher for the smooth
blade. The turbulence distribution close to the trailing edge shows
higher turbulence up to the undisturbed flow for the rough blade.
For the highest Reynolds number Re15600,000 only, atX/L
50.56 higher degrees of turbulence can be detected close to the

Fig. 8 Influence of Reynolds number on total pressure loss
coefficient

Fig. 9 Influence of Reynolds number on boundary layer parameters
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wall for the smooth blade. At the three downstream positions, the
turbulence level in the boundary layer on the rough blade is al-
ways higher than on the smooth blade.

The variation of Reynolds number shows an increased influence
of surface roughness for an increased Reynolds number. The
strength of a laminar separation occurring for the smooth blade up
to a Reynolds number of Re15600,000 is decreased by surface
roughness. The presence of a laminar separation leads to the as-
sumption that the laminar boundary layer is not affected by sur-
face roughness. The positive effect of decreasing strength of a
laminar separation bubble due to surface roughness is compen-
sated by negative effects of surface roughness on the turbulent
boundary layer downstream of the laminar separation. For in-
creasing Reynolds numbers even this negative effect is increasing
leading to a turbulent separation.

Variation of Inlet Flow Angle. The influence of inlet flow
angle on the isentropic Mach number distribution and the local
total pressure loss at the design inlet Reynolds number Re1
5450,000 and the design inlet Mach number Ma150.67 is shown
in Fig. 11. At negative incidence (b15129 deg) and zero inci-
dence (b15132 deg) the isentropic Mach number is not affected
by surface roughness. A separation bubble is detected between
X/L50.4 andX/L50.65. At positive incidence (b15140 deg)
turbulent separation is detected. The turbulent separation is shifted
slightly upstream for the rough blade. The local total pressure loss
and the total pressure loss difference between the rough and the
smooth blade show the same behavior for the inlet flow angles
b15129 andb15132 deg. Only small additional total pressure
losses due to surface roughness are observed. For the highest inlet
flow angle b15140 deg surface roughness causes higher addi-
tional losses than for the two lower inlet flow angles. Here only a
deceleration is observed on the suction side making a complete
turbulent boundary layer possible.

The integral total pressure loss coefficient difference versus the
inlet flow angle is shown in Fig. 12 for three different Reynolds
numbers. For the lowest Reynolds number (Re15300,000) sur-
face roughness causes slightly higher losses forb15129 deg. A
Reynolds number of Re15450,000 gives higher loss coefficients
for the rough blade. Forb15129 andb15132 deg the difference
between the loss coefficient of the smooth and the rough blade is
nearly the same, whereas forb15140 deg the difference in loss
coefficient is higher. This trend can clearly be identified for the
Reynolds number Re15600,000. This leads to the presumption
that the flow is more sensitive to surface roughness at high inlet
flow angles.

The boundary layer investigated by the laser-two-focus an-
emometry is illustrated in Fig. 13. In order to reduce measurement
time and due to the results of isentropic profile Mach number and
wake traverse not showing any differences betweenb15129 deg
and b15132 deg only atb15132 andb15140 deg and at Re1
5450,000, the boundary layer development has been investigated
by means of laser-two-focus anemometry. The boundary layer
parameters for an inlet flow condition Re5450,000 andb1
5132 deg have already been discussed above. The boundary layer
thickness atb15140 deg is larger than forb15132 deg because
of a complete turbulent boundary layer at the suction side. The
turbulent separation atX/L50.7 leads to a thick boundary layer.
At an inlet flow angleb15132 deg surface roughness does not
change the thickness of the boundary layer but atb15140 deg the
boundary layer of the rough blade is thicker than of the smooth
blade. The distribution of displacement thickness shows a steep
increase atX/L50.7 because of the turbulent separation. Higher
values for the rough blade especially downstream ofX/L50.7
indicate a more distinct turbulent separation for the rough blade.
The high gradient of the shape factor indicates a stronger turbulent
separation. Even atb15132 deg the shape factor shows a steeper

Fig. 10 Influence of Reynolds number on distribution of turbulence in boundary layer
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increase at the trailing edge for the rough blade, indicating the
tendency to turbulent separation for the rough blade. The progres-
sion of skin friction coefficient atb15140 deg indicates a stron-
ger turbulent separation due to lower values for the rough blade.

Figure 14 shows the root mean square of the time-resolved
velocity measured by the one-dimensional hot wire anemometry
for three inlet flow angles. A stronger laminar separation for the
smooth blade is marked by higher levels of turbulence at the po-
sitions X/L50.56 andX/L50.64. Further downstream the sur-
face roughness increases the turbulence intensity, leading to a
compensation of turbulence reduction achieved in the laminar
separation bubble. Even at an inlet flow angleb15132 deg the
strength of laminar separation is reduced by surface roughness,

Fig. 11 Isentropic Mach number and wake traverse results for
a variation of inlet angle

Fig. 12 Total pressure loss coefficient difference versus inlet
flow angle

Fig. 13 Influence of inlet flow angle on boundary layer parameters
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resulting in lower levels of turbulence. The production of turbu-
lence after the laminar separation is now higher than the decrease
of turbulence in the laminar separation bubble. Thus, the turbu-
lence is higher for the rough blade close to the trailing edge. At
b15140 deg the position of maximum turbulence is closer to the
wall for the smooth blade for all positions marking the stronger
turbulent separation of the boundary layer for the rough blade~at
X/L50.99 the traverse length has been extended to 20 mm in-
stead of 10 mm!. A significant decrease or increase of turbulence
due to surface roughness could not be observed.

The variation of inlet flow angles shows a similar influence of
surface roughness forb15129 andb15132 deg. The reduction
of the strength of the laminar separation is compensated by an
increase of turbulence in the turbulent boundary layer. For an inlet
flow angle of b15140 deg an increased influence of surface
roughness is observed. The reason is a complete turbulent bound-
ary layer at the suction side for the highest inlet flow angle with-
out any laminar separation.

Conclusions
In order to investigate the influence of surface roughness on the

flow around a highly loaded compressor cascade, measurements
of the isentropic profile Mach number distributions and of the
local total pressures at the exit measurement plane of a smooth
and a rough blade have been performed. Furthermore, a detailed
investigation of the suction side boundary layer has been done
with laser-two-focus anemometry and one-dimensional hot-wire
anemometry. The important results can be summarized as follows:

• Due to the presence of a laminar separation, even for the
rough blade, the laminar boundary layer seems not to be affected
by surface roughness.

• The beginning and end of a laminar separation at low inlet
Reynolds numbers is not affected by surface roughness. Only at
Re15600,000 is the laminar separation completely suppressed by
roughness.

• The displacement thickness is larger in the region of a lami-
nar separation bubble for the smooth blade. This leads to the
assumption that the strength of a laminar separation is reduced by
surface roughness.

• The positive effect on the laminar separation does not de-
crease the total pressure loss coefficient for the rough blade be-
cause the turbulent boundary layer is affected negatively by sur-
face roughness.

• At high Reynolds numbers surface roughness causes the tur-
bulent boundary layer to separate from the blade.

• At negative incidence and at design inlet flow angle the in-
fluence of surface roughness on the boundary layer and the total
pressure losses is similar, but at positive incidence the boundary
layer reacts more sensitively to surface roughness.
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Nomenclature

Cf 5 skin friction coefficient
h 5 airfoil height, m

H12 5 shape factor5d1 /d2
1, L 5 airfoil chord, m
Ma 5 Mach number

Fig. 14 Influence of inlet flow angle on distribution of turbulence in boundary layer
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p, pt 5 static pressure, total~stagnation! pressure, Pa
PS, SS5 pressure side, suction side

Ra 5 arithmetic average deviation from centerline,mm
Re 5 Reynolds number
Rz 5 ten point height parameter,mm

Rsk 5 skewness
S 5 average spacing between local peaks, mm

Sm 5 average spacing of peaks over centerline, mm
t 5 pitch, m

Tt 5 total ~stagnation! temperature, K
Tu 5 local turbulence intensity, percent

Tud 5 turbulence intensity related to free-stream velocity,
percent

w 5 flow velocity, m/s
x, u, z 5 axial, circumferential, spanwise coordinates, m

x, y 5 lateral coordinates, mm
z 5 surface height,mm
b 5 circumferential~pitchwise! flow angle, deg

bs 5 stagger angle, deg
d 5 boundary layer thickness, m

d1 5 displacement thickness, m
d2 5 momentum thickness, m
v 5 loss coefficient5(pt12pt)/(pt12p1)

Subscripts and Superscripts

1,2 5 cascade upstream and downstream conditions
ax 5 axial
is 5 isentropic
u 5 at local circumferential position
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N. A. Cumpsty
University of Cambridge, Department of Engineering,
Whittle Laboratory, Madingley, Rd., Cambridge,
CB3 0DY, United Kingdom

I found this a very interesting paper, but one of the things I
found so interesting the authors do not emphasize and it therefore
seems appropriate to discuss it here.

It is conventional wisdom that loss from blades falls as the
Reynolds number increases; likewise the efficiency of a given
compressor tends to rise as the Reynolds number is increased. For
cascades of compressor blades, it is normally assumed that the
profile loss has fallen to a plateau for a Reynolds number~based
on chord, inlet velocity, and viscosity upstream! of about 2
3105.

The present results show that on a rough blade~and rough here
means a surface finish typical of many new blades entering ser-
vice! the loss rises quite steeply with Reynolds number for values
above about 63105, approximately doubling by the time the Rey-
nolds number reaches 106. This change occurs above the Rey-
nolds number at which most cascade testing has taken place and
would have been easy to miss in the past. Furthermore, most
cascade testing has been on smooth blades and the rise in loss
with increasing Reynolds number would have been missed even if
the tests were carried out at Reynolds numbers above 63105.

For a large aircraft engine at cruise, the Reynolds numbers of
the core compressor rotor blades are around 106 at entry and 2
3106 at exit; at take-off the Reynolds numbers are a little over
twice as large. The findings of this paper are therefore of great
practical relevance to aviation as well as land-based engines and
the authors are to be congratulated on providing us with some
very useful information and insight.

A two-part paper presented at the same conference as this one
drew attention to the importance of free-stream turbulence on the
boundary layer behavior for blades@1,2#. The present paper gives
the range of turbulence level achievable in the tunnel, but not the
level used for the tests described. Could the authors provide this
information?
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A Correlation for Tip Leakage
Blockage in Compressor Blade
Passages
Three-dimensional multistage Navier–Stokes simulations for compressor components,
rigs, and cascades have been analyzed to gain insight into the tip leakage blockage
evolution. From pitch-averaged flow quantities the local displacement caused by tip leak-
age is determined by means of a novel technique. Close to the throat an additional
displacement of about 1–4 percent axial chord is observed for unchoked flow conditions.
With tip gap height, stagger, and inlet Mach number as governing variables, a correlation
for the tip leakage blockage transition function in blade passages is established, which
may be used to improve the predictive capability of S1/S2 compressor aerodesign sys-
tems.@S0889-504X~00!00903-X#

Introduction
For a transonic compressor rotor, the highest efficiency penalty

is observed close to the casing, where a three-dimensional shock
system interacts with the secondary flow. With the introduction of
modern three-dimensional Navier–Stokes methods, another valu-
able tool became available to analyze the nature of such complex
flows in detail. The roll-up of a leakage vortex and its interaction
with the passage shock were found to be the dominant phenomena
causing additional blockage and high losses; see Adamczyk et al.
@1# and Copenhaver et al.@2#. Numerous publications are con-
cerned with the simulation of this type of flow. Although mostly
standard turbulence models are used, all relevant phenomena are
described correctly; see Jennions and Turner@3#. The theoretical
findings in general compare well with experimental investigations
employing advanced laser techniques; see, e.g.,@4–6#.

A thorough analysis of the three-dimensional data leads to an
improved understanding of the physics, which in turn enables the
engineer to describe the complex flow phenomena in an approxi-
mate manner with lower order models, which may then be used to
optimize compressor blades methodically. Loss production in
~subsonic! leakage flow, e.g., was best explained by the model of
Storer and Cumpsty@7,8#, in which the nonviscous mixing of an
inhomogeneous tip region flow was identified as the most impor-
tant mechanism. Chen et al.@9# show the leakage vortex trajectory
to be independent of tip gap width and to be primarily governed
by blade loading and convective phenomena. A wake-like behav-
ior of the vortex core, with the static pressure rise generated by
the shock to influence the vortex behavior as it traverses the
shock, is assumed in the model of Puterbaugh and Brendel@10#.
Khalid et al.@11# present a new methodology for quantifying end-
wall blockage in compressors. Among other parameters the leak-
age flow total pressure is demonstrated to have a strong influence
on end-wall blockage. This may become important for casing
treatment considerations@12#, for thick inlet boundary layers, and
for flows where the leakage jet creates a reversed flow region,
supplying the neighboring passage with low-energy material; see
weak part of the tip leakage vortex in Fig. 1~left!.

Several authors reported the shock/leakage vortex interaction in
the blade passage to be closely linked with the onset of stall, e.g.,
@1,4#. However, little information is available on the magnitude of
the local displacement or blockage generated at the outer casing;
see e.g., Khalid@13#. In this paper, atip leakage blockage transi-

tion function correlationis presented that allows us to quantify
approximately the end-wall blockage generated in the passage of a
transonic compressor blade.

Background
The displacement by axially reversed flow originating from tip

leakage vortex/shock interaction was discussed in Fritsch et al.
@6#. The transformed rectangular blade passage in Fig. 1~right!
shows a three-dimensional displacement surface from axially re-
versed flow. The maximum displacement is found in the middle of
the passage, where the shock~dark line in Fig. 1~right!! intersects
with the leakage vortex. Neglecting departures from rotational
symmetry clearly seen in Fig. 1~right!, pitch-averaged displace-
ment values are used as input into a throughflow calculation by
Hoeger et al.@14#. The corresponding blade-to-blade predictions
reproduced the tip-gap-dependent increase in inlet flow angle ob-
tained in three-dimensional simulation with good accuracy. Since
then three-dimensional Navier–Stokes simulations of many more
compressors have been analyzed and the results encouraged the
authors to attempt a correlation.

Multistage Navier–Stokes Simulations
Details of the Navier–Stokes solver TRACEIS, an explicit cell-

centered second-order-accurate finite-volume scheme, are given in
Fritsch et al.@6#. Its extension to multistage and to parallel archi-
tectures are found in Fritsch and Mo¨hres@15#.

Grid Topology and CPU-Time. Block-structured grids are
employed to obtain high-quality grids and accurate convergent
simulations for the complex geometry found in turbomachinery.
All simulations utilized a compositeH/O-grid with 155333 nodes
for theH-grid and 177311 nodes for theO-grid in the S1 plane of
the rotor; 65 nodes were used in the radial direction. A simple
H-grid with 8139311 nodes was used to grid the tip gap. A
comparable resolution in the stator yielded a combined total of
896,231 nodes. Extensive grid studies, partly documented in
Fritsch et al.@6#, were performed to ensure that a comparison
between experiment and simulation is not compromised by a lack
of resolution. Execution time to convergence is approximately 6
CPU-hours on a SGI-Power Challenge using three R-8K proces-
sors with multigrid active for a single stage.

Turbulence Model. For economy a high Reynolds’k–«
model, resulting in a mean wall distance ofy1525 for rotor blade
and casing andy1575 for the hub, was used; stator resolution
was comparable with the exception of the casing, where the wall
distance was increased toy1575. Wall distance for operating

Contributed by the International Gas Turbine Institute and presented at the 44th
International Gas Turbine and Aeroengine Congress and Exhibition, Indianapolis,
Indiana, June 7–10, 1999. Manuscript received by the International Gas Turbine
Institute February 1999. Paper No. 99-GT-388. Review Chair: D. C. Wisler.
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points away from peak efficiency varies with the flow state. All
simulations were run fully turbulent with wall functions applied to
accurately represent the wall shear.

All simulations used a turbulence level of 4 percent at the en-
trance to the first blade passage. In subsequent blade passages, the
mixing plane approach hands down the turbulence level from the
upstream blade row.

Evaluation of the Displacement Thickness in Nonisoen-
ergetic Flow

Meridional Average. The complex multiblock grid topology
for a rotor passage~see @6#!, is interpolated onto a standard
H-grid. The conservative variables are flux-averaged for each ra-
dial plane to obtain the~blade to blade! pitch-average flow.
Hereby the flow inside the tip gap is not taken into account.

The end-wall blockage phenomenon is discussed in terms of the
displacement thickness at the outer casing normalized by the axial
chord. The results for the displacement thickness may be trans-
formed into nondimensional blockage values approximately by
the simple algebraic operation

blkcas5Ab /A5~d* /cax!•Du•~cax /A!. (1)

In Eq. ~1! Ab andA are the blocked and the open area normal to
the x axis andDu is the circumferential distance between the
blades at a representative radial position close to the tip. In the
following the two terms ‘‘blockage’’ and ‘‘displacement’’ are
used interchangably. A precise evaluation of the blockage in
three-dimensional flow requires a two-dimensional integration;
see@13#.

End-Wall Boundary Layer Integration. From pitch-
averaged results, four characteristic lines may be distinguished in
the meridional plane; see Fig. 2:

1 the axially reversed flow limiting line r(wax50) with a
maximum at the intersection of the shock and the vortex,

2 the displacement by axially reversed flowd* ar from the
leakage vortex; see Hoeger et al.@14#,

3 theinlet boundary layer displacement streamlined* s, enter-
ing the blade passage in a wall distance ofd1* ,

4 and thetotal displacement thicknessd*

d* 52E
r cas

r e S 12
rwax~r !

~rwax!e
D dr (2)

with rwax(r ) as local pitch-averaged mass flow and the subscript
‘‘ e’’ to indicate the edge of the boundary layer.

The inlet boundary layer displacement streamline may be un-
derstood as the locus of displacement of the inlet boundary layer
profile undergoing convective changes in a nonviscous flow with
compression shocks and reversed flow regions included, but with-
out axial forces from work input and viscous entrainment into the
boundary layer.

The total displacement streamline is based on a boundary layer
approach, i.e., the assumption that for sufficiently high Reynolds
numbers the flow at the end-wall may be split into a thin viscous
layer, which displaces a main flow. The evaluation ofd* (x) due
to Eq. ~2! was performed in two ways:~a! with the upper bound-
ary r e at a relative maximum inrwax , and ~b! for a fixed wall
distance of about 40 percent passage height; see dashed lines in
Fig. 2. At the rotor inlet no relative maximum inrwax was found
and integration~b! was used to determined1* throughout.

Fig. 1 Three-dimensional Navier-Stokes simulation of the tip leakage vortex for the TU-Darmstadt transonic com-
pressor rig: strong and weak parts of the tip leakage vortex „left … and the resulting displacement by axial flow reversal
„right …; see †14‡

Fig. 2 Average displacement by leakage in the meridional
plane „operating point close to stall …
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Displacement Model. For boundary layer profiles in the re-
versed flow region, a relative maximum inwax is found; see Fig.
3, and it is not clear how to define the boundary layer edge for
nonisoenergetic main flow. Some improvement in defining the
upper integration boundary was reported in Khalid@13#, by apply-
ing a velocity gradient criterion for locations at the blade in- and
outlet. Inside the blade passage at about 30 percent chord, the
actual displacement thickness may be expected to fall between the
results of the two integration types~a! and ~b!; see Fig. 2. Here
radial total pressure gradients from work input and compression
shocks cannot be separated from the pure viscous changes. Down-
stream the shock region, below 75 percent chord both definitions
converged for almost all cases investigated and the curve from the
streamline integrationd* s and those ford* are found to be simi-
lar in shape. We now assume the deviations from the convective
changes, i.e., the influence of viscous entrainment and work input,
to be small in comparison tod* s and to vary linearly with axial

distance. The difference betweend* s andd* at the trailing edge
may then be used to evaluate the displacement thicknessd1 in the
blade passage, see Fig. 4~bottom!, by:

d* ~x!'d* s~x!1~d* 2d* s!2•x/cax (3)

Considering the departure ofd1s from a linear increase between
in- and outlet, Eq.~3! may be recast in the form:

d* ~x!'d1* 1Dd* s~x!1~d2* 2d1* !•x/cax (3b)

The problem of describing the end-wall boundary layer displace-
ment in a nonisoenergetic flow is then split in a total displacement
increase and anadditional displacementfrom tip leakage. With
Eq. ~3b! we may writeDd* s'Dd* . The additional displacement
Dd* s is obtained from a streamline-integration starting at the lo-
cus of the inlet boundary layer displacement thickness compared
to a linear increase ind* s between the rotor in- and outlet; see
Fig. 4 ~top!. An approximately linear increase ind* s was found
for blades without tip gap.

Although the departureDd* from a linear increase is a some-
what crude measure for operating points for which the leakage
vortex is situated close to the blade inlet or exit plane~close to
stall or near choke! this additional displacement creates diffusion
in the rear part of the blade passage and is effective in describing
the loading increase induced by the tip leakage vortex.

Analysis

Approach. Important parameters driving tip leakage flow are
known to be tip gap height, inlet Mach number, profile section
Mach number type, blade geometry, inlet boundary layer thick-
ness and leakage jet total pressure; see Khalid et al.@11#. In the
following the tip gap height, inlet Mach number, stagger angle,
and a diffusion factor DR as loading parameter

DR512~w2 /w1!1Dwu /~2w1!•~s/c!
(4)

Dwu5uw1 cos~b1!2w2 cos~b2!u

are used to establish a correlation for the additional displacement
by tip leakage flow, i.e., the deviation of the displacement thick-
ness from a linear increase between rotor in- and outlet plane; see
Eq. ~3b! and Fig. 4~top!. The correlation is based on a maximum
valueDdm* , which controls a universal functional dependency, the
tip leakage blockage or tip leakage displacement transition func-
tion. The correlation is established by introducing influence func-
tions, which are used to correct the individual results forDdm* .
The influence functions are deduced either directly from the cal-
culations~for the tip gap width! or by assuming functional depen-
dencies~Mach number and stagger!, with constants to be adapted
to achieve a correlation for the additional displacement thickness
as a function of the loading parameter.

Influence Functions.

Tip Gap Width. Rotor results forDdm* as well as those of
predictions for a stator cascade1 ~normalized by the rotor values
for 1 percent gap! are given in Fig. 5. A small additional displace-
ment found for zero clearance is neglected and a linear depen-
dency on gap/chord ratio~true chord! is assumed:

Ddm* ;Fh5~h/c!/0.01 (5)

Stagger. With the assumption of a nonviscous leakage flow
@7#, Bernoulli’s equation may be applied to the flow at the tip gap.
This assumption results in a leakage flow velocity equal to the
inlet velocity wtl'w1 . For low velocities at the pressure surface,
the leakage jet is roughly normal to the blade chord. Figure 6
shows the average leakage flow vector, the circumferential com-
ponent of which does not contribute to mass transport. The com-

1Investigations were performed as part of a diploma thesis by A. Burgan, Univ.
Valenciennes/MTU-DASA.

Fig. 3 Typical velocity profile in the reversed flow region with
a relative maximum in w ax

Fig. 4 Displacement definitions within the blade passage at
the outer casing
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ponentw1 sin(bs), directed axially upstream, reduces the overall
mass transport and increases the displacement at the casing. With
the axial componentw1 cos(bs) of the main flow directed oppo-
site, the influence of the stagger angle onDd* may be described
by a functional dependency; see Fig. 7, of the type

Ddm* ;Fb5tgn~bs!c11c2 . (6)

Best correlation was achieved~see following chapter! with the
constants in Eq.~6! chosen to ben52, c151.5 andc250.35.

Mach Number. The blockage and loading parameter intro-
duced by Khalid@13# was found to contain a Mach number de-
pendence in an indirect manner; see predictions of Suder@16# for
NASA rotor 37. Puterbaugh and Brendel@10# identified the shock-
induced pressure rise as one of the prime variable for the local
blockage. Similar to two-dimensional profile losses, the additional
displacement generated by the shock/vortex interaction is sup-
posed to be linked with the pressure ratio of a normal shock with
a relative inlet Mach number Ma1c .

Ddm* ;Fm5~112k/~k11!•~Ma1c
2 21!!c3 (7)

with the constantc351 to fit best for the correlation presented in
the next section. For Mach numbers close to unity a correction is
applied; see Fig. 8 and Schreiber@17#:

Ma1c5max~Ma1 ;0.8!10.2/max~1;Ma1
3!. (7b)

Reference Conditions. With the aid of Eqs.~5!–~7! all re-
sults are corrected for the reference conditions of a rotor with
Ma150.8, i.e., no shock losses, a stagger angle of 56.6 deg, and a
tip gap of 1 percent chord~at these conditions we haveFb51,
Fh51, Fm51! by

Ddm,corr* 5Ddm* /~FbFhFm! (8)

with the constants in Eqs.~6! and ~7! determined iteratively to
establish a correlation forDdm,corr* as a function of the loading
parameter. Although based on reasonable assumptions, this proce-
dure is only justified by the correlation itself. Neither the Mach
number nor the stagger dependence is based on a proven
relationship.

Maximum Additional Displacement Correlation

Rotors. Simulations have been performed for a total of 15
rotors and two stator configurations. The design rotor parameters
covered a range of stage number 1 to 4 with stagger anglebs
547.4 to 66.2 deg, inlet Mach number Ma150.81 to 1.61, diffu-
sion factors DR50.28 to 0.65, relative clearanceh/c50.1 to 1.76,
and inlet boundary layer thicknessd1* /cax52 to 14 percent.

Stators. A strong influence of the stagger on leakage flow
behavior was already indicated in Fig. 5. In addition, radial mi-
gration of low-energy fluid due to spanwise pressure gradients and
due to rotation may have a significant influence on block-age gen-
eration in highly loaded transonic rotors. For the stator cascade, as
well as for a cantilevered stator~not presented here!, the addi-

Fig. 5 Tip gap influence function Fh

Fig. 6 Average tip leakage flow vector at the blade tip

Fig. 7 Stagger angle influence function Fb

Fig. 8 Corrected preshock Mach number and normal shock
pressure ratio
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tional displacement thickness was found to be one order smaller in
magnitude than for the rotors. Only rotor results will therefore be
presented on the following pages.

In Fig. 9, a strong dependence of the location of the displace-
ment maximum on the loading is only found close to choked
conditions, while in the remaining operation range the maximum
is located between 55 and 35 percent chord.

A broad scatter for the original data reflects the influence of the
different rotor designs, Fig. 10~right!. When corrected with the
influence functions due to Eq.~8!, the results for the corrected
additional displacement thicknessDdm,corr* fall on a small band
and a weak correlation is obtained, Fig. 10~left!. Beginning at
choked flow conditionsDdm,corr* rises rapidly, see broken line in
Fig. 10 ~left!, and is nearly independent of the loading at design
conditions and close to stall. An opposite behavior was observed
by Khalid et al. @11# for the total blockage increase, with his
blockage parameter to grow rapidly when a critical value of the
loading parameter is approached. Neglecting values at choked
flow conditions, all data may be approximated by an error of625

percent by an average value ofDdm,corr* /cax51.5 percent for all
loading levels. A maximum ofDdm,corr* /cax52 percent is not ex-
ceeded. Higher values are found only for an untypical rotor de-
sign, with an artificially increased pre-shock Mach number.

Displacement or Blockage Transition Function. With the
aid of the maximum displacement correlation, Eq.~8!, the varia-
tion of the additional displacement thickness within the blade pas-
sage may be corrected. The resulting curves in Fig. 11 show a
common trend, but the influences of the type of blade section
design and operating condition is still visible. A good estimate for
the transition function is:

~Dd* ~x!/Ddm* !corr5~cos~x/cax•c421!p!11)/2. (9)

Within the two operation limits ‘‘close to stall’’ and ‘‘close to
choke’’ average values ofDdm,corr* 50.015 andc450.85 are found
to fit best. The type of loading distribution, which represents a
basic design decision, may be taken into account more accurately
by specifyingc450.7 andc451.1 for designs with front loading
or for those ‘‘close to choke,’’ respectively.

Stall Inception. The correlation given above indicates for the
additional displacement generated by the leakage vortex an ap-
proximately constant maximum value with only little dependency
on the blade loading. It can be seen for the TU-Darmstadt tran-
sonic rotor in Fig. 12~top!, that the displacement thickness at the
rotor inlet first remains unchanged although the displacement at
the throat increases with loading, while for higher loading levels a
linear dependency is observed. For geometric details on the rotor
see Fritsch et al.@6#. The opposite behavior is found for the addi-
tional displacementDdm* , which first increases with blade loading
and then keeps constant; see Fig. 12~bottom!. This behavior in-
dicates that with sufficient blockage generated by the vortex/shock
interaction, a deceleration of the flow already in front of the
blocked region occurs. Hereby the streamlines are shifted inward
from the casing and the displacement thickness now increases
already in front of the rotor. Close to the throat, the additional
displacement by the leakage vortex and the diffusion generated by
it is allowed to remain constant or even decreases with blade
loading until stall is reached.

In accordance with these findings, Bross et al.@18# for an axial
pump with high stagger observed the position of a separation line
on the casing first to travel upstream gradually with loading until
it is found in a short distance upstream the rotor inlet plane. At
stall the separation line was shifted to a location several axial
chords upstream the rotor. Applying the stall criterion suggested
by Smith@19# we find a displacement thickness critical for stall at

Fig. 9 Location x Õc ax of the maximum additional displacement
thickness from tip leakage

Fig. 10 Maximum additional displacement Dd* s in percent
c ax : „right … original data; „left … correlation in Eq. „8…

Fig. 11 Transition function for the corrected additional dis-
placement thickness Dd* s corr „x Õc ax…
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the rotor inlet ofd1* /cax50.181. Actually the simulation yielded a
value of 0.1 at stall, which may be explained by the higher block-
age generated from shock/vortex interaction.

Application

Meridional Flowpath Boundary Layer Method. The end-
wall boundary layer method of Hirsch~see@20#!, is used to dem-
onstrate the present approach. Pitch-averaged, boundary layer
equations with blade force defect terms are solved. The variation
of the blade loading in the boundary layer, the pressure gradient,
and secondary flow effects are taken into account@21#.

Improved Blockage Model. End-wall boundary layer predic-
tions were performed with the pressure distribution from an S2-
design calculation as input and the displacement thickness at the
trailing edge prescribed~in an iterative manner!. Although some-
what too low values are found in front of the rotor compared to
the three-dimensional results, the total increase in displacement
between in- and outlet is predicted with good accuracy, Fig. 13,
but inside the blade passage the boundary layer method underes-
timates the results of the three-dimensional Navier–Stokes simu-
lations by far.

An improved prediction is obtained by combining the displace-
ment thickness predicted by the boundary layer code at the rotor
in- and outlet stations with the present correlation, Eq.~3b!. From
Eq. ~9! the universal transition function is obtained for the addi-
tional displacement thickness. The actual values for an individual
blade are then calculated, applying the influence functions due to
Eq. ~8!. With the present approach the predictions from the
boundary layer method are improved by up to 100 percent within
the blade passage and the modified results are in closer agreement
with the Navier–Stokes result in Fig. 13.

Conclusions
Simulations are performed with a steady three-dimensional

multistage Navier–Stokes code TRACEIS for several transonic
compressor rotors. From pitch-averaged results, the displacement
at the casing generated by the tip leakage vortex is evaluated by a
new technique. The problem in defining an end-wall boundary
layer displacement thickness inside the blade passage is split into
a total linear displacement increase between rotor in- and outlet
approximately found for zero tip gap width and an additional dis-
placement from tip leakage flow. A linear variation of the dis-
placement thickness due to viscous entrainment and work input
with the axial distance is assumed. The additional displacement in
the blade passage may now be evaluated even in nonisoenergetic
flow by a streamline integration.

The results reveal a region with axially reversed flow induced
by the leakage vortex, generating an additional displacement or
blockage. Based on stagger angle, inlet Mach number, clearance
height, and the diffusion factor as loading parameter, a correlation
for the additional displacement by tip leakage flow is established.
For unchoked operation and the reference conditions of a rotor
with a stagger angle of 56.6 deg, 1 percent chord tip gap width
and zero shock strength, a maximum additional displacement of
about 1.5 percent axial chord is predicted with only a weak de-
pendence on the loading parameter. A transition function of sinus
shape is found to fit best with the average data.

Starting at choked conditions, the additional displacement from
tip leakage flow increases with loading and the location of its
maximum travels upstream until the throat area is decreased. Now
streamlines are forced to travel radially inward from the casing in
front of the rotor. A downstream influence stems from the fact that
the additional displacement creates diffusion and thereby in-
creases the blockage at the rotor exit plane. Close to stall, a further
increase in loading is demonstrated mainly to increase displace-
ment and deceleration in front of the rotor, while the additional
displacement in the blade passage is allowed to remain approxi-
mately constant.
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Fig. 12 Displacement thickness d* 1 Õc ax at the rotor inlet „top …

and additional displacement thickness Dd* m Õc ax „bottom … as a
function of the displacement thickness at the throat; TU-
Darmstadt compressor rig

Fig. 13 Application of the present correlation to the TU-
Darmstadt transonic compressor; design conditions
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Nomenclature

c, cax 5 chord, axial chord
Fm, Fb, Fh 5 influence functions, Eqs.~5!–~7!

h 5 tip gap width
s 5 spacing

Ma1 5 inlet Mach number~relative frame!
DR 5 diffusion factor, Eq.~4!

x, r, u 5 cylindrical coordinates
w 5 velocity ~relative frame!

d* ar 5 displacement from axial flow reversal
d* 5 displacement thickness, Eq.~2!

d* s 5 displacement by inlet casing b.l. streamline
Dd* 5 additional displ. by tip leakage flow, Eq.~3b!
bs 5 stagger angle, deg

Subscripts

1, 2 5 rotor in- and outlet plane
corr 5 corrected for a reference rotor, Eq.~8!
cas 5 location at the outer casing

t l 5 tip leakage flow
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Variations in Upstream Vane
Loading With Changes in Back
Pressure in a Transonic
Compressor
Dynamic loading of an inlet guide vane (IGV) in a transonic compressor is characterized
by unsteady IGV surface pressures. These pressure data were acquired for two spanwise
locations at a 105 percent speed operating condition, which produces supersonic relative
Mach numbers over the majority of the rotor blade span. The back pressure of the
compressor was varied to determine the effects from such changes. Strong bow shock
interaction was evident in both experimental and computational results. Variations in the
back pressure have significant influence on the magnitude and phase of the upstream
pressure fluctuations. The largest unsteady surface pressure magnitude, 40 kPa, was
obtained for the near-stall mass flow condition at 75 percent span and 95 percent chord.
Radial variation effects caused by the spanwise variation in relative Mach number were
measured. Comparisons to a two-dimensional nonlinear unsteady blade/vane Navier–
Stokes analysis show good agreement for the 50 percent span results in terms of IGV
unsteady surface pressure. The results of the study indicate that significant nonlinear bow
shock influences exist on the IGV trailing edge due to the downstream rotor shock system.
@S0889-504X~00!00303-2#

Introduction
Gas turbine engines are a vital energy source for both industrial

and military applications. Recent research has focused on identi-
fying the flow mechanisms that produce high cycle fatigue~HCF!
failures in these engines. There is a need for an improved under-
standing of the flow physics that drive failures in engine compo-
nents. This greater understanding will lead to the ability of manu-
facturers to achieve higher levels of performance and, in general,
a more efficient and reliable system. There are continually in-
creasing demands on gas turbine engines for greater durability,
reduced noise levels, reduced size, and greater thrust. Durability
has become a major parameter in component design. Designing
compression system components resistant to HCF failure is criti-
cal to capitalize on technology improvements. A considerable por-
tion of recent research involves the unsteady interaction between
adjacent blade rows, which drives HCF in both the compressor
and turbine sections.

The two principal types of blade row interaction are usually
referred to as potential flow and wake interactions@1#. Potential
flow interaction results from the variations in the velocity poten-
tial or pressure fields associated with the blades of a neighboring
row and their effect upon the blades of a given row moving at a
different rotational speed. This type of interaction is of serious
concern when the axial spacing between adjacent blade rows is
small or the flow Mach number is high. Wake interaction is the
effect upon the flow through a downstream blade row of the vor-
tical and entropic wakes shed by one or more upstream rows.

Recently, computational work has been initiated to develop
nonlinear, time-accurate, inviscid~Euler! and viscous~Navier–
Stokes! solution techniques for unsteady flows through isolated
and aerodynamically coupled blade rows~see Verdon@1# for a
review!. For coupled systems of rotating and stationary blade
rows, the relative motions between adjacent rows give rise to

unsteady aerodynamic excitations, which can initiate blade vibra-
tions, generate discrete-tone noise, and degrade aerodynamic
efficiency.

Some experimental investigations for compression systems
have been made into vane/blade interactions. For compressors,
initial research was accomplished using low-speed rigs@2# or an-
nular cascades@3#. The low speed and large scale of these experi-
mental rigs simplifies the measurements, but transonic flow phe-
nomena, i.e., shock interaction, cannot be modeled. Recently,
high-speed axial compressor research has been initiated. These
facilities are beneficial for testing actual hardware components
with research issues including miniature measurement techniques
and data reduction methods. In particular, Johnston and Fleeter
@4–6# have used a transonic compressor facility to investigate ro-
tor wake phenomena, IGV/rotor potential fields, and rotor surface
pressures using pressure sensitive paints. These research studies
have provided an important initial step toward understanding the
basic physics of the unsteady aerodynamic flow interactions in a
compression system, but additional research is required.

The objective of this research is to investigate and quantify the
fundamental vane/blade interaction phenomena relevant to the up-
stream bow shock forcing function of a downstream rotor in a
transonic compression system. This is accomplished by perform-
ing a series of experiments in the Compressor Aero Research Lab
~CARL!, a high-speed, highly loaded compressor facility. IGV
unsteady surface pressures are experimentally determined for dif-
ferent back pressures for a transonic operating point. In addition, a
nonlinear, unsteady, fully viscous multiblade row computational
fluid dynamics~CFD! analysis is compared with the experimental
data. The CFD code utilized is entitled Vane/Blade Interaction
~VBI !, which solves the full Navier–Stokes equations through the
use of a Runge–Kutta scheme along with the Baldwin–Lomax
model for turbulence@7#. The study presented here will show:~1!
Bow shock influences from a downstream transonic stage are sig-
nificant; ~2! the bow shock influence grows with increased stage
back pressure;~3! the influence can be adequately modeled with
an unsteady, nonlinear Navier–Stokes analysis;~4! the bow shock
influence of a transonic rotor varies with span and must be mod-
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eled accordingly, and~5! higher-order harmonic content of un-
steady surface pressures is significant and important for transonic
vane/blade analyses.

Research Facility

Compressor Aero Research Lab„CARL …. The experiments
for this study were conducted in the Air Force Research Labora-
tory’s Compressor Aero Research Lab facility at Wright-Patterson
Air Force Base. The research compressor is a high-speed, highly
loaded 1 1/2 stage compression system. The compressor facility
consists of an open or closed-loop~currently open! tunnel system
with an upstream venturi flow meter to measure the mass flow
rate. The compressor is driven by a 1490 kW electric motor with
a variable speed range of 6000 to 21,500 rpm.

The research compressor, Fig. 1, was designed to simulate the
second stage of a highly loaded military core compressor. Wakes
from a first stage are simulated by a upstream blade row. The
primary intent for this research compressor is to investigate the
influence of an upstream stage on the flow swallowing capability
of a downstream transonic stage. Details on the compressor design
are defined by Law@8# and are summarized in Table 1.

To study the effect of different upstream stages, an IGV assem-
bly is placed upstream of the rotor section. The IGV’s were de-
signed to create a wake consistent with a modern technology,
highly loaded, low aspect ratio stage. Therefore, they have a wide
trailing edge, as shown in Fig. 2. The IGV’s do not turn the flow
as would a normal IGV assembly. They have a constant solidity

~spacing to chord ratio! along the span and have no steady aero-
dynamic loading in order to achieve a uniform two-dimensional
wake. There are 24 IGV’s in the upstream passage. The axial
spacing between the IGV blades trailing edge and the rotor lead-
ing edge is 26 percent of the IGV chord.

IGV Surface Pressure Instrumentation. The IGV’s are in-
strumented with miniature Kulite pressure transducers. Figure 3
shows the locations of these pressure transducers. Two different
blades are instrumented with ten pressure transducers each. To
investigate spanwise effects, two different spanwise locations are
instrumented, 50 and 75 percent as shown measured from the hub.
A picture of the actual mounted transducers for one blade is
shown in Fig. 4. The blade surface is machined to allow the pres-
sure transducers to be mounted flush. To protect the pressure sen-
sor, a thin layer of RTV was placed over the diaphragm. Grooves
for the lead wires were also machined to ensure no disturbance to
the flow. The lead wires are bundled and fed out of the casing.

Two adjacent IGV’s are instrumented, giving data for one flow
passage. Flow periodicity is assumed with one blade’s data phase
shifted to the other blade for analysis.

LQ-125 miniature pressure transducers from Kulite are used for
the surface pressure measurements. These transducers were de-
signed to measure absolute pressure up to 172.4 kPa. The pressure
transducers are manufactured directly on the blades with a pres-
sure sensing element 0.1524 cm in diameter. It has an internally
compensated temperature range of21.1 to 54.44°C. The natural
frequency of the pressure transducer is specified as 300 kHz, giv-
ing a usable frequency range of 100 kHz.

Calibration of the transducers for sensitivity and offset was
achieved through bench tests. Before installation of the instru-
mented IGV, the transducers were subjected to variable pressures
at a nominal temperature of 21.1°C and an elevated temperature
of 43.3°C. The results of this study indicated, for this range of
temperature variation, a transducer sensitivity of 0.02 percent per

Fig. 1 Schematic of SMI compressor rig

Fig. 2 Flow path through SMI compressor rig

Fig. 3 Transducer locations on IGV: „a… 95, „b… 89, „c… 83, „d…
70, „e… 50 percent IGV chord

Table 1 Compressor design parameters
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degree C. However, the offset was influenced by temperature
variation and the magnitude of the shift varied from a high of
0.2516 kPa/°C to a low of 0.0148 kPa/°C.

Based on this bench calibration, no special procedures were
established to control sensitivity with inlet air temperature shifts.
However, to control transducer offset variation, the transducers’
amplifiers were rebalanced at atmospheric conditions for any inlet
temperature shift of 1.4°C or greater.

From these bench procedures, offset and precision errors were
established as60.414 kPa and60.276 kPa, respectively. In ad-
dition, during the experiment, a zero response data set was re-
corded. The data were then processed in the same manner as the
actual test data. This signal is representative of the static pressure
uncertainty due to system noise influences. Based on all of the
above-described calibration and operating procedures, the mea-
sured random uncertainty was60.689 kPa. This value includes all
errors due to random noise and temperature changes.

Computational Analysis
A nonlinear unsteady Euler/Navier–Stokes vane blade interac-

tion model, VBI 2D, was developed by Rao and Delaney@9#,
under sponsorship of the Air Force, for turbine configurations.
This model analyzes the relative motion of adjacent blade rows by
allowing one row to move with respect to the other. The VBI code
is utilized for the IGV/rotor interaction in the compressor by mod-
eling both the IGV and rotor. A brief overview of the VBI code
will now be given.

Grid Generation. Two separate grids are generated, andH
andO grid, for each blade row. The two grids are then embedded
to form a composite grid by a chimera method called PEGSUS
@10#. PEGSUS creates the appropriate hole boundaries and inter-
polation stencils involved in the communication of embedded
grids. The embedding process eliminates problems with cell
skewness near the leading and trailing edges of the airfoils. The
transition from the inflow and outflow boundaries to the airfoil
leading and trailing edges causes this problem. The PEGSUS re-
sults are read directly into the VBI code.

Numerical Method. The VBI code solves the Euler/Navier–
Stokes equations using an explicit Runge–Kutta scheme in quasi-
three-dimensional space. Figure 5 represents the coordinate sys-
tem used in the formulation@7#. The Baldwin–Lomax@11# model
for turbulence and transition is utilized within the code. The gov-
erning equations for flow on a blade-to-blade surface of revolution
will now be given@7#:
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The following equations represent the energy components:
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whereE4 andF4 are the viscous terms from the energy equation.
It is now necessary to represent the shear stress equations:
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Fig. 4 Actual transducer application on IGV

Fig. 5 Coordinate system used in VBI formulation
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For this analysis, it is assumed that Stokes’ hypothesis is true. For
turbulent results, the viscosity is represented in an appropriate
form. The laminar and turbulent viscosities are accounted for with
the turbulent viscosity found from the Baldwin–Lomax eddy-
viscosity model.

Boundary Conditions. Nonreflective inflow and outflow
boundary conditions are utilized for theH-grids with a reference
plane method of characteristics scheme. For theO-grids, the ref-
erence planes are inherently nonparallel due to the fact that they
are conforming to the airfoil shapes. It is then necessary for the
VBI code to set the reference planes parallel to each other and
perpendicular to the inflow boundary. This allows for the refer-
ence plane method of characteristics scheme to be utilized suc-
cessfully at these boundary points. As the blade moves relative to
the vane with the progression of a time step, the information from
the previous time step is used to define the necessary vane outflow
or blade inflow boundaries.

A phase-lagged technique is utilized for the blade to blade pe-
riodic boundary conditions. The computation is performed on one
vane or blade from each row at a time. The solution fields for
adjacent vanes or blades are stored for the use in the phase-
lagging procedure@7#.

An overlapping of theH-grids at the vane outlet and blade inlet
allows for information to passed from one row to another. At least
three cells must overlap for accurate information exchange. A
bilinear interpolation method is used to transfer the data from the
IGV H-grid to the rotorH-grid to find the necessary boundary
conditions.

Results
A series of experiments were performed to investigate the IGV

unsteady surface pressure response due to the upstream traveling
pressure field generated by the downstream rotor. The stage back
pressure was varied by exit area changes and the IGV response
measured at two spanwise positions. A computational study was
then completed utilizing the VBI code with comparisons made to
the experimental data.

Experimental. The experimental data were recorded on a 28
channel analog tape recorder with a flat response up to 80 kHz.
The data were digitized off-line at an effective sample rate of 500
kHz by reducing the tape playback speed by one quarter and sam-
pling at 125 kHz. Anti-aliasing was achieved using a Precision
Filters TD6B Linear Phase Time Delay Filter. An effective cutoff
frequency of 132 kHz was used for the data reduction. This gives
a 1 percent attenuation of the signal at 77 kHz. The blade pass
frequency is 7.8 kHz. Therefore, the first 11 blade pass harmonics
are resolved without aliasing or attenuation. Data were digitized
for a time record of 68 ms, as was dictated by storage limitations,
which gives approximately 11 rotor revolutions. Ensemble aver-
aging was performed on the data in order to average out any
inconsistencies that may exist from one rotor blade to the next.
The ensemble averaging was accomplished based on the rotor
blade pass frequency; since the rotor has 33 blades, about 363
records were ensemble averaged. To assist in discussion of the
results, the data are presented as two blade passages from the
same averaged single passage record.

For an analysis of the effects of back pressure on the surface
pressure variations on the IGV’s the 105 percent corrected rotor
speed was used with a 26 percent rotor chord spacing. This spac-
ing is very representative of typical compressor designs. At 105
percent corrected rotor speed, the relative Mach number at 75
percent span is 1.22 and at 50 percent span it is 1.14. A nondi-
mensionalized difference of the pressure values across the blade
was determined from the measured absolute pressure data as de-
fined by:

pn5
p12p2

ps
(9)

Back Pressure Influence.Five different back pressures were
used defining a complete speed line, as detailed in Fig. 6. They
were open throttle~point a!, peak efficiency~point c!, near stall
~point e! and two other points in between~points b and d!. The
experimental results from all five back pressures are shown on the
same plot for comparison at each chordwise location. Averaged
time-resolved results from both spanwise locations are presented
in Figs. 7 and 8 with only four chordwise measurements shown
due to a lost transducer at 75 percent span and 50 percent chord.

Figure 7~d! represents the data at the 50 percent span, 95 per-
cent chord location. At this chord location, the near-stall back
pressure is where the unsteady pressure loading is the highest. The
overall magnitude of this unsteady loading is a normalized pres-
sure of approximately 0.32. This translates into a pressure varia-
tion of 29.65 kPa, which is quite substantial within a compressor
from a structural point of view. The results presented in Fig. 7~d!
are consistent with the governing flow physics concerning tran-
sonic compressor operation and variations in back pressure@12#.
As the back pressure is increased, the mass flow rate is decreased.
Once on the horizontal portion of the characteristic~pointsb–e!,
the downstream back pressure increase will push the compressor
bow shock farther upstream from the blade leading edge resulting
in a stronger bow shock and also a phase lead, relative to the rotor
blade, in sensing the shock influence on the IGV. This concept is
demonstrated in Fig. 9. Therefore, the bow shock will move for-
ward and be sensed earlier on the IGV as the back pressure is
increased with a maximum value found at the near stall location.
As will be demonstrated in all the results presented, this trend is
consistently found experimentally.

Even though the bow shock wave is weaker at the open throttle
position, a substantial unsteady pressure fluctuation is shown. Its
normalized value is 0.12~11.03 kPa!. The change in phase, with
respect to the rotor leading edge, of the unsteady pressure load-
ings with variations in back pressure is clearly shown in Fig. 7~d!.
As the flow rate is increased from the near-stall condition to the
open throttle condition, Fig. 7~d! shows a continually increasing
phase lag in the unsteady surface pressure values. This result is
consistent with the previous description of the bow shock move-
ment with an increase in back pressure, as described in Fig. 9. The
farther the shock’s position is upstream of the rotor leading edge,
the earlier it will reach the IGV’s. This effect is also shown by
considering the phase information from a first harmonic Fast Fou-
rier Transform analysis of the data. Figure 10 shows the first
harmonic phase results for the five different back pressures. As
the flow rate is decreased the phase plots are continually shifted
forward.

Figure 7~c! shows the results at 89 percent chord. Again, the
near stall back pressure has the largest overall pressure fluctua-
tion, 0.16 or 14.48 kPa. In comparison with Fig. 7~d!, the un-
steady pressure magnitudes have decreased due to viscous dissi-
pation as the pressure wave moves upstream. The bow shock’s
strength weakens the farther upstream it travels, but the shock is
definitely present at the 89 percent chord location for the near-stall

Fig. 6 Compressor performance map for: „a… open throttle; „b…
above design; „c… peak efficiency; „d… below design; „e… near-
stall
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back pressure. Similar trends are found at the 83 percent and 70
percent chord locations, Figs. 7~b! and 7~a!, as the 95 percent and
89 percent chord results just discussed.

In review of the 50 percent spanwise results, several statements
can be made. Back pressure plays a significant role in the magni-
tude of the unsteady surface pressure fluctuations measured on the
IGV by the downstream transonic rotor. The higher the back pres-

sure, the farther the bow shock’s location moves upstream. There-
fore, stronger unsteady surface pressures are experienced by the
IGV’s. As the back pressure was increased, the unsteady pressure
histories show a continually increasing phase shift in the results.
This trend holds for all chordwise locations, as shown in Fig. 10.
Finally, the farther upstream on the IGV’s, the weaker the pres-
sure fluctuations measured on the IGV surface.

Fig. 7 Differenced nondimensionalized pressure time traces
for various back pressures at 50 percent span and different
chordwise positions on IGV: „a… 70, „b… 83, „c… 89, „d… 95 percent

Fig. 8 Differenced nondimensionalized pressure time traces
for various back pressures at 75 percent span and different
chordwise positions on IGV: „a… 70, „b… 83, „c… 89, „d… 95 percent
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Spanwise Variations. To investigate three-dimensional ef-
fects, instrumentation was applied at the 75 percent spanwise lo-
cation at the same chordwise locations as the 50 percent. Figure 8
shows the results from the 75 percent span transducers for 105
percent speed. Due to the increased radial distance at 75 percent
span, the rotor blade speed is higher resulting in a higher relative
Mach number~1.22 versus 1.14!. It is expected this higher Mach
number will result in a stronger bow shock and increased unsteady
IGV surface pressure measurements over those at 50 percent span.

The near-stall back pressure results in Fig. 8~d! show the great-
est unsteady pressure fluctuation of 0.43 normalized or 40 kPa.
This is a significant increase over the 29.65 kPa at the 50 percent
span, 95 percent chord location. The pressure data from the peak
efficiency back pressure have a maximum magnitude of approxi-
mately 0.19 or 17.24 kPa. All trends seen at the 50 percent span-
wise location are duplicated at 75 percent span; however, the
magnitude changes are more pronounced. Figure 11 shows the
first harmonic unsteady phase distribution with IGV chord. As the
back pressure is decreased, the phase distribution shifts ahead. At
75 percent span, the effect of the bow shock at the 95 percent
chord location is quite evident at all flow rates. When compared to
the 50 percent span results, the 75 percent span results show the
increased bow shock strength of the transonic rotor downstream
of the IGV’s. The trends for the remainder of the chord locations
upstream~Fig. 8~a! and 8~b! are the same as the 95 percent chord
data, which was true at the 50 percent span as well.

As was shown, all of the trends at the 50 percent spanwise
location were true at the 75 percent span. Therefore, the unsteady
pressure magnitude decreases with decreasing back pressure, the
phase relationship moves forward with decreasing back pressure,
and the pressure magnitude increases in moving closer to the trail-
ing edge. In addition, when compared to the 50 percent span re-
sults, significant spanwise variations are evident. These effects are
caused by the change in rotor relative Mach number with radial
location. The first harmonic unsteady pressure magnitudes, Fig.
12, show a spanwise location effect as well as the fact that the
pressure magnitude increases in moving towards the IGV trailing

edge. The first harmonic magnitude of the 75 percent span is
significantly larger than that of the 50 percent span and the mag-
nitudes at the 95 percent chord location are dominant with the
values then dropping off with movement upstream along the IGV
surface.

Harmonic Content. Another important discovery is significant
higher-order harmonic content within the unsteady pressure sig-
nals. Figure 13 demonstrates this fact for both the 50 and 75

Fig. 9 Sketch of various shock positions

Fig. 10 First harmonic unsteady delta pressure phase results:
50 percent span

Fig. 11 First harmonic unsteady delta pressure phase results
75 percent span

Fig. 12 Comparison of first harmonic magnitude for 50 per-
cent span and 75 percent span near-stall

Fig. 13 FFT of near-stall 95 percent chord experimental data
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percent span data through a Fast Fourier Transform analysis. The
blade pass frequency is dominant for the 75 percent span data but
the second harmonic is significant in magnitude. The 50 percent
span data show that the second harmonic is actually dominant.
The power of the higher-order harmonics for both spanwise posi-
tions decrease significantly past the second. In order to model or
analyze vane/blade interactions properly, it is necessary to take
the higher-order harmonic content into account. The magnitude at
the blade pass frequency is generally dominant, but the fluctua-
tions that occur above this frequency can be important as well,
thereby creating a necessity to perform a nonlinear analysis.

Computational. A comparison of computational results and
experimental data will be shown. The operating point used for this
comparison is the 105 percent corrected speed, below design back
pressure. This operating point is shown in Fig. 6. A grid indepen-
dence check was done for the computational work and the number
of grid points for both theH andO-grids for each row will now be
given. For the IGV row, theO-grid contains 281327 points and
theH-grid, 273393. The rotorO-grid needed 351327 points and
the H-grid, 293393, for grid independence. A total of 4896 time
steps were used per rotor blade pass with 171,360 time steps
needed for convergence. Figure 14 represents a pressure-time his-
tory for a node between the IGV trailing edge and the rotor lead-
ing edge for the below-design operating point. A total of 35 rotor
blade passes were analyzed to reach a nearly periodic solution as
shown in Fig. 14. The rotor passage has a 30 percent stream tube
contraction, so this value was input into the VBI code to account
for the spanwise component of the quasi-three-dimensional analy-
sis. An algebraic turbulence model is utilized to model viscous
effects in the computational results presented. This turbulence
model is turned on after one complete unsteady blade pass. Fi-
nally, in modeling the current configuration, 24 IGV’s and 33
rotor blades, it was possible to reduce the numbers to 8 IGV’s and
11 blades due to periodicity. A phase-lagged boundary condition
is then utilized, making it necessary to perform the computations
on only one vane or blade of each row at a time through the use of
storage of data from previous blade positions with respect to the
IGV. The analysis using the reduced 8 IGV’s and 11 rotor blades
can be seen in Fig. 15.

Figure 15 represents the computational Mach contour lines for
11 rotor blades and 8 inlet guide vanes for this below design back
pressure at 50 percent span. For this operating point, a bow shock
at the leading edge of the rotor is known to exist. The back pres-
sure needed to operate at this low flow rate forces the bow shock
upstream of the rotor leading edge. In the computational analysis,
the bow shock is clearly evident and is upstream of the rotor

leading edge. The Mach numbers before and after the shock
match experimental values reasonably, an indication of the solu-
tion accuracy. The upstream shock interaction causes a significant
unsteady pressure force on the IGV’s.

The rotor trailing edge separation noted in Fig. 15 is thought to
be due to the two-dimensional analysis~lack of three-dimensional
relief! as well as a low-Reynolds-number limitation in the turbu-
lence model so that the physics may not be completely captured in
part of the blade boundary layer, leading to separation. However,
this is thought to have little effect on the upstream solution and
the bow shock considered in the present work.

Fig. 14 Pressure time history for convergence check

Fig. 15 105 percent speed: below design Mach number con-
tours; 50 percent span

Fig. 16 Frequency response comparison: 95 percent chord 50
percent span
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A comparison of the frequency response between the experi-
mental data and computational results is shown in Fig. 16. The 95
percent chord location data were used for this analysis. Figure 16
demonstrates excellent agreement in frequency. The higher-order
harmonic magnitudes are in general captured by the computa-
tional analysis with the second harmonic being under predicted.

A comparison of the local blade loading on the IGV’s is shown
in Fig. 17. The computational results shown are for the last two
blade passes of the 35 total. As can be seen in the figure, the
interaction weakens from the trailing edge to the leading edge. At
the 95 percent chord location, both the experiment and computa-

tions show the steep pressure rise due to the bow shock, with the
results showing reasonable agreement in magnitude and phase.
For the 89 percent chord location, Fig. 17~d!, the shock structure
is still the dominating physical phenomenon. The computational
analysis slightly overpredicts the unsteady magnitude response
with the phase in excellent agreement. At 83 percent chord, the
results show that the shock has dissipated somewhat and that this
dissipation is underpredicted in the simulation. However, the re-
sults still show good phase agreement. The comparisons for 70
and 50 percent chord show relatively poor agreement. Although in
reasonable agreement in magnitude, the simulation shows phase
agreement.

The computational model predicted the magnitude and phase of
the unsteady pressure on the IGV surface very well for the oper-
ating point used for this study. The computation demonstrates the
complex character of the unsteady loading as was seen in the
experiment, thereby capturing the higher harmonic content that is
present in this interaction. The code, however, did tend to under-
predict the shock dissipation in moving upstream along the IGV.
From our study, the code predicted the unsteady loading accu-
rately enough to potentially be useful for HCF analyses on blade
rows upstream of a rotor row.

Summary and Conclusions
This study quantifies the potential influence of a compressor

rotor on an upstream IGV. The rotor’s influence on the unsteady
IGV surface pressure distribution was established experimentally
and simulated computationally.

This study reports results from a transonic core compressor
stage typical of current military in-service flight hardware. The
IGV/rotor spacing is also typical of current in-service hardware.

The rotor’s influence on the unsteady IGV surface pressure dis-
tribution was quantified at two spanwise locations~50 and 75
percent! experimentally. In addition, a two-dimensional unsteady
Navier–Stokes solver was used to predict the unsteady surface
pressure distribution at 50 percent span.

The unsteady surface pressure measurements show a higher
than expected influence on the IGV, which is due solely to the
influence of the downstream rotor. The peak instantaneous local
loading was found to be 40 kPa. The bow shock influence in-
creased as the compressor was throttled, i.e., as the stage exit back
pressure was increased.

The experiment showed a steep pressure gradient induced by
the rotor bow shock wave. Spectral analysis of the time-resolved
pressure history contained significant harmonic content, which
suggests that the bow shock is the dominant influence on the IGV
pressure field. In addition, the spectral analysis showed that the
second harmonic is of the same order of magnitude as the first,
indicating that first-order models of this type of bow shock inter-
action may not adequately predict this flow phenomena.

In addition, the experiment showed a significant difference in
the upstream influence~IGV unsteady surface pressures! with
span, indicating that spanwise effects are deemed to be important
in transonic compressor analysis.

The numerical simulation showed that a two-dimensional com-
putation may be quite useful in predicting upstream potential forc-
ing functions due to downstream blade rows. The code was better
able to predict the bow shock interaction near the IGV trailing
edge, while the results farther upstream show that the code over-
predicts the strength of the bow shock wave.

The computation also demonstrated the capability to predict the
complex nature of the forcing function by showing similar har-
monic content as was shown in the experimental results. These
results show that two-dimensional unsteady computations show
promise in forecasting unsteady blade surface pressure distribu-
tions which may be useful in the study of forced blade response.

Fig. 17 Comparison of computational and experimental pres-
sure for below design „a… 50, „b… 70, „c… 83, „d… 89, „e… 95 percent
chord location on IGV
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Nomenclature

a 5 speed of sound
b 5 stream tube thickness
c 5 chord length
e 5 internal energy
E 5 flux vector inm direction
F 5 flux vector inu direction
H 5 source term vector
m 5 meridional coordinate
M 5 Mach number
p 5 pressure

Pr 5 Prandtl number
Q 5 vector of dependent variables

Re 5 Reynolds number
r 5 radial coordinate

Sm 5 stream tube surface
t 5 time
u 5 velocity component inm direction
v 5 velocity component inu direction
V 5 contravariant velocity component
x 5 distance along vane or blade
z 5 axial coordinate
g 5 ratio of specific heats
u 5 circumferential coordinate

l 5 second coefficient of viscosity522/3m
m 5 coefficient of viscosity
r 5 density
s 5 shear stress
v 5 angular velocity

Subscripts

i 5 inviscid term
n 5 normalized
s 5 IGV inlet
v 5 viscous term
1 5 IGV upper surface
2 5 IGV lower surface
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Boundary Layer Transition
Induced by Periodic Wakes
Turbulent wakes swept across a flat plate boundary layer simulate the phenomenon of
wake-induced bypass transition. Benchmark data from a direct numerical simulation of
this process are presented and compared to Reynolds-averaged predictions. The data are
phase-averaged skin friction and mean velocities. The predictions and data are found to
agree in many important respects. One discrepancy is a failure to reproduce the skin
friction overshoot following transition.@S0889-504X~00!00503-1#

1 Introduction
Compressor and turbine blades operate in highly perturbed ex-

ternal flows. Their flow conditions are such that substantial re-
gions of laminar flow exist, even though the laminar boundary
layers are highly buffeted@1#. Transition to turbulence often oc-
curs after midchord.

The desire to apply advances in Computational Fluid Dynamics
to prediction of flow in turbomachinery blade rows has led to
efforts to predict transitional flows with turbulence models@2#.
Reynolds-averaged Navier–Stokes computations of wake-induced
transition on a compressor blade have been carried out recently by
Kang and Lakshminarayana@3#. They concluded that qualitative
agreement with experiment suggests this to be a promising ap-
proach. A review of research on transition in turbines was pre-
pared by Simon and Ashpis@4#.

Although turbulence closure models are developed and cali-
brated for turbulent flow prediction, there is a fervent hope that
they will suffice for prediction of bypass transition. The basis for
such hope might be stated as follows: Transition from laminar to
turbulent flow can be described as a bifurcation between solution
branches. If a turbulence model admits a laminar solution at low
Reynolds number and a turbulent solution at high Reynolds num-
ber, then the model will bifurcate at a critical Reynolds number.
The critical Reynolds number might be representative of that for
fluid dynamic transition. This bifurcation of steady solution
branches with increasing Reynolds number occurs in computa-
tions of plane channel flow@5#. The bifurcation point is a function
of the model and its empirical coefficients. In a boundary layer,
transition occurs as the flow evolves downstream and the descrip-
tion in terms of laminar and turbulent branches of the model is
less clear. This picture is further clouded by the fact that most
turbulence models are ill defined in the limit of zero turbulence:
An exception is thek–v model, for whichv is determined by the
mean rate of strain, even in the absence of turbulent energy@6#.
One should not be too sanguine about the ability of turbulence
models to predict bypass transition. They are certainly not meant
for this purpose.

A comprehensive test of low-Reynolds-numberk–« models in
bypass transition has been conducted by Savill@2#. Experimental
data in the ERCOFTAC database on boundary layers under mod-
erate levels of free-stream turbulence provided the benchmark
data. The results of these tests show promise; turbulence models
may be a suitable engineering tool in some transitional turboma-
chinery applications. The particular route to turbulence depends
somewhat on the source of perturbation: Grid turbulence provides
a free-stream disturbance that convects uniformly above the
boundary layer; turbomachine blades are subjected to impinging
turbulent wakes.

An idealized benchmark case for the turbomachinery applica-
tion would be flat plate boundary layer transition induced by pe-
riodically passing wakes. The use of a flat plate mimics many
important features of turbomachines without the complexities of
pressure gradients and surface curvature@1,7–9#. Admittedly stag-
nation point distortion of wakes at blade leading edge is omitted
in the wake passing flow over a flat plate, as are other features of
the turbomachine cascade environment. However, the basic flat
plate case is a time-honored, productive starting point. Attempts
to obtain quantitative experimental data in the wake–flat plate
configuration have been difficult; there are many technical issues
that confound experimenters. For instance, Liu and Rodi@10# em-
ployed the configuration shown in Fig. 1~a!. The squirrel cage of
cylinders produced an extra wake on its upstream side. This is one
of many impediments to designing a benchmark experiment. In
addition to the technical difficulties is the sheer quantity of data
required to obtain space–time, phase-averaged statistics. Essen-
tially one wants^Cf&(x, 2pf) and ^U&(x, y, 2pf). Here the

Contributed by the International Gas Turbine Institute for publication in the
JOURNAL OF TURBOMACHINERY. Manuscript received by the International Gas
Turbine Institute November 1998. Associate Technical Editor: T. H. Okiishi.

Fig. 1 „a… Layout in the experiments of Liu and Rodi †10‡; „b…
layout in the present numerical simulation; the computational
domain is defined as 0.1 Ïx ÕLÏ3.5, 0.0Ïy ÕLÏ0.8, 0.0ÏzÕL
Ï0.2
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angle brackets denote a phase average andf is the phase of the
wake passing.f varies between 0 and 1 as wakes sweep periodi-
cally across the plate.

The obstacles to physical experimentation can be overcome by
Direct Numerical Simulation~DNS!. Computer power is now at
the stage where, in a small number of selected cases, reliable
benchmark data may be produced by accurate computation of the
Navier–Stokes equations. The relatively low Reynolds numbers
involved in transitional flow make DNS feasible. Years of expe-
rience in turbulence simulation have led to guidelines on grid
resolution and domain size requirements. These have been com-
bined with further resolution studies in Wu et al.@11#. It was
concluded therein that a 102434013128 grid sufficed for the
present problem of wake-induced bypass transition. The total of
52.53106 points is one of the largest that has been used for tran-
sition simulation. A wealth of data have been generated. A small
subset of those data will be presented herein.

2 Simulation of Wake-Induced Transition
Figure 1~b! is a schematic of the flow domain of these simula-

tions. This is a rectangular box, 0.1<x<3.5, 0<y<0.8 in nondi-
mensional units. The Reynolds number Re5Uref L/n is 1.5
3105, where U ref51 is the inlet reference velocity. The grid
spacing was uniform inx and z, and stretched iny. A Blasius
boundary layer with Reu580 was imposed at the inlet, whereu is
the boundary layer momentum thickness. Self-similar wakes were
swept periodically across the entrance to the flow domain. Their
half-width was 0.1 and the velocity deficit was 0.14, scaled on the
inlet reference velocity. The translational velocity of the wakes
was 0.7. These inlet conditions are analogous to those of the ex-
periment by Liu and Rodi~@10#; Fig. 1~a!!. Further details can be
found in Wu et al.@11# and Wu and Durbin@12#.

Two wake passing periods have been simulated:T51.67 and
T50.42. In the first case the distance between wake centers is
1.6730.751.17, which is 11.7 times their initial half width. The
wakes remain well separated. In the second case the wakes start

with a centerline separation of about 2.9 times their width, but
merge inside the domain. This high-frequency simulation is meant
to produce sustained high intensity free-stream turbulence in the
transitional region.

The present paper provides relevant phase-averaged data. We
will also present Reynolds-Averaged Navier–Stokes~RANS!
simulations of wake induced transition using turbulence models.
These consist of two-dimensional, unsteady RANS computations.
The RANS computations were performed on a 2013101 grid.
The spacing was uniform inx and stretched iny. The models used
in this paper are S–A@13# andv2– f @14#. These both use an eddy
viscosity formula for mean flow prediction. The models are stated
in the appendix. The details of the RANS computations are essen-
tially the same as in Durbin@14#.

Self-similar wakes were swept across the inlet in correspon-
dence with the DNS. The wakes were generated by a separate
computation and imposed as the inlet boundary condition. Figure
2 compares the inlet wakes predicted by thev2– f model to those
used in the DNS. The agreement is quite good. A virtue of the
present test case is that one can closely match the inlet conditions
of the RANS simulation to those of the DNS.

The S–A model solves an equation for a pseudo eddy viscosity,
then invokes a nonlinear transformation to obtain the actual eddy
viscosity ~see the appendix!. This procedure was introduced by
Baldwin and Barth@15# in the interest of formulating a computa-
tionally amenable turbulent transport model. S–A has become a
popular model in external aerodynamics: Indeed, it is computa-
tionally amenable.

The v2– f model originated as an attempt to represent the non-
local and anisotropic effects of a wall on a proximate field of
turbulence with a lesser level of complexity than full second-
moment closure. This model has proved effective in predictions of
complex flows and of surface heat transfer@16#. Both models have
been used without any modification for transition prediction,
per se.

Fig. 2 Characteristics of the temporarily developing planewake used for generation of in-
flow profiles; lines: v 2 – f model at three instants; L plane cylinder wake of Schlichting †18‡;
¿ Wu et al. †11‡ at one instant.
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3 Phase-Averaged Fields
The DNS fields were averaged at a fixed phase over 50 cycles

of the wake passing, and over the spanwise direction. Data on the
mean velocity and surface skin friction as functions ofx, y, f will
be presented here. These are representative of a phase-averaged
and time-averaged database that has been created from the nu-
merical simulations.

Figure 3 contains three sets of contours: the instantaneous
u-velocity; the phase-averaged DNS data; and av2– f simulation.
These are for the low-frequency case. The instantaneous contours
~Fig. 3~a!! show that the boundary layer is laminar forx,1 and
turbulent forx.1.5. The transition to turbulence is less clear in
the phase-averaged cases~Figs. 3~b,c!!. However, the boundary
layer is observed to thicken downstream ofx51.5, indicating that
this region has become turbulent. Some thickening is also ob-
served beneath the wake, both in the data and in the RANS com-
putation. The thickening beneath the wake is the forced response
of the buffeted laminar boundary layer to the passing wake. At
this frequency the wakes remain well separated across the entire
computational domain.

Time-averaged data were obtained by further averaging over all
phases; i.e.,

C̄f5E
0

1

^Cf&df

where the overbar indicates a time-average. These data give an
average onset of transition at aboutx50.7 in the low-frequency
case and aboutx50.5 at high frequency. At the transition location
the average Reu is about 200, which happens to approximate the
linear critical Reynolds number. Figure 4 contains time-averaged
mean skin friction coefficientC̄f as a function ofx for the two
different passing frequencies. Computations withv2– f are in-
cluded for comparison. Computations with S–A are included as
well in Fig. 4~a!.

S–A undergoes an early transition. This is not unexpected since
the user-specified trip function was not used for these computa-
tions: That trip function requires the transition to be specified,
which would defeat the purpose of the present testing. The de-
struction terms in the S–A model~appendix, Eq.~1!! are quadratic
in the eddy viscosity, while production is linear. In the limitn t
→0 production is balanced only by diffusion and transition oc-
curs at very low Reynolds number. An analysis of instability in
plane channel flow is described in the appendix. The inclusion of
a dissipation equation permits a balancing of production and de-
struction that controls transition in that type of model@6#. The
v2– f model includes a dissipation equation~see the appendix!.

The v2– f computation shows better transitional behavior. It
follows the laminar branch to a reasonable distance beforeC̄f
begins to increase toward turbulent levels. It is known from ex-
periments that, following transition,Cf overshoots the turbulent

Fig. 3 „a… Instantaneous u over one x – y plane at tÄ32.5T in the DNS of Wu et al. †11‡;
„b… phase-averaged Šu ‹ at fÄ0.5 from the DNS of Wu et al. †11‡; „c… phase-averaged Šu ‹ at
fÄ0.5 from the present unsteady RANS using v 2 – f model
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level and then relaxes to the flat-plate correlation. Both RANS
models fail to reproduce the overshoot. This is simply because the
models were calibrated for flat-plate skin friction. At the exit of
the flow domain Reu51100 in the DNS. The boundary layer sta-
tistics have assumed turbulent profiles at this point, but the skin
friction is still influenced by the path of transition and the free-
stream wake.

Space–time fields,̂Cf&(x,f), are displayed in Fig. 5 for the
low-frequency case. The transition region moves periodically as
wakes pass across the inlet. The location and movement of tran-
sition is mimicked reasonably well by thev2– f computation.
S–A again suffers from early transition.

The contour levels downstream of transition are underpredicted
by the models because of the lack of overshoot, as was already
seen in Fig. 4. The contour plots in Fig. 5~b! give further hope that
turbomachinery rows can be computed by unsteady RANS meth-
ods with little, if any, modification by special purpose transition
models. But if highly accurate prediction of the transition region
is needed, such as theCf overshoot, then special models would
still be required.

A notable feature of Fig. 5 is the large perturbation nearx50
produced by the impacting wake. This perturbation decays rapidly
from the inlet and is not the cause of transition. Wu et al.@11#
have examined this inlet disturbance in the instantaneous DNS
fields and also concluded that it decays rapidly downstream. In the
direct simulations, the transition to turbulence is effected through
the generation of turbulent spots, which first appear in the vicinity
of x50.7, at this frequency.

Figures 5~a, b! show tongues of loŵ Cf& ~blue color! that
protrude between the lobes of the undulating line of transition
~yellow contour in 5~a!!. These are areas in which the laminar
skin friction is highly disturbed by the wake. Curves of skin fric-
tion along the plate at an instant are horizontal sections through
the contour plot. One can imagine that a slice showing^Cf&(x) at
constant phase would reveal a complex form, cutting across the
buffeted laminar region, into the turbulent region, possibly inter-
secting a patch of perturbed laminar flow, and finally traversing
the downstream turbulent region.

Figure 6 contains six such slices, atf50, 0.2, 0.4 in part:~a!
and atf50.5, 0.7, 0.9 in part~b!. These are the same data as in
Fig. 5, but displayed in the form of line plots,^Cf&(x), at the
various f. Bell-shaped protrusions upstream ofx51.5 are the
footprint of the passing wake. They enter the domain just before
f50 in Fig. 6~a! and progress downstream, becoming increas-
ingly pronounced. Both the DNS and RANS simulations contain
this feature. It appears that this peak grows due to prolonged
forcing of the laminar layer, in a frame of reference moving with
wake, and is distinct from the bifurcation to turbulence. Down-
stream ofx52.0 the flow is always turbulent, although perturba-
tions by the external wake are still seen.

Where the onset of self-sustained turbulence occurs is not en-
tirely clear in these line plots. In fact, the DNS data forf50
seem to pass into and out of the turbulent region. The ambiguity is
resolved by Fig. 5~a!, which shows the undulation form of the
transition. Indeed, atf50 in that figure a laminar patch around
x51.75 is protruding between the turbulent regions. The RANS
simulation in Fig. 5~b! also has this patch, but it is narrower and is
present at a later phase.

The high-frequency case was chosen to simulate sustained,
high-intensity free-stream turbulence; it is less relevant to the
problem of transition induced by discrete wakes. The transition
line shows only faint undulations, as seen in Fig. 7. The slight
raggedness of the DNS contours is due to finite sample size. They
suggest that the free stream is persistently turbulent. This case
shows even more definitively that the large perturbations atx
50, created by impingement of the wake on the surface, do not
trigger transition. The agreement between the model and data is
similar to the low-frequency case: The transition location is quite
reasonably predicted, but the overshoot following transition is not
reproduced.

The remaining figures provide DNS data and RANS results for
the flow field. Figure 8 shows the development of time-averaged
integral parameters of the boundary layer. Decline of the form
factor provides a gross indicator of transition from a laminar to a
turbulent velocity profile. As seen previously, Fig. 8~a! shows a
premature drop in the form factor predicted by the S–A model.
Thev2– f results are in better agreement with the data. However,
the form factor lies above and the displacement thickness below
the data after transition.

Figure 9 displays log-linear mean flow profiles at four phases
f50., 0.25, 0.5, 0.75. The free-stream region shows the location
of the turbulent wake at each of these instances. Thex-location is
x51.0, which is in the region of large oscillations of the skin
friction, but is primarily a buffeted laminar layer~see Fig. 5!.

Figure 10 displays mean flow profiles at the same four phases
but now thex location isx51.5, which is in the region that is
intermittently laminar or turbulent. Examination of Fig. 5~a!
shows thatx51.5 the flow is on the laminar side of the transition
line for f50.5, 0.75~n, 1! and on the turbulent side forf50.,
0.25~s, L!. The RANS simulation in 5~b! is on the laminar side
of the transition line forf50.5 and on the turbulent side forf
50, but bothf50.25 and 0.75 are on the border of transition. So
there is a slight difference in phase between the DNS and RANS
results. This shows up in the profiles of Fig. 10: The DNS profiles
at f50.5, 0.75~n, 1! are quite similar near the wall, being of

Fig. 4 Time-averaged mean skin-friction coefficient; s DNS of
Wu et al. †11‡; unsteady RANS using v 2 – f model; — —
unsteady RANS using S–A model; " " " " Blasius solution with-
out wake; „a… TÄ1.67; „b… TÄ0.4175
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laminar form. The RANS profile atf50.5 ~n! is of the laminar
form, but atf50.75 ~1! it has already started to shift toward the
turbulent profiles.

4 Conclusion
In aggregate, the results presented in this paper show a promise

for applying turbulence models to predict the gross features of
transitional flow over turbomachinery blades. The direct simula-
tion data provided here can be used to benchmark models specifi-
cally intended to predict transition.
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Appendix

Spalart–Allmaras. The equation for the pseudo-eddy viscos-
ity ñ is

Dtñ5cb1S̃ñ2cw1f wF ñ

dG2

1
1

s
@¹•~n1 ñ !¹ñ1cb2u¹ñu2# (1)

The actual eddy viscosity is obtained through the nonlinear rela-
tion

Fig. 5 X – t diagram of the phase-averaged skin-friction coeffi-
cient ŠCf‹ for TÄ1.67; „a… DNS of Wu et al. †11‡; „b… unsteady
RANS using v 2 – f model; „c… unsteady RANS using S–A model

Fig. 6 Phase-averaged mean skin-friction coefficient for T
Ä1.67; symbols: DNS of Wu et al. †11‡; lines: present unsteady
RANS using v 2 – f model; „a… s 0.0T, n — — 0.2T, ¿
" " " " 0.4T; „b… s 0.5T, n — — 0.7T, ¿ " " " " 0.9T;

Blasius solution

Fig. 7 X – t diagram of the phase-averaged skin-friction coeffi-
cient ŠCf‹ for TÄ0.4175; „a… DNS of Wu et al. †11‡; „b… unsteady
RANS using v 2 – f model
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n t

n
5

x4

x317.13 ; x5 ñ/n

In the production termS̃ is a transformed mean vorticity:

S̃5S1F ñ

k2d2G n1n t2 ñ

n1n t

whereS is the magnitude of the vorticity. The modified produc-
tion term is designed to produce a linear variation ofñ from the
wall through the log-layer in an equilibrium, flat plate boundary
layer. The wall distance term (ñ/d)2 is modulated by the function

f w5gF 65

g6164G ; g5r 10.3~r 62r ! r 5 ñ/S̃k2d2

Numerical values of some constants have been inserted; the re-
maining constants arecb150.1355, cb250.622, s52/3, cw1

5cb1 /k21(11cb2)/s.
When Eq.~1! is applied to parallel flow,ñ is a function of~y, t!.

A crude stability analysis can be performed for plane channel flow
to understand why this model bifurcates early. For small ampli-
tude perturbations to laminar flow,ñ!n, and Eq.~1! assumes the
nondimensional, linearized form

s] tñ2Rescb1Sñ5]y
2ñ (2)

where Re is the Reynolds number. For plane Poiseuille flowU
512y2 and S52uyu, for the flow domain21,y,1. Let R
52 Rescb1. Then the equation determining neutral stability is

]y
2ñ1Ruyuñ50

Since ñ.0, a symmetric solution is sought:]yñ(0)50, ñ(1)
50. A closed-form solution is readily written in terms of Airy
functions. These give the neutral stability conditionR'4. Then

Re'2/scb1'22

This is well below experimental determinations of the global criti-
cal Reynolds number~'900!.

v2– f . This model is based on the standardk–« model and on
second-moment closures. One can think ofkf as an analogy to the
redistribution term in second-moment closure. The transport and
Helmholtz equations for this model are:

Dtk5P2«1¹•@~n1n t!¹k#

Dt«5
C«1

8 P2C«2
«

T
1¹•F S n1

n t

s«
D¹«G

Dtv
25k f2N

v2

k
«1¹•@~n1n t!¹v2#

f 2L2¹2f 5C1

~2/32v2/k!

T
1C2

P

k
1

~N21!v2/k

T

6 (3)

Fig. 8 Time-averaged mean integral parameters; symbols DNS
of Wu et al. †11‡; unsteady RANS using v 2 – f model; — —
unsteady RANS using S–A model; d d* Õu; s 102d* ; „a… T
Ä1.67; „b… TÄ0.4175

Fig. 9 Phase-averaged mean streamwise velocity at x ÕLÄ1.0
for TÄ1.67; „a… DNS of Wu et al. †11‡; „b… unsteady RANS using
v 2 – f model; s 0.0T, L 0.25T; n 0.50T, ¿ 0.75T
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The rate of turbulent kinetic energy production has the usual
definition

P52n tS
2; S25~] jUi1] iU j !~] jUi1] iU j !/4

The following boundary conditions apply on no-slip walls:

k50; v250; «52n lim
y→0

k/y2;

f 52~2424N!n2 lim
y→0

v2/«y4

The integerN defines a set of models@17#. The choiceN56 gives
the simple boundary conditionf 50. That is the value used here.

The length and time scales are

C«1
8 5C«1

~110.045Ak/v2!

T5maxF k

«
; 6S n

«
D 1/2G ; L5maxFk3/2

«
, ChS n3

«
D 1/4GJ (4)

The model constants are

C«1
51.4; C«2

51.9; Cm50.22; C150.4; C250.3
(5)

A calibration for two values ofN is

N51: CL50.25; Ch585.0; s«51.3

N56: CL50.23; Ch570.0; s«51.0

These two calibrations give quite similar predictions in turbulent
flow. Figure 11 shows they also yield similar transition predic-
tions for the ERCOFTAC T3A case.

Nomenclature

b 5 inlet wake half-width
Cf 5 skin friction

k 5 turbulence kinetic energy
L 5 characteristic length scale

Re 5 Reynolds number-U refL/n
Reu 5 momentum thickness Reynolds number

t 5 time
u 5 instantaneous streamwise velocity component

U ref 5 characteristic velocity scale
Ucyl 5 cylinder velocity, inlet wake traversing velocity

x, y, z 5 Cartesian coordinates
a 5 wake angle tan21 Ucyl /U ref
f 5 phase of wake passing

n, n t 5 molecular and turbulent eddy viscosity
T 5 wake passing period

d* 5 displacement thickness
« 5 viscous dissipation rate ofk
u 5 momentum thickness

Subscripts

blasius 5 laminar Blasius solution
ref 5 upstream reference value

max 5 maximum wake deficit
wake 5 in wake coordinate system

Superscripts

2 5 time-averaging

Other symbols

^& 5 phase-averaging
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Spectral Measurements in
Transitional Boundary Layers on a
Concave Wall Under High and
Low Free-Stream Turbulence
Conditions
The relationship between free-stream turbulence and boundary layer behavior has been
investigated using spectral measurements. The power spectral densities of turbulence
quantities in transitional and fully turbulent boundary layers were computed and com-
pared to the power spectra of the same quantities measured in the free stream. Compari-
sons were made using the ‘‘transfer function.’’ The transfer function is the ratio of two
spectra at each frequency in the spectra. Comparisons were done in flows with low (0.6
percent) and high (8 percent) free-stream turbulence intensities. Evidence was gathered
that suggests that relatively low-frequency, large-scale eddies in the free stream buffet the
boundary layer, causing boundary layer unsteadiness at the same low frequencies. These
fluctuations are present in both transitional and fully turbulent boundary layers. They are
seen under both high and low free-stream turbulence conditions, although they are stron-
ger in the high-turbulence case. Examination of the turbulent shear stress suggests that
the low-frequency fluctuations enhance transport in the boundary layer but they are not
so effective in promoting eddy transport as are turbulent eddies produced and residing
within the boundary layer. In the fully-turbulent boundary layer, higher-frequency fluc-
tuations are added to the low-frequency unsteadiness. These higher-frequency fluctua-
tions, not seen in the transitional boundary layer, are associated with turbulence produc-
tion in the boundary layer and appear not to be directly related to free-stream
unsteadiness.@S0889-504X~00!00403-7#

Introduction
Free-stream turbulence has a strong effect on the behavior of

boundary layers. Elevated free-stream disturbance levels tend to
cause early transition from laminar to turbulent flow, can lead to
higher skin friction and heat transfer coefficients, and can affect
boundary layer separation. High free-stream turbulence tends to
cause rapid~bypass! transition, but when stabilizing effects such
as acceleration are present, the transition zones can be extended.

Highly disturbed flows are found in many applications, includ-
ing gas turbine engines where free-stream turbulence levels as
high as 20 percent are possible. It is generally accepted@1# that a
significant fraction of the boundary layer on a gas turbine blade
can be transitional as a result of concurrent, strong acceleration.
Accurate prediction of heat transfer and fluid mechanics, neces-
sary for improved turbine design, depends therefore on an ability
to predict the effects of high turbulence intensity and strong ac-
celeration on transition. While transitional flows can, in principle,
be calculated through direct numerical simulation~DNS! of the
Navier–Stokes equations, this is not practical and will not be
practical for design purposes for perhaps the next decade. Design-
ers must therefore depend on transition models.

Existing transition models are not robust and tend to perform
poorly when applied to high-disturbance environments@1#. Pres-
ently lacking is the good understanding of the interaction between
the free-stream and boundary layer needed for accurate prediction
of transition in high-disturbance environments. This ‘‘receptiv-
ity’’ of the boundary layer to free-stream disturbances has been
under investigation for some time, as documented by Reshotko

@2#. While it is clear that the free-stream influences the boundary
layer, the mechanism by which this happens is not entirely clear,
particularly under high-free-stream-disturbance conditions@3#.
Most turbulence models assume that turbulence enters the bound-
ary layer from the free stream by a diffusion process. Recent
studies such as Johnson and Ercan@4#, Mayle et al. @5,6#, and
Voke and Yang@7#, however, suggest that pressure fluctuations,
not diffusion, are the primary mechanism by which turbulence
enters the boundary layer.

In an effort to understand bypass transition better, experiments
have been conducted by several investigators to document flow
behavior at high free-stream turbulence levels. Volino and Simon
@8# provide a review of transition work. Most of the work has
focused on mean quantities such as local heat transfer coefficients,
mean velocity and temperature profiles, and statistical quantities,
such as the turbulent kinetic energy, turbulent shear stress, and
turbulent heat flux. Other studies have considered the structure of
the boundary layer turbulence using techniques such as quadrant
analysis@9#. Documentation of this type has been valuable for
building an understanding of the flow and testing models, but it
has not provided the necessary information for relating the bound-
ary layer behavior to the free-stream conditions.

The present study attempts to address the boundary layer–free-
stream relationship by examining the power spectral density
~PSD! of boundary layer and free-stream turbulence. Spectra, un-
like mean and statistical quantities, provide some information
about the range of eddy scales and the distribution of turbulence
kinetic energy among these scales in a flow. By comparing the
boundary layer and free-stream spectra, one may learn character-
istics of the relationship between the two. Spectral analysis will
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not reveal all the secrets associated with the receptivity mecha-
nism, but it does provide another perspective of this complex
flow.

The method of comparison of spectra used here is the ‘‘transfer
function.’’ The transfer function, commonly used in controls or
vibration analyses, is a ratio of an output function PSD to an input
function PSD. The ratio is taken at each represented frequency
over the full range of frequencies in the signals. In this paper, a
transfer function is calculated by dividing the PSD from the
boundary layer~considered to be the output or dependent func-
tion! by the PSD of the free stream~the input or independent
function!. The boundary layer can be considered to be the system.
When a system has a single input and a single output, the transfer
function gives a clear indication of which frequencies in the input
are amplified by the system and, thus, are present in the output
signal. The relationship between the free-stream and boundary
layer turbulence spectra is not so simple. Certainly, the free-
stream turbulent kinetic energy has an influence on the boundary
layer, but boundary layer turbulence is also generated by other
mechanisms, such as near-wall bursting, during which transla-
tional kinetic energy in the external flow is converted to turbu-
lence energy in the boundary layer. The transfer function can
show evidence of free-stream influences on the boundary layer.
Also, energy in the boundary layer spectra that is not visible in the
free stream indicates a direct origin from sources other than the
free stream. The transfer function between the spectra of the tur-
bulent shear stress,2u8v8 , and the turbulent kinetic energy,u82 ,
will tell how turbulent transport is related to the overall fluctuation
level in the boundary layer.

Blair and Anderson@10# and Sohn and Reshotko@11# present
boundary layer spectra from flows with free-stream turbulence
intensities~FSTI! below about 2 percent. Their focus was mainly
on Tollmein–Schlichting wave frequencies during the early part
of transition. At higher FSTI, Thole and Bogard@12# and Moss
and Oldfield@13# acquired data for spectral analysis in fully tur-
bulent boundary layers. Both studies showed two distinct frequen-
cies in the boundary layer. At low wavenumbers, fluctuations in
the boundary layer could be tied directly to fluctuations in the free
stream at the same frequencies, supporting the work of Mayle
et al. @5,6#, Johnson and Ercan@4#, and Voke and Yang@7# noted
above. At higher wavenumbers, turbulence appeared to be gener-
ated in the near wall region and was not directly linked to the free
stream. In the present study, boundary layer spectra were obtained
in an unaccelerated, low-free-stream-turbulence-intensity~FSTI
,0.6 percent!, transitional flow along a concave wall and in high
FSTI ~8 percent!, accelerated, transitional flows along a concave
wall. To the authors’ knowledge, this is the first such detailed
documentation of such high FSTI transition.

Data Acquisition
Experiments were conducted in a wind tunnel facility described

in detail by Kim and Simon@14# and more recently by Volino and
Simon@15,16#. All data were acquired in a boundary layer along a
test wall with concave streamwise curvature. The test wall was 68
cm wide, and measurements were made near the spanwise center-

line. The test wall had a constant radius of curvature,R, of 97 cm.
The strength of curvature,d/R, ranged from about 0.5 to 2 per-
cent, depending on flow conditions. A suction slot at the leading
edge of the test wall insured that a new boundary layer began at
the leading edge. A flexible convex wall formed the opposite side
of the test section. This wall could be moved to provide the de-
sired streamwise pressure gradient on the test wall. The spacing
between the walls was 11.4 cm at the inlet to the test section,
decreasing in the streamwise direction when the flow was to be
accelerated. In the low-FSTI configuration, air at STP entered the
test section with a streamwise unsteadiness of about 0.6 percent.
High ~8 percent! FSTI was provided with a two-dimensional pas-
sive grid consisting of 4.22 cm diameter PVC pipes with 60 per-
cent blockage, as described by Kim et al.@17#. A 1-m-long set-
tling chamber between the grid and the beginning of the test
section provided uniform flow to within 3 percent in mean veloc-
ity and 6 percent in turbulence level at the entrance to the test
section. The turbulence is nearly isotropic. Streamwise decay of
the free-stream turbulence in the test section is low and is quan-
tified in Table 1.

Data were acquired using hot-wire anemometry. Foru8 spectra,
a single-wire boundary layer probe~TSI model 1218! was used.
For v8 andu8v8 spectra, a cross-wire boundary layer probe~TSI
Model 1243! was used. Single-wire data were acquired in the
viscous sublayer aty155, near the position of maximum turbu-
lence intensity (y1517), and in the free stream. Because the
cross-wire probe could not be positioned so close to the wall, data
were acquired aty1 between 50 and 100 and in the free stream.

Data were acquired from the hot-wires using a 12 bit digital
oscilloscope. For each spectrum, data were acquired in four sec-
tions at sampling rates of 100 Hz, 1 kHz, 10 kHz, and 100 kHz.
The data were low-pass filtered at 1/10th the sampling rate~10
Hz, 100 Hz, 1 kHz and 10 kHz for the four sections, respectively!.
Twenty sets of 4096 data points were acquired for each of the four
sections. A Fast Fourier Transform~FFT! was performed on each
set of 4096 points to compute each PSD. After the sections of a
spectrum were averaged for smoothing, they were pieced together.
The data obtained with the 100 Hz sampling rate were used to
provide the section of the PSD from 0 to 5 Hz, the 1 kHz sampled
data provided the section from 5 to 50 Hz, the 10 kHz sampled
data provided the section from 50 to 500 Hz, and the 100 kHz
sampled data provided the final section of the PSD from 500 to
5000 Hz. Acquiring the spectra in sections allowed better resolu-
tion of the lower frequencies. In the most recent work, after it was
recognized that very little energy resided in the 0 to 5 Hz band,
the 100 Hz sampled data were not acquired. For these spectra, the
1 kHz sampled data provided to 0 to 50 Hz section of the PSD.
The choices of sampling rates, filters, sample size, etc., were pri-
marily functions of the equipment used in the measurements~e.g.,
a digitizer with 4096 point buffer! and the flow in question. Under
different conditions, other choices might be more appropriate.

The uncertainty in the time-averaged quantitiesu82 , v82 , and
2u8v8 are 5, 10, and 10 percent, respectively. The uncertainty
introduced in the smoothed spectral decomposition is consistent
with the above-mentioned quantities. At each frequency in the

Table 1 Conditions for low „1L–3L … and high „1H–7H… FSTI cases
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spectra, 60 points~30 to each side of the point in question! are
curve fit with a power law. The value at each frequency is pre-
sented as the value of the curve fit at that frequency.

Transfer functions were calculated by dividing the PSD of one
spectrum by the PSD of another at each frequency in the spectra.
The uncertainties in the transfer functions, taken as the combined
error in the two spectra used to compute them, range from;10
percent for transfer functions involving onlyu82 spectra, to 15
percent for transfer functions involvingv82 and2u8v8 spectra.

Experimental Conditions
Under low-FSTI conditions, the free-stream velocity was set to

a constant 17.2 m/s and spectral measurements were taken at three
streamwise positions; Rex of 1.083105, 3.763105, and 11.7
3105. A stable streamwise~Görtler! vortex pattern was observed
downstream of the first measurement station. Spectral measure-
ments were taken at spanwise positions corresponding to the up-
wash and downwash locations of the Go¨rtler vortices. The spectra
appeared similar at the two locations, so results are presented
below for only the downwash location measurements. At the first
station, the boundary layer was laminar or in the early stages of
transition. At the second station the boundary layer was transi-
tional, and at the third station it was fully turbulent. Transition
was augmented by the Go¨rtler instability as documented in Volino
and Simon@18#. Flow parameters for this case are provided in
Table 1. Further details of the case are available in Kim et al.@17#
and Volino and Simon@15,18#.

In the high-FSTI configuration, two cases were considered, one
of which is presented here. Both were done in accelerated flow,
and results were qualitatively similar for the two cases. Stable
Görtler vortices were not observed. Acceleration stabilized the
flow and extended the transition zone in spite of the high FSTI. In
cases done without acceleration at 8 percent FSTI, transition oc-
curred very near the leading edge. The flow entered the test sec-
tion with a velocity of 4.9 m/s and FSTI of about 8 percent. The
flow was accelerated though the test section with a constant ve-
locity gradient,dU` /dx, of 13.7 s21. The acceleration parameter,
K, decreased from a maximum of 931026 at the leading edge to
131026 at the last measurement station, as shown in Table 1. The
Reynolds number andK ranges were chosen for this case to simu-
late roughly the conditions on the downstream half of the pressure
side of a gas turbine blade. The FSTI decreased with streamwise
distance, mainly due to the increase in the free-stream velocity. At
the last measurement station, the FSTI was 1.8 percent. Spectra
were acquired at seven streamwise stations. The boundary layer
was transitional at the first six stations, becoming almost fully
turbulent~although not yet a mature turbulent boundary layer! by
the seventh station. Flow parameters for this case are presented in
Table 1. Figure 1 shows a time trace of velocity taken in the
boundary layer at the sixth measurement station. Note the two
distinct zones in the transitional flow. One zone is characterized
by high-frequency, high-amplitude fluctuations. This zone is con-
sidered turbulent. The second zone is characterized by lower-
frequency, high-amplitude fluctuations. The flow in this zone is
not turbulent, but is badly disturbed. The intermittency,g, is the
fraction of the time that the flow appears turbulent. This value was
determined using the instantaneous turbulent shear stress. The sig-
nals from a cross-wire probe were digitized at a 100 kHz sampling
rate and used to calculate the first time derivative of the instanta-
neousu8v8 . The square of this derivative was then compared to a
threshold value given as 0.00585U`

4 , whereU` is the local time-
averaged free-stream velocity. The flow was declared turbulent
whenever the threshold was exceeded. The threshold level was set
so that the flow declared turbulent corresponded to those zones
that appeared turbulent in visual inspection of traces such as that
in Fig. 1. The intermittency varies with distance from the wall, but
reaches a maximum at a plateau betweeny1'30 andy1'80.
The intermittencies listed in Table 1 are based on data taken at

y1550. The uncertainty ing is 10 percent. This represents an
improvement over intermittencies determined by Volino and Si-
mon @15,16# in the same flow using an analog circuit. The inter-
mittency values remained nearly the same for the first three mea-
surement stations. The beginning of the rise ing corresponds to
the point whereK dropped below about 331026. Values ofK
above 331026 are associated with relaminarization@19#, so the
relationship betweeng andK for this flow is consistent with pre-
vious researchers’ results. More details of this case are available
in Volino and Simon@15,16#.

Results

Low-FSTI, Unaccelerated Flow. The free-streamu8 spectra
for the low-FSTI case are shown in Fig. 2. The spectra are left in
dimensional coordinates for lack of a clear choice of nondimen-
sionalizing parameter. The spectra do not change greatly in the
streamwise direction. The integral length scale in the free stream
is Lu856.7 m, found according to Hinze@20#. The spectra are
plotted asf 3u82( f ,d f )/d f versus logf. In these coordinates, the
area under any section of the spectrum is proportional to the en-
ergy in that section of the spectrum. In this case, the energy is
centered around 0.8 Hz. Fluctuations at these low frequencies are
associated with streamwise unsteadiness, and are not due to eddy
motion. Nearly all of the energy inu82 lies below 20 Hz.

Fig. 1 Velocity time trace showing intermittent flow: high-FSTI
case, Station 6, y¿Ä17

Fig. 2 Free-stream u 8 spectra: low-FSTI case
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Figure 3 shows the free-streamv8 spectra at the first and sec-
ond measurement stations. Below 10 Hz, there is much less en-
ergy in v82 than in u82 . Above 90 Hz,u8 and v8 are fairly
isotropic ~visible in an expanded plot!. The integral length scale
associated withv8 , Lv8 , is 11 cm. The frequency associated with
this length scale,U` /Lv8 , is 150 Hz~local values ofU` are used
throughout the results to compute frequencies and length scales!.
This length scale could be associated with the largest eddies in the
flow. The energy inv82 is centered around 20 Hz, in contrast to
theu82 PSD. The componentv82 appears to be a better descriptor
of eddy motion in this case.

Figure 4 shows the transfer function ofu8 between the bound-
ary layer aty156 and the free stream at the three streamwise
measurement stations. At the first measurement station, the
boundary layer contains more energy than does the free-stream in
the frequency range 13 to 150 Hz. The low-frequency,f
,13 Hz, streamwise unsteadiness is ‘‘damped’’ by the boundary
layer, as are the higher frequencies,f .150 Hz. The boundary
layer is apparently amplifying the free-stream turbulence for 13
, f ,150 Hz. This is the range containing most of the energy
associated with eddy motion in the free stream~Fig. 3!. A possible
explanation for the amplification follows: Large-scale, free-stream
eddies buffet the boundary layer, causing a displacement of fluid
in the y direction ~normal to the wall!. This displacement causes
v8 fluctuations in the boundary layer at the frequency associated
with the free-stream eddies. It also causesu8 fluctuations within
the boundary layer at the same frequency due to the normal gra-

dient of streamwise velocity,]U/]y, as depicted by Fig. 5. Am-
plification occurs because]U/]y is much larger in the boundary
layer than in the free stream. Bradshaw@21# used the terms ‘‘in-
active motion’’ and ‘‘splat mechanism’’ to describe this effect.
The low-frequency unsteadiness discussed with theu8 spectra,
which is a streamwise unsteadiness, would not produce this effect
because it would not cause a displacement of fluid in they direc-
tion. Voke and Yang@7# provide a very similar description of the
free-stream effect on the boundary layer based on a Large Eddy
Simulation of a high-FSTI boundary layer. They state that the
wall-normal free-stream fluctuations are most significant, and pro-
vide further information on how the free-stream disturbance may
eventually lead to transition.

At the downstream measurement stations~Fig. 4! where the
boundary layer has become turbulent, the broad-band peak of sta-
tion 1 has grown, and a new broad-band peak centered almost two
decades higher has emerged. The higher frequencies are probably
associated with boundary layer turbulence, originating from near-
wall turbulence production, rather than amplification of anything
present in the free stream. The very high values of the transfer
function support this conclusion. The transfer functions at the two
downstream stations are very similar to each other, although there
is some growth at the higher frequencies between the two stations.

Figure 6 shows the transfer function ofu82 between the bound-
ary layer aty1535 and the free stream at the first and third
measurement stations. At the upstream station, the boundary layer
and free stream have approximately equal energies~transfer
function51! below 2 Hz and above 800 Hz. At the intermediate
frequencies, centered around 20 Hz, the boundary layer has more
energy than the free stream. The transfer function is qualitatively
similar to that aty156 ~Fig. 4!, but with less ‘‘damping’’ of the

Fig. 3 Free-stream v 8 spectra: low-FSTI case

Fig. 4 Transfer function of u 8 between y¿Ä6 and free stream:
low-FSTI case

Fig. 5 Depiction of u 8 caused by large-scale free-stream ed-
dies buffeting the boundary layer: „a… undisturbed profile, „b…
profile disturbed by free-stream eddy

Fig. 6 Transfer function of u 8 between y¿Ä35 and free-
stream: low-FSTI case
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high and low frequencies and higher values at the intermediate
frequencies. If the low transfer function values are due to near-
wall viscous effects, the lower values aty156 compared to those
at y1535 should be expected.

At the low FSTI, linear stability theory can be applied to predict
unstable frequencies in the boundary layer. Based on stability
plots from Schlichting @22#, the unstable frequencies for
Tollmien–Schlichting~T–S! waves are between 1200 and 2000
Hz at station 1, and between 400 and 1500 Hz at station 2. The
boundary layer is unstable for Go¨rtler instability at all frequencies.
The low frequency peak at 30 Hz is below the unstable T–S wave
band. Free-stream buffeting, as described above, may therefore
provide a better explanation for this peak. The higher frequency
peak appearing at station 2 may be attributable to a T–S instabil-
ity. Another possible explanation is that the higher frequency peak
is indicative of turbulence as opposed to pretransitional fluctua-
tions. This is supported by the persistence of the peak at station 3,
where the boundary layer is fully turbulent.

Mayle et al.@6# provide a theory for predicting the most effec-
tive frequency for promoting pretransitional boundary layer fluc-
tuations based on the free-stream spectra and length scales. Ap-
plying this theory to the present case, a most effective frequency
of 330 Hz is predicted. This frequency is between the peaks in the
transfer functions of Figs. 4 and 6. If one examines the boundary
layer u8 spectra~not shown, but available in Volino and Simon,
@15#! 330 Hz is not a significant frequency at stations 1 or 2, but
the turbulence is centered around this frequency in the fully tur-
bulent boundary layer at station 3.

High-FSTI, Accelerated Flow. The free-streamu8 spectra
for the high-FSTI case are shown in Fig. 7. Unlike the low-FSTI
case, there is considerable evolution in the streamwise direction.
At the first streamwise station, the energy is centered around a
peak at 20 Hz. This peak decays rapidly, as do all frequencies
below about 400 Hz. Above 400 Hz there is some increase in
magnitude with streamwise distance. The overall energy in the
free stream drops at first before settling out to a more constant
value at the downstream stations. The growth at higher frequen-
cies may be due to a cascading of energy from the low frequencies
to the high frequencies~large scales to small!; however, some of
what appears to be growth is just a slight shift toward higher
frequencies due to the accelerating free-stream velocity. The inte-
gral length scale,Lu8 , associated with theu8 fluctuations is 4.4
cm at the first measurement station, and remains in the 3.4 cm to
4.4 cm range as the flow moves downstream. The frequency as-
sociated with these fluctuations,U` /Lu8 , rises from 150 Hz at
the first station to 420 Hz at the most downstream station. These
Lu8 values could be associated with large-scale eddy motion. Fig-

ure 8 showsv8 spectra in the free stream. The energy is centered
around 100 Hz, and there is less evolution in the streamwise di-
rection than was observed inu8 . The integral length scale,Lv8 ,
associated with thev8 spectra is 1.6 cm at the first station, increas-
ing to 3.7 cm at the downstream stations. The associated fre-
quency,U` /Lv8 , remains fairly constant at about 400 Hz. Theu8
and v8 components, although different, are more comparable in
this case than in the low-FSTI case, particularly at the low fre-
quencies. This indicates that the free-stream disturbance in the
high-FSTI case is more associated with large scale eddy motion,
whereas in the low-FSTI case it was associated more with stream-
wise unsteadiness.

Figure 9 shows the transfer function ofu8 between the bound-
ary layer aty155 and the free stream. At the first streamwise
position, the boundary layer and free stream have about the same
energy between 0 and 10 Hz. Between 10 and 400 Hz there is
more energy in the boundary layer. This peak in the transfer func-
tion is centered around 100 Hz, which corresponds to the peak in
the free-streamv8 spectra in Fig. 8. This correlation between the
transfer function and the free-streamv8 spectrum at the upstream
stations was also seen in the low-FSTI case in Figs. 3, 4, and 6.
Above 400 Hz there is much less energy in the boundary layer
than in the free stream. The boundary layer appears to damp out
the high-frequency fluctuations, acting as a low-pass filter. This
behavior also agrees with the low-FSTI case. At the downstream
stations, the transfer function remains above 1.0 for all frequen-
cies. The peak at 100 Hz remains, but the most significant growth

Fig. 7 Free-stream u 8 spectra: high-FSTI case with stream-
wise acceleration

Fig. 8 Free-stream v 8 spectra: high-FSTI case with stream-
wise acceleration

Fig. 9 Transfer function of u 8 between y¿Ä5 and free-stream:
high-FSTI case with streamwise acceleration
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occurs above 400 Hz. This again agrees with the low-FSTI case,
although the actual values of the transfer functions are lower in
the high-FSTI case due to the higher levels of free-streamu8 in
this case.

Figure 10 shows theu8 transfer function between the boundary
layer at y1550 and the free stream. The level of the transfer
function is higher at this location than aty155 ~Fig. 9!, but the
trends are the same in both figures. Similar results are observed at
y1517 ~not shown!. Figure 11 shows thev8 transfer function
betweeny1550 and the free stream. The transfer function in-
creases with frequency at all streamwise positions and increases
across the entire spectrum with streamwise position. Above 400
Hz, theu8 andv8 transfer functions of Figs. 10 and 11 are similar.
Below 400 Hz they are quite different. Thev8 transfer function is
lower and does not exhibit the 100 Hz peak seen in theu8 transfer
function.

The results presented in Figs. 10 and 11 are consistent with the
explanations proposed above for the low-FSTI case. Free-stream
eddies buffet the boundary layer causing a displacement of fluid in
they direction. As depicted in Fig. 5, this displacement, combined
with the normal gradient of streamwise velocity,]U/]y, leads to
an amplification ofu8 fluctuations at a frequency associated with
the free-stream eddies. This explains the 100 Hz peak in Fig. 10.
One would not expect a similar amplification ofv8 , since the
gradient]V/]y is small. As expected, there is no 100 Hz peak in

Fig. 11. The highest frequencies in the boundary layer are associ-
ated with turbulence produced in the near-wall region. At these
frequencies,u8 andv8 are similar.

Bypass transition occurs in the high-FSTI case, but unstable
frequency ranges may still be estimated. The accelerating bound-
ary layer is stable according to linear stability theory through the
first five stations, then becomes unstable in the 700–1200 Hz band
at the two downstream stations. The peaks in the spectra and
transfer functions are at lower frequencies than the unstable band,
indicating, as expected, that Tollmien–Schlichting type instabili-
ties do not play a significant role in this case.

The Mayle et al.@6# theory predicts a most effective frequency
of about 1500 Hz for producing pretransitional fluctuations in the
boundary layer. This frequency does not correspond directly with
the peaks in the boundary layer spectra or the transfer functions.
Possibly the free-stream turbulence, which has its peak at a much
lower frequency of 100 Hz~Figs. 7 and 8! is not particularly
effective at promoting the type of disturbance described by Mayle
et al. @6# in this case.

Mayle et al.@6# also predict the most important frequency for
promoting laminar heat transfer in a boundary layer subject to
free-stream turbulence. This frequency, which is based on the
boundary layer thickness, is about 30 Hz for the present case. This
frequency is close to the peak in the free-stream disturbance and
the lower frequency peak in the transfer function. This suggests
that the free stream in the present case, while not so effective in
directly promoting fluctuations that lead to transition, does pro-
mote fluctuations that lead to enhanced heat transfer. This is sup-
ported by the results of Volino and Simon@16#, who document
significantly higher heat transfer in this case than would be ex-
pected for low disturbance conditions. The lower frequency fluc-
tuations may also play an indirect role, though changes in the
mean velocity profile, in promoting transition, as proposed by
Volino @23#.

Turbulent Shear Stress. The turbulent shear stress,2u8v8 ,
is the important turbulence quantity for transport of momentum.
Figure 12 shows the spectra of2u8v8 for the high-FSTI case,
measured aty1550. At the first streamwise station, there is rela-
tively little energy in2u8v8 and the peak is around 100 Hz. At
the next station there is little change. Moving to the third, fourth,
and fifth stations, there is some growth in2u8v8 , particularly at
the higher frequencies, but the overall levels remain relatively low
compared to downstream levels. The correlation2u8v8 rises
sharply as the flow moves to the last two measurement stations,
and the peak in2u8v8 shifts to 600 Hz. These stations corre-
spond to the end of transition, where near-wall turbulence produc-

Fig. 10 Transfer function of u 8 between y¿Ä50 and free-
stream: high-FSTI case with streamwise acceleration

Fig. 11 Transfer function of v 8 between y¿Ä50 and free-
stream: high-FSTI case with streamwise acceleration

Fig. 12 Boundary layer turbulent shear stress spectra at y¿

Ä50: high-FSTI case with streamwise acceleration
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tion at higher frequencies is believed to be important. At the last
station, the flow is fully turbulent, although not mature.

The transfer function can be used to relate the turbulent shear
stress to the fluctuation levels ofu8 or v8 . Figure 13 shows the
transfer function between2u8v8 at y1550 andu8 at the same
position. The transfer function is about 0.1 for frequencies below
50 Hz and rises to between 0.4 and 0.7 at 5000 Hz. The high-
frequency values tend to rise with increasing streamwise distance,
reaching an asymptotic position at downstream stations. Similar
measurements, taken in a flow with lower acceleration and more
fully turbulent stations, showed the same asymptotic values@15#.

The 100 Hz peak in2u8v8 for the upstream stations, shown in
Fig. 12, suggests that the free stream does have an effect in en-
hancing the momentum transport in the boundary layer. Free-
stream eddies buffeting the boundary layer could enhance mixing
in the boundary layer, but they would not be so effective as would
be the turbulent eddies produced and residing within the boundary
layer. This speculation is supported by the lower correlation be-
tween 2u8v8 and u8 at the lower frequencies than at the high
frequencies, as shown in Fig. 13. In agreement with this, Hancock
and Bradshaw@24# reported a stronger effect of the free-stream
turbulence onu82 than on2u8v8 .

These results are complemented and supported by the results of
Volino and Simon@25#, where the structure of transitional and
fully turbulent boundary layers was documented using octant
analysis, an extension of quadrant analysis. Based on the octant
distribution, they concluded that the lower correlation in the tran-
sitional flow is due to a lack of small-scale eddies.

Conclusions
Spectral analysis has been shown to be useful for comparing the

boundary layer turbulence to that of the free stream. The follow-
ing conclusions are somewhat speculative in nature, but are sup-
ported by the results presented above.

1 Low-frequency unsteadiness of the streamwise velocity,u8 ,
which is the predominant unsteadiness in the low free-stream tur-
bulence flow, does not penetrate to very near the wall, as shown
by a very low transfer function aty156.

2 Large-scale, free-stream eddies are believed to buffet the
boundary layer and enhance transport. This is true in both low and
high free-stream turbulence flows. With low FSTI the enhance-
ment is small, but with high FSTI, it may be significant. Even at
high FSTI, however, the transport is not so effective as observed
downstream in the fully turbulent boundary layer, where near-wall
turbulence production and smaller-scale eddies are present within

the boundary layer. This conclusion regarding transitional and
fully turbulent boundary layers is consistent with that reached
using octant analysis.

3 The highest frequencies in the free stream appear to be
damped by the boundary layer.

4 The relationship between near-wall turbulence production
and the boundary layer unsteadiness caused by the free stream is
still not entirely clear, but some light has been shed on it. Based
on the Mayle et al.@6# theory, the free-stream fluctuations in the
present experiments do not appear to have much of a direct role in
producing near wall turbulence and transition. It is possible that
the boundary layer unsteadiness induced by the free stream may
tend to destabilize the boundary layer, which could have an indi-
rect role in promoting near-wall turbulence production. Consider-
ing the free-stream unsteadiness separately from the near-wall
production may aid in the development of transition models.
Volino @23# has proposed such a model.
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Nomenclature

FSTI 5 free-stream turbulence

intensity5A(u8212v82)/3/U`
f 5 frequency

K 5 acceleration parameter5(n/U`
2 )(dU` /dx)

PSD 5 power spectral density5u82( f ,d f )/d f ,
v82( f ,d f )/d f , or 2u8v8( f ,d f )/d f

R 5 radius of curvature
Rex 5 Reynolds number based on distance from

leading edge and local free-stream velocity
Reu 5 momentum thickness Reynolds number

U 5 mean streamwise component of velocity
u8 5 fluctuating component of streamwise velocity

u82 5 mean square of fluctuating streamwise veloc-
ity, based on full spectrum

u82( f ,d f ) 5 contribution tou82 from a frequency band of
width df, centered at
f 5 lim

D f→d f
* f

f 1D f u82( f )d f

ut 5 friction velocity, At0 /r
2u8v8 5 turbulent shear stress

2u8v8( f ,d f ) 5 contribution to2u8v8 from a frequency
band of widthdf, centered at
f 5 lim

D f→d f
* f

f 1D f2u8v8( f )d f

V 5 mean normal component of velocity
v8 5 fluctuating normal component of velocity

v82 5 mean square of fluctuating normal velocity,
based on full spectrum

v82( f ,d f ) 5 contribution tov82 from a frequency band of
width df, centered at
f 5 lim

D f→d f
* f

f 1D fv82( f )d f

x 5 streamwise coordinate
y 5 coordinate normal to wall

y1 5 distance from wall in wall coordinates5
yut /n

d 5 boundary layer thickness
g 5 intermittency

Lu8 5 integral length
scale5(U/4u82)(u82( f 50,d f )/d f), whereU
is the local free-stream velocity

Fig. 13 Transfer function between Àu 8v 8 and u 82 at y¿Ä50:
high-FSTI case with streamwise acceleration
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Lv8 5 integral length
scale5(U/4v82)(v82( f 50,d f )/d f), whereU
is the local free-stream velocity

n 5 kinematic viscosity
r 5 density

t0 5 wall shear stress

Subscript

` 5 in the free stream
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Flowfield Measurements in the
Endwall Region of a Stator Vane
A first-stage stator vane experiences high heat transfer rates, particularly near the end-
wall, where strong secondary flows occur. In order to improve numerical predictions of
the complex endwall flow at low-speed conditions, benchmark quality experimental data
are required. This study documents the flowfield in the endwall region of a stator vane
that has been scaled up by a factor of nine while matching an engine exit Reynolds
number of Reex51.23106. Laser Doppler velocimeter (LDV) measurements of all three
components of the mean and fluctuating velocities are presented for several flow planes
normal to the turbine vane. Measurements indicate that downstream of the minimum
static pressure location on the suction surface of the vane, an attenuated suction side leg
of the horseshoe vortex still exists. At this location, the peak turbulent kinetic energy
coincides with the center of the passage vortex location. These flowfield measurements
were also related to previously reported convective heat transfer coefficients on the end-
wall showing that high Stanton numbers occur where the passage vortex brings main-
stream fluid toward the vane surface.@S0889-504X~00!00803-5#

Introduction
Today’s gas turbine designs have the aim of increasing turbine

vane heat loads while improving the durability. To accommodate
these demands, an understanding of the relevant flow mechanisms
affecting the turbine vane heat transfer and aerodynamic losses is
needed to insure peak performance. One region that can impact
turbine vane durability is the endwall or platform area where the
flow is quite complex.

As the endwall boundary layer approaches the stagnation loca-
tion of the protruding airfoil, it experiences an increase in pressure
causing a stronger deceleration for the higher speed fluid than the
lower speed fluid in the boundary layer. The differences in the
deceleration gives rise to a transverse pressure gradient along the
vane causing the higher speed fluid to turn toward the endwall.
Subsequently, the formation of a horseshoe vortex occurs just
upstream of the turbine vane. One leg of the horseshoe vortex
wraps around the pressure side of the vane. While the pressure
side leg joins into what is known as the passage vortex, there is
more uncertainty as to how the suction side leg develops through
the passage. The suction side leg of the horseshoe vortex moves
along the suction side of the vane and has the opposite sense of
rotation as the passage vortex.

Although there have been a number of endwall flowfield stud-
ies, many of those studies have been for rotor blades as compared
to stator vanes where stators generally have smaller turning angles
and higher flow accelerations. The flowfield measurements pre-
sented in this paper are for a stator vane geometry. This work is
also important because there has been a rather limited number of
studies with reported turbulence measurements and because this
study relates the measured surface heat transfer to the measured
flowfields.

Past Studies
Throughout the literature there have been a number of proposed

endwall flowfield models. Sieverding@1# presents a summary of
these models including one of the first given by Langston et al.

@2#. Sharma and Butler@3#, Goldstein and Spores@4#, and Wang
et al.@5# have proposed other models. All of these studies include
a horseshoe vortex at the leading edge-endwall intersection with
pressure-side and suction-side legs. The differences between these
models have been on the role of the leading edge vortex that
wraps around the suction side. While Sharma and Butler@3# sug-
gest that the suction side leg is entwined with the passage vortex,
Goldstein and Spores@4# show a distinct vortex rising along the
span of the turbine blade above the passage vortex. Wang et al.
@5# indicated a number of additional vortices occurred in the end-
wall region for their low Reynolds number study. Gregory-Smith
and Cleak@6# indicated the existence of the suction side leg of the
horseshoe vortex only at a position close to the suction–endwall
corner very near to the leading edge of their rotor blade. Gregory-
Smith and Cleak@6# had a relatively large aspect ratio of 2.1 for
their rotor blade study. The fact that they reported the suction side
vortex only near the vane–endwall corner may have been influ-
enced, however, by the fact that they had a laminar separation
bubble on the suction side of the rotor. Alternatively, Moore et al.
@7#, who had an aspect ratio of 1, reported fluid from the suction
side leg of the horseshoe vortex had convected to the outside of
the passage vortex away from the suction surface. Moore et al.
@7#, however, had placed a boundary layer trip on the blade itself,
which may have also influenced the endwall flow.

While several investigators have reported some turbulence
measurements, for example Bailey@8# and Moore et al.@7#, the
majority of these measurements have reported measurements at a
location downstream of the passage exit. The most detailed turbu-
lence field measurements inside the passage have been those re-
ported by Gregory-Smith et al.@9# for a rotor blade endwall re-
gion. Gregory-Smith et al.@9# reported turbulence levels as high
as 29 percent in the vortex core where these high turbulence levels
were associated with large aerodynamic losses. In a later study,
Gregory-Smith et al.@9# used a grid having an inlet turbulence
level of 5 percent to remove the boundary layer separation on the
blade. In this study they reported high turbulent Reynolds stresses
in the vortex.

Boyle and Russell@10# performed surface heat transfer experi-
ments over a large Reynolds number range for a stator vane ge-
ometry. At low Reynolds numbers, they found that Stanton num-
ber contours closely followed the inviscid streamlines from the
pressure side to the suction side of the airfoil. At higher Reynolds
numbers the surface heat transfer correlated closely with the free-
stream velocity and thereby appeared more similar to the static

1Present address: Boeing Defense & Space Group, 6633 Canoga Ave., P.O. Box
7922, Canoga Park, CA 91309-7922.

2Present address: Mechanical Engineering Department, Virginia Polytechnic In-
stitute and State University, Blacksburg, VA 24061.

Contributed by the International Gas Turbine Institute and presented at the 44th
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pressure contours. In relating information from the flow visualiza-
tion to the heat transfer data, Gaugler and Russell@11# combined
two studies, their own and that of York et al.@12#, for a large-
scale turbine vane in which they found that the peak Stanton num-
ber coincided with the region having the most intense vortex
action.

Based on past studies, there is a clear need to investigate further
the heat transfer characteristics of the endwall of a modern day
stator vane. Although there has been a link between flowfield
visualization and surface heat transfer measurements, a link be-
tween measured secondary flows and measured heat transfer is
still needed. In addition, benchmark quality flowfield data, includ-
ing both mean and turbulent velocities, are still needed for com-
parisons with computational predictions for a vane.

Experimental Design and Measurements
A stator vane, scaled up by a factor of nine, was placed in a

wind tunnel facility for this study. The experiment was designed
to have a large scaling factor to allow for good measurement
resolution in an existing wind tunnel. The construction and the
development of the scaled-up stator turbine vane and the test sec-
tion have been previously documented by Kang et al.@13#. The
wind tunnel used in this study is recirculating with a corner test
section, shown in Fig. 1~a!. This test section contains a scaled-up
central turbine vane with two adjacent vanes. The outside adjacent
vane was constructed by attaching a leading edge to a plexiglass
sidewall allowing for optical access. The placement of this flex-
ible wall exactly matches that surface of an adjacent vane. At the
point where an adjacent vane geometry stops, the flexible wall
was positioned such that the central vane matched the two-
dimensional, inviscid pressure distribution computationally pre-
dicted for periodic vanes at low-speed conditions. Pressure mea-
surements on the central vane were made to insure that the
flexible wall and stagnation point were positioned correctly. For

the data presented in this paper, flowfield measurements were
taken at locations only upstream of where an actual adjacent vane
would geometrically end for the passage.

The upstream side wall boundary layers were removed by ad-
justable bleeds while tailboards on the outer vanes insured that
periodic flow occurred in both passages around the central airfoil
~Radomsky and Thole,@14#!. The flow was prevented in going
from the pressure to the suction sides under the vane by applying
a sealant at the base of the vane. A description of the turbine vane
itself is given by Table 1.

Inlet boundary layer measurements were made one chord up-
stream of the stator vane test section on the top and bottom end-
walls ~Kang et al.@13#!. The inlet boundary layer parameters are
listed in Table 2. Note that the incident turbulence level upstream
of the vane was 0.6 percent. The ratio of boundary layer
thickness-to-span isd99/S50.09 for Reex51.23106.

Flowfield Measurements
The two-component back-scatter fiber optic LDV system used

in this study consisted of a 5 W laser and a TSI model 9201
Colorburst beam separator. Velocity data were processed using a
TSI model IFA 755 Digital Burst Correlator controlled using the
TSI FIND software. Two different focusing lenses were used for
these measurements. The 350 mm focusing lens without a beam
expander was used to make measurements of the streamwise~u!
and pitchwise (v) components through the top endwall. The span-
wise component~w! was measured from the side using the 750
mm focusing lens with a beam expander, as indicated in Fig. 1~b!.
The probe volume length and diameter for the 350 mm lens were
1.3 mm and 90mm whereas the probe volume length and diameter
for the 750 mm lens with the beam expander were 0.85 mm and
46 mm. For each component of velocity, 10,000 data points were
measured to compute mean and turbulence quantities. The LDV
data were corrected for biasing using residence time weighting.

To allow measurements to be made close to the endwall–vane
surface, the LDV fiber optic probe needed to be slightly tilted off
of the vane spanwise axis by an angle ofa1 . For the pressure side
planes, the probe needed to be tilted slightly off the axis normal to
the vane surface by an angle ofa2 to insure that measurements
along the pressure side of the vane were not blocked by the inside
adjacent vane. Because of these tilts, the measured spanwise ve-
locity component (wmeas) needed to be corrected to get the true
spanwise velocity component~w!. This correction was possible
since the true streamwise and pitchwise velocity components

Fig. 1 „a… Top view of the corner test section; „b… velocity cor-
rection scheme for the w component

Table 1 Geometric and flow conditions for the stator vane

Table 2 Boundary layer parameters one chord upstream
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~with respect to the vane surface! were also measured. The cor-
rection scheme that was applied is illustrated in Fig. 1~b! and
given by the following relation:

w5@wmeascosa12v8 sina1# (1)

wherev8 is the velocity component projected normal to the mea-
surement plane calculated from the relation,

v85v cosa21u sina2 (2)

The spanwise tilt for all of the planes wasa154.8 deg. The
normal axis tilt wasa2530 deg and 17 deg for the PS-1 and PS-2
planes, respectively. There was no normal axis tilt for the suction
side planes. The largest corrections occurred at the vane midspan
due to the high streamwise velocity component,u. Near the wall
the correction was much smaller.

Flowfields were measured for two pressure side planes~PS-1
and PS-2! and three suction side planes~SS-1, SS-2, and SS-3!
where those planes were orthogonal to the vane surface, as shown
in Fig. 2. Note that Kang et al.@13# previously presented flowfield
results for the stagnation plane~STAG!. The measured local ve-
locity components~u, v, andw! are also shown in Fig. 2. These
velocities were then transformed into the streamwise, normal, and
spanwise components~Vs , Vn , andVz! as discussed later in the
text.

Endwall Heat Transfer Measurements
Previously reported heat transfer results will be used in this

study to relate the secondary flows to the surface heat transfer. A
full description of the heat transfer experiments and data is given
by Kang et al.@13# and will be briefly described here. The heat
transfer results were obtained with a constant heat flux plate that
was placed on the bottom endwall surrounding the Styrofoam sta-
tor vane. A calibrated infrared camera was used to collect the
surface temperature information from the constant heat flux plate
on the bottom endwall. The input heat flux was corrected for
radiation losses, which amounted to between 4–23 percent of the
input power, and conduction losses, which amounted to 1.7–3.5
percent of the input power. No correction was necessary regarding

heat losses from conduction to the turbine vane itself because the
vane was constructed using Styrofoam. Using the measured tem-
peratures and the remaining convective heat flux, the heat transfer
coefficients were computed.

Uncertainty Estimates
Uncertainties were calculated based on a 95 percent confidence

interval. The partial derivative and sequential perturbation meth-
ods, described by Moffat@16#, were used to estimate the uncer-
tainties of the measured values. The estimates of uncertainties on
each of the values presented in this paper are given in Table 3.
Note that the uncertainty estimates were made for the near-
endwall region where the highest uncertainties arise. The uncer-
tainty in the Stanton number was quoted for the lowest tempera-
ture difference measured which dominated the total uncertainty.
The uncertainty for the normal velocity (Vn) was significantly
higher than the other velocity components and primarily arose
from the uncertainty in the flow angle at the midspan location. For
Vn , both u and v velocity components contributed with neither
dominating. In comparison forVs , the termu coscms is quite
large with theu component dominating. While forVs the uncer-
tainty was dictated by the uncertainty in theu component, the
uncertainty forVn was dictated by the uncertainty incms.

Flowfield Analysis
The primary interest of this study was to discern the horseshoe

vortex legs and the passage vortex convecting through the turbine
vane passage. The velocity vectors of these vortices, which will be
referred to as the secondary flow vectors, were determined by
transforming the measured local velocities~u, v, andw in Fig. 2!
into the mean flow direction based on that occurring at the mid-
span~Vs , Vn , andVz!. For this transformation the inviscid turn-
ing angle was calculated based on the measured velocities at the
vane midspan~ums andvms! from the following relation:

cms5tan21~vms/ums! (3)

The local transformed velocities were calculated using the follow-
ing:

Vs5u coscms1v sincms (4)

Vn52u sincms1v coscms (5)

Vz5w (6)

The secondary flow vectors are plotted using the components nor-
mal to the mean flow direction (Vn ,Vz).

In addition to the transformed velocities, contours of the sec-
ondary kinetic energy, turbulent kinetic energy, pitch and yaw
flow angles are also presented. The normalized secondary kinetic
energy is calculated from the following relation:

SKE5~Vn
21Vz

2!Y1

SE0

S

Uu in
2 dz (7)

Fig. 2 Locations of the flowfield measurement planes

Table 3 Uncertainty estimates
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Note that the denominator for the SKE is the inlet kinetic energy
calculated across the entire span including the endwall boundary
layers. The turbulent kinetic energy~k! and the pitch~f! and yaw
~c! flow angles were calculated using the relations given in the
nomenclature.

Results
The results presented in this paper are for several planes or-

thogonal to the scaled-up turbine vane on the suction and pressure
sides. Prior to making measurements of the flowfield along the
endwall pressure and suction surfaces, measurements were made
at the vane midspan to compare with those predicted. These mea-
surements were made to insure that the flowrates in each of the
two passages were matched and good inlet conditions were
achieved. The prediction was made using the two-dimensional,
inviscid solver RAMPANT@15#. The computational domain in-
cluded one passage with periodic boundary conditions.

Figure 3~a! shows a comparison of the measured static pressure
distribution and the predicted static pressure distribution from the
two-dimensional, inviscid, low-speed calculation. Figure 3~b!
compares the velocity components for the inside and outside vane
passages as compared with that predicted by RAMPANT for a
measurement location at the vane geometric stagnation location.
These measurements indicate good periodic flow conditions on
the inside and outside passages around the central turbine vane.

Figures 4~a! and 4~b! compare the measured and predicted
streamwise velocities and flow angles for each of the flow planes
measured at the vane midspan. Note thaty/P50 is always mea-
sured normal to and outward from the vane surface. Again, the
measured values are compared with that predicted using

RAMPANT. These results indicate good agreement between that
predicted and measured. Across the pressure side planes there is a
fairly uniform streamwise velocity while, as expected, there is a
large variation across the suction side planes. The flow angles
show large turning for the first locations on the pressure and suc-
tion sides. Farther downstream, the flow angles are such that the
flow is parallel with the surface on the suction side.

Pressure Side Flowfield. Figure 5~a! shows contours of the
mean streamwise velocity (Vs) superimposed on the secondary
flow vectors for the PS-1 plane for an exit Reynolds number of
Reex51.23106. Note that the velocity components are normalized
by the upstream inlet velocity and the vector scale above the plot
shows a unit vector. The locationy/P50 is where the surface of
the pressure side of the vane is located. At this location, only the
passage vortex is detected, which means that the pressure side leg
of the horseshoe vortex has already merged with the passage vor-
tex. As expected from past studies, the passage vortex is turning
in the clockwise direction. The center of the vortex is located off
the vane aty/P50.125 at a spanwise position ofz/S50.04,
which is slightly below the edge of the boundary layer. It is clear
that the vortex has skewed the streamwise velocity contours such
that high-speed fluid has been brought down close to the endwall
at the location where there is a downward vortex motion. Previ-
ously Kang et al.@13# presented surface streakline visualization
on the endwall showing that the separation line for PS-1 occurred
at y/P50.15, which coincides with the slight positivew compo-
nent measured on the outside of the vortex. Mainstream fluid is
being pulled down by the vortex toward the endwall at a spanwise
position as high asz/S;0.22. Contours of the secondary kinetic
energy~Eq. ~7!! normalized by the inlet kinetic energy are shown

Fig. 3 „a… Static pressure distribution for vane geometry; „b…
velocity measurements for inside and outside passages
around the central vane compared with CFD

Fig. 4 Comparison of measured and predicted: „a… Vs ÕU` ,
and „b… Cms , at the vane midspan
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in Fig. 5~b!. Contours of the secondary kinetic energy show that
the peak value occurs near the endwall surface at a pitch location
corresponding to the center of the vortex.

Figure 6~a–d! presents the turbulent velocity fluctuations at
PS-1 of all three velocity components along with the combined
fluctuations in terms of a turbulent kinetic energy. The peak
streamwise velocity fluctuation (urms) is significantly lower than
the other fluctuating velocities with the peak for the spanwise
velocity fluctuation (wrms) being the highest. These trends in the
relative levels of the streamwise and spanwise velocity fluctua-
tions are the same for all of the other flow planes that have been
measured, and are consistent with the measurements presented by
Gregory-Smith and Cleak@6#. The peak rms levels for PS-1 all
occur at a pitch position that corresponds to the center of the
vortex but are at a spanwise position nearer to the endwall at
z/S50.03. The peak in turbulent kinetic energy level also occurs
at the same pitch position, but slightly closer to the endwall than
the center of the vortex. In converting the turbulent kinetic energy
to a turbulence intensity, the peak corresponds to a turbulence
intensity of 26 percent based on the inlet velocity. Thek/U`

2

contours are somewhat asymmetric in that closest to the pressure

side vane surface the contours are wrapped under, while away
from the vane surface the contours indicate little spanwise gradi-
ent.

The yaw angle contours shown in Fig. 7~a! for PS-1 are levels
where the midspan value have been subtracted off for that given
pitch location (c2cms). The cms values used for each given
pitch location were taken from Fig. 4~b!. The pitch flow angle~f!
at the midspan location was zero. The yaw contour levels for PS-1
are large positive values near the endwall surface, indicating that
close to the endwall the boundary layer fluid is turning much less
than at the midspan location. The lower velocity boundary layer
fluid does not react to the upcoming vane surface and has a ten-
dency to continue flowing in the same direction as at the inlet.
Above the vortex center, which is located near the edge of the
boundary layer, the contour levels are negative, indicating the
flow is turning slightly more than at the midspan location. These
negative values occur because of the streamwise vorticity that the
flow experiences as it progresses through the passage. Clearly, the
flow in the endwall region is quite skewed. The pitch flow angles,
shown in Fig. 7~b!, indicate very strong negative values near the
endwall–vane corner on the downward side of the vortex leg. The
magnitude of the pitch angles on the upward side of the vortex leg
indicate that there is only a slight upward curling of the vortex.
The cross-pitch pressure gradient drives the flow along the end-
wall from the pressure surface to the suction surface.

Figure 8~a! shows the secondary velocity vectors superimposed
with the streamwise velocity contours for PS-2. The center of the
vortex is located at approximately the same position off the vane
and endwall as it was for PS-1 aty/P50.125 andz/S50.04. The

Fig. 5 Measurements of: „a… Vs ÕU` and secondary velocity
vectors, and „b… secondary kinetic energy contours for PS-1

Fig. 6 Normalized contours of measured: „a… u rms ÕU` , „b…
v rms ÕU` , „c… w rms ÕU` , and „d… k ÕU`

2 for the PS-1 plane

Fig. 7 Contours of measured: „a… yaw „CÀCms … and „b… pitch
„f… angles for the PS-1 plane
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size of the vortex, however, at this location is much larger. Main-
stream fluid is being pulled down along the pressure surface to-
ward the endwall starting at a spanwise position ofz/S50.275,
which is higher than occurred for PS-1. At this location the flow
has accelerated such that the streamwise velocity component is as
much as 1.9 times faster than the inlet velocity. It is clear that
again the vortex has caused some skewing of the streamwise ve-
locity profiles near the endwall atz/S50.05. The turbulent kinetic
energy contours for PS-2, given in Fig. 8~b!, are quite similar to
those for PS-1 with the only difference being a slightly larger
peak region for PS-1. The peak level corresponds to the same
pitch position (y/P50.12) as the center of the vortex, but slightly
closer to the endwall~z/S50.03 for k/U`

2 andz/S50.05 for the
center of the vortex!.

Suction Side Flowfield. Three planes normal to the vane
were measured along the suction side of the vane. Figure 9~a!
shows the secondary velocity vectors superimposed on the stream-
wise velocity contours for SS-1. Note thaty/P50 now represents
the suction surface of the vane. The secondary velocity vectors
show both the suction side leg of the horseshoe vortex and the
passage vortex from the neighboring vane with the two vortices
having opposite rotation directions. The suction leg of the horse-
shoe vortex is located very close to the vane surface with the
center being aty/P50.05. At this location, the mainstream flow
has already been highly accelerated. The streamwise velocity con-
tours near the endwall have been skewed due to the passage vor-

tex. Close to the vane—endwall corner, the streamwise velocity
contours show no variation, indicating that the endwall boundary
layer is very thin. The suction side leg of the vortex has only a
slight effect on the streamwise velocity component near the vane–
endwall corner.

The turbulent kinetic energy contours for SS-1, shown in Fig.
9~b!, indicate two distinct contour regions for the suction side leg
of the horseshoe vortex and the passage vortex. The primary dif-
ference in the turbulent kinetic energy levels are that the suction
side leg of the horseshoe vortex has higher levels as compared
with the passage vortex. The suction side leg of the horseshoe
vortex covers a much smaller region of the endwall relative to the
passage vortex. The region between the two contour levels has
very low turbulence levels. The turbulent kinetic energy levels of
the passage vortex shown for SS-1 are very similar to the levels
that occurred for PS-1.

The secondary flow vectors and streamwise velocity contours
for SS-2 are shown in Fig. 10~a! while the turbulent kinetic en-
ergy contours are given in Fig. 10~b!. The measurement plane
SS-2 is at a surface distance from the stagnation position along the
suction surface ats/C50.4, which is still in the acceleration re-
gion and just slightly before the minimum static pressure on the
vane surface. At this location the suction side leg of the vortex
still exists, with the size of the suction leg vortex being much
smaller than the passage vortex. The passage vortex has moved
significantly closer to the vane surface as compared with SS-1.
The streamwise velocity contours show that at this location the

Fig. 8 Measurements of: „a… Vs ÕU` contours and secondary
velocity vectors, and „b… turbulent kinetic energy contours for
PS-2

Fig. 9 Measurements of: „a… Vs ÕU` contours and secondary
velocity vectors, and „b… turbulent kinetic energy contours for
SS-1
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velocity has accelerated to between three and four times the inlet
velocity.

The turbulent kinetic energy contours for SS-2 in Fig. 10~b!
still show two distinct peak regions from the two vortices but with
some overlapping. The one difference between these two high
turbulence regions is that the peak turbulence region for the pas-
sage vortex is somewhat farther off the endwall than for the suc-
tion side vortex. The turbulent kinetic energy contours also show
similar contour levels for the two vortex regions with the peaks
occurring at the vortex centers. The passage vortex is slightly
higher off the endwall than the suction side vortex.

The measurement plane SS-3 is at a surface distance from the
stagnation location ofs/C50.56, which is approximately the po-
sition where the minimum static pressure on the vane occurs. At
this location, Fig. 11~a! shows that the passage vortex is quite
strong and affecting the mean streamwise velocity components. A
suction side leg of the horseshoe vortex very near to the vane
surface is still evident, but is very small for the SS-3 plane. The
center of the passage vortex is located at a pitch distance even
closer to the vane surface aty/P50.12 as compared with the SS-2
where the passage vortex center is located aty/P50.14. The cen-
ter of the passage vortex is also located slightly higher in the span
direction for SS-3 as compared with SS-2. It is clear from the
measurements shown in SS-3 that the suction side leg of the
horseshoe vortex is being attenuated by the passage vortex at the
vane–endwall junction. At this location, the measurements do not
agree with the model proposed by Goldstein and Spores@4#, who
suggested that the suction leg remains distinct rising along the
span of the turbine blade above the passage vortex beginning
downstream of the boundary layer separation line. The SS-3
plane, shown in Fig. 11~a!, is downstream of the separation line. It
should be pointed out, however, that the Goldstein and Spores
results were for a rotor blade.

The peak turbulent kinetic energy level for SS-3, shown in Fig.
11~b!, is much higher than any of the other flow plane locations.
Another difference for this plane is that the peak turbulent kinetic
energy level is at a pitch and span position that correspond to the
center of the vortex. This is distinctly different from the other
planes in that the peak level has typically occurred at a spanwise
position just below the center of the vortex. The presence of the
highly turbulent fluid farther off the endwall is due to the lift
induced by the passage vortex.

Contours of the secondary kinetic energy Eq.~7!, which has
been normalized by the inlet kinetic energy, for SS-3 are shown in

Fig. 11~c!. Compared with PS-1, the secondary kinetic energy
levels are much higher. Another large difference between PS-1
and SS-3 is that for SS-3 the peak level occurs much off the
endwall surface atz/S50.05. The yaw angles relative to that at
the midspan for SS-3 indicate much smaller values as compared
with PS-1. While there are higher negative pitch values for PS-1,
there are much higher positive pitch angles for SS-3, shown in
Fig. 11~d!. The higher positive pitch values for SS-3 indicate that
the passage vortex is lifting off the endwall surface. This has been
previously reported through endwall visualization studies indi-
cated by the ink climbing onto the suction surface.

Convective Heat Transfer Coefficients for Measured Flow-
field Planes. The local heat transfer coefficients on the endwall
for each of the flow plane locations were obtained from the pre-
viously reported Stanton number contours by Kang et al.@13#.
Note that the Stanton numbers presented by Kang et al. used the
upstream inlet velocity for scaling the local heat transfer coeffi-
cients. The Stanton numbers shown in Fig. 12 for each of the flow
planes are based on the local streamwise velocity (Vs) at the vane
midspan. By using the local midspan streamwise velocity as the
normalizing scale, the effect of the secondary flows on the surface
heat transfer can be addressed. The farthesty/P location where
the Stanton numbers are plotted in Fig. 12 corresponds to the last
measurement location in that flow plane.

For both the stagnation region and the pressure side of the vane,
the highest Stanton number values occur nearest to the vane sur-

Fig. 10 Measurements of: „a… Vs ÕU` contours and secondary
velocity vectors, and „b… turbulent kinetic energy contours for
SS-2

Fig. 11 Measurements of: „a… Vs ÕU` contours and secondary
velocity vectors; „b… turbulent kinetic energy contours for SS-3.
Contours of measured: „c… secondary kinetic energy, and „d…
pitch „f… angles for the SS-3 plane.
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face. These peak values occur where the secondary flows are
bringing the high-speed mainstream fluid down toward the end-
wall thereby thinning the boundary layer. Where the secondary
flow is turning upward, the Stanton numbers remain relatively
constant. Further away from the vane surface at PS-2, the Stanton
numbers again increase aty/P50.3. This increase occurs due to
the influence of the horseshoe vortex from the adjacent vane. Al-
thoughVs has increased for PS-2 and has been taken into account,
the flow condition on the pressure side significantly decreased St
for PS-2 relative to PS-1.

For the suction side, moving away from the vane there is first a
slight increase in the Stanton number, betweeny/P50.03 and
0.05, due to the downward motion of the suction side leg vortex.
This increase is then followed by a decrease, with the minimum
Stanton number occurring near where the suction side leg of the
horseshoe vortex and passage vortex meet. Beyond this point,
where the passage vortex is turning upward, there is a rapid in-
crease in the Stanton number. This increase is caused by the up-
ward turning of the passage vortex. Progressing from SS-1 to
SS-2, there is a decrease in the overall Stanton number levels. The
Stanton numbers for SS-2 and SS-3 are the same close to the vane
with only slight differences further away from the vane. Surface
heat transfer measurements on the vane midspan indicate that the
transition to turbulent flow occurs near the SS-3 vane position
~Radomsky and Thole,@14#!.

Conclusions
This paper has presented detailed mean and turbulent statistics

for the endwall region of a stator vane geometry. The flowfield
measurements along the pressure side of the vane indicated that at
a position fairly close to the flow stagnation location, only the
passage vortex was present, and any remnants of the pressure side
leg of the horseshoe vortex were no longer evident. The rms levels
of the turbulent fluctuations indicated that the spanwise velocity
fluctuations were typically higher than either the streamwise or
cross-span fluctuations. The peak turbulent kinetic energy coin-
cided with the same pitch location as the center of the passage
vortex region, but at a span position slightly closer to the vane
endwall for most of the flow planes measured. The only flow
plane where this differed was at the minimum static pressure lo-
cation on the suction side of the vane. At this location the peak
turbulent kinetic energy coincided with the center of the vortex.
For this flow plane, high positive pitch values were deduced indi-
cating a lift from the endwall.

The suction side flow planes showed evidence of both the pas-
sage and suction side leg of the horseshoe vortex at the farthest
downstream position measured, which, again, coincided with the
minimum static pressure location along the vane midspan. The

suction side vortex at this location was, however, being attenuated
by the passage vortex, which filled almost the entire passage.

The heat transfer measurements showed high Stanton numbers
occurred where the mainstream fluid was being brought down to
the endwall surface due to the downward leg of the vortices. This
happened for both the remnants of the leading edge vortex as well
as the passage vortex. As the passage vortex turned upward, there
was a decrease in the Stanton numbers across the passage.
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Nomenclature

C 5 true chord of stator vane
Cp 5 pressure coefficient512(P0,in2Ps)/(0.5rUin

2 )
H 5 shape factor5d* /u
k 5 turbulent kinetic energy51/2(urms

2 1v rms
2 1wrms

2 )
P0 , ps 5 total inlet and local static pressures

P 5 vane pitch
Reex 5 Reynolds number, defined as Reex5CUex/n
Reu 5 Reynolds number, defined as Reu5Uinu/n

s 5 vane surface distance from flow stagnation
S 5 span of stator vane

SKE 5 secondary kinetic energy
St 5 Stanton number, defined as St5h/rCpVs

U, u 5 reference and local mean velocities; see Fig. 2
v8 5 projected velocity component, see Fig. 1~b!

V, v 5 reference and local mean velocities; see Fig. 2
Vn 5 transformed mean normal velocity
Vs 5 transformed mean streamwise velocity
Vz 5 transformed mean spanwise velocity

W, w 5 reference and local mean spanwise velocities; see
Fig. 2

X, x 5 reference and local streamwise coordinate; see
Fig. 2

Y, y 5 reference and local normal coordinate; see Fig. 2
Z, z 5 reference and local spanwise coordinate; see Fig.

2
a 5 LDV tilt angle; see Fig. 1~b!

d99 5 boundary layer thickness
d* 5 displacement thickness
u 5 momentum thickness
f 5 pitch angle5tan21(w/u)
r 5 density
n 5 viscosity
c 5 yaw angle5tan21(v/u)

Subscripts

1, 2 5 spanwise and normal tilt angles for LDV
avg 5 average

in, ex 5 inlet and exit
meas5 measured values

ms 5 midspan values
rms 5 root mean square
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A Time-Linearized Navier–Stokes
Analysis of Stall Flutter
A computational method for predicting unsteady viscous flow through two-dimensional
cascades accurately and efficiently is presented. The method is intended to predict the
onset of the aeroelastic phenomenon of stall flutter. In stall flutter, viscous effects signifi-
cantly impact the aeroelastic stability of a cascade. In the present effort, the unsteady flow
is modeled using a time-linearized Navier–Stokes analysis. Thus, the unsteady flow field
is decomposed into a nonlinear spatially varying mean flow plus a small-perturbation
harmonically varying unsteady flow. The resulting equations that govern the perturbation
flow are linear, variable coefficient partial differential equations. These equations are
discretized on a deforming, multiblock, computational mesh and solved using a finite-
volume Lax–Wendroff integration scheme. Numerical modeling issues relevant to the
development of the unsteady aerodynamic analysis, including turbulence modeling, are
discussed. Results from the present method are compared to experimental stall flutter
data, and to a nonlinear time-domain Navier–Stokes analysis. The results presented
demonstrate the ability of the present time-linearized analysis to model accurately the
unsteady aerodynamics associated with turbomachinery stall flutter.
@S0889-504X~00!00203-8#

1 Introduction
Turbomachinery stall flutter is an aeroelastic instability of com-

pressor and fan blades that often occurs near the stall or choke
lines on the operating map. Stall flutter usually appears at part
speeds where blades are subjected to high mean flow incidences.
The vibratory frequencies associated with stall flutter generally
coincide with one of the blade’s lowest natural frequencies. Fre-
quently, the mode of blade vibration corresponds to the first tor-
sional mode. However, stall flutter can sometimes occur in the
first bending mode as well.

A flutter model is composed of two parts: a structural dynamic
model of the bladed-disk to predict the mode shapes and natural
frequencies of the airfoil vibratory modes, and an unsteady aero-
dynamic model to predict the aerodynamic forces induced by air-
foil vibration. While current finite element models of the struc-
tural dynamic behavior of bladed disks are quite acceptable for
this application~at least for structurally tuned rotors!, unsteady
aerodynamic models of separated viscous flows that are both
physically accurate and computationally efficient have heretofore
been unavailable. Instead, designers have had to rely on empirical
correlations.

In conventional stall flutter, the blade vibration is the primary
fluid dynamic driver~see Sisto@1# and Chi and Srinivasan@2#!.
While significant progress has been made in the computational
modeling of inviscid unsteady flows over the past 40 years, little
headway has been made in modeling unsteady viscous flows,
other than through direct simulation using nonlinear time-
marching techniques. Unfortunately, these methods are computa-
tionally very expensive, and thus of limited use for routine design.

A number of investigators have developed time-linearized mod-
els of unsteady inviscid flows in turbomachinery. In the time-
linearized approach, the flow is decomposed into a nonlinear
steady flow plus a small-perturbation harmonic unsteady flow.
The resulting time-linearized equations are linear variable coeffi-
cient equations that can be solved very efficiently. Verdon and
Caspar@3#, Verdon @4#, Whitehead and Grant@5#, and later Hall
@6# developed time-linearized models of two-dimensional poten-

tial flow in cascades. Hall and Crawley@7#, Hall and Clark@8#,
and Holmes and Chuang@9# developed two-dimensional time-
linearized Euler solvers. Hall and Lorence@10# have developed a
three-dimensional linearized Euler solver and showed that three-
dimensional effects have a strong influence on unsteady flows in
turbomachinery. All of these analyses are inviscid, however, and
thus are not capable of predicting unsteady flows with flow sepa-
rations, an important feature of stall flutter.

Recently, Clark and Hall@11# developed a time-linearized
Navier–Stokes analysis of unsteady viscous flows in cascades.
They were able to predict unsteady laminar flows, including lami-
nar separated flows, within a time-linearized framework. Further-
more, their results clearly demonstrated the destabilizing influence
of viscosity ~flow separation! on the aeroelastic stability of cas-
cades, especially for torsional vibrations of the blades. However,
this initial work was limited to laminar flows, and thus neglected
the important role of turbulence on the unsteady flow field. More
recently, Holmes and Lorence@12# have presented a three-
dimensional time-linearized Navier–Stokes analysis with ak–v
turbulence model. Their computational results, however, were
limited to flows with thin attached boundary layers.

In this paper, we apply the time-linearization technique to the
two-dimensional Reynolds-averaged Navier–Stokes equations.
The one-equation turbulence model due to Spalart and Allmaras
@13# provides the necessary closure for the Reynolds stress terms.
We present computational predictions of unsteady, viscous flows
resulting from torsional blade vibrations of a cascade of fan
blades. The computational results from the present time-linearized
Navier–Stokes method are compared to experimental data, and
also to a nonlinear time-domain Navier–Stokes analysis. Two op-
erating conditions are considered. The first condition presented
corresponds to a design point on the operating line of the fan, that
is, the steady flow is attached and the blades are subjected to
relatively low incidence angles. The second condition corresponds
to off-design operation. In this case, the blades are subjected to
high incidence angles, and the steady flow separates from the
blade over much of the suction surface. In both cases, numerical
predictions are found to be in good agreement with the available
experimental data.
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2 Theory

2.1 Governing Equations. In strong conservation law
form, the two-dimensional Reynolds-averaged Navier–Stokes
equations are given by

d

dt E E
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Udxdy1 R
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whereD is a deforming control volume bounded by the control
surface]D. The quantities] f /]t and]g/]t are thex andy com-
ponents of the velocity of the control surface]D. The vector of
conservation variablesU, the flux vectorsF andG, and the source
vectorS are given by
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The first four equations are the conservation of mass,x and y
components of conservation of momentum, and conservation of
energy, respectively. The fifth equation is the Spalart–Allmaras
turbulence model written in strong conservation form.

In these equations,r is the density,u and v are the velocity
components in thex and y directions respectively,e is the total
internal energy,H is the total enthalpy, andp is the static pressure.
The fluid is assumed to be a perfect gas, so that the total energye
is related to the total enthalpyH by
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The shear stressestxx , txy , andtyy are given by
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where m, m t , and n are the molecular viscosity, the turbulent
viscosity, and the kinematic viscosity, respectively. The termsthx
andthy in the energy equation are given by

thx5utxx1vtxy2qx (7)

thy5utxy1vtyy2qy (8)

where qx and qy are thex and y components of the heat flux,
respectively, and can be written as
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wherecp is the specific heat at constant pressure,T is the tem-
perature, and Pr and Prt are the laminar and turbulent Prandtl
numbers, respectively.

In the present study, the laminar coefficient of viscosity is de-
termined using Sutherland’s law. The turbulent viscosity is mod-
eled using the one-equation turbulence model due to Spalart and
Allmaras @13#. The turbulence model describes the convection,
production, and destruction of the turbulent viscositym t in terms
of ñ, the working ‘‘conservation’’ variable, i.e.,

m t5rñ f v1~x! (11)

where
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ñ

n
, f v15

x3
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The working variableñ is used in lieu of the turbulent viscositym t
becauseñ, by construction, varies nearly linearly near the airfoil
surface. The turbulent viscosity, on the other hand, varies rapidly
near the airfoil surface, requiring very fine grids to resolve the
laminar sublayer. Compared to some other turbulence models,
e.g.,k–e models, which require very tight grid spacing near the
airfoil surface, the Spalart–Allmaras turbulence model grid re-
quirements are quite modest. Indeed, a computational grid with a
grid spacingDy155.0 near the airfoil surface is acceptable.

The remaining viscous ‘‘shear’’ terms in the turbulence equa-
tion are given by

tnx5
1

l
r~n1 ñ !

]ñ

]x
(13)

tny5
1

l
r~n1 ñ !

]ñ

]y
(14)

wherel is a constant equal to 2/3.
Finally, the nonzero entry in the source vectorSt in Eq. ~2!

models the diffusion, production, and destruction of turbulence,
and is a function of the local density, viscosity, the working vari-
able ñ, as well as the gradients of these quantities, and the dis-
tance from the fluid particle to the surface of the airfoil.~For a
complete description of the turbulence model, the reader is re-
ferred to the paper by Spalart and Allmaras@13#.! Note that other
than the dependence on the distanced from a fluid element to the
surface of the airfoil, the turbulence model is entirely local; no
global boundary layer quantities, such as the momentum thickness
or displacement thickness, are required. Furthermore, as imple-
mented in the present effort, the turbulence model is similar in
form to the other conservation equations, and is simply and el-
egantly solved as an additional conservation equation using an
explicit computational fluid dynamic flow solver~see Section 3!.

We note that in the present study the flow is assumed to be fully
turbulent, i.e., no transition model is used.

2.2 Linearization of Governing Equations. Next, we as-
sume that the unsteadiness in the flow is induced by a small har-
monic motion of the airfoils with frequencyv and interblade
phase angles. Therefore, the unsteadiness in the flow will be a
small harmonic perturbation about a mean, but nonuniform, back-
ground flow, and the Navier–Stokes equations can be linearized.
Hall and Clark@8# have shown that to improve the accuracy of a
time-linearized flow solver, one should make use of strained co-
ordinates. Thus, we make the coordinate transformation given by

x~j, h, t!5j1 f ~j, h!ej vt (15)

y~j, h, t!5h1g~j, h!ej vt (16)

t~j, h, t!5t (17)

Here, f and g are small perturbation functions chosen in such a
way that in the strained coordinate system, the airfoils appear to
be stationary. Said another way, the coordinatesj, h are attached
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to the moving airfoil. Within the blade passage, we require that
the unsteady grid motion functionsf andg vary smoothly.

Next, we decompose the unsteady solution into a steady part,
plus a small-perturbation harmonic part, i.e.

U~j, h, t!5Ū~j, h!1u~j, h!ej vt (18)

Note that the flow decomposition is defined in the strained coor-
dinate system. Substitution of Eq.~18! into the expression for the
flux vector F, and expansion in a first-order perturbation series,
gives

F5F̄1
]F̄

]Ū
uej vt1f•¹F̄ej vt1Fej vt (19)

where F̄[F(Ū, j, h). Also, ¹5$]/]j,]/]h%T and f5$ f ,g%T.
The first term on the right-hand side of Eq.~19!, F̄, represents the
mean flux vector. In generalF̄ is a function of the spatial coordi-
natesj andh, the mean values of conservation variablesU, and
gradients of the mean conservation variables. The second term on
the right-hand side of Eq.~19!, @]F̄/]Ū#uej vt, represents a per-
turbation in the flux vector due to perturbations in the conserva-
tion variables themselves. This term will have contributions from
both the viscous and inviscid elements of the flux vector. The
third term on the right-hand side of Eq.~19!, f•¹F̄ej vt, represents
the perturbation in the flux vector due to perturbations in the spa-
tial location of the computational node. The flux vectors in the
two-dimensional form of the Navier–Stokes equations do not de-
pend explicitly onj andh and, therefore, this term is zero.~How-
ever, when using the quasi-three-dimensional form of the govern-
ing equations, the flux termsdo depend explicitly onj andh, and
this term would be nonzero.! Finally, the fourth term on the right-
hand side of Eq.~19!, Fej vt, represents the perturbation in the
flux vector due to the straining of the computational grid that
occurs whendf or dg is nonzero. Because the mean solution is
attached to the computational grid, straining the computational
mesh coordinates induces stresses in the fluid. Only elements of
the flux vector that depend on flow gradients~i.e., shear stress,
heat conduction, and turbulence model source terms! will contrib-
ute to this term. This last term may be neglected if the grid motion
is rigid body translation and/or rotation in the vicinity of boundary
layers, separated regions, and wakes~Clark and Hall@11#!.

The remaining flux and source vectors are similarly expanded
in perturbation series, so that

G5Ḡ1
]Ḡ

]Ū
uej vt1f•¹Ḡej vt1Gej vt (20)

S5S̄1
]S̄

]Ū
uej vt1f•¹S̄ej vt1Sej vt (21)

Substitution of these perturbation series into the conservation
equations described by Eqs.~1! and ~2! and grouping terms of
equal order in the perturbation quantities yields the zeroth-order
mean flow equations,

R
]D

~ F̄dh2Ḡdj!2E E
D
S̄djdh50 (22)

and the first-order time-linearized unsteady flow equations,

E E
D
S j vI2

]S̄

]Ū
D udjdh1 R

]D
S ]F̄

]Ū
udh2

]Ḡ

]Ū
udj D

52E E
D
~ j vŪ2S̄!~djdg1dhd f !1E E

D
f•¹S̄djdh

1 R
]D

@~ j v f Ū2f•¹F̄2F!dh2~ j vgŪ2f•¹Ḡ2G!dj#

2 R
]D

@ f̄dg2Ḡd f# (23)

whereI is the identity matrix. Equation~23! has been arranged so
that terms that are homogeneous inu appear on the left-hand side,
and inhomogeneous source terms appear on the right-hand side.

From Eq.~22!, it is apparent that the mean flow is independent
of the unsteady perturbation flow and grid motion. The perturba-
tion flow, on the other hand, depends on the steady flow in two
ways. First, the time-linearized Navier–Stokes equations are lin-
ear, inhomogeneous, variable coefficient differential equations.
The variable coefficients~mean flow Jacobians! are a function of
the mean flow field. Second, the inhomogeneous terms of Eq.~23!
are also functions of the mean flow field as well as the prescribed
grid motion. Thus, the general solution procedure is to first com-
pute the mean flow. Then, with the mean flow solution known,
one forms the Jacobians appearing on the left-hand side, and the
inhomogeneous terms on the right-hand side of Eq.~23!, and
solves the resulting time-linearized Navier–Stokes equations.

Finally, we note that we fully linearizeall terms in the govern-
ing equations, including Sutherland’s viscosity law, the Spalart–
Allmaras turbulence model, and the artificial viscosity model used
to capture shocks~see Section 3.2!. Our experience indicates that
simply ‘‘freezing’’ the turbulence model, that is using the steady
value of the eddy viscosity in the unsteady analysis with no un-
steady perturbation in the viscosity due to the unsteady solution,
produces physically incorrect solutions.

2.3 Boundary Conditions. For the steady flow problem,
the total pressure, total density, and tangential velocity are pre-
scribed at the upstream far-field boundary; the static pressure is
prescribed at the downstream far-field boundary. On the airfoil
surface, the no-slip condition requires that the velocity be zero.
We also require boundary conditions for the turbulence model. At
the upstream far-field boundary, the mean flow turbulencenD is
prescribed to be a small but nonzero number, just large enough to
‘‘seed’’ the flow with a small amount of turbulence. On the airfoil
surface, we require thatnD be zero, because the turbulent viscosity
must go to zero at the surface. Finally, the flow is required to
satisfy periodicity, i.e.,

Ū~j, h1G!5Ū~j, h! (24)

whereG is the blade-to-blade gap.
Similarly, for the unsteady time-linearized flow solution, we

require that the flow be periodic with interblade phase angles,
i.e.,

u~j, h1G!5u~j, h!ej s (25)

An unsteady no-slip condition must also be specified on the airfoil
surface. Toward that end, let the vectorR(s,t) describe the posi-
tion of the airfoil surface wheres is the distance along the airfoil
surface. Because the motion of the airfoil is small and harmonic,
we may write that

R~s,t!5R̄~s!1r ~s!ej vt (26)

Substitution of Eq.~26! into the no-slip condition and collection
of first-order terms gives the unsteady no-slip equation

v~s!5 j vr ~s! (27)
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wherev is the perturbation velocity on the airfoil surface.
Finally, for the unsteady flow, we require that outgoing acous-

tic, vortical, and entropic waves pass through the far-field bound-
ary without reflection. This is equivalent to requiring that there be
no incoming waves at the far-field boundary.

3 Numerical Implementation

3.1 Computational Grid. For the present investigation, we
use a block-structured grid topology~see Fig. 1!. An O-grid is
generated around the airfoil so that grid nodes can be concentrated
in viscous regions near the airfoil without wasted grid resolution
in the far-field region. In the far-field, an H-grid is used because,
in this region, one would like a nearly uniform grid to resolve
acoustic waves. The grid is generated numerically using the ellip-
tic grid generation technique of Thomas and Middlecoff@14# with
modifications to generate grids with periodic boundaries required
for modeling turbomachinery cascades. Inhomogeneous ‘‘source’’
functions are used to cluster grid points near the airfoil surface

and provide control over grid orthogonality. A typical computa-
tional grid generated using this technique is shown in Fig. 2.

Similarly, a linearized elliptic grid generation technique has
been developed to generate the unsteady grid motion functionsf
andg required for flutter calculations. The boundary conditions on
f andg are that the motion of the grid be equal to the displacement
of the airfoil at the surface of the airfoil, and that the motion of the
grid be equal to zero on the periodic and far-field boundaries.

3.2 Numerical Integration Scheme. For numerical integra-
tion of Eqs. ~22! and ~23!, we add a pseudo-time term to the
nonlinear mean and time-linearized unsteady Navier–Stokes
equations, as suggested by Ni and Sisto@15#, so that

d

dt E E
D
Udjdh1 R

]D
~Fdh2Gdj!5E E

D
Sdjdh (28)

and

d

dt E E
D
udjdh1E E

D
S j vI2

]S

]UDudjdh

1 R
]D

S ]F

]U
udh2

]G

]U
udj D5b (29)

whereb represents the right-hand side of Eq.~23!. The addition of
the time-dependent terms, the first term on the left of Eqs.~28!
and ~29!, enables us to solve these equations using conventional
time-marching algorithms. The equations are advanced in pseudo-
time until the conservation variables reach their steady state val-
ues. Hence, the time derivative terms introduced into Eqs.~28!
and~29! are driven to zero, and the original steady nonlinear and
unsteady linearized Navier–Stokes equations are recovered.

To solve Eqs.~28! and ~29!, we have implemented a modified
version of an explicit finite-volume Lax–Wendroff scheme~Ni
@16#; Saxer@17#; Davis et al.@18#; Clark @19#!. All spatial deriva-
tives used to evaluate the viscous shear stresses, heat fluxes, etc.,
are centered differences and are second-order accurate in space. A
combination of second and fourth-order smoothing is used to cap-
ture shocks~for transonic flows! and eliminate spurious sawtooth
modes from the solution~Holmes and Connell@20#!. Because only
the steady-state values of the mean and perturbation flow are re-
quired, there is no need to advance the equations time accurately.
Thus, we accelerate convergence using local time stepping and
multiple grid acceleration techniques.

3.3 Unsteady Far-Field Boundary Conditions. Because
the computational domain must be finite in extent, nonreflecting
far-field boundary conditions are applied at the inflow and outflow
boundaries to prevent spurious reflections of outgoing pressure,
entropy, and vorticity waves. The development of highly accurate
nonreflecting boundary conditions continues to receive much at-
tention in the literature. In the present study, we use the Fourier
mode decomposition technique developed for time-linearized Eu-
ler equations~Hall and Crawley@7#; Giles @21#; Hall et al. @22#!.
If the far-field steady flow is uniform and inviscid, then the un-
steady pressure, vorticity, and entropy waves~eigenmodes! will
be Fourier modes in the circumferential direction. Each wave
~eigenmode! will have a corresponding wavenumber~eigenvalue!.
The direction of propagation of a given wave is determined by the
wavenumber and the corresponding dispersion relation. Thus, at
each iteration of the flow unsteady flow solver, the time-linearized
solution is Fourier transformed in the circumferential direction to
determine the amount of each incoming and outgoing wave
present in the solution. For flutter problems, all waves should
originate inside the domain. Therefore, the incoming waves are
set to zero. The remaining waves are converted back to conserva-
tion variables, and inverse Fourier transformed to obtain the solu-
tion along the far-field boundary.

To apply the Fourier decomposition technique, two simplifying
assumptions are implicitly made. First, we assume that unsteady

Fig. 1 Identification and location of numerical boundary types
in computational domain

Fig. 2 Typical computational grid generated for experimental
fan blade „Buffum et al. †23‡…; multiple passages are shown for
clarity
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viscous forces may be neglected. This assumption is valid since
the waves that persist over long distances are long wavelength
disturbances for which spatial derivatives, and hence viscous
forces, are small. Second, we assume that the mean flow in the far
field is uniform. This is clearly not true in the downstream region
where a substantial velocity defect exists in the steady viscous
wake. In fact, small reflections do occur, especially in the vicinity
of the wake. However, these reflections tend to have short wave-
lengths, and thus are acoustically cut off. Any reflections tend to
decay rapidly as they propagate upstream and, therefore, have
little effect on the solution in the vicinity of the airfoil.

4 Computational Results
This section presents a flutter stability analysis for a tip section

of a low aspect ratio fan blade. The influence of frequency, inci-
dence, and flow separation on the aeroelastic stability of the cas-
cade is investigated. Numerical solutions from the present method
are compared to experimental data and numerical results obtained
from a nonlinear, time-accurate time-marching analysis.

4.1 Benchmark Flutter Data. In this paper, we compare
the results of our unsteady time-linearized Navier–Stokes analysis
to a set of data recently obtained in the NASA Oscillating Cas-
cade Facility@22#. The NASA Lewis Oscillating Cascade Facility
~see Fig. 3! is a linear cascade wind tunnel capable of inlet flow
speeds approaching Mach 1.0. The tunnel has a high-speed airfoil
drive system capable of oscillating the cascaded airfoils in a tor-
sional motion at prescribed interblade phase angles with realistic
values of reduced frequency.

The airfoils used in the experiment have a cross section similar
to that found in the tip region of modern low aspect ratio fan
blades. The airfoil section was designed using the Pratt & Whit-
ney compressor aerodynamic design system. Loading levels,
losses, solidity, and stagger angle are representative of current
design practices, although Mach numbers are somewhat smaller.
The aerodynamic chord of the airfoilc is 8.90 cm. The airfoils
have a maximum thickness of 4.8 percent of the chord, with the
maximum thickness located at 62.5 percent of the chord. The
linear cascade has nine airfoils set at a stagger angleg of 60 deg
and a solidity of 1.52. Pressure taps are distributed on several of
the airfoil surfaces to measure both steady and unsteady pressure
distributions.

Buffum et al. @23# measured the unsteady aerodynamic re-
sponse of the airfoils pitching about their midchords for several
combinations of steady Mach number and incidence, and unsteady
reduced frequency and interblade phase angle. In this paper, we
compare the present time-linearized Navier–Stokes analysis to
data obtained at two operating conditions, a low-speed low-
incidence case, and a low-speed high-incidence case. The later
case is representative of operating conditions conducive to stall
flutter.

4.2 Low-Speed, Low-Incidence Flutter. The first operat-
ing condition considered corresponds to an inlet Mach number
M` of 0.2, an inflow angleb1 of 60 deg ~0 deg of incidence
measured with respect to the chord line!, and a Reynolds number
Re based on chord of 380,000. At this low-incidence flow condi-
tion, viscous effects are thought to be insignificant because the
flow remains attached over most of the airfoil and the boundary
layers are thin. Figure 4 shows the experimentally measured
steady surface pressure data for this case along with the numerical
results obtained using the present method (Cp5(p2p`)/
(r`U`

2 )). The computational grid used here and throughout the
paper unless otherwise noted contained 129333 nodes in the
O-grid region, and 33333 nodes in the upstream and downstream
H-grid regions. The different symbol types in Fig. 4 correspond to
data acquired from different airfoils in the cascade. All three in-
strumented blades are in fair agreement with one another, indicat-
ing that reasonable steady passage-to-passage periodicity has been
obtained in the experiment. The dashed line corresponds to the
steady solution computed using the present method for an inflow
angle of 60 deg. The predicted surface pressure distribution has a
similar shape to the data, but the pressure levels are not well
predicted. By adjusting the inflow angleb1 to 62 deg, the surface
pressure distribution, denoted now by the solid line, agrees more
closely with the experimental results. As errors in the measure-
ment of the cascade stagger angle and/or inflow angle may occur
that can substantially alter the steady pressure distribution, it is
not unreasonable to adjust the numerically prescribed inflow angle
to obtain a closer match to the steady experimental data. Note that
with the 2 deg adjustment, the overall agreement between the
present method and the experimental data is quite good.

Also shown in Fig. 4 is the steady pressure distribution com-
puted by Capece@24# using NPHASE, a fully nonlinear time-
accurate time-marching computational model for predicting two-
dimensional, nonlinear, unsteady flows through vibrating
cascades. NPHASE uses an implicit, cell-centered, finite-volume
algorithm based on Roe’s approximate Riemann solver. The
Baldwin–Lomax@25# turbulence model is used to compute the
eddy viscosity. A detailed description of the NPHASE algorithm
is given by Ayre and Verdon@26#. Capece found that the best
match to the experimental data was obtained by NPHASE with a
prescribed inflow angle of 61.5 deg. While the overall agreement
is good, the pressure on the suction surface of the airfoil is slightly
underpredicted by NPHASE.

Figure 5 shows the steady Mach number contours for this low-
speed low-incidence case computed using the present steady

Fig. 3 NASA Lewis oscillating cascade facility
Fig. 4 Steady pressure distribution on airfoil sources of Buf-
fum cascade; M Ä0.2, b1Ä60 deg, ReÄ380,000
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Navier–Stokes analysis. The boundary layers are seen to be rela-
tively thin, although on the suction surface there is a small sepa-
ration bubble near the leading edge—the flow re-attaches approxi-
mately 5 percent of the chord downstream of the leading edge—
that causes an immediate thickening of the suction surface
boundary layer.

Having computed the steady flow, we next consider the un-
steady flow arising from torsional vibrations of the airfoils in cas-
cade. For this example, the airfoils in the cascade pitch about their
midchords with an interblade phase angles of 180 deg and a
reduced frequencyk[vc/U` of 1.2. The amplitude of torsional
vibration a is 1.2 deg, an amplitude typical of that observed in
actual flutter. As with the steady flow calculations, the unsteady
flow computations were performed using a single blade passage
regardless of interblade phase angle.

Shown in Fig. 6 is the computed unsteady real~in-phase! and
imaginary ~out-of-phase! parts of the unsteady surface pressure
predicted using the present time-linearized Navier–Stokes analy-
sis. Also shown for comparison are the experimental data, to-
gether with the results of the NPHASE computational model.~The
unsteady pressures have been nondimensionalized byr`V`

2 a.!
Unsteady pressure levels predicted by the present time-linearized
method are in reasonably good agreement with the experimental
data of Buffum et al.@22#, as are the NPHASE results. The largest
differences between the two computational solution solutions are
near the leading edge of the suction surface.

Next, for this steady operating condition and reduced frequency
of torsional vibration, the unsteady aerodynamic moment and
work per cycle were computed for a range of interblade phase
angless and reduced frequenciesk. Results for three different
reduced frequencies are shown in Fig. 7 for interblade phase
angless ranging from2180 to1180 deg. Shown is the aerody-
namic work done on the blade per vibration cycleJ as a function
of interblade phase angles. As defined in the present effort, if the
work per cycle is positive, then the unsteady aerodynamic loads
~in the absence of any mechanical damping! result in the aeroelas-
tic instability of flutter. From this figure, we conclude that over a

range of interblade phase angless from 0 to 165 deg the system is
aeroelastically unstable. Note, however, that increasing the re-
duced frequencyk has a stabilizing influence on the system in two
ways. First, as the frequency is increased, the range of unstable
interblade phase angle decreases. Second, the maximum work per

Fig. 5 Steady Mach contours in blade passages of Buffum
cascade; M Ä0.2, b1Ä62 deg, ReÄ380,000

Fig. 6 Unsteady pressure distribution on pitching airfoil sur-
faces of Buffum cascade; M Ä0.2, b1Ä62 deg, ReÄ380,000, k
Ä1.2, sÄ180 deg

Fig. 7 Aerodynamic work per cycle due to pitching motion of
airfoils for three reduced frequencies; M Ä0.2, b1Ä62 deg, Re
Ä380,000
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cycle for each reduced frequency is reduced. This is consistent
with industrial design experience with unstalled flutter, i.e., that
increasing the reduced frequency generally has a stabilizing influ-
ence on unstalled torsional flutter.

Shown in Fig. 8 is the magnitude of the~complex! unsteady
aerodynamic moment in influence coefficient form. The influence
coefficients are obtained by performing a discrete Fourier trans-
form on the unsteady moment as a function of interblade phase
angle. The result is a measure of the influence of the individual
blades on a reference blade. Thus, the blade index corresponding
to n50 describes the moment produced on the reference blade
due to vibration of the reference blade itself. Then51 coefficient
indicates the moment produced on the reference blade due to a
unit vibration of the neighboring blade on the suction side of the
reference airfoil, and so on. For this example, we note that then
>2 coefficients are relatively small. Physically, this means that
only the reference blade and its two nearest neighbors signifi-
cantly influence the reference blade. Experimentally, this implies
that good unsteady passage-to-passage periodicity can be obtained
using the nine-bladed NASA Lewis oscillating cascade facility.

4.3 Low-Speed, High-Incidence Flutter. Next, we con-
sider the case where the inlet Mach number M` is 0.2 and the
Reynolds number Re is 380,000 as before, but the experimentally
reported inflow angleb1 is now 70 deg. Figure 9 shows the com-
puted steady surface pressure distribution computed using the
present method along with the experimental data for this case. As
before, all three instrumented blades are in good agreement with
one another, indicating that steady passage-to-passage periodicity
has been maintained in the experiment. The solid line corresponds
to the steady solution obtained using the present method for an
inflow angle of 69 deg. Again, the inflow angle has been adjusted
slightly to obtain a mean flow solution more closely in agreement
with the experimental data. The one area where the present
method does not match the data very well is in the leading edge
region of the suction surface. A nearly constant pressure region is
experimentally observed over the first 20 percent of the chord.
The present method, however, shows a monotonically increasing
pressure rise. This minor disagreement between the data and the
present method arises because we assume that the flow is fully
turbulent, whereas the actual flow is likely laminar, transitioning
to turbulent in this region. This hypothesis has been verified in
numerical studies with a potential/boundary layer interaction code
@27#. Finally, the dashed line shown in Fig. 9 shows the steady

surface pressures distribution computed using NPHASE. The best
data match by NPHASE occurred when the inflow angle was 67
deg.

Figure 10 shows the predicted steady Mach contours for this
high incidence case. Note the large separated region that extends
from the suction surface leading edge to approximately the air-
foil’s midchord. Also note that the airfoil wakes are much thicker
than those predicted for the low incidence configuration~see Fig.
5!. To visualize experimentally this high incidence flow, Buffum
coated an airfoil’s surface with an oil-pigment mixture. At 10 deg
incidence, separation from the suction surface was observed. The
largest separated region was found to exist at the midspan where
the flow was observed to separate from the leading edge and re-

Fig. 8 Magnitude of pitching moment influence coefficients
for three reduced frequencies; M Ä0.2, b1Ä62 deg, Re
Ä380,000

Fig. 9 Steady pressure distribution on airfoil surfaces of Buf-
fum cascade; M Ä0.2, b1Ä70 deg, ReÄ380,000

Fig. 10 Steady Mach contours in blade passages of Buffum
cascade; M Ä0.2, b1Ä69 deg, ReÄ380,000
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attach at 40 percent chord. The separated region predicted by the
present method is slightly larger, extending over approximately 50
percent of the chord.

Figure 11 shows a comparison between the predicted unsteady
surface pressures using both numerical algorithms and experimen-
tal data. As before, the unsteady pressures have been nondimen-
sionalized withr`V`

2 a. The computed imaginary part of the un-
steady surface pressure predicted by the present linearized
Navier–Stokes method is in excellent agreement with the experi-
mental data. The computed real part does not agree as well, but is
qualitatively in agreement with the experiment. Surface pressure
predictions provided by NPHASE, on the other hand, agree with
the experimental data on the pressure surface, but large differ-
ences in the unsteady surface pressure are observed between
NPHASE. It may be that the Baldwin–Lomax turbulence model
used by NPHASE is not well suited for massively separated flows.

Figure 12 shows the steady and unsteady pressure distributions
computed using the present method using three different compu-
tational grids, a coarse grid~65317 nodes in theO-grid region!, a
medium resolution grid~129333 nodes!, and a fine grid
~257365 nodes!. Although some differences in the solutions are
observed, especially on the suction surface, the medium and fine
grid solutions are in very good agreement indicating the solution
is nearly grid converged.

Finally, as before, unsteady flow calculations were performed
over a range of frequencies and interblade phase angles. Figure 13

shows the aerodynamic work per cycleJ as a function of inter-
blade phase angles. From this figure, we conclude that over a
range of interblade phase angles ranging from 0 to 165 deg the
system is aeroelastically unstable. Note the strong effect of in-
creased frequency on the system’s stability. As before, increasing

Fig. 11 Unsteady pressure distribution on pitching airfoil sur-
faces of Buffum cascade; M Ä0.2, b1Ä69 deg, ReÄ380,000, k
Ä1.2, sÄ180 deg

Fig. 12 Steady and unsteady pressure distribution on airfoil
surfaces of Buffum cascade for various grid resolutions;
MÄ0.2, b1Ä69 deg, ReÄ380,000, kÄ1.2, sÄ180 deg

Fig. 13 Aerodynamic work pre cycle due to pitching motion of
airfoils for three reduced frequencies; M Ä0.2, b1Ä69 deg, Re
Ä380,000
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the reduced frequency has a stabilizing influence on the aeroelas-
tic system in that the range of unstable interblade phase angles
diminishes as the frequency of vibration increases. However, the
peak work per cycle actually increases as the frequency of vibra-
tion increases fromk50.4 to k50.8. This result may explain in
part why increasing blade stiffness has not always been an effec-
tive strategy for eliminating observed stall flutter.

Finally, Fig. 14 shows an estimate of the cascade influence
coefficients. Interestingly, there is much more participation by dis-
tant neighboring blades in this high incidence configuration than
in the low-incidence case. The influence coefficient corresponding
to blade indices64 are still large when compared to the blade’s
self influence coefficient. This may indicate that the mechanisms
of stall flutter are fundamentally different than those of unstalled
flutter. Furthermore, the NASA Lewis oscillating cascade facility,
which has just nine fan blades, may not have enough airfoils to
ensure unsteady passage-to-passage periodicity.

4.4 Computational Efficiency. One advantage of a time-
linearized analysis, often cited by proponents of this modeling
strategy, is its computational efficiency compared to conventional
time-accurate, time-marching algorithms. Because the governing
equations are solved in the frequency domain, conventional
steady-state acceleration techniques may be used to speed conver-
gence. In addition, the use of complex periodicity conditions al-
lows one to compute the unsteady flow using a computational grid
spanning a single blade passage, regardless of the interblade phase
angle, greatly reducing the number of computational grid points
required.

For example, for the low-speed high-incidence example re-
ported in Section 4.3, the computations were performed on a
single processor Silicon Graphics workstation equipped with an
R10000 processor operating at 195 MHz. The steady code re-
quired 4341 iterations to converge six orders of magnitude, and 42
minutes of CPU time, the unsteady analysis fork51.2 ands
5180 deg required 8378 iterations to converge, and 161 minutes
of CPU time. These times are, of course, only representative, and
will vary with Mach number, reduced frequency, interblade phase
angle, Reynolds number, etc. Nevertheless, a single unsteady cal-
culation requires on the order of just 3.8 times as much computa-
tional time as the corresponding steady flow calculation. Thus, the
present linearized analysis requires one to two orders of magni-
tude less computational time to converge than conventional time-
accurate, time-marching algorithms.~We would also note that the
unsteady calculations are performed using complex arithmetic,

which simplifies code development, but also degrades computa-
tional performance. It is possible to write the unsteady code using
only real arithmetic, improving somewhat the computational effi-
ciency.!

5 Concluding Remarks
In this paper, we have presented a novel time-linearized

Navier–Stokes computational analysis of stall flutter in cascades.
Based on the results obtained to date, we make the following
observations:

1 The time-linearized Navier–Stokes analysis is able to model
the complex steady and unsteady flow associated with stall flutter,
including large separated flow regions. Results of this analysis
compare quite well with experimental data of high-incidence stall
flutter.

2 The method is computationally efficient, making it useful for
routine use in aeroelastic design; the computational time required
to compute the unsteady flow due to a single mode shape of blade
motion at a single frequency and interblade phase angle is of the
same order as the time required to compute the background steady
flow. Furthermore, results obtained with the present time-
linearized Navier–Stokes analysis agree with experimental data as
well as predictions obtained using a conventional~and computa-
tionally expensive! nonlinear time-domain analysis.

3 Numerical results from the low-speed, incidence–incidence
example are consistent with industrial design experience, i.e., that
increasing the reduced frequency generally increases aerodynamic
damping. The high-incidence results, on the other hand, seem con-
tradictory to standard design practices, as the range of unstable
interblade phase angles is reduced by increasing the reduced fre-
quency, but the aerodynamic damping of the least stable inter-
blade phase angle becomes more unstable with increasing reduced
frequency. Additional numerical and experimental studies need to
be performed to understand this phenomenon.

4 While the present method is two-dimensional, stall flutter in
actual turbomachines is likely to be highly three-dimensional with
the extent of the separated region varying significantly from hub
to tip. Nevertheless, the results presented in this paper demon-
strate the feasibility of using a time-linearized Navier–Stokes
model to predict stall flutter, and the method should be readily
extendable to three dimensions, albeit with an attendant increase
in computational requirements.

Before gas turbine engine designers can consistently avoid stall
flutter, the underlying mechanisms must be understood. Compu-
tationally efficient and experimentally validated models, such as
the present time-linearized Navier–Stokes code, are an invaluable
tool for studying the aerodynamics of stall flutter.
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Influence of Compressor
Deterioration on Engine Dynamic
Behavior and Transient
Stall-Margin
This paper presents an experimental and analytical investigation of compressor stability
assessment during engine transient operation. A two-dimensional, linear, compressible,
state-space analysis of stall-inception (Feulner et al., 1996, ASME J. Turbomach.,118,
pp. 1–10) was modified to account for engine transients and deterioration, with the latter
modeled as increased tip-clearance and flow blockage. Experiments were performed on
large commercial aircraft engines in both undeteriorated and deteriorated states. Un-
steady measurements of pressure in these test engines during rapid accelerations revealed
the growth of pre-stall disturbances, which rotate at rotor speed and at approximately
half rotor speed. These disturbances are stronger in deteriorated engines. The model
showed that the signal at shaft speed was the first compressible system mode, whose
frequency is near shaft speed, excited by geometric nonuniformities. The computed be-
havior of this mode during throttle transients closely matched engine data. The signal
increased in strength as stall was approached and as the engine deteriorated. This work
firmly establishes the connection between observed signals in the these engines and first
principles stability models.@S0889-504X~00!01603-2#

1 Introduction
There have been a number of theoretical studies of the rotating

stall inception process in multistage axial flow compressors. Early
flow models by Emmons et al.@1#, who first detected modal per-
turbations of long wavelength prior to stall, were extended by
Moore @2# and Moore and Greitzer@3# for incompressible flow.

A compressible analysis for multistage compressors was devel-
oped by Bonnaure@4#, who showed that compressibility has a
major effect on compressor stability behavior. Feulner et al.@5#
formulated an input-output state-space version of this model suit-
able for control studies. Tryfonidis et al.@6# compared the mod-
el’s predictions to experimental data from several compressors.
The present paper adapts this model to study the effect of com-
pressor deterioration on transient pre-stall behavior.

An engine loses performance over its life due to deterioration.
One cause is increased blade tip-clearances. We have found that
deteriorated compressors show larger amplitudes of ‘‘pre-stall
waves’’ during acceleration transients than do undeteriorated
compressors. These pre-stall waves can be seen from unsteady
static pressure measurements during a transient.

This paper presents experimental data taken during acceleration
transients in the core compressor of an undeteriorated and a dete-
riorated commercial aircraft engine. The goals are to establish a
physical explanation for the experimentally observed pre-stall
phenomena and to link the behavior to changes in the transient
stall-margin between the deteriorated and undeteriorated engines.
In addition, dynamic behavior of the high-speed compressor dur-
ing transient operation is simulated for the first time. The analyti-
cal approach is based on an existing linearized, two-dimensional,
compressible, state-space model.

2 Engine Experiments
Experiments were performed on two test engines: an undeterio-

rated engine with tight and uniform tip-clearances, and a deterio-

rated engine with enlarged tip-clearances and poor stability. The
measurements were conducted during rapid accelerations of the
engines from idle to take-off power. A single fast-response wall
static pressure measurement was made during acceleration tran-
sients in a stator passage near the center of the core compressor.
In addition, compressor performance measurements such as cor-
rected rotor speed and total pressure ratio were taken during the
same event to construct the transient engine operating line. Figure
1 depicts the corrected rotor speed measurement normalized by
the corrected design speed during the acceleration transient. Time
is in rotor revolutions and the beginning of the acceleration is
indicated as zero rotor revolutions.

The fast response static pressure data taken in the test engines
was analyzed by computing the evolution of the power spectral
density during the transient event. The measured, instantaneous

Contributed by the International Gas Turbine Institute and presented at the 44th
International Gas Turbine and Aeroengine Congress and Exhibition, Indianapolis,
Indiana, June 7–10, 1999. Manuscript received by the International Gas Turbine
Institute February 1999. Paper No. 99-GT-439. Review Chair: D. C. Wisler.

Fig. 1 Measured compressor rotor speed during acceleration
transient
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midcompressor static pressure signal of the undeteriorated engine
was normalized by the quasi-steady static pressure at the same
location.

A spectrogram of the pressure signal is plotted in Fig. 2. The
time axis is in rotor revolutions and the frequency axis is normal-
ized by rotor frequency. The measured transient rotor speed is
projected in the background to provide a reference to the accel-
eration transient.

The spectrogram reveals a pronounced pressure perturbation
traveling at rotor frequency. This pressure perturbation starts to
increase when the engine is accelerated (time50), reaches a
dominant peak at a time of roughly 200 rotor revolutions and
decreases at higher operating speeds.

The same measurements were taken in the deteriorated engine
and processed as described above. Figure 3 depicts the spectro-
gram of the normalized unsteady static pressure signal obtained
from the deteriorated engine during the acceleration transient. The
pressure perturbations traveling at rotor frequency show the same
trend as in Fig. 2; however, the pressure signal measured in the
deteriorated engine exhibits a much larger peak during the accel-
eration transient. The spectrogram also shows a spike at about half
the rotor frequency. This spike is conjectured to be a rotating stall
precursor, as will be discussed later.

In summary, the experiments reveal the growth of pressure per-
turbations that travel at both rotor frequency and about half rotor

frequency, with the former being stronger. These observations are
more pronounced in the deteriorated engine with poor stability.
The following research questions are of interest:

• How do these observations relate to engine deterioration and
its effect on stability during the acceleration transient?

• What are the physical mechanisms responsible for the ob-
served unsteady phenomena in the experiments?

• What level of analytical modeling is needed to capture this
behavior?

3 Compressor Model for Transient Engine Accelera-
tion Simulation

3.1 Basic Formulation. The basic formulation of the com-
pressible, two-dimensional compressor model originates from
Bonnaure@4#. An input-output formulation was derived by Feul-
ner et al.@5# and modified by Fre´chette@7# and Weigl et al.@8#.
The overall analysis consists of models of the inlet and exit ducts,
the blade rows, and the interblade row gaps, as depicted in Fig. 4.
These various models are stacked up axially through the compres-
sor, linked through boundary conditions at each interface, and
closed by end conditions at the inlet and exit of the compressor
ducts.

The hub-to-tip ratio is assumed high enough to neglect radial
variations of the flow quantities. Thus the model is two-
dimensional with axial and circumferential unsteady flow field
variations. Effects of viscosity and heat transfer outside of the
blade rows are also neglected. The flow perturbations are taken
small enough to allow the flow field equations to be linearized
around a steady, uniform state. Each variable is then considered to
be the sum of a mean value and a small perturbation, as shown
below for the static pressure:

p5 p̄1dp. (1)

The resulting linearized flow field equations are solved using a
spatial Fourier expansion in terms of the circumferential coordi-
nateu for the pressure perturbations

dp~x,u,t !5 (
n52`

`

d p̃n~x,t !ejnu, (2)

whered p̃n(x,t) denotes thenth spatial Fourier coefficient of the
pressure perturbations,x is the axial coordinate, andt is time.
Feulner et al.@5# added external forcing~inputs! and sensing~out-
puts! to the model and identified states in the resulting dynamic
equations. This yields a state-space formulation of the compressor
model for each spatial harmonic numbern at a specified operating
point of the engine.

3.2 Modifications to Address Engine Transients. The
analysis of Feulner et al.@5# was modified to include unsteady
pressure fluctuation forcing in the blade passages~for a detailed
description see Spakovszky@9#!. These can originate from pres-
sure fluctuations and disturbances in the compressor gas path~i.e.,

Fig. 2 Spectrogram of measured unsteady static pressure sig-
nal of undeteriorated engine during the transient

Fig. 3 Spectrogram of measured unsteady static pressure sig-
nal of deteriorated engine during the transient

Fig. 4 Modeled regions of the multistage high-speed
compressor
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effects from nonuniform tip-clearances, a deteriorated casing, un-
steady flow phenomena on the blade scale, etc.!. The other major
modification is the consideration of transient engine operation.
Since the compressor dynamics depend inherently on the engine
operating point, the dynamics will in general vary as the engine is
accelerated.

The modified system dynamics can be written for each spatial
harmonic numbern as a linear-time-varying~LTV ! state-space
system@9#

ẋ~ t !5An~ t !x~ t !1Bnu~ t !

d p̃n~ t !5cnx~ t !, (3)

wherex(t) is the state vector andu(t) is the forcing~input! vec-
tor. The An(t) matrix contains the dynamics of the compressor
and is constructed from compressor geometry and performance
information that can vary in time~note that theAn(t) matrix is
time dependent!. The Bn matrix models the unsteady pressure
fluctuation forcing in the blade passages and sets up a forcing
signal u(t) as an input to the system. The vectorcn selects the
right states to reconstruct the sensednth spatial Fourier coefficient
of the pressure perturbationsd p̃n(t) at the midcompressor stator
location depicted in Fig. 4.

A mean-line compressor performance code was used to gener-
ate performance correlations of the engine test data~viscous
losses, deviation and incidence effects, air-bleed, guide vane
schedule, etc.!, which are needed to build theAn matrix. The
correlations were computed for a discrete set of operating points
defined by the inlet Mach number Minlet and the rotor speedV. A
set of hyper-surfaces was fitted to the performance correlations to
obtain a continuous and analytical description of the variable
compressor performance over the map@9#. The speed lines com-
puted from the fitted analytical performance model agreed well
with data. The resulting speed lines for the undeteriorated engine
are plotted in Fig. 5. The total pressure ratio, the inlet Mach num-
ber, and the rotor speed are normalized by the corresponding de-
sign values.

The experiments included measurements of total pressure ratio
and rotor speed during the acceleration transient~as depicted in
Fig. 1!. These are displayed as a transient operating line on the
compressor map in Fig. 5~solid line!. To simulate the transient
acceleration of the engine, the measured transient operating line
was discretized in time. The transient operating line was com-
puted using the data-matched analytical compressor performance
solution for a specified series of quasi-steady operating points

~circles in Fig. 5!, defined using the measured rotor speed and the
data-matched inlet Mach number during the acceleration transient.
The computed points compare well to the measured transient op-
erating line and give confidence in the use of this model to calcu-
late theAn matrix. The state-space compressor model yields two
results: a solution in the frequency domain and a solution in the
time domain.

3.3 Frequency Domain Solution. The state-space equa-
tions have an unforced~homogeneous! solution in the frequency
domain, found by solving an eigenvalue problem. Each complex
eigenvalue and its corresponding eigenvector ofAn represents an
nth spatial harmonic pre-stall wave. These waves rotate around
the annulus~the rotation rate isv, the imaginary part of the ei-
genvalue! and can grow or decay in time~the growth rate iss, the
real part of the eigenvalue!. The stability of the compression sys-
tem depends on the least stable eigenvalue ofAn for anyn. Analy-
sis shows that first circumferential spatial harmonic (n51) modes
are the least stable ones. Modes with higher harmonic content are
well damped and do not contribute much to the system response.
Therefore we will carry out the analysis forn51 only, dropping
the subscriptn.

Figure 6 depicts the first harmonic modes when the compressor
is at a part-power condition far from stall~Minlet50.356•Mdesign
and V50.8•Vdesign!. The pre-stall modes are labeled@n, m#, n
denoting the circumferential spatial harmonic number~here n
51! andm indicating essentially the axial wave number. Higher
values ofm indicate more nodes within the compressor as well as
higher rotation frequency. The sign reflects the direction of rota-
tion. Mode @1, 0# is similar to that seen in incompressible flow
~the mode shape of the mass flow perturbation is approximately
uniform along the axial direction through the compressor! and
will be referred to as the classical Moore–Greitzer mode. At the
operating point shown the Moore–Greitzer mode is well damped.
Experiments show that this mode grows into a finite rotating stall
cell when the compressor is throttled into instability. Other modes
are compressible@6# and travel in both directions. Note that the
first compressible mode@1, 1# rotates at a rate very close to rotor
speed. The@1, 0# and @1, 1# modes will be of special interest in
further analysis.

3.4 Time Domain Solution. To obtain the response of the
compression system to forcing, the random forcing input to the
linear, time varying system described in Eq.~3! must be specified.
The random forcing was chosen as white noise, augmented with
rotor frequency noise in each blade row, thus modeling geometric

Fig. 5 Undeteriorated engine compressor map and transient
operating line: solid line Äexperiment, circles Ämatched com-
putation

Fig. 6 Compressor system pre-stall modes with first spatial
harmonic content „nÄ1… at a part-power operating point
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nonuniformities. The white noise and rotor frequency noise levels
were set at the level seen in the experiments@9#.

The time step between the discrete operating points~global
time step! is chosen to be 25 rotor revolutions to yield good reso-
lution of the discrete transient operating line and to be on the
order of the time it takes for the compressor dynamics to change
during the acceleration transient~the compressor dynamics are
assumed to be constant during the global time step!. For every
operating point corresponding to a discrete timei, a set of constant
A i , Bi , andci matrices is computed and the linear system defined
in Eq. ~3! is excited with random forcing and integrated over the
global time step. Thelocal time step in the integration process is
set to 0.1 rotor revolutions to resolve the output signal at an af-
fordable computation time. This integration process is performed
for each discrete operating point along the transient operating line
~circles in Fig. 5!, simulating the compressor dynamic response
during the acceleration transient@9#. For each global time step the
initial conditions are reset to zero. The initial settling time is so
short ~a fraction of a rotor revolution!, that the initial conditions
have no influence on the system response.

The simulated dynamic response at the midcompressor pressure
perturbation sensordpsens(t) is then reconstructed as

dpsens~ t !5ReH (
n50

`

d p̃n~ t !ejnusensJ 'Re$d p̃1~ t !ej usens%, (4)

where usens is the circumferential angle of the pressure sensor
location. The infinite Fourier series is approximated by the first
spatial harmonic alone, based on the observations that higher har-
monics are well damped.

The formulated LTV state-space compressor model can be em-
ployed to simulate compressor dynamic behavior during transient
engine operation. In the following, the model will be used to
explain the observed phenomena in the test engines.

4 Simulation of the Undeteriorated Engine
The compressor performance data and matched transient oper-

ating line of the undeteriorated engine in Fig. 5 were used in
simulating the compressor dynamic behavior during the accelera-
tion transient with the LTV system defined in Eq.~3!. The spec-
trogram of the simulated midcompressor sensor signal is depicted
in Fig. 7. Comparison with Fig. 2 shows that the simulation
matches the measurement well.

Another view of the simulation is provided in Fig. 8 in which
the power spectral density in Figs. 2 and 7 are integrated between
normalized frequencies of 0.9 and 1.1, with the result denoted as
the @1, 1# signal. In both cases the integrated power reaches the

peak value about 200 rotor revolutions into the acceleration. This
period of time~0 to 200 rotor revolutions, corresponding to 73
percent to 83 percent corrected design speed! corresponds to the
time that the transient operating line has departed from the steady-
state operating line. The@1, 1# signal decays abruptly after this
time to a roughly constant level as seen in Fig. 8.

A major question arising from the observations is what physical
mechanism is responsible for the amplification of the@1, 1# signal
during the transient acceleration phase? This is discussed in the
following section.

4.1 Discussion of Undeteriorated Engine Simulation Re-
sults. The dynamics of the compressor described by theA ma-
trix change during the transient event, and it is of interest to ana-
lyze the eigenvalue migration during the acceleration transient.
The first few pre-stall modes having a first circumferential spatial
harmonic content are plotted in Fig. 9 as a function of time in the
transient acceleration phase. All modes are in the stable region
with negative growth rates. The incompressible, rotating stall-like
mode@1, 0# travels at about half of the rotor frequency. Measure-

Fig. 7 Spectrogram of simulated unsteady static pressure sig-
nal of undeteriorated engine during the transient

Fig. 8 Integrated †1, 1‡ signal during the acceleration tran-
sient: „a… simulation, „b… experiment

Fig. 9 Compressor system pre-stall modes with first harmonic
content during the acceleration transient
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ments at stalled conditions in these engines show rotating stall
traveling at about 50 percent rotor speed. Mode@1, 0# has the
largest variation in growth rate but varies little in rotation rate.
This is explained by the Moore and Greitzer@3# formulation for
incompressible flow, where the growth rates and the rotation rate
v of this mode can be related to fluid inertia in the rotorsl, in
rotors and statorsm, and to the slope of the total-to-static pressure
rise mapC ts with respect to the flow coefficientf:

s5
]C ts/]f

~21m!
and v5

l

~21m!
. (5)

The growth rates depends dominantly on the slope ofC ts since
the nondimensional blade row inertias change only slightly with
the vane schedule. The latter circumstance also implies that the
rotation ratev will be approximately constant with the operating
point as seen. The speed line in Fig. 5 is steep near idle, then
lessens to a lower slope and increases again to steeper slopes over
the remainder of the operating range. Thus the growth rate of
mode @1, 0# changes rapidly off idle and then returns to lower
values~see Fig. 9!.

The upper plot in Fig. 10 gives a more detailed look at the
motion of the@1, 1# eigenvalue. Several points are labeled on this
figure to correspond to the lower plot which shows the evolution
of the magnitude of this signal. The purpose is to explain how
motion of the@1, 1# eigenvalue affects the@1, 1# signal.

There are three basic effects of eigenvalue motion:~1! Eigen-
value growth rate~equivalently damping! indicates the amplitude
of the mode’s resonant peak and the stability.~2! eigenvalue ro-
tation rate~equivalently frequency! determines proximity of the
resonance peak to forcing at multiples of the rotor frequency.
When the rotation rate of the@1, 1# mode is near rotor rotation
~unity!, a large response is expected.~3! Eigenvalue natural fre-
quency (vN5As21v2) reflects the compliance of the mode, and
thus its susceptibility to forcing. Based on these three factors,
eigenvalue locations with imaginary parts near one and real parts
near zero will yield highest response to rotor frequency forcing.

Returning to Fig. 10, one can see that at idle the@1, 1# mode is
far to the left~well damped and with a natural frequency furthest
from unity!. Thus this idle response is low, and remains that way
until zero rotor revolutions, when the acceleration transient begins
~refer to Fig. 1!. At this point the eigenvalue shifts dramatically to
the right, and at 200 rotor revolutions~point A! all three of the
properties described above are conducive to large amplitude re-

sponse of the@1, 1# mode. After this peak amplitude point, the
mode moves vertically and to the left, away from rotor frequency
excitation, and to a higher natural frequency~implying lower
compliance, points B and C!. At these points the response is
small. After this the eigenvalue wanders toward the excitation
frequency, but remains far enough left that the response is small
~points D and E!.

These effects can be further elucidated by considering a mass-
spring-damper, as a mechanical analogy for the resonant@1, 1#
mode. The mass-spring-damper system response is described by

ÿ~ t !12zv0ẏ~ t !1v0
2y~ t !5F~ t !/m, (6)

where y(t) is the displacement~analogous to modal amplitude!
and F(t)/m is the forcing divided by mass.v0 is given byv0

2

5k/m ~wherek is the spring constant! and z is given by 2zv0
5d/m ~whered is the damping constant!. The effects of eigen-
value motion can be better understood using this model. For in-
stance, if the mass is held constant~analogously, the inertia within
the compressor remains unchanged!, and v0 is allowed to vary
while holdingz constant, two of the three effects described above
are felt. First, the frequency of the resonant peak approaches one.
Second, the overall compliancek of the system is reduced so the
forced response amplitude increases because at steady state
ysteady-state5F/k.

To apply this analogy to the experimental data, we substitutes
and v of the @1, 1# mode ~Fig. 10! into Eq. ~6!. This yields a
model that ignores all dynamics except those near the rotor fre-
quency. The gain curves (y/F) for the resulting system at four
representative points~Idle, A, C, and E! are shown in Fig. 11.
Rotor frequency forcing is indicated by a plane at the rotor fre-
quency and the intersection points on each of the curves. At
ground idle, the response curve is low and flat. At point A~during
acceleration!, a larger resonant response is seen due to low damp-
ing ratio z ~higher growth rates!, with frequency coinciding
closely with the forcing. At point C the damping ratio increases
and the natural frequency rises; therefore the resonance peak is
flatter and no longer coincident with the forcing. At the final
point, E, the@1, 1# eigenvalue is closer to the rotor frequency, has
slightly lower damping, and more compliance, yielding the in-
creased output amplitude seen in Fig. 11. Because the@1, 1# signal
depends on the square of the gain curve, the variations in Fig. 10
are more pronounced than those shown in Fig. 11.

The analysis can be summarized as follows. During the tran-
sient the compressor dynamics change. Depending on the eigen-
value locations, more or less energy originating from the rotor
noise forcing is fed into the@1, 1# mode and this effect is reflected
in the amplification of the@1, 1# signal.

Fig. 10 Motion of †1, 1‡ mode „top … and simulated †1, 1‡ signal
„bottom … during the acceleration transient

Fig. 11 Simple model of analogy: gain curves of mass-spring-
damper system during acceleration transient
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5 Simulation of the Deteriorated Engine
Engine deterioration was assumed to result from an increase in

tip-clearance and was modeled as an increase in blockage, with
local blockage factors~the ratio of effective through-flow area
versus geometric through-flow area! being reduced. The tip-
clearances were also assumed to change with rotor speed due to
centrifugal and thermal effects as tabulated in Table 1. These
estimates were based on experience rather than measurements.
The maps and the measured transient operating lines of the unde-
teriorated engine~solid lines! and the deteriorated engine~dashed
lines! are plotted in Fig. 12. The peak pressure ratios drop due to
the tip-clearance deterioration, and the increased blockage lowers
the mass flows.

The deteriorated compressor performance and the measured
transient operating line of the deteriorated compressor were used
to simulate the dynamic behavior of the compressor during the
acceleration transient. The simulation results obtained from the
time domain solution were processed in the same manner as for
the undeteriorated compressor.

The integral power of the simulated pressure signal at rotor
frequency during the acceleration transient is shown in Fig. 13~a!
~dashed line! together with the result for the undeteriorated com-
pressor~solid line!. The initial level of the@1, 1# signal is higher
in the deteriorated case but both signals converge to the same
value after the peak. The ratio of the peak values~between dete-
riorated and undeteriorated compressors! is also roughly a factor
of two in both data and simulations~Fig. 13~b!!. A~u! denote the
instant of peak power shown in Fig. 13 for the undeteriorated
engine and the deteriorated engine respectively.

Figure 14 compares the eigenvalue locations of the deteriorated
compressor~analyzed at peak point A~d! in Fig. 13! to those of
the undeteriorated compressor~analyzed at peak point A~u! in Fig.
13!. Only those eigenvalues with frequencies less than 2 are
shown. Mode rotation rates are not affected by deterioration; how-
ever, all of the eigenvalues are shifted to lower damping ratios,
causing the system response to forcing to increase. The large shift
of the Moore–Greitzer@1, 0# mode, together with the shift of the

@1, 1# mode, is primarily responsible for the increased amplitude
of the response to rotor frequency excitation shown in Fig. 13. As
mass flow is further reduced, the model predicts that the@1, 0#
mode will overtake the@1, 1# mode and become unstable first.
However, because of the strong forcing at rotor frequency, the
@1, 1# signal is the most easily measured indicator of deterioration
in stability.

This discussion suggests that there is a connection between the
disturbances seen rotating at rotor frequency and those seen at
roughly 50 percent of rotor frequency, although this cannot be
captured in the present linearized analysis. As mentioned, the ro-
tating stall frequency is near 50 percent rotor frequency, and the
linearized stability theory predicts the mode with that rotation rate
to go unstable first. However, anonlinear form of interaction
between the@1, 1# and the@1, 0# mode may also exist, by which
strong rotor frequency disturbances cause the incompressible-like
modes to become unstable prior to the point of linear instability.

Fig. 12 Deteriorated „dashed … and undeteriorated „solid … com-
pressor maps and measured transient operating lines

Fig. 13 „a… Simulation, and „b… experimental results of the
†1, 1‡ signal during the acceleration „solid Äundeteriorated
engine, dashed Ädeteriorated engine …

Fig. 14 Deteriorated „Ã… and undeteriorated „¿… compressor
system pre-stall modes at peak points A „d … and A „u …

Table 1 Modeled engine deterioration over the range of oper-
ating speeds
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For instance, rotor frequency disturbance may set up a ‘‘back-
ground flow’’ in which the @1, 0# mode becomes unstable. It
would be useful to examine the impact of compressible mode
stability on overall compressor stability using a nonlinear analy-
sis, such as that described by Hendricks et al.@10#.

6 Deterioration Effect on Transient Stall-Margin
An enlarged view of the measured transient operating lines of

the undeteriorated~solid! and the deteriorated engine~dashed! is
plotted in Fig. 15. The calculated stall lines are also plotted. The
stall point was calculated as the point when the least stable mode
~the rotating stall-like mode@1, 0#! reached neutral stability~zero
growth rate!. We will define the stall-margin SM at each operating
point as the distance between the operating point and the corre-
sponding stall point at the same inlet corrected flow:

SM5H pstall2poper.

poper.
J

const. inlet corr. flow

, (7)

where the total-to-total pressure ratio is denoted byp. Measure-
ments of the steady-state stall-margin in the two test engines
showed a loss in stall-margin of about 5 percent due to deteriora-
tion. Using Eq.~7! the steady-state stall-margin at ground idle is
30 percent for the undeteriorated engine and 26 percent for the
deteriorated engine. The deterioration~modeled as an increase of
0.62 percent in tip-clearance to chord ratio! reduced the steady-
state stall-margin by 4 percent, in good agreement with the mea-
sured results.

The transient stall-margin is defined as the minimum stall-
margin along the transient operating line

SMtrans5 min
inlet corr. flow

$SM%, (8)

yielding 12 percent for the undeteriorated engine and 7 percent for
the deteriorated engine. Thus the transient stall-margin is more
than 18 points lower than the steady-state stall-margin in both the
undeteriorated and the deteriorated case. This is because during
acceleration transients the operating lines depart from the steady-
state level toward the stall line, reducing the instantaneous stall-
margin.

The simulation shows that the@1, 1# modes with the largest
growth rates correspond to operating points along the transient
operating line with the smallest stall-margins~points A(u) and
A(d)!. In other words, the peaks in the@1, 1# signals correspond to
operating points with the smallest stall-margins during the accel-
eration transient. This suggests that the@1, 1# signal can be used as

a measure of transient stall-margin and that changes in the@1, 1#
signal during the life of an engine can be related to the change in
stall-margin.

7 Conclusions and Summary
This paper is a combined experimental and analytical approach

to the assessment of stability in a multistage compressor of a
commercial aircraft engine during engine transients. The mecha-
nism of the experimentally observed phenomena in the pre-stall
flow field and the effect of deterioration on the engine dynamic
behavior are investigated using a modified version of a two-
dimensional, linear, compressible, modal, state-space model of
stall-inception@5#. From the applications of this new time-varying
version of this model to engine data during a transient, the fol-
lowing conclusions can be drawn:
• The effect of engine deterioration on the compressor dynamic
behavior, observed in the measurements as well as in the simula-
tions, is an enhanced pressure perturbation rotating at rotor fre-
quency during an acceleration transient. The model, based on the
idea of compression system resonant response, captures the mea-
sured dynamics of the compression system and is therefore an
appropriate tool for understanding the experimental observations.
• Amplification of the pressure perturbations traveling at rotor
frequency can be related to the quasi-steady variation in compres-
sor dynamics during the acceleration transient. Pre-stall compres-
sor modes change in both frequency and damping during the tran-
sient so as to alter the response of the@1, 1# mode to forcing by
rotor frequency noise.
• Experiments on deteriorated compressors showed a larger
growth in the@1, 1# signal during acceleration transients. Model-
ing the engine deterioration as increased tip-clearances resulted in
good agreement with the experimental data.
• Deterioration ~a maximum increase of 0.62 percent in tip-
clearance to chord ratio! decreased the steady-state stall-margin
by 4 percent. During off idle acceleration transients, the instanta-
neous stall-margin was reduced by over 18 points from the steady-
state value. The difference between the steady-state and transient
stall-margins were roughly the same for both the undeteriorated
~18 out of 30 percent! and the deteriorated engines~19 out of 26
percent!. In both cases, the@1, 1# signal was the strongest at the
point of minimum stall-margin. This suggests therefore that this
signal can be used as a measure of stall-margin.
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Active Stabilization of Surge in an
Axicentrifugal Turboshaft Engine
Active stabilization of surge was implemented on an Allied Signal LTS-101 axicentrifugal
gas producer, reducing the surging mass flow by 1 percent, for an operating range
increase of 11 percent. Control was achieved using high-response sensors in the inlet and
diffuser throat, coupled to actuators that injected air near the diffuser throat. System
identification and modeling indicate that a classical surge-type eigenmode and an eigen-
mode associated with engine duct acoustics dominate the engine’s input–output proper-
ties. The surge eigenmode’s stability determines the open-loop surge mass flow. A robust
linear controller with three inputs and one output stabilized this eigenmode without de-
stabilizing the acoustic mode. The controller facilitated a 1 percent reduction in surging
mass flow at 95 percent N1 corrected; this increases the engine’s choke to surge stable
operating range by 11 percent. This paper elucidates the measured unsteady presurge
behavior of the engine, and outlines a systematic procedure for surge control law devel-
opment.@S0889-504X~00!01803-1#

I Introduction
In aircraft engines, the compression system instability known as

surge is currently avoided using steady state means. This includes
vane scheduling and system matching to insure that the surge line
is sufficiently far from the operating line. Recent research consid-
ers unsteady means, such as active control, to prevent surge. Per-
formance and/or operability benefits can be realized from an ex-
tension of the stable operating range, that is, a reduction of the
engine mass flow at which surge occurs.

In the research of Fink@1#, Huang and Ffowcs Williams@2#,
Pinsley et al.@3#, Gysling et al.@4#, and Simon et al.@5#, active
control of surge was studied on laboratory turbocharger rigs.
These studies showed that surge is the result of instability of small
perturbations at specific frequencies. Furthermore, this work dem-
onstrated that by stabilizing the small-perturbation dynamics, the
large-amplitude surge event can be prevented. These initial stud-
ies not only demonstrated active control, but also provided an
analytical framework for applying the concept to more complex
compression systems.

This work has motivated surge control experiments in engines
and engine components. Notable examples include Ffowcs-
Williams et al.@23#, Freeman et al.@6#, Eveker et al.@7#, and Bae
@20#. These studies shared the notion of preventing surge using
unsteady measurements that feed back to high-response actuators.
The goal of the work reported herein was to demonstrate tech-
niques that reduce the surging mass flow of an engine through
stabilization.

An Allied Signal LTS-101 turboshaft helicopter engine was
used for this research. By studying the perturbations prior to surge
and characterizing the engine’s input–output dynamics, we show
that the small perturbation properties observed in laboratory scale
rigs are present in this engine. We discuss how these perturbations
are modeled by incorporating one-dimensional acoustic ducts into
a system model similar to that suggested by Greitzer@8#. Finally,
we describe the control law development and implementation, and
the range extension that was achieved. At each stage, fundamental
concepts developed in previous work are applied, and modified as
needed for the engine environment.

The paper traces the control system development process. The
first step is to measure frequency responses from the actuator to
all of the available sensors. The second step is to select a set of

sensors for feedback. Next, a state-space model is fit to the fre-
quency response data between the input and the selected outputs.
This model is then used for control law design. The closed-loop
behavior measured by all the available sensors motivates changes
to both the feedback sensor configuration and the control law
design. Implementation issues and control system strategies also
influence compensator design and redesign. We present only the
ultimate results of this process, emphasizing the system features
that have the greatest impact on the success of the stabilizing
controller.

II Test Apparatus and Open Loop Tests
The tests presented here were conducted on an Allied Signal

LTS-101 600A-2 600 horsepower class turboshaft helicopter
engine,1 modified specifically for active control research. The
LTS-101 has a single axial stage and a centrifugal stage with
vaned diffuser. Figure 1 shows a side view of the engine. The
design pressure ratio is about 8:1, and the design corrected weight
flow is about 5 lb/s.

The gas producer installed at MIT was modified for these ex-
periments. First, the diffuser throat area was slightly enlarged to
ensure that the centrifugal stage limited the stable operating range.
Second, the turbine nozzle guide vane area was reduced to move
the operating line closer to the surge line and thus reduce the

Contributed by the International Gas Turbine Institute and presented at the 44th
International Gas Turbine and Aeroengine Congress and Exhibition, Indianapolis,
Indiana, June 7–10, 1999. Manuscript received by the International Gas Turbine
Institute February 1999. Paper No. 99-GT-438. Review Chair: D. C. Wisler.

1Among the many vehicles powered by the LTS-101 are the Kawasaki BK117
‘‘Eurocopter,’’ the Aerospatiale AS350D ‘‘Astar’’ & HH-65 ‘‘Dolphin,’’ and the
Bell 222.

Fig. 1 LTS-101 gas producer: note plenum above impeller
shroud
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turbine inlet temperature while operating near surge. Third, the
power turbine and shaft were removed@9# and replaced with a
variable area exit nozzle.

The engine mounting and nozzle arrangement are unusual in
that the engine is mounted on linear bearings and translated axi-
ally to change the nozzle area~Fig. 1!. To accomplish this, the
nozzle consists of two concentric cones, one mounted to the en-
gine, the other to the stationary exhaust system. This arrangement
also facilitates measurement of engine thrust.

Three separate desktop PC computers were used. One recorded
steady-state engine performance, controlled engine operation, and
monitored diagnostic parameters. The second acquired high-speed
dynamic data from pressure transducers at five axial stations,
which are shown in Figs. 1 and 2. The third implemented the
feedback control law and sent commands to the actuator.

Actuation Using Air Injection. The centrifugal compressor
of this engine employs a vaned diffuser. Actuation is implemented
by injecting laboratory air into the throats of the diffuser passages,
at about the diffuser discharge pressure@24#. This approach was
chosen both because it was expedient and because this form of
actuation is ‘‘close-coupled’’ to the compressor, a desirable fea-
ture for effective surge control as discussed by Simon et al.@5#.
Close-coupled means that the actuation is located near or in the
compressor. Such actuators have a nearly instantaneous effect on
the energy source of the surge instability~the compressor!, with-
out long delays or intermediate dynamics.

The standard engine configuration includes slots at the throat of
each vaned diffuser passage which communicate through a cir-
cumferential plenum above the impeller shroud~the slots can be
seen in Fig. 2, and the plenum is shown in Fig. 1!. This approach
is used in many high-pressure-ratio centrifugal compressors to
increase their surge margin. For these experiments, the orifices
connecting the throat slots and the plenum were enlarged to im-
prove the speed of response, and a control valve was mounted
external to the plenum. The valve, adapted from a Moog linear
force motor, can modulate the injectant from 2 to 5 percent of the
engine air flow at a full signal bandwidth of 330 Hz@21#.

All tests were conducted at a mean injection level of 3.8 per-
cent. Thus we ‘‘baseline’’ performance with mean injection, and
judge controller performance against this baseline. All compressor
characteristics are given in terms of flow downstream of the com-

pressor~inlet flow1 injected flow!; range extension results based
on upstream mass flow are nearly identical, since the mean blow-
ing case is taken as the baseline. All data and analysis presented
herein are at 95 percent corrected speed. Time-resolved presurge
measurements show that a surge mode similar to that seen in
laboratory-scale rigs is present, and that when this mode is un-
stable~or nearly so! the system enters surge. However, unlike the
laboratory scale rigs, the engine also exhibits acoustic modes.

Steady Injection Tests. The influence of steady injection on
the speed line shape is shown in Fig. 3. Without injection, the
stable region of the characteristic slopes negatively, and flattens to
a peak over a short range of corrected mass flow@10,11#. With
steady injection, the characteristic is flatter, with a larger region of
shallow slope. Injection also causes surge inception to be more
gradual, exhibiting a longer evolution of a dynamic instability.
Finally, steady injection stabilizes the compressor to lower cor-
rected mass flows, at the expense of a reduced engine pressure
ratio.

Unsteady data were taken at surge inception with steady injec-
tion while closing the exhaust nozzle in small, discrete steps near
the surge line. Figure 4 shows static pressure traces, taken at two
axial stations, during the last 230 rotor revolutions prior to surge.

Fig. 2 Circumferential tap locations within diffuser

Fig. 3 Speed lines at 95 percent corrected speed

Fig. 4 Open-loop unsteady pressure trace s 2 s prior to surge.
See Fig. 2 for location of vane cavity pressure taps. Perturba-
tion magnitudes given in percent compressor exit pressure.
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Note that although the data are quite noisy, a high-frequency reso-
nance is visible, as well as a lower frequency resonant transient
immediately prior to surge.

Figure 5 shows the power spectrum of static pressure in the
small diffuser-vane cavity that feeds into the throat slot~see
Fig. 2!. Spectra were taken at three operating points: one at
14.7 percent mass flow from surge, one at10.3 percent mass
flow, and one immediately prior to surge. Two peaks are apparent
immediately prior to surge, at 28 and 68 Hz. As the compressor
is throttled toward the surge line, these two peaks grow
dramatically.

Based on these observations, the time-resolved pressure data
were low-pass and band-pass filtered at 30 and 70 Hz, respec-
tively. The 70 Hz band-pass filtered time history~Fig. 6! shows a
resonance for hundreds of revolutions prior to surge. Examination
of the relative phases measured at the inlet, vane cavity, diffuser
exit, and combustor stations suggest that this is an acoustic mode;
it has a standing-wave-like, spatially varying pressure. Acoustic
modes at other frequencies were also observed. Because they do
not appear to play a role in surge inception, they will not be
discussed in detail here.

The low-pass filtered time history shows a 28 Hz signal with
different characteristics than the 68 Hz signal. First, the phase is
similar at all axial locations, indicative of a ‘‘slug flow’’ type
oscillation, like the surge mode described in the model of Greitzer
@8#. Second, the 28 Hz signal grows rapidly just prior to surge,

suggesting that this mode leads to surge inception. This conjecture
is strengthened by system identification results below; thus we
identify this eigenmode as the ‘‘surge mode.’’

Forced Response Tests.Forced response testing was used to
obtain transfer functions of the engine dynamics. These transfer
functions provide an input–output characterization for control law
design, and give a quantitative description of the frequency and
stability properties of the system. The input is the command to the
injection valve, while the outputs are the pressure signals. These
transfer functions include the dynamics of the valve, pressure
taps, and anti-aliasing filters in addition to the engine dynamics.

Because the noise levels in the engine are high and frequency
sweeps have not proven effective, a series of tests at discrete
frequencies was required for system identification. Figure 7 shows
transfer functions at three mass flows. Each symbol on this figure
represents 45 seconds of data, taken as the valve is modulated at a
fixed frequency and60.25 percent mass flow. The peak at 28 Hz
becomes sharper as mass flow is reduced, and the phase drop
becomes more sudden, indicating that the stability of the 28 Hz
‘‘surge mode’’ decreases as the mass flow is reduced. Numerical
fits to the data in Fig. 7 confirm these observations; the fitted
eigenvalues become less stable as mass flow is reduced. The 68
Hz ‘‘acoustic’’ mode does not change as much.

Empirical Model for Control Law Design. To obtain a
mathematical model for control law design, the frequency re-
sponse data in Fig. 7 are ‘‘fit’’ with a state-space model, i.e., a set
of ordinary differential equations of the form

ẋ5Ax1Bu

y5Cx1Du,

wherex, y, andu are vectors, andA, B, C, andD are matrices. The
goal of this fit is to obtain a dynamic model with input–output
properties similar to those found experimentally near surge.

Fitting input–output data in this way is more difficult when
there are several outputs that must be fit simultaneously~i.e.,
when the vectory has more than one element!. We used the pro-
cedure developed by Jacques@12#. The number of outputs was
limited to three by the throughput of the real time control com-
puter. For various choices of three sensors, a state-space model

Fig. 5 Power spectral density of vane cavity pressure.
Bold Äimmediately prior to surge; solid Ä0.34 percent in mass
flow from surge; dashed Ä4.7 percent in mass flow from surge.

Fig. 6 Static pressure data from Fig. 4, low-pass filtered at 30
Hz to highlight the surge mode „top …, and band-pass filtered
with a center frequency of 70 Hz to highlight the acoustic mode
„bottom …

Fig. 7 Transfer functions from valve command to inlet static
pressure
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was fit to the data and control laws were designed. Figure 8 shows
the transfer functions of the state-space model which yielded con-
trollers with the largest range extension. The outputs are one dif-
fuser throat and two inlet sensors~the transfer function to only
one of the two inlet sensors is shown!. We use this fit to estimate
the eigenvalues of the system in the next section.

Comparisons With Theoretical Predictions. To validate our
physical understanding of the measured behavior, two models
were constructed. The first is based on the lumped parameter
model of Greitzer@8#. This model has only one eigenmode, which
goes unstable when the compressor begins to pump energy into
the unsteady oscillations of a Helmholtz-like resonance. The sec-
ond model uses one-dimensional acoustic duct elements rather
than lumped ducts. See Appendix A for details.

Table 1 shows the measured eigenvalue frequencies~from the
fits in Fig. 7! and the predicted eigenvalues. The lumped-
parameter surge model correctly predicts the existence of a system

eigenmode that becomes unstable near the peak of the map. This
result reinforces numerous experimental studies showing that this
model describes the basic physics involved in surge inception
@1,3,13#. However, the eigenvalue at 68 Hz is not predicted by
this model.

The acoustic surge model predicts the existence of an infinite
number of eigenvalues, at progressively higher frequencies, asso-
ciated with acoustic modes in the ducts. The lowest of these
modes is close to the measured acoustic mode in frequency. An
eigenvalue near the surge frequency is also predicted by this
model. Note that compressibility in the ducts has a strong effect
on the predicted surge frequency, even though its fundamental
behavior can be understood by considering incompressible
~lumped! ducts. Although further refinement is necessary, the re-
sults support our explanation of the physics involved.

III Control Law Design
The goal of the feedback controller is to stabilize the dynamic

system at flow rates below the open-loop surge line. Experiments
and modeling indicate that there is one unstable eigenmode~at 28
Hz! that must be stabilized while operating the engine below the
surge line. However, we have shown that another mode partici-
pates in the input–output dynamics. Although the acoustic mode
need not be explicitly stabilized, it must be accounted for in the
controller design. In fact, we found that simple feedback control-
lers tended to destabilize the 68 Hz acoustic mode and therefore
achieved no range extension. Other controllers, designed without
the benefit of several sensors and/or without explicit consideration
of modeling errors, were also unsuccessful.

Based on this experience, we adopted a robust multi-input con-
trol design method. This method was successfully used for rotat-
ing stall control in a compressor that had resonant acoustic modes
@13,14#. The details of the technique and its application to the
surge control problem are given in Appendix B. The procedure
creates a compensator that stabilizes the surge mode without de-
stabilizing the acoustic mode, and directly accounts for uncer-
tainty in the locations of the system eigenvalues. The following
additional features are also important to mention:

1 The method is widely available and proven effective for con-
trol law design. The design algorithms are easily understood
and used by a control engineer.

2 It automatically accounts for multiple inputs and multiple
outputs.

3 Robustness constraints, such as models of uncertainty and
noise in the system, are included to improve the resulting
design.

For details on the design procedure, see Weigl et al.@13# and
Weigl and Paduano@14#. Appendix B discusses some of the prop-
erties of the compensator that was used to achieve the results in
the next section.

IV Experimental Stabilization of Surge
The robust multi-input controller was experimentally tested on

the LTS-101 using the following procedure: The engine was

Fig. 8 SIMO transfer function fit for best compensator de-
signs: „a… valve command to compressor inlet static pressure;
„b… valve command to diffuser throat static pressure

Table 1 Predicted and actual surge eigenvalues
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brought to a point near the surge line while operating open loop.
Then, the control loop was closed. The nozzle exit area was then
reduced in discrete steps, eventually driving the system below the
open loop surge line. The engine operated for at least 45 seconds
between steps. The closed-loop surge point was then recorded for
comparison with open-loop results.

Figure 9 shows the power spectra of pressure in the diffuser
vane cavity and at the compressor inlet with and without control,
near the open-loop surge line. Feedback reduces the 28 Hz reso-
nance peak by about 10 dB. The vane cavity sensor shows a small
closed-loop excitation of the acoustic resonance. This was found
to be an acceptable level of relative stability for this mode.

Figure 10 shows the compressor map with and without control.
At the same level of average air injection into the diffuser, the
closed-loop stabilized machine surges at a mass flow 1.0 percent
less than the engine without control. This is an 11 percent increase
in the operating range of the baseline engine without injection,

from choke to surge. The stabilized engine produces about 3.7
percent more thrust than the baseline, as measured on the test
stand. Recall that all quantities are respect to the steady blowing
baseline case described in Section II.

V Summary and Conclusions
Active surge control experiments have been performed on a

turboshaft engine gas producer. By sensing static pressure in the
engine inlet and compressor diffuser, and injecting air into the
diffuser, systematic identification and control studies were con-
ducted, and the following conclusions were drawn:

~i! Surge without control results from instability of a lumped
parameter type oscillation mode.

~ii ! As originally conjectured by Epstein et al.@22#, by feeding
back small amplitude perturbations, the mode associated with
surge can be stabilized, allowing operation in previously unstable
and inaccessible regimes. A useful range extension results.

~iii ! Acoustic modes also exist in the engine’s unsteady behav-
ior. A model incorporating one-dimensional duct acoustics gives
good agreement with measured resonance frequencies.

~iv! Acoustic modes in the engine can be excited by feedback.
Therefore control laws designed to stabilize surge must account
for the existence of these modes. A systematic procedure for such
control law design has been demonstrated.

At the 95 percent N1 corrected speed line, the mass flow range
from choke to surge was increased by 11 percent with active
control. Furthermore, the test stand thrust of the gas producer
increased by 3.7 percent with control. The mass flow range and
thrust with and without control were compared at the same nomi-
nal injection level of 3.8 percent corrected engine mass flow.

Although these results represent a full-scale validation of the
concept of surge stabilization, much work remains. No attempt
has been made to assess the trade-offs that exist associated with
the actuation; only range extension with respect to a baseline is
given. The actuator configuration was chosen mainly for its ease
of implementation; clearly the pressure drop associated with in-
jection into the diffuser must be weighed against the benefits of
range extension, to determine the impact on overall engine perfor-
mance. This calculation is somewhat premature for this experi-
ment; more realistic actuators~which either bleed or recirculate
engine mass flow! should be tested before benefits are analyzed.
Finally, one must devise stabilization methods that actuate only
when necessary~see Freeman et al.@6# for a discussion!. We have
successfully tested such methods, but thorough quantification of
the behavior of these control laws is still needed. Based on these
comments, we reiterate that the main goal here has been to vali-
date our understanding of surge inception, and to illustrate a sys-
tematic procedure for applying this understanding. By stabilizing
the dynamics presumed to lead to surge, we are able to delay
surge onset; thus our dynamic model is corroborated.

Fig. 9 Control effectiveness in suppressing surge mode, at
open-loop surge mass flow: „a… inlet static pressure; „b… vane
cavity static pressure

Fig. 10 Compressor range extension with active stabilization
of surge

Fig. 11 Compression system geometry for lumped-parameter
surge model
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Appendix A

Surge Model Development. In this appendix, a classic
lumped-parameter surge model is first reviewed. Although the es-
sence of presurge oscillations is captured by this model, the exis-
tence of acoustic modes is not predicted by the model. Therefore,
the model is modified to include duct acoustics. Both models are
compared to experimental results in Section II.

Lumped-Parameter Surge Model.To obtain a simple model
that captures the physics governing surge, Greitzer@8# divided the
compression system into four lumped components~see Fig. 11!:
~1! a duct to account for all the kinetic energy of the unsteady
flow in the system,~2! a plenum to represent the potential energy
of expansion and compression of fluid,~3! a throttle, which dissi-
pates energy, and~4! the compressor, which can either dissipate
energy or add energy to oscillations, depending on the slope of the
compressor map. Using mass and momentum conservation, and
assuming isentropic compression in the plenum, the following
second-order model can be developed:

ḟ5
1

l
~Cc~f!2c!

ċ5
1

B2l
S api

r*
f2apeF t~c! D

wherec5P/rU ref
2 is the nondimensional pressure in the plenum,

f5u/U ref is the flow velocity in the duct,Cc(f) is the compres-
sor total-to-static pressure rise map, andF t(c) is the inverse of
the throttle map, i.e.,F t5A2c/Kt, Kt being the throttle coeffi-
cient. The rest of the parameters depend on the systems dimen-
sions.B is Greitzer’s nondimensional parameter governing surge
behavior,B5U ref /apAV/LAref, whereap is the speed of sound in
the plenum andU ref , Aref , V, andL are a reference velocity, a
reference area, the plenum volume, and the duct length respec-
tively. Finally, api and ape are the plenum inlet and exit areas
nondimensionalized byAref , andr* is the plenum fluid density
nondimensionalized by some reference density. This model differs
from Greitzer’s formulation only in the details of the nondimen-
sionalization. For instance, here we have takenL ref /U ref as the
reference time, instead of one over the Helmholtz frequency, to
simplify the acoustic expressions below.

We can use this model to understand the behavior of compres-
sors as they approach and enter surge, the influence of the
compliance-to-inertia ratioB @8#, or ~if additional dynamics are
added, as in Moore and Greitzer,@15#!, to elucidate the interaction
between rotating stall and surge. Thus as a basic model, this rep-
resentation is valuable. In the context of the current research, we
are interested in understanding the physics that govern the fre-
quency of the presurge oscillations in engines, and in understand-
ing the source of the second peak in the spectra and frequency
responses. This second eigenvalue was conjectured to arise due to
longitudinal variations in velocity and pressure in the ductwork of
the engine. To check this conjecture, an acoustically coupled
model is developed in the next section.

Modified Surge Model: Acoustic Ducts.To introduce acous-
tics into the surge model, we use a transmission matrix approach
@16# applied to the system representation shown in Fig. 12. Each
of the seven segments in this model is represented by a 232
transmission matrix. These matrices relate the Laplace transforms
of the nondimensional perturbation pressure and axial velocity at
the inlet to those at the exit@17#. The general form for the trans-
mission properties of a duct is:

Fcout~s!

fout~s!G5FT11~s! T12~s!

T21~s! T22~s!
G Fc in~s!

f in~s!G ,
where perturbation pressure and velocity are nondimensionalized
as in the previous surge model. By stacking transmission matrices
from inlet to exit and applying the boundary conditions, an eigen-
value problem can be derived. Alternatively, one can develop an
input–output relationship between any two variables. We choose
the latter approach, using velocity into the injector as the input,
and inlet static pressure at station 2 as the output.

The model in Fig. 12 consists of three acoustic ducts, one
lumped duct, a compressor, and two lumped segments represent-
ing expansion and contraction. One can derive a transmission ma-
trix for each segment using continuity, momentum and, for the
acoustic ducts, Euler’s equation and perfect gas relations. The
results are summarized below.

Acoustic Duct:

TAc5F cos~ l v/c* ! 2 i •c* •r* sin~ l v/c* !

2
i

c* •r*
sin~ l v/c* ! cos~ l v/c* ! G ,

l 5~duct length!/L ref ,

c* 5~duct sound speed!/U ref ,

r* 5~duct fluid density!/r ref .

Lumped Duct:

TDuct5F1 2r* l iv

0 1 G
Compressor and Throttle:

TC5F1 r in* mc

0 r in /rout
G , TTh5F1 r in* mt

0 r in /rout
G ,

where mi5
]C i

]f

Sudden Expansion:

TEx5F1 2r* Fo~12a r !

0 a r
G

Fig. 12 Acoustic model of LTS-101 with acoustic ducts and
plenum
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Smooth Contraction:

TCon5F1 2r* Fo~12a r
2!

0 a r
G ,

where in the last two equationsa r is the ratio of inlet to outlet
area, andFo is the mean flow through the component.

To derive a transfer function for the system, we start by writing
continuity at station 4 in terms of pressure and velocity:

Fc4

f4
G5Fc3

f3
G1F 0

ao
Gf0

where f0 is the velocity at the exit of the injector. Since the
injector valve is choked, station 0 is assumed to have infinite
impedance; thus, this boundary is assumed to be a pure velocity
source independent of the pressure at station 0. Next, we substi-
tute this equation into the transmission matrix relation between
stations 3 and 8, writing the conditions at station 3 in terms of
those at station 1 using the upstream transmission matrices:

Fc8

f8
G5TDuct

78
•TCon

67
•TAc

56
•TEx

45
•TAc

34S TC
23
•TAc

12Fc1

f1
G1F 0

ao
Gf0D

Each matrix in this equation is evaluated as a function of fre-
quencyv, the matrices are multiplied out, and variables are de-
fined for the results as follows:

Fc8

f8
G5FT1~ iv! T2~ iv!

T3~ iv! T4~ iv!
G•Fc1

f1
G1FU1~ iv!

U2~ iv!Gf0 .

The boundary conditions are then applied. The inlet and exit are
assumed to be ‘‘pressure release’’ boundaries to atmosphere~i.e.,
c15c850!. Rearranging yields the relation

f1~ iv!52
U1~ iv!

T2~ iv!
f0~ iv!.

Finally, we obtain the transfer function from the injector to the
static pressure measurement station~2! by applying the appropri-
ate transmission matrix:

Fc2

f2
G5TAc

12
•Fc1

f1
G5FV1~v! V2~v!

V3~v! V4~v!
G•F 0

f1
G ,

where the boundary condition at station 1 has already been intro-
duced. The desired transfer function is thus obtained as:

c2

f0
~ iv!52V2~ iv!

U1~ iv!

T2~ iv!
.

Our modified version of the surge model appears to be much
different than the basic surge model; but if the acoustic ducts are
replaced by lumped ducts and plenums, the model is essentially
the same. Acoustics introduces transcendental relationships in the
transfer function, making eigenvalue computation difficult. Rather
than solve for eigenvalues directly, fits to the derived transfer
function are performed to deduce the eigenvalue locations.

Appendix B

Control Law Design. Modern robust control design proce-
dures use models that take into account modeling and/or system
identification errors. Consider a linear system, with multiple in-
puts and multiple outputs, of the form:

ẋ5Atruex1Btrueu
.

y5Ctruex1D trueu

The subscript ‘‘true’’ indicates that this dynamic system is the
actual system to be controlled. We can develop a model for this
system using either theoretical or experimental methods, but nei-
ther will yield an exact replica of the true system. To represent the
inaccuracy of our model, we develop a ‘‘family’’ of models that is

sufficiently general to include the true system as one of its mem-
bers. We have found that for rotating stall and surge problems, a
useful family of models is of the following form@18,14#:

ẋ5T21LTx1B̂u

y5Ĉx1D̂u,

where

L5diag~l1 ,l2 , . . .lN!,

ln5lno
1Dvneif, 0,f,2p

Fig. 13 Block diagram of control system used for specifica-
tion of design constraints

Fig. 14 „a… Closed-loop transfer function from r to u „solid …;
shaped by W2

À1
„dashed …; „b… closed-loop transfer function

from r to y „solid …; shaped by W3
À1

„dashed …
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and

lno
5eigenvalues ofÂ.

In this family of models, most of the structure of the input–output
system is assumed to be well known~that is, B̂>Btrue, Ĉ
>Ctrue, and D̂>D true!, but each eigenvalue is allowed to exist
anywhere inside a disk of radiusDvn , centered at the nominal
locationlno

.
The control law design requirements are completed by impos-

ing the following two requirements:

smaxS u

r
~ j v! D,uW2

21~ j v!u

smaxS y

r
~ j v! D,uW3

21~ j v!u

whereu, r, and y are defined above and shown in Fig. 13, and
smax denotes the maximum value of the multivariable transfer
function. The magnitudes of the diagonal transfer functions
W2

21(s) and W3
21(s) are plotted in Fig. 14. These are standard

robust design constraints that are adjusted to limit both the con-
troller bandwidth (W2

21) and the closed-loop frequency response
magnitude (W3

21); see Kwaakernaak@19# for more details. The
control law design procedure creates a compensator that is guar-
anteed to stabilize any linear system that is a member of the fam-
ily defined above, and to meet the above robustness constraints.

Design Results. The identification results in Section II are
used as the nominal model for control law design, with one modi-
fication. To create a stabilizing controller, the eigenvalue associ-
ated with surge is moved~using the diagonalized formulation in
the previous section! to the neutral stability axis. Then the design
uncertainty of the eigenvalues is modeled, as shown in Fig. 15.
Note that the identified eigenvalue location for the surge mode is
a member of the family defined by this figure; thus the system is
required to remain stable for the identified system as well as the
unstable one beyond the surge line. Note also that the uncertainty
disks are stable for all modes except the surge mode. In other
words, for every model in this family, only the surge mode can be
unstable. This reflects our conjecture that acoustic modes remain
stable over the operating range of interest.

Recall that the sensors chosen for control are one diffuser throat
and two inlet sensors. These choices are the result of an iterative
process of control law design, experimental testing, data analysis,
and redesign. The automated nature of the control law design
procedure makes this iteration possible. In all, 15 compensators
were created and available for testing.

The compensator that solves the control design problem defined
here consists of three scalar transfer functions, one from each
sensor to the actuator. Two of these three transfer functions are
shown in Fig. 16~since two of the sensors chosen are in the same
place axially, two of the compensator transfer functions are almost
identical!. Note that both transfer functions contain a zero at;70
Hz, to avoid destabilization of the 68 Hz acoustic mode. The
design procedure has optimally placed this notch to avoid desta-
bilization even if the acoustic mode should be different in fre-
quency or damping than the identified model states. Note also that
the throat tap transfer function has a 20 dB/decade upward slope
in the 30 Hz region~surge frequency!. Apparently the design pro-
cedure has automatically chosen to introduce Proportional-
Derivative ~PD! type action into the compensation, consistent
with a lead-lag compensator design.
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One-Dimensional Performance
Prediction of Subsonic Vaned
Diffusers
A simple one-dimensional theory to predict the performance of a diffuser using as few
empirical factors as possible is presented. The prediction method uses two empirical
functions to assess both the pressure recovery and the losses. The functions have been
calibrated from experimental data from the company’s standard diffusers. The method is,
however, adaptable for any type of subsonic vaned diffusers, provided that the empirical
functions can be calibrated from measurements. The pressure rise in the diffuser is cal-
culated from the continuity equation, taking into account the blockage, while the losses
are determined by means of displacement and momentum thickness. These values are
calculated at design point from an integral boundary layer calculation. To take into
account the influence of flow separation at off-design, the calculated displacement and
momentum thickness are increased according to empirical functions. When designing a
new impeller, the method provides a simple way to evaluate the diffuser, resulting in the
best combination in terms of efficiency and range. It further provides a simple means of
estimating the change to be expected in a known stage performance characteristic due to
a modification of the diffuser geometry.@S0889-504X~00!01703-7#

Introduction

Despite the progress in accuracy and speed of CFD codes, there
are still large areas where simple one-dimensional prediction
methods are indispensable. The need for such prediction tools is
stressed by recent publications~e.g.,@1,2#.

A compressor manufacturer needs a one-dimensional calcula-
tion method for the performance prediction of diffusers of stan-
dardized geometry for the following reasons:

First, when designing a new impeller, a fast tool is needed to
evaluate the diffuser that results in the best stage performance.
This includes

• the matching of impeller and diffuser, and
• the limit of dynamic stability which can be expected.

However, finding the best matching with respect to efficiency is a
task that only can be achieved if the losses are accurately
predicted.

As shown in this paper, it is possible to design a stage that is
dynamically stable at a given minimum flow rate, provided that
the slope of the impeller pressure rise as well as the characteristics
with their slopes of dynamic head and diffuser pressure recovery
are known. According to this, the most suitable diffuser for a new
impeller ~whose characteristics have already been predicted by
means of CFD calculation! can be evaluated by checking several
diffusers based on the present one-dimensional calculation.

Second, such a one-dimensional calculation provides a simple
means of estimating the change to be expected in a known stage
performance characteristic, due to a modification of the diffuser
geometry. This is relevant in extending a database of measured
stage characteristics to include diffuser configurations that have
not been tested. Possible changes may refer to

• the diffuser vane anglea3D ,
• the ratio of diffuser height to impeller exit heightb2D /b2 ,

• the number of diffuser vanesz81 and
• the radial extent of the vaned diffuser.2

Basic Ideas
The goal is, therefore, to provide a tool that is able to predict

the characteristic of any diffuser geometry by means of a simple
straightforward one-dimensional theory using as few empirical
factors as possible. In the literature, an almost uncountable num-
ber of different one-dimensional calculations can be found. All of
them present several factors or empirical correlations mostly
gained from measurements in order to match the pressure recov-
ery and the efficiency correctly. Such empirical methods incorpo-
rate, e.g., a pressure recovery expressed as a function of inlet
blockage~see@3#!, or losses related to incidence or wall friction
~see@4#!. These predictions generally only apply to the family of
diffusers from which the correlations are derived. The prediction
method shown here is not any better in this respect. It also in-
cludes empirical functions trimmed to match the company’s stan-
dard diffusers. However, two such functions suffice to predict
both the pressure recovery and the losses. In addition, these func-
tions can be easily adapted to match alternative diffuser configu-
rations, particularly because one function is assumed to be appli-
cable to a broader range of diffuser geometries.

The basic ideas are as follows:

• At design point, the thermodynamic state and velocity in sev-
eral calculation stations along the diffuser are calculated assuming
an inviscid core flow and a velocity profile in the boundary layer.
The required displacement thicknessd* and momentum thickness
u result from an integral boundary layer calculation as proposed
by Stratford/Beavers@5#.3

• At off-design the calculated displacement thickness is in-
creased to take into account a further restriction of the flow area
due to separated flow, resulting indsep* . The increase in displace-

Contributed by the International Gas Turbine Institute and presented at the 44th
International Gas Turbine and Aeroengine Congress and Exhibition, Indianapolis,
Indiana, June 7–10, 1999. Manuscript received by the International Gas Turbine
Institute February 1999. Paper No. 99-GT-433. Review Chair: D. C. Wisler.

1Provided that the change in solidity is within certain limits.
2Provided that there are correlations to assess the impact on downstream compo-

nents such as scrolls or return channels.
3According to Herbert@6#, the idea of using a theoretical boundary layer method

for assessing the pressure recovery in a diffuser channel was already proposed by
Pinot @7#. Unfortunately this work is not published in the open literature.
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ment thickness,ksepd* , is a function of incidence and local Mach
number. The function contains experimental constants that apply
only to the current standardized diffusers. Knowing the factor
by which the displacement thickness has been increased, a similar
but more moderate increase,l sepu, is provided for the increase
of the momentum thicknessusep. This function accounts for the
reduction of momentum within the boundary layer due to flow
separation.

A sketch of the situation at off-design~negative as well a posi-
tive incidence!, showing that the empirical factors increase the
calculated displacement and momentum thickness, is given in
Fig. 1.

By assuming an inviscid core flow, the prediction does not take
into account any other dissipation processes, such as shock losses
or dissipation due to secondary flows other than the region of
separated flow.

Detailed Description of the Calculation Procedure

Calculation Stations in the Vaned Diffuser. The calculation
stations used in this procedure are marked in Fig. 2, where a
typical vaned diffuser of the present diffuser family is shown.
While the vanes themselves remain unchanged with respect to
position and shape of the leading edge, curvature and thickness,

all the following may be varied within certain limits: vane angle
a3D , diffuser heightb2D , radial extentr 4 /r 2 and number of
vanesz8.

Sections Between Calculation Stations

Impeller Exit to Diffuser Vane Leading Edge.Unlike other
one-dimensional predictions reported in literature~see@4,6#! the
vaneless space is not treated as a purely vaneless diffuser
calculation.4 The section from impeller exit~Station 2! to diffuser
vane leading edge~Station 3! is rather considered as a converging
channel~towards choke! or diverging channel~towards surge! as,
for example, depicted in Japikse@8#. Its inlet area,A2 , is deter-
mined by the diffuser inlet flow anglea2 and the circumferential
extent of a diffuser segment:

A252pr 2b2 sin~a2!
1

z8
(1)

The equivalent exit areaA3 is assumed to be perpendicular to
a3 . According to Fig. 3, the flow-through areaA3 then is given as
follows:
~a! for values ofa3 larger than the vane anglea3D :

A35b3h35b3
F 2pr 3 sin~a3D!

1

z8
1

2pr 3 sin~a3D!
1

z8
2dD

cos~a32a3D!
G
(2a)

and ~b! for values ofa3 smaller thana3D :

A35b3h35b3F 2pr 3 sin~a3!
1

z8

12pr 3 cos~a3!
1

z8
tan~a3D2a3!

2
dD/2

cos~a3D2a3!

G (2b)

It is further assumed that the boundary layer thickness on the
diffuser end walls~front and rear! is zero at the inlet and grows up
to Station 3 according to the relations given by Stratford and
Beavers@5#. The angle,a3 , at Station 3 can then be expressed by
a function of the known inlet angle,a2 , and the iteratively calcu-
lated values for the density,r3 , and the displacement thickness at
the two end walls,d2–3* , ~assumed to be equal for both walls!:5

a35tanS arctana2

b2r2

~b322d2 – 3* !r3
D (3)

Diffuser Vane Leading Edge to Diffuser Throat.The diffuser
throat is given by the smallest widthhth between the adjacent

4That is, by stepwise determination of the state at any radius from impeller exit to
the leading edge of the diffuser vanes.

5Note: In the analysis presented here, a simplification is made when the influence
of compressibility, blockage and losses is taken into account to calculate the velocity
and the thermodynamic state only, but not to a readjusta3 .

Fig. 1 Increased displacement and momentum thickness due
to separated flow

Fig. 2 Calculation stations of the vaned standardized diffuser
Fig. 3 Geometric considerations to determine the through-
flow area A 3
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diffuser vanes. From the diffuser leading edge to the throat, an
additional boundary layer is developed on the suction side of the
vane. The resulting displacement and momentum thickness at the
throat~Stationth! are considered to be increased because of flow
separation at flow angles with a positive incidence~toward surge!.
The additional thicknesses due to the separation are treated in one
of the following sections.

Diffuser Throat to the Diffuser Trailing Edge.Since all
through-flow areas are perpendicular to the mainstream direction,
Station 4 is actually a plane at the radius of the trailing edger 4
perpendicular to the centerline of the channel.6 The area is given
by the diffuser outlet widthh4 and the heightb4 .

From the diffuser throat to the trailing edge, there are four walls
along which a boundary layer develops: the two end walls and the
walls on the pressure and suction side of the vane. Although the
suction side does not extend to this plane~see Fig. 2! the length
from the throat to 4 is used to calculate the boundary layer for
both pressure and suction side. Separation can occur on one of the
two sides: on the pressure side for negative incidence and on the
suction side for positive incidence. An increase of the displace-
ment and momentum thickness is foreseen for both cases.

Inclusion of Zones of Separated Flow. There are several
methods described in the literature to calculate the boundary layer
in an integral form. If the stepwise development of the boundary
layer around the curved surface is known, it might even be pos-
sible to predict the location of separation. There is, however, no
simple way to calculate the state and growth of a zone of sepa-
rated flow. Instead of using a more sophisticated calculation, it is
assumed that the extent of the separated flow can be indicated for
a given profile by first calculating the displacement and momen-
tum thickness without separation and then by increasing these
values by empirical factors. The required factors are, therefore,
defined as follows:

ksep5
dsep*

d*
(4)

l sep5
usep

u
(5)

It is obvious thatksep and l sep are arbitrary and have to be
evaluated for each given profile~and may even need to be
changed for a considerably different solidity!.

Function Describing the Increase of Displacement Thick-
ness due to Separation. The empirical factorksep is based
mainly on engineering judgment and simple axial compressor per-
formance correlation methods. Hence, it is assumed to be a func-
tion of incidencei and local Mach number M.

From the available data that have been collected during the last
two decades, the characteristic for the pressure recovery is known
for a variety of diffusers combined with several impellers. After
some suitable geometries are selected from this bulk of measured
stages, the pressure recovery is calculated for each measurement
point using the dynamic head delivered by the impeller as input.
In the next step, the factorksepto increase the displacement thick-
ness as a function of the two parametersi and M has been suc-
cessively changed until the best match between calculated and
measured pressure recovery is found for all investigated configu-
rations. The geometries selected for trimmingksepcover the whole
range of possible geometric variations of the company’s standard-
ized diffusers. Hence, the selection comprises eight sufficiently
different impeller/diffuser combinations. The diffuser vane angle,
a3D , was set to 14, 18, or 26 deg, the relative height,b2D /D2 ,
varies from 2 to 8 percent, and the radial extent of the diffuser,
r 4 /r 2 , from 1.33 to 1.50. All diffusers have 24 vanes. Due to

different blade exit anglesb2S and number of bladesz9 ~with and
without splitters! of the selected impellers, a considerable differ-
ence in the velocity profile at diffuser inlet is guaranteed. Table 1
gives an overview of the selected configurations and the stage
Mach numbers Mu2 for which the ksep has been adjusted. The
result, i.e., the function yielding the best agreement between
measurement and calculation for these configurations, is shown
in Fig. 4.

This fit was achieved by a power function for both the angle of
incidencei and the local Mach number M and is given by the
following equations:
~a! negative incidence (i ,0):

ksep5~ i 10.16i 2!~1.80 M311!11 (6a)

~b! positive incidence (i .0):

ksep5~ i 10.16i 1.4!~8.00 M311!11 (6b)

Function Describing the Increase of Momentum Thickness
Due to Separation. Once the flow has separated, the deficiency
of momentum within the boundary layer has to be taken into
account. This is done by introducing an additional factorl sep by
which the calculated momentum thickness for attached flow is
increased. It is, however, assumed that the degree of separation is
already captured by the increase of displacement thickness, i.e.,
by ksep. The analogue factorl sep is, therefore, only a function of
ksep; even so, it may be different for positive and negative
incidence.

6Later, when comparing the one-dimensional-calculation with measurements, the
radius where the pressure taps are located is taken asr 4 .

Fig. 4 Factor k sep to increase the calculated displacement
thickness in order to account for separation

Table 1 Stage configurations selected to determine the sepa-
ration function k sep „the values refer to the stage Mach num-
bers Mu 2 for which the function was adjusted …
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It is worth noting that expressingusep/u as a factor ofdsep* /d*
is the same as providing a factor for increasing the form factor
H12, because withH12[d* /u and Eqs.~4! and~5!, the following
relation is found:

H12sep
[

dsep*

usep
5

ksepd*

l sepu
5

ksep

l sep
H12

Sinceksepis always larger thanl sep, an increase of the form factor
for separated flow is guaranteed.

Assuming that the velocity profiles along a wall with a given
adverse pressure gradient evolve in a similar manner, the function
describingl sep is of more general validity. As a result, to find a
suitable relation forl seponly two of the above-mentioned configu-
rations have been selected~one with impeller withb2S535 deg
and 14 deg diffuser and one with impeller withb2S548 deg
combined with 22 deg diffuser!. The resulting relation is shown
in Fig. 5.

The function l sep can then be described by the following
equations:
~a! negative incidence (i ,0):

l sep50.03e~0.5~ksep21!!10.97 when ksep<6.18 (7a8)

l sep50.2~ksep21!10.334 whenksep.6.18 (7a9)

~b! positive incidence (i .0):

l sep50.4~ksep21!11 (7b)

Some Examples and Test of Accuracy

Measured and Predicted Characteristics. From the remain-
ing impeller/diffuser combinations, which have not been used to
calibrate the empirical functions, two examples have been chosen
to give an idea of the capability of the prediction method. For that
purpose the measured and predicted pressure rise coefficientCp
and loss coefficientv are plotted against the diffuser inlet flow
anglea2 at different stage Mach numbers Mu2. Figure 6 shows
the results found for an impeller withb2S535 deg, z9514,7

combined with a diffuser witha3D518 deg, z8524 and redial
extent r 4 /r 251.33. In Fig. 7 the same comparison is given for
another impeller~b2S545 deg,z9515! with a 24-vane diffuser
with a3D526 deg,r 4 /r 251.50. Each impeller/diffuser combina-
tion was investigated for two different exit heightsb2 /D2 , while
the impeller exit and the diffuser inlet height were identical
(b2imp5b2diff).

The region where instability—mild surge or rotating stall—has
been detected during the measurement are marked with a shaded
area. Within this area, an accurate prediction is no longer possible
due to erroneous input data. Beyond this region, theCp charac-
teristics are generally fairly well predicted, but in some cases the
values are rather too high. In the latter example~Fig. 7!, an ex-

7Althoughb2S andz9 are identical to the listed values for one of the impellers in
Table 1, the impeller used here is significantly different from the one used there.

Fig. 5 Factor l sep to increase the calculated momentum thick-
ness in order to account for separation

Fig. 6 Measured and predicted characteristics for an 18 deg diffuser with z8Ä24, r 4 Õr 2
Ä1.33, in combination with an impeller with b2SÄ35 deg, z9Ä14
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treme discrepancy is found for the highest flow angle at high stage
Mach number ~Mu250.8 and 1.0! and small diffuser height
(b2 /D250.047). According to the prediction method there is ex-
cessive separation leading to premature choke. For the loss coef-
ficients, unfortunately no direct comparison between measurement
and prediction is possible, since the measured losses include the
losses in the return channel while the predicted ones do not.8 As a
consequence, the measured values forv should always be higher
than the predicted ones. Furthermore, the difference between the
two loss coefficients should increase with increasing incidence to
the de-swirl vanes in the return channel and with the increase of
the remaining kinetic energy at the exit of the diffuser. The latter
goes along with mass flow and increases, therefore, with increas-
ing diffuser inlet flow anglea2 . Considering these effects, the
trend shown by the predicted loss coefficient seems to be
reasonable.

Slopes of Measured and Predicted Characteristics Near-
Choke and Surge. During the design procedure, apart from ef-
ficiency, two other questions are of utmost importance: Where
does the stage choke and where is the limit of dynamic stability
for a given impeller/diffuser configuration? The answer to these
questions can only be given provided that the prediction is accu-
rate enough at flow conditions close to surge and choke.

To verify the accuracy of the given one-dimensional prediction,
a comparison with measurements is performed. For the majority
of the measured stages, the maximum flow rate is given by the
intersection of compressor characteristic and flow resistance curve
of the test rig ducting, rather than a real choke condition in either
the impeller or the diffuser throat. Therefore, the accuracy of
the prediction method has to be assessed by comparing the slopes
of measured and predicted diffuser characteristics at maximum
flow rate.

It is reasonable to do the same for flow conditions in the vicin-
ity of surge. This is outlined as follows: The onset of dynamic

instability is related to the pressure rise characteristic of the stage.
It is common knowledge~e.g., @9#! that a compressor is poten-
tially dynamically stable in any duct work as long as the slope of
its pressure rise characteristic is negative:

]Dpcomp

]a2
<0 (8)

whereDpcomp, the normalized pressure rise, is defined as

Dpcomp5
Dpcomp

r1* u2
2/2

(9)

As shown by Hunziker@10#, this argument can be extended to
the individual stage components when subdividing the pressure
rise of the whole stage,Dpcomp, into the contributions of each
component~impeller, diffuser, and scroll or return channel!. Thus,
in order to assess the contribution of the diffuser to the onset of
dynamic instability, it is necessary to consider the slope of the
diffuser, ]Dpdiff /]a2 .

With a given pressure coefficient,Cpdiff , and a given dynamic
head,p2* 2p2 , the normalized pressure rise,Dpdiff , of the dif-
fuser is provided by:

Dpdiff5Cpdiff

p2* 2p2

r1* u2
2/2

(10)

Hence, the slope,]Dpdiff /]a2 , can be easily determined.9

The comparisons have been performed for a series of impellers,
which have been combined with the company’s standard diffusers
of short (r 4 /r 251.33) or full length (r 4 /r 251.50). The diffuser
vane anglea3D varied between 10 deg to 34 deg in steps of 4 deg.
The impellers cover a design flow ratef1 design* from 0.01 up to

8While the static pressure at diffuser exit has been measured, the total pressure
only can be derived where the flow angle is known. This is not the case for the flow
leaving the diffuser, but for the flow after the return channel.

9It has to be stressed that it is not sufficient to consider the slope of the pressure
recovery characteristic,]Cpdiff /]a2 , since]Dpdiff /]a2 depends on both the char-
acteristic of pressure recovery and dynamic head~see later!.

Fig. 7 Measured and predicted characteristics for a 26 deg diffuser with z8Ä24, r 4 Õr 2Ä1.50,
in combination with an impeller with b2SÄ45 deg, z9Ä15
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0.11, with blade exit anglesb2S ranging from 15 to 60 deg. The
stage Mach number Mu2 was between 0.4 and 1.0, with air as
working fluid.

Near Choke. The comparison between measured and pre-
dicted slope for maximum flow rate is shown in Fig. 8.10 This
figure shows a clear trend where the agreement is improved to-
ward small negative values of the slope. This behavior is already
expected due to the introduction of the empirical method. Rela-
tively small amounts of~negative! slope at maximum flow corre-
spond to operating points with low negative incidence. As a con-
sequence, any uncertainty due to the incidence-dependent increase
of blockage does not yet influence the pressure rise noticeably. In
contrast, operating points with steep pressure rise characteristics,
i.e., large negative slopes, go along with large negative incidence
values and thus with poorer accuracy. However, for slopes smaller
than 20.5, the characteristic is already considerably steep and
even an error of about 50 percent~boundary marked by dotted
line! has no bearing.

Near Surge. Figure 9 shows the comparison of predicted ver-
sus measured slope for operating points close to the instability
line. While the slopes at choke are strongly negative, those at
surge exhibit much smaller values and may even be above zero in
the case of a rather ‘‘open’’ diffuser~i.e., large values ofa3D! that
has been combined with an impeller designed for lower flow rates.
As a consequence, for the slopes at surge a different scale has to
be applied than for those at maximum flow rate. Therefore, for
Fig. 9 the same scale as for the enlarged part of Fig. 8 is chosen.

Figure 9 seems to lack the trend found for the slopes near
choke, i.e., an improved agreement with increasing values of the
slope. This is also expected from the prediction method. The slope
]Dpdiff /]a2 is determined by both the characteristics of the pres-
sure recovery and dynamic head, which is given by the impeller
and not by the diffuser. For a given dynamic head characteristic,
strongly negative values of]Dpdiff /]a2 correspond to operating
points which are further away from the incidence free condition.

The question arising now is how much an ill-predicted slope
influences the prediction of the instability line. At the stability

limit, given by a2 mes, a certain slope]Dpdiff /]a2umes was mea-
sured. An incorrectly predicted slope,]Dpdiff /]a2usim, then
shows a wrong position on theDpdiff-a2 characteristic, resulting
in a difference toa2 mes. Given the shape of theDpdiff-a2 char-
acteristic in the vicinity ofa2 mes, the errorDa2 err due to the ill
prediction can be assessed. In Appendix A1, an expression for
Da2 err is given assuming a parabolic shape of theDpdiff-a2 char-
acteristic,Dpdiff5aa2

21ba21c, in the vicinity of the stability
line:

Da2 err5
1

2a S ]Dpdiff

]a2
U

sim

2
]Dpdiff

]a2
U

mes
D (11)

This assessment, however, requires the knowledge of the shape
of the characteristic, at least of the terma. Therefore, a much
simpler and more convenient approach has been chosen, where
the error due to a wrong prediction for the pressure riseDpdiff is
taken into account. Referring to Fig. 10, assume that at operating
point 1 the pressure riseDpdiff(1) and the anglea2(1) are known.
With the measured slope]Dpdiff /]a2umes the pressure rise
Dpdiff(2) is reached ata2 mes(2), whereas with the predicted
]Dpdiff /]a2usim, a2 sim(2) is found for the sameDpdiff . The cor-
responding differencea2 sim(2)2a2 mes(2), i.e., the errorDa2 err,
then can be given by:

Da2 err5Da2 mesS 12
]Dpdiff /]a2umes

]Dpdiff /]a2usim
D (12)

The relative errorErel is simply this amount divided by the
angle found at the stability limit:

Erel5Da2 err/a2 sim (13)

The result of this assessment is shown in Fig. 11, where the
distribution of the relative error against the diffuser vane angle

10For this comparison, those operating points where the one-dimensional predic-
tion indicated choked flow or merged displacement thicknessesd* in any calculation
stations have been omitted.

Fig. 8 Comparison of measured and predicted slopes
Dp diff Õa2 at maximum flow rate

Fig. 9 Comparison between measured and predicted slopes
Dp diff Õa2 at surge

Fig. 10 Parameters required for the assessment of the influ-
ence of an ill-predicted slope
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a3D is shown on the left and a histogram on the right. Out of a
series of 164 data points, there are three points with relative errors
that exceed the 100 percent margin. These points have been
omitted.

The bulk of the remaining data lies within a610 percent range.
For a customer’s compressor generally a surge margin within65
percent is guaranteed. The result found herein is probably not
quite that good, but it still qualifies the involved one-dimensional
prediction as a useful tool.

In all three data points where the relative error exceeds the 100
percent margin, the predicted slope is almost zero. Equation~12!
indicates that the relative error tends toward6` when
]Dpdiff /]a2usim approaches zero. This trend is proven by Fig. 12.

Application

Design for Given Minimum Flow Rate. Matching of impel-
ler and diffuser is not only aimed at finding the combination yield-
ing the best stage efficiency. In some applications it might be
useful to guarantee a certain minimum flow rate. As shown below
it is possible to design a stage that is dynamically stable at a given
minimum flow rate, provided that the slope of the impeller pres-
sure rise characteristic and the values and slopes of dynamic head
and diffuser pressure recovery are known. As already stated, a
compressor stage is dynamically stable as long as the sum of the
slopes of its components is negative~e.g., @10#!. Neglecting the
influence of a scroll or a return channel, at the given minimum
flow rate, the following inequality has to be satisfied:

]Dpimp

]a2
1

]Dpdiff

]a2
<0 (14)

or with Dpdiff expressed similar to Eq.~9!, and derived:

]Dpdiff

]a2
5 Cpdiff

]

]a2
S p2* 2p2

p1* u2
2/2D 1S p2* 2p2

p1* u2
2/2D ]Cpdiff

]a2
(15)

Equation~14! can be written as:

]Dpimp

]a2
1Cpdiff

]

]a2
S p2* 2p2

p1* u2
2/2D 1S p2* 2p2

p1* u2
2/2D ]Cpdiff

]a2
<0

(16)

To solve these equations, the following characteristics are re-
quired, for a new impeller:

• Dpimp2a2 characteristic,
• 2(p2* 2p2)/r1* u2

2 characteristic,

and for the diffuser:

• Cpdiff2a2 characteristic

Assume that a newly designed impeller has to be combined
with one of the standardized diffusers and that the minimum flow
rate, expressed bya2 min, that has to be met is given. For the
quantities ata2 min the following abbreviations are used:

D8[
]Dpimp

]a2
U

a2 min

(17)

C[Cpdiffua2 min
(18)

C8[
]Cpdiff

]a2
U

a2 min

(19)

S[
p2* 2p2

p1* u2
2/2U

a2 min

(20)

S8[
]

]a2
S p2* 2p2

p1* u2
2/2D U

a2 min

(21)

Therefore, of the impeller ata2 min, the following variables need
to be known:

• D8,
• S, and
• S8

and of the diffuser~at a2 min!:

• C and
• C8

Fig. 11 Distribution and frequency of the relative error
Da2 err Õa2 min

Fig. 12 Relation between relative error Da2 err Õa2 min and pre-
dicted slope Dp diff Õa2zsim

Fig. 13 Sketch of the characteristics and values needed to ful-
fill the criteria for dynamically stable operation at a2 min
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Simplifying Eq. ~16! via Eqs.~16!–~21! yields:

D81CS81C8S<0 (22)

The characteristics and values required for Eq.~22! ~or Eq.
~16!! are shown in Fig. 13.

From the impeller, apart fromS, only the slopes have to be
known ~D8 and S8!. When designing the impeller by means of
CFD, at least two calculations are required: one at a flow rate
higher than that associated witha2 min and one at a flow rate
below this value (6Da2). It is further argued that the prediction
of a slope with CFD might be more accurate than the prediction of
an absolute value. Knowing the impeller quantities~D8, S, and
S8! with the present one-dimensional prediction method, a rapid
evaluation of the suitable diffuser yielding the required slope at
a2 min then is possible.

Estimation of the Influence of a Modified Diffuser Geom-
etry on a Measured Performance Characteristic

Possible Modifications. The use of the present one-
dimensional prediction method provides the opportunity to handle
diffuser geometries other than the ones that are measured. As long
as the diffuser vanes themselves still follow the specified geom-
etry with respect to the shape of the leading edge, curvature, and
thickness, it is possible to predict the effects of:

• change of diffuser vane anglea3D ,
• change of diffuser heightb2D /b2I ~i.e., a pinched diffuser!,
• change of diffuser vane numberz8 and
• change of diffuser radius ratior 4 /r 2 .11

The change of the diffuser vane number is probably more hazard-
ous because of the considerable change in solidity.

‘‘Subtracting-and-Adding’’ Procedure. The idea is to ‘‘sub-
tract’’ the characteristic~i.e., efficiency! of the diffuser with
which the stage characteristic was originally measured and then
‘‘add’’ the characteristic of the new diffuser. It is argued that this
‘‘subtracting-and-adding’’ procedure guarantees the best achiev-
able accuracy because the contribution of any influence not cov-
ered in the one-dimensional prediction~e.g., skewness of the in-
coming velocity profile and the resulting secondary flows! is
almost ruled out.

Application of the one-dimensional prediction requires knowl-
edge of the thermodynamic state at impeller exit (p2 ,T2), the
stagnation pressurep2* ~or velocityc2!, and the discharge angle of
the impellera2 . Setting the static pressurep2 arbitrarily to unity
and using the pressure ratiop2* /p2 in combination with static
temperatureT2 and flow anglea2 is, however, still sufficient.
Unfortunately often not all of these variables are known when
measuring a compressor stage as an entirety. Therefore, to get the
required input data a certain procedure~depending on the avail-
able data! has to be carried out for each measurement point. In
Appendix A2 such a procedure is outlined for the data set stored
in the in-house stage stacking method.

Once the required input data at diffuser inlet are known, the
diffuser performance can be assessed for both the original and the
changed diffuser, yieldingp4* ~or p4* /p2! and T4* for each dif-
fuser. As outlined in Appendix A3, the change in stage efficiency
then can be assessed by:

Dhstage5~12g0!
k21

k

ln~ p4*
orig/p2/p4*

new/p2!
ln~T4* /T2!

(23)

for all measuredf1* values. The change in stability~i.e., the re-
sulting shift in f1 stab* !, however, is not as easy to predict as the
change in efficiency. The stability limit can be dictated by the
impeller alone. An example of this circumstance is when the im-
peller undergoes severe rotating stall, resulting in a sharp drop of
the impeller’s pressure rise characteristic. In such instances the
stability line is likely to be unchanged even with an other diffuser.
However, in casef1 stab* is not determined by such phenomena, a
prediction procedure is conceivable. It is fair to assume that the
instability occurs at the same slope of the stage’smy2f1* char-
acteristic as in the original stage:

]my

]f1*
U

new

stab

5
]my

]f1*
U

orig

stab

(24)

The locus on the new characteristic, where the same slope is
reached, then is found by the same procedure, as proposed in
Appendix A1 to find the error due to an ill-predicted slope. The
new characteristic, therefore, has to be approximated by at least a
second-order polynomial to indicate thef1* value with the same
slope, which then isf1 stab* .12

Some Examples. Shown below are three examples where,
based on a known stage characteristic, the new characteristic for a
changed diffuser has been predicted by applying the ‘‘subtracting-
and-adding’’ method. For the first two examples, a data set as
used by the in-house stage-stacking program~RADAX ! has been
used, i.e.,hp , m0 , andg0 at tenf1* -values. For these examples
the original stage was the same~impeller: b2S545 deg,z9515;
diffuser; a3D522 deg, z8524, r 4 /r 251.50, at Mu250.8 while
b2I /D25b2D /D250.071!. For the last example another base was
chosen ~impeller: b2S550 deg, z9518; diffuser; a3D522 deg,
z8512, r 4 /r 251.35, at Mu250.8 while b2I /D25b2D /D2
50.038!. Here the values forhp , m0 , andg0 were taken directly
from the measurement.

Change of Diffuser Vane Angle.From the stored data of the
first stage, i.e., with regular 22 deg diffuser~base characteristic!,

11Note: Considering a stage with a return channel or scroll following the diffuser,
it does not suffice to take into account the change in diffuser loss alone. The one-
dimensional prediction for the diffuser would predict a lower loss coefficientv2 – 4
for the shorter diffuser because of the reduced build-up of separation along the walls.
However, in the shorter diffuser the flow is less diffused and therefore, the dynamic
head at the inlet of the following return channel or scroll is increased. As a conse-
quence, the losses in this stage element increase too and lead to a lower efficiency of
the combination diffuser plus return channel or diffuser plus scroll. Therefore the
change of losses in the return channel or scroll,v4 – 5, have to be assessed also.

12It has to be emphasized that the influence of any change in diffuser geometry on
the stability line might be predicted with more accuracy as long as the change leads
to a shift of the stability line to the right~higher flow rates!, i.e., when the specified
slope of the new diffuser characteristic is reached at a higher flow angle. Some
additional difficulties are encountered when this slope lies to the left of the original
one, since the impeller variables~discharge flow angle and dynamic head at impeller
exit! have to be extrapolated.

Fig. 14 Predicted influence of diffuser vane angle change
based on data prepared for the stage stacking program
„RADAX …. Original stage „Mu2Ä0.8…; impeller: b2SÄ45 deg, z9
Ä15, b 2I ÕD2Ä0.071; diffuser: a3DÄ22 deg, z8Ä24, r 4 Õr 2Ä1.50,
b 2D ÕD2Ä0.071.
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the characteristics for a diffuser with the same radial extent
(r 4 /r 251.50), but witha3D518 deg and 26 deg, are calculated.
The results are shown in Fig. 14, together with the measured
characteristics and the base characteristic.

The quality of agreement between prediction and measurement
is about the same for the 18 deg and the 26 deg diffuser; however,
the peak efficiency has been underestimated~about 1.5 points! for
the former and overestimated~about 1 point! for the latter. The
predicted stability limit was far too low for the 18 deg diffuser
compared to measurement~the predicted slope ofmy at the lowest
flow rate is much steeper than the measured one!. For the 26 deg
diffuser the predicted stability line is 7.3 percent too low.

Change of Diffuser Vane Number.The same impeller and dif-
fuser were chosen to check the performance of the prediction
method in terms of a reduced vane number.z8 was set to 12
instead of 24 and then compared with the measured characteristic
~see Fig. 15!.

Compared to the measurement, the efficiency is overestimated
by about 2 points at low flow rates and then drops too fast toward
choke. The stability line is fairly well predicted, being 0.7 percent
too high. This example shows that even with the functions for the
separation~ksep and l sep! being gained from diffusers with rather

high solidity ~i.e., 24 vanes! the influence of a change in diffuser
geometry is well predictable for diffusers with considerable lower
solidity (z8512).

Change of Diffuser Height. The capability of the method to
predict the characteristics of a pinched diffuser is shown in Fig.
16. Toward choke, the measured characteristic falls off earlier
than predicted. The predicted peak efficiency is slightly too high
and the stability limit is about 0.4 percent lower than measured.

Summary and Conclusions
In the present paper the following topics were covered:

• A simple straightforward one-dimensional theory for the pre-
diction of the performance of vaned diffusers is presented. The
method mainly relies on two empirical functions, by which the
increase of displacement and momentum thickness due to separa-
tion on the suction~toward surge! or the pressure side~toward
choke! is taken into account. The static pressure and the mean
velocity in any calculation station are calculated assuming an in-
viscid core flow and a boundary layer of known displacement and
momentum thickness at each diffuser wall. Due to the calibration
of the functions with the company’s standard diffusers, they apply
only to this type of diffusers, although the method itself is adapt-
able for any type of subsonic vaned diffusers.

• The accuracy of the method was examined by comparing
measured and predicted characteristics. Special interest was fo-
cused on the slope near choke and surge. The results have shown
that surge prediction seems to be possible within610 percent.

• It is shown how the present method provides a useful tool
during the design process of a new stage when the best matching
between a new impeller and a standardized diffuser has to be
found. The ‘‘best’’ matching may refer to the efficiency as well as
operating range. Therefore, it was further outlined how to design a
stage that is dynamically stable at a given minimum flow rate. It
was assumed that the slope of the impeller pressure rise charac-
teristic as well as the values and slopes of dynamic head were
known from CFD calculations, while the pressure recovery of the
diffuser and its slope were assessed by means of the present one-
dimensional prediction method.

• It was also shown how the one-dimensional prediction
method can be used to estimate the change to be expected in a
known stage performance characteristic when modifying the dif-
fuser geometry. Examples were shown for the change of diffuser
vane angle, diffuser vane number, and height ratio between im-
peller exit and diffuser entry.

The results are encouraging, although in some cases an im-
provement is required.
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Nomenclature

A 5 area
b 5 height
c 5 absolute velocity

Cp 5 pressure recovery5(pi 112pi)/(pi* 2pi)
D 5 diameter

Dp 5 nondimensional pressure rise~see Eq.~9!!
h 5 width, enthalpy

H12 5 form factor5d* /u
i 5 incidence angle5a3D2a3

ksep 5 empirical factor for increase of displacement thickness
~see Eq.~4!!

l sep 5 empirical factor for increase of momentum thickness
~see Eq.~5!!

Fig. 15 Predicted influence of diffuser vane number based
on data prepared for the stage stacking program „RADAX …:
original stage „Mu2Ä0.8…: impeller: b2SÄ45 deg, z9Ä15,
b 2I ÕD2Ä0.71; diffuser: a3DÄ22 deg, z8Ä24, r 4 Õr 2Ä1.50,
b 2D ÕD2Ä0.071

Fig. 16 Predicted influence of reduced diffuser height, based
on measurements: original stage „Mu2Ä0.8…: impeller: b2S
Ä50 deg, z9Ä18, b 2I ÕD2Ä0.038; diffuser: a3DÄ22 deg, z8Ä12,
r 4 Õr 2Ä1.35, b 2D ÕD2Ä0.038
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ṁ 5 flow rate
M 5 local Mach number

Mu2 5 stage Mach number5u2 /AkRTE*
p 5 pressure
r 5 radius
R 5 gas constant
T 5 temperature
u 5 velocity

u2 5 impeller tip speed
z8 5 number of diffuser vanes
z9 5 number of impeller blades
a 5 flow angle of absolute velocity

a3D 5 diffuser vane angle setting
b2S 5 impeller exit blade angle
g0 5 degree of reaction5Dhimp /Dh* 5Dhimp /m0u2

2

d* 5 displacement thickness
hp 5 polytropic efficiency

u 5 momentum thickness
k 5 isentropic coefficient

m0 5 work coefficient
my 5 polytropic head

r 5 density
f 5 flow coefficient5ṁ/rEu2D2

2

v 5 loss coefficient5(pi* 2pi 11* )/(pi* 2pi)

Subscripts

comp5 referring to compressor
diff 5 referring to diffuser
err 5 error
E 5 stage entry
i 5 referring to segmenti

imp 5 referring to impeller
mes 5 measurement
sep 5 referring to separation
sim 5 simulation

stage5 referring to stage
th 5 diffuser throat
u 5 circumferential
1 5 Station 1
2 5 Station 2, diffuser~vaneless space! entry
3 5 diffuser channel leading edge
4 5 diffuser exit
5 5 return channel exit

Superscripts

new 5 referring to modified characteristic
orig 5 referring to original characteristic
stab 5 at stability line

* 5 referring to stagnation condition

Appendix A1

Influence of an Ill-Predicted Slope on the Stability Limit.
For accurate prediction of the dynamic instability, the slope is the
important quantity that has to be correctly predicted. At the sta-
bility limit, the measured data points ina2 mes(1) anda2 mes(2)
result in a certain slope,]Dpdiff /]a2umes. Based on the predicted
pressure rise, a different slope would be calculated.
]Dpdiff /]a2usim. As shown in Fig. A1-1, an incorrectly predicted
slope,]Dpdiff /]a2usim, shows a wrong position on theDpdiff-a2
characteristic, resulting in a difference toa2 mes. The difference to
a2 mes, the errorDa2 err, can be assessed provided that the shape
of the Dpdiff-a2 characteristic is known in the vicinity ofa2 mes.

If the Dpdiff-a2 characteristic be approximated by second-order
polynomial:

Dpdiff5aa2
21ba21c (A1-1)

the two known slopes then have to satisfy:

]Dpdiff

]a2
U

mes

52aS a2 mes1
1

2
Da2D1b (A1-2a)

]Dpdiff

]a2
U

sim

52aS a2 sim1
1

2
Da2D1b (A1-2b)

and so the difference,Da2 err5a2 sim2a2 mes, can be assessed by:

Da2 err5
1

2a S ]Dpdiff

]a2
U

sim

2
]Dpdiff

]a2
U

mes
D (A1-3)

Appendix A2

Calculation of Required Data for the One-Dimensional
Prediction Using the Degree of Reaction. For a measured
stage the characteristic of efficiency,hstage, and work coefficient,
m0 , are stored in the in-house stage stacking program~RADAX !.
In addition the degree of reaction,g0 , is known. It is assumed that
g0 and m0 do not change noticeably when using another
diffuser.13 The velocityc2 at impeller exit then can be assessed:

c2
2

2
5Dh* 2Dhimp5m0~12g0!u2

2 (A2-1)

The circumferential component cu2 is known due to the mea-
suredm0 value ~provided that there is no pre-swirl, i.e., cu150!:

cu25m0u2 (A2-2)

With c2 and cu2, the flow angle can be calculated:

a25arccosS cu2

c2
D (A2-3)

With the knowledge or with an arbitrary set of pressure and
temperature at stage inlet (p1* ,T1* ), valid for the original charac-
teristic, the static temperature at impeller exit is found:

T25T1* 1
g0m0u2

2

cp
(A2-5)

The ratio of stagnation pressure and static pressure is then:

13With the definition of g0 as the ratio of total-to-static enthalpy rise of the
impeller and total enthalpy rise of the stage, this value does not change appreciably
when different diffusers of approximately similar efficiency are combined with the
same impeller.

Fig. A1-1 Parameters to assess the influence of an ill-
predicted slope on the instability line
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p2*

p2
5Fk21

2

c2
2

kRT2
11Gk/k21

5F ~k21!
m0~12g0!u2

2

kRT2
11Gk/k21

(A2-6)

Hence all the quantities required as input for the one-
dimensional prediction are known.

Appendix A3

Assessment of the Influence on the Stage Efficiency Due to a
Modified Diffuser. Provided that the efficiency of the impeller,
h imp , is unchanged, the change in stage efficiency, which is to be
expected due to the different diffusers, can be evaluated as
follows:

Dhstage5hstage
orig 2hstage

new 5g0~h imp
orig2h imp

new!1~12g0!~hdiff
orig2hdiff

new!

'01~12g0!~hdiff
orig2hdiff

new! (A3-1)

where the static-to-total efficiencies of the diffusers are defined as:

hdiff
orig5

k21

k

ln~p4*
orig/p2!

ln~T4*
orig/T2!

(A3-2)

hdiff
new5

k21

k

ln~p4*
new/p2!

ln~T4*
new/T2!

(A3-3)

Considering adiabatic conditions,T4*
new5T4*

orig5T4* , Eq.
~A3-1! can be written as:

Dhstage5~12g0!
k21

k

ln~p4*
orig/p4*

new!

ln~T4* /T2!
(A3-4)

or when using the ratioP2* /p2 as input and yieldingp4* /p2 as
output:

Dhstage5~12g0!
k21

k

ln~p4*
orig/p2 /p4*

new/p2!

ln~T4* /T2!
(A3-5)
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On the Development and
Application of the Fast-Response
Aerodynamic Probe System in
Turbomachines—Part 1: The
Measurement System
This contribution gives an overview of the current state, performance, and limitations of
the fast-response aerodynamic probe measurement system developed at the Turbomachin-
ery Lab of the ETH Zurich. In particular, the following topics are addressed:

• Probe technology: Miniature probes with tip diameter ranging from 0.84 to 1.80 mm
(one-sensor and three-sensor probes, respectively) have been developed. New technolo-
gies derived from microelectronics and micromechanics have been used to achieve an
adequate packaging of the microsensor chips used. Both the sensor packaging and the
sensor calibration (time-independent and time-dependent) are crucial issues for the DC
accuracy of any measurement.

• Aerodynamic probe calibration: The methods used for the sensor calibration and the
aerodynamic probe calibration, the pertinent automated test facilities, and the processing
of the output data are briefly presented. Since these miniature probes are also capable of
measuring the mean flow temperature, aspects related to the effective recovery factor and
the self-heating of the probe tip are treated and some recommendations related to sensor
selection are given.

• Measurement system and data evaluation: The early measurement chain described
in Gossweiler et al. (1995) has evolved into the fast-response aerodynamic probe system.
This automatic system incorporates dedicated measurement concepts for a higher accu-
racy and a more efficient operation in terms of time and failures. An overview of the data
evaluation process is given.

The fast-response aerodynamic probe system has been tested in real-sized turboma-
chines under industrial conditions within the temperature limits of 140°C imposed by the
sensor technology (axial-flow turbofan compressor, axial-flow turbine, centrifugal com-
pressor). These applications confirmed the potential of the system and encouraged its
further development. Now, the system is routinely used in the facilities of the Turboma-
chinery Lab and in occasional measurement campaigns in other laboratories.

Part 2 of this contribution (Roduner et al.) will focus on the application of the fast-
response aerodynamic probe system in a transonic centrifugal compressor of the ETH
Turbomachinery Laboratory, while Part 3 (Ko¨ppel et al.) treats more sophisticated data
analysis methods.@S0889-504X~00!01003-5#

Introduction
A better understanding of the unsteady flow phenomena such as

secondary flow or rotor–stator interactions is a key to further im-
provements in turbomachinery. In addition to complex CFD meth-
ods, modern measurement techniques with time-resolving capa-
bilities are necessary to determine the instantaneous flow
quantities. Such systems have to satisfy numerous requirements
like bandwidth~high above the blade-passing frequency of typi-
cally 5 to 12 kHz!, high spatial resolution, large Mach number
range~from 0.1 up to transonic!, high measurement accuracy of
the flow quantities, good access to the test section, and low dis-
turbances in the investigated flow section. Furthermore, resistance
to higher temperatures and large pressure ranges is of great
advantage.

In this context, fast-response aerodynamic probes are a prom-
ising alternative to other time-resolved measurement techniques,

such as, hot-wire anemometry@1# or laser techniques@2#. Besides
the flow angles, the Mach number, and the velocity~and unlike
these complementary techniques!, fast-response pressure probes
can also measure both time-resolved total and static pressures. All
these flow quantities are determined from the pressure levels and
fluctuations at different points of the probe tip measured with
miniature piezoresistive pressure sensor chips@3–8#. Another ad-
vantage of fast-response pressure probes compared to hot-wires is
the probe robustness and the insensitivity of the calibration to dirt
contamination. The easier access to the test section compared to
optical methods is an additional asset for fast-response pressure
probes.

In the last decade, a fast-response probe measurement system
has been developed for turbomachinery at ETH Zurich@9#, with
the emphasis on a thorough characterization and optimization of
all its components. The system has been successfully used in sev-
eral applications under industrial conditions, e.g., in an axial-flow
jet engine compressor, in a centrifugal compressor@10#, and in an
axial-flow turbine. Thanks to the probe design, the sensor technol-
ogy, and adequate measurement concepts used, the present gen-
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eration of fast-response aerodynamic probe systems allows us to
determine both the AC and DC signal parts with a good accuracy
~i.e., velocity uncertainty below 1 percent!.

Overview of the Measurement System
The development of a fast-response aerodynamic probe mea-

surement technique at the ETH Turbomachinery Laboratory over
the past ten years comprised on the one hand generic research on
sensors, on miniature probe technology, and probe aerodynamics.
On the other hand, applied research targeted the development of a
complete system for time-resolved flow measurements dedicated
to turbomachinery.

Joint efforts on both research paths have lead to the present
generation of fast-response aerodynamic probe system. To
achieve the main goals, i.e., the accurate measurement of both AC
and DC parts of the flow quantities, the system was divided into
three parts:

• Hardware components, consisting of sensors, miniature
probes, calibration facilities, probe traversing systems, data acqui-
sition electronics, probe monitoring computer system, and data
evaluation and analysis computers.

• Software components, consisting of calibration software,
probe monitoring and measurement software, and data evaluation
and analysis software.

• Methods and concepts, which include all procedures neces-
sary to prepare and operate the measurement system in an opti-
mized way, to achieve accurate and reliable measurements. These
methods are based on a thorough characterization of the properties
of all system elements, the objectives of the measurement cam-
paigns, and the experience gained during measurements in turbo-
machines.

The benefits of experience have been consistently used to im-
prove the software and hardware elements listed above. A main
objective was to facilitate the use of the system by means of
software implementations, making it suitable for routine
measurements.

Pressure and Temperature Measurement With Minia-
ture Sensor Chips

Miniature-Pressure Sensor Chips. The requirements in
terms of size, pressure sensitivity, and the objective of measuring
not only the AC but also the DC part of the pressure signal reduce
the choice to piezoresistive and capacitive pressure sensors. Pref-
erence is given to the piezoresistive, because it does not require,
in contrast to the capacitive principle, any signal conditioning in
the close proximity of the sensor.

However, commercially available packaged pressure sensors
are too large to fit into really miniature probes. An alternative is
offered by raw sensor chips derived from biomedical applications
~Fig. 1!. This avoids the size increase due to a double packaging.
An overview of pressure sensor chip types used in fast-response
aerodynamic probes is given in Table 1.

Sensor Chip Characteristics. Assuming a constant excita-
tion currentI e in the Wheatstone bridge~Fig. 1, right!, the output
signal voltage depends strongly on the pressure applied on the

diaphragm, and weakly on temperature. On the other hand, the
excitation voltageUe is weakly dependent on the pressure, but
strongly on temperature~Fig. 2!. This enables the pressure sensor
to measure also the diaphragm temperature.

Sensor Chip Selection Criteria. The following basic criteria
are used to select the appropriate chip type and chip individuals
for an application in aerodynamic probes:

• Sensor geometry and sizein accordance with the general
shape and size of the probe tip~see ‘‘Optimization of the probe
geometry’’!. Due to its small size, the sensor diaphragm shows a
mechanical eigenfrequency between 500 and 900 kHz. The limit-
ing frequency for turbomachinery measurements~blade-passing
frequencies typically 5 to 12 kHz! may be given by the pneumatic
cavity if the sensor is mounted in the probe interior~see ‘‘Dy-
namic sensor calibration’’!.

• Pressure sensitivity, normalized with a given excitation cur-
rent:

SI5
U~Dp,TRef!2U~0,TRef!

Dp•I e
F mV

bar mAG (1)

This definition addresses a possible overheating of the sensor
diaphragm, which would strongly reduce the pressure signal sta-
bility ~DC! and increase the error on the measured flow
temperature.

• Total bridge resistance Re ~cf. Fig. 1, right!:

Re5
Ue

I e
5

~R11R4!•~R21R3!

R11R21R31R4
(2)

Fig. 1 Piezoresistive miniature pressure sensor chip
Fig. 2 Typical excitation and output signals of a piezoresistive
pressure sensor chip „Sensym P788, IeÄ1 mA …

Table 1 Typical data of miniature differential pressure sensor
chips used in fast-response aerodynamic probes „monocrys-
talline silicon at TÉ30°C…
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For high-performance applications, it should be noted that higher
bridge resistanceRe and long electric connections to the amplifi-
ers affect the amplitude and phase response of the system~Fig. 3!.

• Temperature sensitivity: The temperature dependency can be
described by the temperature coefficient of the resistance TCRe

TCRe~Tm!5
1

Re~Tm!

Re~T2!2Re~T1!

T22T1
, (3)

with Tm5(T11T2)/2. A higher coefficient provides a higher reso-
lution of the diaphragm temperature measurement.

• Stability of the signals: The accurate measurement of both the
AC and DC part of the pressure signal relies on stable sensor
signals. The remaining errors can be corrected to some extent by
applying appropriate concepts during the measurement.

• Dissipation power density: This parameter describes roughly
the transfer of the sensor’s dissipated heat to the hosting probe tip:

jdiss5
Pdiss

Ls•Ws
. (4)

jdiss should be kept low to avoid an overheating of the sensor
diaphragm, which would decrease the sensor stability and the ac-
curacy of the temperature measurement.

• Pressure limitation: Although some preferred sensor chips
are designed for differential pressures up to 350 mbar only, they
can be used up to several bar. All nonlinearities occurring in this
case are taken into account in the sensor calibration process. In the
following, a full-scale~FS! value of 1 bar is assumed for operating
the sensor types presented in Table 1.

• Temperature limitation: Most pressure sensor chips mounted
in fast-response aerodynamic probe are machined from monocrys-
talline silicon. Due to the resistor noise~p-n-junction!, this mate-
rial sets an upper limit to the operating temperature at 120°C to
140°C, depending on the doping level. However, the materials
used to build the probe~metals, ceramics, adhesives, and poly-
mers! withstand more than 200°C.

Development Trends. Higher temperature applications re-
quire other micromachining techniques for the sensor manufactur-
ing. For example, the commercial availability of a chip based on
silicon-on-insulator~SOI! technology with comparable size and
properties would allow operating temperatures up to 240°C@11#.

Probe Technology

Design Process. Miniature fast-response probes are designed
in an iterative process, which takes aspects from various fields
into account. A general flow chart of this process and its interde-
pendencies is shown in Fig. 4. In order to obtain optimal probe
characteristics, various development objectives and design criteria
have to be carefully balanced:

Mechanical Optimization of the Probewith respect to the mea-
surement task: Straight shaft geometries are preferentially used in

turbomachinery to facilitate access to the flow region. Mechanical
design is also an issue to estimate the deflection and to prevent the
probe from breaking. The following cases are considered: Aero-
dynamic load, flutter, excitation due to Ka´rmán vortex street, and
mechanical excitation induced by the turbomachine~e.g., compo-
nents, blade passing!. A structural analysis has been performed
with a finite element program~NASTRAN! for each type of fast-
response aerodynamic probe in order to determine the eigenfre-
quencies, the modes, and the expected bending. This analysis and
the experience gained from applications did not reveal any signifi-
cant vibrations or perturbations of the pressure measurement.

Optimization of the Probe Geometry.Over the last years, dif-
ferent probe geometries such as cylinders@3# wedges@5#, or pyra-
mids @12# have been used for fast-response measurements. The
choice of the geometry should not only be dictated by static de-
sign considerations derived from pneumatic probes@13# but also
by the time-dependent characteristics@14#: Investigations by
Humm et al.@15,16# have demonstrated the strong influence of
both geometry and size on the accuracy of the measured time-
dependent flow quantities in highly fluctuating flow fields. There-
fore, a cylindrical geometry was chosen, this being the best com-
promise for the fast-response aerodynamic probe for fast-response
measurements in fluctuating flows.

• The lower angular sensitivity of a cylinder as compared to
wedge probes does not affect this decision, assuming that a good
overall resolution of the pressure measurement is provided. For
example, measurements at only M50.2 with a cylindrical probe
~fast-response aerodynamic probe C1S18! under industrial condi-
tions showed an angular uncertainty due to the noise over the
whole measurement system below 0.04 deg.

• However, the angular range of the probe, i.e., the range over
which measurements can still be correctly evaluated, is of great
importance. The typically highly fluctuating flows encountered
behind rotating turbomachine stages require large yaw angle tol-
erance ranges for radially traversed probes: Even if yaw angle
fluctuationsDwmax of 620 deg seem to be a typical upper limit
for ensemble-average of fluctuations, the required angular range
Dwmax may be far larger if multisensor probe data are processed
as real time series~see ‘‘Concepts of Application’’ and@17#!.

• In the typical operating range (Re5103 . . . 105), the Rey-
nolds dependency of cylindrical probes remains low for small
probe diameters. Corrections might be necessary if the probes are
operated under low pressure conditions such as encountered in
blow down facilities.

• The maximum Mach number considered for past and present

Fig. 3 Alteration of the amplitude and phase response due to
bridge resistance Re and cable length L †17‡

Fig. 4 Fast-response probe design and development steps
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applications of the fast-response aerodynamic probe was 0.8. The
Mach number effect is taken into account with aerodynamic
calibrations.

Miniaturization of the Probe Size.Due to the intrusion of the
probes into the flow, a small size generally helps to reduce time-
dependent and time-independent interactions with the flow. Ex-
periments by Humm@16# have clearly demonstrated that the se-
vere measurement errors due to time-dependent effects are
directly proportional to probe size. Thus, the size reduction be-
comes of crucial importance. Furthermore, the spatial resolution
of the probe increases when the distance between the pressure taps
is smaller.

Optimization of Sensor Properties.This objective is a com-
promise between the basic sensor properties, the sensor packaging
technique, and the concepts applied during the measurements. All
these elements, and in particular the impact of the minimum probe
size on the sensor properties, have been thoroughly investigated.
As a consequence, the prototype probes, such as the four-sensor
probe Z4LS25 with an outer diameter of 2.50 mm@9# have
evolved toward a second probe generation, designated fast-
response aerodynamic probe.

Development of Fast-Response Aerodynamic Probe.New
concepts allowing the manufacturing of small series of probes
were necessary for the further miniaturization of these multisensor
probes. Thus, two types of cylindrical probe with an outer diam-
eter of 1.80 mm have been developed, accommodating one and
three sensors, respectively~Fig. 6, left!. A fourth sensor can be
implemented into the latter probe type in the future, enabling
three-dimensional flow measurements.

The sensor chips are located inside the probe, with the chip
diaphragm turned towards the interior~Fig. 5!. This avoids dam-
ages due to particle impacts on the chip’s active side. Thus fast-
response aerodynamic probe were successfully operated over sev-
eral hundred hours without damages.

Alternative methods for the manufacturing and the sensor pack-
aging derived from micromechanics and microelectronics were
required to scale the diameter of three-sensor probes down to 1.8
mm. For example, the geometry of the complex miniature probe
parts has to be manufactured within 0.01 mm. Reliable electrical
connections of the sensor chips are also important issues consid-
ering the complexity of the probe interior.

As shown later~‘‘Measurement concepts’’!, the probes are op-
erated in the differential pressure mode. By supplying the probe
interior with a reference pressure close to the common pressure
level of the turbomachine, sensors with per se small pressure
ranges can be utilized~typically 350 mbar!. This mode not only
enhances the pressure sensitivity of the sensors, but also allows
readjustment of the sensor’s gain and zero during the application.
This is of great advantage for accurate measurement of the DC
signal part, considering the limited stability of microsensors due
to hysteresis drift effects.

For this reason, all fast-response aerodynamic probe types are
equipped with a controlled pressure supply. The smallest fast-
response probe using this philosophy is the Pitot with a tip diam-
eter of 0.84 mm~Fig. 6, right!. With this design and the type of
microsensor used, a sensitivity of typically 90 mV/bar~at 5 mW
excitation power! before amplification can be achieved.

Sensor Calibration

Introduction. Depending on the time interval considered, dif-
ferent issues are of interest:

• Static properties: What is the achievable DC~steady-state!
accuracy for pressure and temperature? What are the best time
intervals before the sensors have to be recalibrated~long-term
properties!?

• Dynamic properties: What is the typical dynamic response of
the pressure and the temperature reading?

After the probe manufacturing, the sensors require an accurate
calibration as a function of temperature, pressure, and time. While
the calibration under static conditions takes place prior to and
after each measurement campaign for each probe, calibrations un-
der dynamic conditions, i.e., with higher temperature or pressure
gradients, are performed for each type of probe only and used as
typical data.

Static Sensor Calibration.

Sensor Test Facility. A computer-controlled facility has been
developed in which completed probes are calibrated automatically
in terms of temperature and pressure. The probe tips are held in an
environmental chamber where steady temperature levels are main-
tained over several hours~level accuracy60.1 K, steadiness
within 60.02 K!. The temperature is cycled according to the tem-
perature range required by the target application. Several succes-
sive temperature cycles are necessary to separate drift effects from
thermal hysteresis. The reference pressure of the probe inner part
is supplied with precision valves in seven steps from 0 to the
required maximum pressure~supply fluctuations: 2.5 Pa/min for a
range of 1 bar!. The reference pressure is measured with ParoSci-
entific ‘‘Digi-quartz’’ transducers. All electric signals are mea-
sured with a digital scanner voltmeter built at the Laboratory
~maximum absolute error: 50 ppm FS!. A steady, low-velocity air
flow is blown on the probe tips~or sensor chips, respectively! to
minimize heat convection effects in the chamber.

Typical Results for the Pressure Signal. The pressure signal
Fig. 5 Schematic view of the sensor chip location in a cylin-
drical fast-response probe

Fig. 6 Left: tips of one- and three-sensor probes C1LS18 and
C3LS18 „tip diameter 1.80 mm, prismatic shaft diameter 3.0
mm …; right: tip of one-sensor pitot probe P1S08 „diameter 0.84
mm …
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zero changes of a sensor in a three-sensor probe are shown during
three temperature cycles between 12 and 92°C and total duration
of 510 h in Fig. 7~left; the lines between the steps are drawn to
make the reading easier!. At every temperature step, a pressure
cycle with seven levels was also applied.

All cycle data are represented as differences to the ascending
part of the first temperature cycle and can be interpreted as
follows:

• The plots reveal that the sensor’s behavior is subject to a
‘‘training’’ effect: The larger differences between the first and the
following loops occur not only when the probe is calibrated for
the first time, but also after longer stocking periods at ambient
temperature. This effect was also observed in medical catheter
manufacturing@18#, but could not be completely explained yet.

• A small thermal hysteresis occurs between the ascending and
the descending cycle part. Apart from the first loop, the hysteresis
remains within 2 mbar limits over this temperature range.

• A small drift of the zero can be observed from the end points
of the loops and amounts to approximately 0.5 mbar in the second
and third cycles.

• The short-term stability is defined herein as the pressure-zero
change over a short observation period~in @min# or @h#!:

dp0

dt
~Dp50,T5¢!5

p~ t2!2p~ t1!

t22t1
(5)

The standard deviation of these gradients at each temperature step
during all cycles remains generally below 0.5 mbar/h~Fig. 7,
right!. The increase of stability of the pressure zeroes above 40°C
is of practical interest for turbomachinery applications.

The creep of the pressure reading, i.e., when the probe is sub-
mitted to higher pressure levels, amounts to 0.08 percent FS~1
bar!, which is an improvement compared to other designs~@8#: 0.3
percent FS!. No particular procedures are required in the later

application, since the fluctuating pressure part~AC! due to the
flow remains smaller. The gain of the pressure signal was found to
be stable, with changes of only a few per mil per year. Despite the
fairly good characteristics of the sensors, the offsets and gains,
including the amplifiers and the data acquisition equipment, are
routinely readjusted in short time intervals during the measure-
ment process to improve the DC accuracy of the system.

Typical Results for the Temperature Signal.Past experience
in several turbomachinery applications revealed the interest for an
accurate flow temperature information, besides the time-resolved
pressure data. While the offset of each pressure signal can be
checked and readjusted during measurements by changing the ref-
erence pressure in the probe interior, a temperature offset cannot
easily be detected while the probe is inserted in the machine.
Therefore, the stability of the temperature signal had to be care-
fully investigated. The example in Fig. 8~left! shows the mean
indicated temperature of a one-sensor probe for seven temperature
cycles, plotted for each step as a difference to the indicated tem-
perature in the ascending part of the first loop.

Compared to the raw sensor chip~i.e., before encapsulation!,
time-dependent effects can now be noted. However, the mean
deviations remain within60.15 K during the observation period
of 240 h. These results are typical for this type of sensors and
probes, and small in comparison to other errors arising in the flow
temperature measurement.

Sensor Self-Heating.Due to the power dissipated in the sen-
sor’s resistors, the sensor diaphragms are prone to heat up. Since
the heat transfer to the surrounding flow depends on the flow
velocity, the measured absolute temperature level as well as the
pressure signal stability are affected. Epstein@6# reported about a
sensor temperature of 40–50°C when the probe was in still air at
ambient temperature. To reduce such drawbacks, his probes were
then equipped with a cooling system.

In the present case, cooling would not only be problematic for
the probe design~size!, but also prevent the measurement of tem-
perature. Therefore, the governing parameters for self-heating
have been investigated. For cylindrical probe tip geometries, the
self-heatingDT can be described as@19#:

DT5
nReI e

2

lpL

1

0.31
0.62~c•D/n!1/2Pr1/3

@11~0.4/Pr)2/3] 1/4

, (6)

with n being the number of sensors andD the tip diameter.
Experiments with several probes are in good agreement with

Eq. ~6!. Cases of constantL ~tip length involved in the heat ex-
change! are shown as lines in Fig. 9. The overtemperature of the
one-sensor probe type in air at only 2 m/s amounts to 0.5 K.

Dynamic Sensor Calibration

Pressure Calibration. The recessed position of the sensor dia-
phragm behind the pressure tap~see Fig. 5! defines a pneumatic
cavity, which affects the dynamic behavior of the pressure signal.
For this reason, several configurations of sensor chips and geom-

Fig. 7 Pressure signal zero and short-time stability of a typical
sensor during three temperature cycles „three-sensor fast-
response aerodynamic probe C3S18, TÄ12 . . . 92°C, Dt
Ä510 h…

Fig. 8 Long-term stability of the indicated temperature „fast-
response aerodynamic probe C1S18#12, four temperature
steps of 6 h, TÄ35 . . . 92°C…

Fig. 9 Overtemperature due to self-heating of a one-sensor
fast-response aerodynamic probe C1S18#13 and model results
„solid lines …
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etries relevant for this kind of probe have been investigated over a
high bandwidth using a shock tube. All cylindrical types of fast-
response aerodynamic probe presented herein show amplitude and
phase plots with a shape similar to Fig. 10.

The first peak reveals the eigenfrequency of the cavity
~90 . . . 105 kHz,according to the probe type!, and the second
sharper peak the sensor diaphragm eigenfrequency~650 . . . 850
kHz, depending on sensor type!.

An individual calibration of each probe in a frequency range up
to 100 kHz can be envisaged for higher requirements in terms of
analogue bandwidth, and amplitude and phase accuracy. A nu-
merical correction of the amplitudes and phases can then be ap-
plied to the time series in the data evaluation after measurements.

Temperature Calibration. The behavior of the pressure and
temperature signals under small and large temperature gradients,
e.g., occurring during the run-up of a machine or the sudden im-
mersion in hot flows as encountered under surge conditions, has
been tested for each probe type. The typical response of the indi-
cated pressure zero is shown in Fig. 11~left! during a gentle
temperature change~maximum 4 K/min!, and in Fig. 11~right! for
a temperature step of 60 K. A closer view of the data shows that
a zero offset of 5 mbar is reached after 10 s. The pressure gain
was found to be unaffected by dynamic temperature effects.

The response of the indicated temperature has a first-order sys-
tem behavior~not shown here!, with a time constantt63 percentof
13.8 s for the one-sensor fast-response aerodynamic probe C1S18
in low air velocity (c51.5 m/s). The shorter time constant of 7.5
s of the three-sensor type fast-response aerodynamic probe C3S18
is due to the completely different design of the tip interior. The
time constants decrease roughly by an order of magnitude if the
flow velocity is increased to M50.5 ~other conditions unchanged!.
The pressure zero offset is also more influenced by temperature
steps~Fig. 11, right! and might require a correction when applied
in blow-down facilities or under surge conditions with larger tem-
perature variations.

Conclusions. The dynamic pressure response has been quan-
tified for different configurations and a bandwidth of over 500
kHz. In the present applications with an analogue bandwidth of 44

kHz, the signals do not require any corrections. However, the
pressure signals could be corrected with the sensor transfer func-
tions for higher requirements regarding the analogue bandwidth or
the amplitude and phase accuracy.

The effects of temperature transients on the indicated pressure
zero are rather small. A further strong reduction can be achieved
by applying adequate operating concepts during the measurements
~see below!. Depending on the magnitude of the temperature fluc-
tuations occurring during surge, a correction of the measured pres-
sure zero based on experimental data may become necessary. Due
to structural integrity of the probe components the flow tempera-
ture should not exceed 200°C over time periods longer than 0.5
seconds.

Finally, the time-constant of the indicated temperature~ap-
proximately 1 s at M50.5! confines the probes to mean flow
temperature measurements. Other techniques such as aspiration or
cold wire probes are necessary for time-resolved temperature
measurements in turbomachinery~e.g.,@20–22#!.

Modeling of the Static Sensor Calibration Data

Model-Based Reconstruction.In contrast to most other pres-
sure sensing applications, no external electronic circuitry is used
here to compensate temperature effects on the zero offset and the
sensitivity of the pressure signal@23#. An active compensation
method using a model-based reconstruction is applied@24#, to
enhance the accuracy and to avoid the larger size due to additional
circuits. The sensor characteristicsUe(T,Dp) and U(T,Dp) are
calibrated over the whole pressure and temperature range of the
target application. Their integration into a numerical model en-
hances the accuracy remarkably.

Therefore, the sensor dataU,Ue5F(Dp,T) collected during
the static calibration are used. In particular, the cycle with the
lowest drift and hysteresis~see general shape in Fig. 7! will be
selected. According to the voltage characteristics of piezoresistive
pressure sensors~Fig. 2! and after exchanging the dependent and
independent variables, the properties of each sensor can be ap-
proximated by a polynomial model:

Dp~U,Ue!5(
i 50

m

(
j 50

n

kpi jU
iUe

j (7)

T~U,Ue!5(
i 50

m

(
j 50

n

kTi jU
iUe

j (8)

Model Accuracy. In most cases, the use of polynomials of
second degree (m5n52) satisfies the accuracy requirements.

The typical standard deviation of the residuals shown for a
one-sensor probe~Fig. 12! amounts to 0.2 mb~FS51 bar!, and
0.04 K ~temperature span: 60 K!. Using m5n>2, the extreme
residuals stay below 1 mbar and 0.2 K respectively; see Fig. 12
~right!. They contain stochastic as well as systematic measure-
ment errors~partly due to hysteresis and drift! occurring during

Fig. 10 Dynamic response of a miniature pressure sensor in a
recessed cavity †32‡

Fig. 11 Indicated pressure zero after temperature changes of
Á60 K and after a step of ¿60 K; fast-response aerodynamic
probe C1S18#12

Fig. 12 Reconstructed pressure and temperature signals of
fast-response aerodynamic probe C1S18#12: standard devia-
tions of the residuals „left … and minimum and maximum residu-
als „right …
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the calibration. Thus, polynomials of the third degree or above
would improve the reconstruction accuracy in special cases only
and will not be further considered.

Aerodynamic Calibration of the Probes

Introduction. Although a calibration in controlled dynamic
flows would be very valuable, no known facilities can provide
such conditions in air for frequencies relevant to turbomachinery.
Therefore the time-dependent part of the probe aerodynamics has
been investigated with large-scale model experiments in water by
Humm et al.@15#, and these considerations are taken into account
for the real applications. Correction procedures for dynamic ef-
fects on the probes are currently investigated@25#.

The calibration discussed here is confined to flows under
steady-state conditions. The objective to measure also the DC
level with good accuracy~i.e., velocity uncertainty,1 percent!
requires extensive individual calibration of each fast-response
probe in a well-known steady reference flow. Operating condi-
tions such as Mach number must be varied. The angular range is
chosen according to the intended application.

Automatic Calibration Facility. The probes are calibrated in
a broad Mach number range up to 0.8 in a free jet nozzle~Fig. 13,
left!. The components of this facility have been designed to
achieve data of an accuracy one order of magnitude higher than
required in the target application. Since fast-response probes must
cover large angular ranges with a fine resolution~see ‘‘Design
process’’!, meshes with several hundred points are necessary for
each probe at any Mach number level.

To make such time-consuming calibrations feasible, the calibra-
tion system is fully computer-controlled. The configuration in-
cludes three-axis probe actuators~angular uncertainty:60.03
deg!, multichannel pressure monitoring system, voltage scanner
for probe sensors signals~absolute uncertainty:650 ppm FS! and
thermistors~absolute uncertainty: 0.1 K!. A separate control unit
is dedicated to the centrifugal compressor air supply. The air flow
temperature is controlled within60.05 K ~at 0.2,M,0.7! to
avoid transient temperature effects on the probe’s miniature
sensors.

A calibration rate of 800 angular positions per hour can be
achieved with fast-response probes. The rate with pneumatic
probes is lower~120 positions/h!, since pressure-lead transients
have to decrease before the measurements are taken~these time
delays are controlled by a statistical algorithm based on the stan-
dard deviations of the series of pressure samples taken!. For ex-
ample, the calibrated pressure coefficientsCp of a conventional
pneumatic probe such as the three-hole probe C3P18 having the
same external geometry as the three-sensor probe fast-response
aerodynamic probe C3S18 are shown in Fig. 14. The overall re-
peatability of theCp is typically better than62 ppm.

Calibration of the Effective Recovery Factor. To prepare
the probes for measuring the~time-averaged! flow temperature
additionally to the time-resolved pressure, the effective recovery
factor r

r 5
hi2hstat

htot2hstat
5F~M ,Tstat! (9)

has to be calibrated in the jet nozzle in terms of Mach number and
static temperature. The range of temperature is limited by the
nozzle facility to 15°C<Tstat<70°C. The difference between the
total flow temperature and the temperature indicated by a one-
sensor probe is plotted in Fig. 15 for two typical yaw positions of
the probe~stagnation point and angle where the static pressure is
approximately measured!. The corresponding effective recovery
factor can be obtained by using the nozzle velocitycF and the
specific heatcp as:

r 512
2cp

cF
2 •~Ttot2Ti !. (10)

Whereas the dashed lineTtot2Tstat in Fig. 15 illustrates an~ideal!
stagnation-point recovery factor of 1, the effective recovery factor
of the one-sensor probe type fast-response aerodynamic probe
C1S18~grey lines in Fig. 15! corresponds to a recovery factor of
about 0.6. This much lower value is due to heat conduction in the
probe interior. Based on its definition~Eq. ~10!!, the uncertainty
of the recovery factor increases strongly for low velocities where

Fig. 13 Vertical-nozzle free jet facility „diameter 100 mm … for
the calibration of aerodynamic probes; probe frame of refer-
ence: yaw-pitch system „as defined by †33‡…

Fig. 14 Aerodynamic coefficients of a three-hole probe
„C3S18P, diameter 1.80 mm, M Ä0.30…. Each mesh node is a
calibration point. The frame of reference of the probe is defined
in Fig. 13 „right ….

Fig. 15 Difference between flow total temperature and indi-
cated probe temperature; resulting effective recovery factor;
fast-response aerodynamic probe C1S18#12
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the temperature headTtot2Tstat is low. Therefore the range below
M50.2 should be disregarded~Smouth @26# even recommends
M50.3 as a lower limit!.

Modeling of the Static Aerodynamic Probe Calibration
Data

Aerodynamic Coefficients.The calibration coefficientsCp ob-
tained for every probe pressure tap are combined into an appro-
priate set of nondimensional aerodynamic coefficients to allow the
evaluation of the physical flow quantities in the application. The
choice of these coefficients is depending upon the probe geom-
etry. For the present cylindrical probes, the coefficients have been
chosen according to Krause and Dudzinski@27#. The yaw sensi-
tivity is described by:

Kw5
p22p3

p12pm
5Kw~w,g,M!, with pm5

p21p3

2
(11)

The pitch sensitivity can be obtained by adding a fourth sensor
in the three-sensor probe shown above~or by using the four-
sensor probe Z4LS2.5 presented in@9#!, enabling it to make three-
dimensional measurements:

Kg5
p22p3

p12pm
5Kg~w,g,M !. (12)

The total pressure and static dependencies are given by

K tot5
ptot2p1

p12pm
5K tot~w,g,M ! (13)

and

Kstat5
ptot2pstat

p12pm
5Kstat~w,g,M !. (14)

Since all coefficients also depend upon the Mach number, the
calibration is preformed for several Mach number steps. In the
Reynolds number range considered (ReS>103 . . . 1.23105), vis-
cosity effects have only a marginal influence for this probe geom-
etry, making a variation of Re unnecessary.

The angular range over which data can be evaluated is limited
by the denominatorp12pm , which shows numerical poles at yaw
anglesw of approximately640 deg for the cylindrical geometry
with the given tap locations~Fig. 16!. Basically, a data evaluation
beyond the poles is possible. However, the solutions become am-
biguous and must be identified and treated accordingly@17#.

Conditioning of the Calibration Coefficients.To allow the
more efficient direct~i.e., noniterative! evaluation of large mea-
surement data sets, the dependent and independent variables in the
calibration coefficients defined in Eqs.~11! and ~12! are ex-
changed:

w5F~Kw ,Kg!, and g5F~Kw ,Kg!. (15)

The functionsF are defined by the calibration data. The data of
a four-hole probe are shown in Fig. 17 to illustrate also the pitch
sensitivity.

Each dot of the ‘‘stretched’’ mesh represents a calibration
point. The fine-lined mesh is provided for visualization purposes
only and does not affect the further data evaluation.

Modeling and Accuracy. The calibration surfaces represented
by Eqs.~13!, ~14!, and~15! are approximated by bivariable poly-
nomials. For accuracy reasons, a third variable containing the
Mach number dependency is not implemented; the Mach number
is determined using an interpolation between the discretely cali-
brated Mach number steps. The degree of the polynomial depends
on both the required angular range and on the desired accuracy.
Practical limits for the degree are set by the CPU time for the later
evaluation and by the number of data points available~a high
degree of freedom is required for the least-squares approximation
to avoid numerical oscillations!.

Due to the large angular range required by fast-response mea-
surement, the coefficient surfaces are rather complicated~e.g.,
Fig. 17, right! making a detailed error analysis necessary. The
residuals of the angle evaluation model~Eq. ~15!! are shown in
Fig. 18 for the cylindrical four-hole probe when the calibration
data are modeled to different degreesm,n and within different
angular ranges.

For the case considered, polynomial degreesm5n56 are a
good compromise: The standard deviation of the yaw residuals
remains within 0.1 deg for all three angular ranges. The residuals
of the pitch angle are more sensitive to the angular range
(0.05 deg,r g,0.6 deg). The extreme residuals~Fig. 18, bottom!

Fig. 16 Angular distribution with poles „zero lines … of the de-
nominator Cp1À„Cp2¿Cp3…Õ2 of three-hole probe C3P18

Fig. 17 Calibration surfaces w„K w ,K g… and g„K w ,K g… of a cy-
lindrical four-hole probe †34‡

Fig. 18 Accuracy of the yaw and pitch angle evaluation model
depending on polynomial degrees „m,n … and angular range
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are influenced not only by stochastic calibration errors, but also by
systematic differences in some regions of the surfaces.

Operating Concepts and System Configuration

Introduction. In order to achieve a high measurement accu-
racy with fast-response probes~e.g., velocity uncertainty below 1
percent!, the system operating concepts require great attention:
They specify the steps necessary in a given turbomachinery appli-
cation to optimize the measurement system in terms of accuracy,
reliability, and gain of information. In the following, some basic
operating concepts related to the fast-response aerodynamic probe
system are presented. To simplify the discussion, only two-
dimensional measurements are considered.

Probe Operation Modes

One-Senor Probes Operated in the Pseudo-Three-Sensor Mode.
In this case, the fluctuating flow is measured time-resolved, at
every probe traverse position under three angular positions of the
probe shaft~Fig. 19!. The time-averaged flow direction is prefer-
ably chosen as the center positionwFR , but misalignments within
a few degrees are acceptable. At this yaw position, sensor voltage
data seriesU1(t), Ue1(t) are collected over a large numberm of
rotor revolutions~typically m5100 . . . 300!. Then the probe shaft
is rotated to the2DwFR position and data acquisition is started at
some arbitrary timeDt I , giving U28(t1Dt I) and Ue28(t1Dt I).
The same is done with the probe turned to the1DwFR position,
giving U38 and Ue38 from Dt II on. A value ofDwFR543 deg is
well adapted to this cylindrical probe geometry, since the pressure
tap measures about the~time-averaged! static pressure at this yaw
angle position.

Using the sensor calibration data, the voltages are numerically
converted into pressure (p1 ,p28 ,p38) and temperature
T1 ,T28 ,T38) time series, the latter being virtually constant values
due to the large time constant of temperature measurement. This
conversion concludes the ‘‘measurement’’ part; see Fig. 19.

Each of the time seriesp1 ,p28 ,p38 typically comprises a steady
~‘‘DC’’ ! component and fluctuations~‘‘AC’’ ! due to deterministic
~rotor-position-determined! and stochastic ~e.g., turbulence-
induced! fluid dynamic events. By ensemble averaging@28# based
on a once-per-revolution trigger signal of the turbomachine shaft,
all stochastic fluctuations are statistically eliminated and there re-
main three time seriesp̃1 ,p̃28 ,p̃38 typical of any one rotor revo-
lution 0,tN,1/N. In terms of shaft synchronized timetN , these
series are simultaneous and may be combined like the signals of a
three-sensor probe~with sensors located at243, 0, 143 deg! to
give all flow quantities; see Fig. 19.

Thus, the one-sensor probe functions as a pseudo-three-sensor
probe. The ensemble-average, marked with ‘‘;’’, is defined as

p̃~ tn!5
1

m
•(

i 5 l

m

pi~ tn!, (16)

with pi(tn) as the value of the pressure sensori at the rotor-
synchronized timetn . Pressure fluctuations nonsynchronous with
the rotor~or its higher harmonics generated, e.g., by blade pass-
ing! contribute to the ensemble standard deviation:

s̃~ tn!5A1

m
•(

i 5 l

m

~pi~ tn!2 p̃~ tn!!2 (17)

The data evaluation of these pressure signals provides the time-
resolved ensemble-averaged flow quantitiesw̃, p̃tot , p̃stat, M̃ , c̃
andT̃ at a given traverse position for one typical rotor revolution.

Determination of the pitch angleg̃ requires at least one addi-
tional sensor or a four-sensor probe. This is not treated here in
detail.

The total numberm of revolutions to be sampled determines the
statistical uncertaintys̃uea of the ensemble-averaged results:

s̃uea5
s̃~ tn!

Am
5A(~xi~ tn!2 x̃~ tn!!2

m•~m21!
(18)

Thus the accuracy can only be improved with the square root of
the number of revolutions.

Three-Sensor Probe Mode.In this case a time-resolved mea-
surement of the fluctuating flow is carried out at every traverse
position under a single angular positionwFR of the probe shaft
~Fig. 20!, and the signals of these sensors are collected simulta-
neously. Generally the center sensor tap will face the time-
averaged flow direction. A correction ofwFR by repeating the
measurement may be necessary if the yaw angle distribution is
strongly asymmetric.

The flow information is available as time series, containing also
the stochastic parts of the signal, such as turbulence. The draw-
backs are the larger data acquisition equipment necessary for the
additional sensors and the higher complexity of the data evalua-
tion ~e.g., larger angular fluctuations due to the stochastic contents
have to be treated!.

The experiences with the fast-response aerodynamic probe sys-
tem applied to several industrial test turbomachines have shown
that one-sensor probe systems operated in the pseudo-three-sensor
mode cover many demands. They are easier to handle during the
calibration, the measurements, and the data processing. However,
more specific investigations like stall inception or operations in
blow-down test facilities, where cross-correlated time-series are
necessary, require the use of multisensor probes to collect the data
of each pressure tap simultaneously. Flow direction probes ac-
commodating up to six sensors have been developed for such
applications and allow any flow yaw angle around the probe to be
determined@29#.

Sensor Adjustments. Although the probe’s sensors are thor-
oughly calibrated in terms of temperature and pressure to meet the
application’s conditions, they are prone to drift and hysteresis
effects. To fulfill the accuracy requirements, periodic checks of
the sensor pressure-zeroKz(t) and gainKg(t) drift are necessary
in short time intervals, to allow a readjustment of the calibration
characteristics in Eq.~7! by applying the correction:

Dp~U,Ue ,t !5Kz~ t !1Kg~ t !(
i 50

m

(
j 50

n

kpi jU
iUe

j (19)

These operations are performed briefly prior and after travers-
ing the flow path by retracting the probe into a recessed tower,
where the conditions are monitored. Figure 21~left! shows a typi-
cal evolution of the residuals~standard deviationsr and extreme

Fig. 19 One-sensor probe used in the pseudo-three-sensor
mode

Fig. 20 Description of the three-sensor probe mode
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values! of the pressure evaluation using Eq.~7! directly after cali-
bration, and in the following four temperature cycles in the
computer-controlled sensor test facility.

The residuals in Fig. 21~center! illustrate the significant accu-
racy improvements when the pressure data are readjusted for each
temperature cycle using Eq.~19!. The temperature readings~Fig.
21, right! are not readjusted, since they were found to be stable
over long time intervals.

Measurement System Configuration

Overview. A fully computer-controlled probe control system
has been developed~Fig. 22!. The automation of all measurement
sequences ensures an optimum probe operation for accuracy and
timing, and further reduces errors by performing strictly repetitive
operations.

Hardware Components of the Fast-Response Aerodynamic
Probe System. The system consists of the following components
@17#:

• Probe control system~PCS! with a LabView™ software ap-
plication controlling the specific measurement equipment

• Probe pressure unit~PPU! providing stable pressure levels to
operate the sensors in the most effective pressure range indepen-
dently of the pressure level in the turbomachinery flow.

• Instrument amplifiersin SMD technology mounted into the
probe shaft end block to reduce the distance to the sensors.

• High-speed data acquisition systemwith a high gain and
phase accuracy over the whole bandwidth. The rotor position ref-
erence is set by an optical trigger module.

• High-precision two-axis probe actuatorswith stepping motor
controllers used to traverse the probe through the flow passage.

• Workstation(s) for off-line data evaluation, connected by Eth-
ernet to the high-speed data acquisition system.

System Operation.All sequences for operating automatically
the probes and other equipment in the target turbomachine are
programmed in a ‘‘task file.’’ Thus, the measurement schedule
can be optimized for the task and tested prior to measurement.
This way high costs due to missed measurements or even hard-
ware damage can be conveniently avoided.

Measurement Data Evaluation
The numerical evaluation of large time-series of sensor signals,

with data acquisition troughputs of typically 3.2 MB/s, to detailed
distributions of flow quantities plotted over a traverse requires
efficient handling and data processing capabilities. A general
overview of the data evaluation is given in Fig. 23. The present
software is an evolution of the ‘‘AW-System’’ package developed
in-house specifically for large time series@30#. An open user in-
terface provides a good interactivity, in order to monitor and con-
trol each evaluation step.

The data analysis, which aims at the detailed fluid dynamic
analysis of the results and the feedback to turbomachinery devel-
opment, is a further step in the data processing.

Applications in Turbomachinery
The fast-response aerodynamic probe system can be used for

axial and centrifugal flow turbomachinery applications. Depend-
ing on the focus of the investigations, one-sensor probes operated
as pseudo-three-sensor probes or more complex three- or four-
sensor probes can be used~e.g., if cross-correlated time-series are
required such as for turbulence measurements, for stall inception
or in blow-down test facilities!. The present operating limits are
given by the maximum temperature of 140°C, the analogue band-
width of 45 kHz, the Mach number~0.15 . . . 0.8under atmo-
spheric conditions, extension planned! and the flow medium~gas!.
Thanks to the supplied reference pressure, the system can cope
with pressure levels up to several bar.

The fast-response aerodynamic probe system has been inte-
grated in several in-house applications such as a turbulent pipe
flow @31# or an axial low-speed blower. It is routinely used in the
centrifugal compressor test stand ‘‘Rigi’’~reported in@10#, and in
Parts 2 and 3 of this paper!. The applications in industrial test
facilities include measurements in the axial-flow test compressor
of a turbojet engine and in an axial-flow research turbine~air!.
Close contacts with external institutions point toward an increas-
ing interest in the quality data delivered by this technique.

Conclusions and Outlook
The development of fast-response aerodynamic probe measure-

ment equipment at the Turbomachinery Laboratory of the ETH
Zurich has resulted in a high-performance system primarily dedi-
cated to turbomachinery applications. All components of this fast-

Fig. 21 Residuals of a sensor evaluation: during calibration
„C… and four following temperature cycles; fast-response aero-
dynamic probe C1S18#12

Fig. 22 Configuration of the fast-response aerodynamic probe
system for time-resolved measurements in turbomachines

Fig. 23 Flow chart of the standard data evaluation software
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response aerodynamic probe system, including miniature probes,
signal amplifiers, data acquisition electronics, calibration facili-
ties, and data processing, have been individually optimized with
respect to the measurement accuracy~AC and DC!, to the system
flexibility and the operating efficiency. In particular, the one-
sensor probes operated as pseudo-three sensor probes have shown
a high potential, because they combine the simple application and
evaluation methods with a good return of information about the
time-resolved flow patterns.

The current improvement of selected components make the
fast-response aerodynamic probe system suited for more complex
applications, such as detailed two-dimensional flow field measure-
ments or even three-dimensional with four-sensor probes. The
system has been successfully used for measurement campaigns in
different turbomachines at the ETH and in industrial test facilities.
Several new applications are planned in-house and at other
institutions.

Nomenclature

Cp 5 nondimensional pressure coefficient
c 5 flow velocity

cp 5 specific heat
D 5 diameter
h 5 enthalpy
I 5 current

K 5 calibration coefficient
L 5 length

M 5 Mach number
m 5 shaft revolutions during data collection; polynomial

exponent
N 5 shaft revolutions per second
n 5 number of sensors; polynomial exponent
P 5 power
Pr 5 Prandtl number
p 5 pressure
R 5 resistance
r 5 recovery correction factor
S 5 sensitivity
T 5 temperature
t 5 time

U 5 voltage
W 5 length
a 5 heat transfer coefficient
g 5 pitch angle
l 5 thermal conductivity
v 5 kinematic viscosity

jD 5 dissipation power density
w 5 yaw angle

Subscripts and superscripts

D 5 dissipation
e 5 excitation

FR 5 fast-response
I 5 constant current supply

N 5 shaft synchronized
tot 5 total

s 5 sensor
stat 5 static
; 5 ensemble-averaged~over rotor revolutions!
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On the Development and
Application of the Fast-Response
Aerodynamic Probe System in
Turbomachines—Part 2: Flow,
Surge, and Stall in a Centrifugal
Compressor
The present paper, Part 2 of a trilogy, is primarily focussed on demonstrating the capa-
bilities of a fast-response aerodynamic probe system configuration based on the simplest
type of fast-response probe. A single cylindrical probe equipped with a single pressure
sensor is used to measure absolute pressure and both velocity components in an essen-
tially two-dimensional flow field. The probe is used in the pseudo-three-sensor mode (see
Part 1). It is demonstrated that such a one-sensor probe is able to measure high-
frequency rotor-governed systematic fluctuations (like blade-to-blade phenomena) alone
or in combination with flow-governed low-frequency fluctuations as rotating stall (RS)
and mild surge (MS). However, three-sensor probes would be needed to measure stochas-
tic (turbulence-related) or other aperiodic velocity transients. The data shown refer to the
impeller exit and the vaned diffuser of a single-stage high-subsonic centrifugal compres-
sor. Wall-to-wall probe traverses were performed at the impeller exit and different posi-
tions along the vaned diffuser for different running conditions. The centrifugal compres-
sor was operated under stable as well as unstable (pulsating or stalled) running
conditions. The turbomachinery-oriented interpretation of these unsteady flow data is a
second focus of the paper. A refined analysis of the time-resolved data will be performed
in Part 3, where different spatial/temporal averaging methods are compared. Two differ-
ent averaging methods were used for the data evaluation: impeller-based ensemble-
averaging for blade-to-blade systematic fluctuations (with constant period length at a
constant shaft speed), and flow-based class averaging for the relatively slow MS and RS
with slightly variable period length. Due to the ability of fast-response probes to simul-
taneously measure velocity components and total and static pressure, interesting insights
can be obtained into impeller and diffuser channel flow structures as well as into the time
behavior of such large-domain phenomena as RS and MS.@S0889-504X~00!01103-X#

Introduction
The highly complex and fluctuating flow field at the exit of

centrifugal compressor impellers and within diffuser vane chan-
nels @1–4# have been variously investigated by hot-wire tech-
niques@2,4,5# and by optical methods@6–9#. Wall pressure trans-
ducers have been included in many rigs@5,10,11# and were crucial
in detecting mild surge and rotating stall. Pressure probes
equipped with fast-response transducers have been successfully
used in axial-flow compressors and turbines@12,13# but were
rarely used in centrifugal compressors@3#.

All of these methods have strengths and weaknesses. Multiple
hot-wire probes give three-dimensional comprehensive unsteady
velocity information at low and moderate Mach numbers. Laser
techniques are nonintrusive and suited to any Mach number. None
of them are capable of yielding static or total pressure data. Fast-
response pressure probes are an intrusive technique measuring
pressures and the velocity vector. Miniaturization of the probe
head is required in order to minimize the intrusion effects~see
Part 1 of the present trilogy@14#!.

The present paper is aimed at demonstrating the use of ETH’s
fast-response aerodynamic probe system to measure the high-
frequency, high-amplitude flow fluctuations in the very inhomo-
geneous and turbulent flow field downstream of the impeller in a
high speed subsonic centrifugal compressor. The measurements
comprised steady-state as well as unstable operating conditions in
the centrifugal compressor stage of the Turbomachinery Labora-
tory of the ETH@15,16#.

An overview of compressor instabilities in general is given in
@17#. In the compressor presented herein, different instabilities
occur along a speedline and their sequence depends on the shaft
speed level. They are described in@18# and @19#. Two types of
instability are treated here. Mild surge is a system~stage and
piping! instability occurring at low flow rate and positive speed-
line gradients. Rotating stall is an in-stage instability and could be
made stationary for the stage configuration presented herein only
at a low shaft speed. The probe measurements allow one to inves-
tigate the temporal and spatial evolution of large-domain surge
and stall processes.

Fast-response measurements deliver large amounts of data that
have to be statistically treated, condensed, and critically analyzed.
A refined treatment of the data will be made in Part 3@20# of the
present trilogy.

Contributed by the International Gas Turbine Institute and presented at the 44th
International Gas Turbine and Aeroengine Congress and Exhibition, Indianapolis,
Indiana, June 7–10, 1999. Manuscript received by the International Gas Turbine
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Test Stand
The experiments described were performed on a closed loop

test rig using air; see Fig. 1. The centrifugal compressor is an
unshrouded industrial stage and is driven by a 440 kW DC motor
coupled to a two-stage gear box. The flow rate is controlled by a
throttle and is measured by a standard orifice@21#. A flow
straightener mounted in the suction pipe ensures axial flow at the
stage inlet.

During measurements the inlet temperature was held at 24°C
and the pressure in the suction pipe was set to 960 mbar.

Figure 2 shows the impeller and diffuser with the casing shroud
removed. The configuration seen is used for all measurements
described in this paper.

The main data of the impeller were:
Impeller tip diameter (2r 2) 280 mm
Full/splitter blades 11/11~total 22!
Exit blade angle 30 deg back lean
Exit width b 16.8 mm

The diffuser configuration used for the measurements consists
of two parallel walls and 24 prismatic, circular-arc vanes. The
leading edge blade angleaBvane was set to 25 deg. Additional
geometric data of the diffuser are given in Fig. 3.

The radial diffuser is followed by a large-diameter toroidal col-
lecting chamber~Fig. 4, gray parts! providing a virtually uniform

circumferential pressure distribution at the impeller outlet under
all throughflow conditions@15#.

The overall performance of the compressor was determined by
conventional wall pressure taps and temperature probes in the
suction pipe and in the outlet tube. A large number of conven-
tional wall pressure taps are located in the front and the rear
diffuser walls. These wall-tap pressure data are measured with a
256-channel pressure data acquisition system. All data were col-
lected by amVAX computer.

Measurement System
The probe measurement system used for this campaign is de-

scribed in detail in Part 1 of this contribution.
Earlier investigations@22# have demonstrated the capabilities of

the system to measure absolute flow values in centrifugal com-
pressors like the present one with high accuracy. As a typical
example, mass flow calculated from a one-sensor fast-response
probe traverse at ‘‘best point’’ (Mu50.75) compared to the stan-
dard orifice measurements showed a difference of only 0.2 per-
cent.

Experimental Setup
The probe actuator can be mounted~Fig. 4! on the front wall of

the diffuser at eleven different positions I to XI~Fig. 5!. Measure-

Fig. 1 General view of the centrifugal compressor test rig

Fig. 2 View of unshrouded impeller and diffuser „configura-
tion: 24 blades, blade angle 25 deg …

Fig. 3 Geometry of the vaned diffuser

Fig. 4 Cross-sectional view of the centrifugal compressor
with probe locations
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ments taken at positions I, VI, VII, and IX~in Fig. 5 indicated
with black! are presented and discussed in the following.

The height b of the diffuser channel is 16.8 mm. Three-
component LDV measurements performed in this test rig@23#
have shown that the axial component of the velocity vector is at
least one order of magnitude smaller than the other two compo-
nents. In the present paper the diffuser flow will be regarded as
being two-dimensional.

In order to avoid introducing a three-dimensional disturbance
into an otherwise two-dimensional flow field, the free-ending tip
of the probe was eliminated by using a cylindrical co-axial device,
shown in Fig. 6. A cylinder having the same diameter as the probe
is mounted in the rear wall of the diffuser and kept in constant
touch with the probe tip by a low-force pneumatic piston. Thus all
probe-end effects are eliminated. This arrangement has the great
advantage that no mechanical stresses are applied to the probe
sensors.

Running Conditions and Performance Map
Measurements taken at four different running conditions of the

test rig are presented. Two of them are located in the stable range
of the performance map~Fig. 7! and two can be found in the
unstable range. The four running conditions are indicated with
flags in the performance map~Fig. 7!. Measurements taken during
stable running conditions are ‘‘best point’’~BP! and ‘‘near surge’’
~NS!. BP is the running condition at a given speed line with the
highest efficiency. NS is the operating point with the lowest flow
rate for stable operation at the given shaft speed ‘‘mild surge’’
~MS! and ‘‘rotating stall’’ ~RS! are located in the unstable range
of the performance map. During MS, systematic pressure fluctua-
tions occur in the entire system, resulting in a periodic variation of
the flow rate and the pressure rise coefficient of the compressor. A
generic description of this phenomenon is given by@17#. For the
present compressor MS has been investigated in detail by@24#. RS
is an instability of the stage. It is measured and described by many
authors@25,26#. A zone with blocked flow is traveling around in

the circumferential direction with approximately 28 percent of the
shaft speed. In the present compressor a single cell full-span ro-
tating stall was found to exist.

For the BP, NS, and MS, points the compressor was operated at
17,720 rpm, i.e., in the high subsonic regime~corresponds to im-
peller tip Mach number of Mu50.75!. Long-time stable RS can
only be observed at 9440 rpm~i.e., Mu50.4! in subsonic flow
regime. In Table 1 an overview of the corresponding compressor
data is given for all measured operating points.

Measurement Procedures and Data Evaluation
All measurements presented herein were performed with a one-

sensor fast-response probe~C1S18!. In terms of the systematic
fluctuations, this probe provides two-dimensional velocity, total
and static pressure in steady or periodically unsteady flows. Two
alternative measurement procedures were applied. In practical
situations the proper procedure has to be selected according to the
predominant flow effects to be investigated.

Measurement Procedure for Stable Running Conditions of
the Test Rig With the Fast-Response One-Sensor Probe
„C1S18…. Under stable running conditions of the compressor,
the unsteady effects are due to periodic nonuniformities caused by
the passage of blades and the stochastic fluctuations caused by
turbulence.

The probe was used at every traverse position in a pseudo-
three-sensor mode: The fluctuating flow was measured time-
resolved under three angular positions of the probe shaft. The
middle of the three angle positions was set to the known time-
averaged flow direction. For the other two angle positions the

Fig. 5 Top view of the diffuser with probe positions I to XI
„gray numbers: positions not discussed herein …

Fig. 6 Sketch of the auxiliary cylinder used to eliminate probe-
tip effects

Fig. 7 Performance map of the standard configuration of the
centrifugal compressor

Table 1 Overview of the operating points used
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probe was rotated~in yaw! by 43 deg to the left and the right,
respectively. In each yaw position the sensor signal was measured
and stored for a large number~over 240! of impeller revolutions,
starting from a once per revolution trigger signal delivered by an
optical trigger on the impeller shaft. By ensemble-averaging over
the revolutions, all stochastic fluctuations were canceled and the
deterministic ones were obtained over a period equaling one im-
peller revolution.~This procedure also cancels periodic fluctua-
tions having frequencies alien to the shaft speed if such frequen-
cies are present in the flow.! The ensemble-averaged data chains
obtained for the three yaw positions simulate the periodic signals
that would be delivered by a three-sensor probe having sensors in
the same yaw positions@27#.

The aerodynamic calibration-based data evaluation~see Part 1!
of the pressure fluctuations thus obtained provides the time-
resolved flow values at a given traverse position. By taking these
data traverse-point by traverse-point the circumferential system-
atic flow fluctuations over the diffuser channel height can be plot-
ted. Such plots are shown in Figs. 10–15.

In order to achieve a statistically significant number of events,
the sampling rate of the data acquisition system was set to 200
kHz. With a rotation frequency of 295 Hz~17,720 rpm! and a data
collection time of 0.82 s at each yaw position, 242 revolutions are
measured and averaged. With a rotation frequency of about 295
Hz and a sampling rate of 200 kHz, a resolution of 678 data points
per revolution is achieved. This results in angular resolution of
about 0.5 deg. Thus each ensemble to be averaged contained
200,00030.82/6785242 events that were considered to be statis-
tically sufficient.

Measurement Procedure for Unstable Running Conditions
of the Test Rig With the Fast-Response One-Sensor Probe
„C1S18…. Under unstable running conditions, a third class of
flow fluctuation is superposed on blade passing and turbulence
effects. This is typically of much lower frequency and may be
caused by mild surge~MS! in the piping system or by rotating
stall ~RS! in the compressor stage.

Importantly, the period length of MS or RS is subjected to
irregular variations. Ensemble averaging with respect to such ir-
regular phenomena requires a subdivision of each period into a
constant number of time steps~called classes! rather than keeping
the time steps constant. This sort of ensemble averaging will be
termed ‘‘class-averaging.’’

Measurement Procedure During MS.Flow with MS was in-
vestigated in two ways: once with the well-known method, where
the data are ensemble-averaged with a once per revolution trigger.
In this case the impeller revolution is considered to be the domi-
nant effect. Due to ensemble-averaging, turbulence and all non-
harmonic flow effects are eliminated and add only noise to the
averaged period event.

If MS itself is of interest; however, class-averaging has to be
applied. First a trigger event is needed to identify the beginning
and the end of a MS period. Here a front-wall-mounted fast-
response pressure transducer at (r * 51.05) was used. The signal
of this sensor was measured in parallel to the signals of the fast-
response probe. During MS systematic pressure fluctuations in the
system~stage, pipes, cooler! can be observed. These fluctuations
are typically sinusoidal. The positive gradient zero crossing of the
signal was used to determine the end of the previous and the
beginning of the following MS period.

The MS frequency was 18 Hz. Therefore, a reduced sampling
rate of 50 kHz of the data acquisition system was chosen. The
measuring time per point was set to 10.5 s. This resulted in 196 to
197 measured MS periods per yaw position, which was statisti-
cally sufficient.

The mean period length over 196 periods is very reproducible
~within 60.8 ppm!, although individual periods may be signifi-
cantly shorter or longer. Figure 8 shows the variations during 15
consecutive data collection periods.

For class-averaging, the signals obtained between two trigger
events are subdivided into 2500 classes. Data points originating
from the 196 different MS periods pertaining to the same class are
averaged, resulting in an ensemble-averaged pressure fluctuation
for one single ‘‘typical’’ MS period.

After class-averaging, the procedure is analogous to the
pseudo-three-sensor mode. The three measured and class-
averaged pressure fluctuations at each traverse position are fitted
together to simulate a three-sensor probe, giving the time-resolved
flow values after performing the aerodynamic evaluation~see Part
1!.

Measurement Procedure During RS.The RS frequency of the
stage configuration used was 42 Hz as measured by two wall
pressure transducers atr * 51.05 and displaced by 44 deg, which
showed a single cell propagating at 28 percent of the shaft speed.
The sampling rate of the data acquisition system was set to 50
kHz. The measuring time for one position was set to 6.6 s, result-
ing in 280 events~rotations of the RS cell! during each measure-
ment.

During one RS period the flow direction is changing in a large
angular domain covering up to 80 deg. Since the angular range~in
yaw! for an accurate evaluation of three-sensor probes is limited
to 60 deg, an appropriate measurement procedure had to be estab-
lished. In order to cover all potential flow directions in an un-
known flow field, the following procedure was chosen. At every
traverse position the time-resolved sensor data were collected at
11 yaw positions by rotating the probe in 43 deg steps over one
complete revolution of the probe shaft.

For data processing in a first step, all measured sensor signals
were class-averaged. Each RS period was divided into 1000
classes. In a second step, triplets of angularly neighboring mea-
surement positions were fitted together to simulate pseudo-three-
sensor probes. By this procedure nine yaw positions of a pseudo-
three-sensor probe can be simulated per traverse position. The
aerodynamic evaluation for all these probes is then performed. As
a final step, the probe positioned in the momentary flow direction
has to be identified for each phase of the RS period. Finally, the
flow quantities for the whole RS can be represented by combining
the flow quantities of the selected probes. This data processing
mimics a three-sensor probe, which is instantaneously turned into
the most appropriate yaw positions during each part of the RS
period.

Flow Phenomena at Stable Operating Conditions

Measurements of Impeller-Position Ensemble-Averaged
Data Taken During Stable Operation of the Stage. Although
the measurements resolved the entire perimeter, only the first
three blade periods following the trigger signal will be shown.
Figure 9 shows the geometry at the instant the trigger signal is
given. As shown, a splitter-blade wake will directly arrive at po-

Fig. 8 Variation of the period length during MS, indicating
minimum, maximum, and mean lengths of MS periods
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sition I and a full-blade wake at position VI. The essential features
of the systematic fluctuations will be discussed by taking the non-
dimensional radial velocity (Cr5cr /u2) measured at positions I,
VI, VII, and IX as a reference~see Fig. 5!.

Best Point. In Figs. 10–13 the flow is plotted as it develops
through the diffuser channel at a given running condition. The

Fig. 9 Impeller blade and wake positions at the instant of trig-
gering

Fig. 10 Blade-resolved ensemble-averaged distribution of the
radial velocity component near the impeller outlet „r *Ä1.05,
position I …. Running conditions: BP, Mu Ä0.75. Top: three-
dimensional view; bottom: top view.

Fig. 11 As in Fig. 10 „top …, measured at the leading edge ra-
dius „r *Ä1.16, position VI … of the diffuser vanes

Fig. 12 As in Fig. 10 „top …, measured at the diffuser outlet
„r *Ä1.70, position VII …

Fig. 13 Same as in Fig. 12, but measured at probe position IX
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operating point chosen is BP with an impeller tip Mach number of
Mu50.75 ~see Table I!. Figure 10 shows the flow at the impeller
exist at a radius ratior * 5r I /r 251.05 in position I. In the top
view the impeller blade trailing edges are overlaid on the velocity
plot, indicating their instantaneous position projected radially to
the radius 1.05. At 0.07 ms a splitter blade will pass, followed by
a full blade at 0.22 ms. Since the probe is located atr * 51.05, the
wakes of the impeller blades arrive slightly time shifted; see Fig.
9. The time shift is a combined result of impeller blade back-lean
and the spiraling character of flow in the relative frame, causing a
shift corresponding to about 10 percent of the blade spacing at
105 percent radius.

The most apparent feature of the radial velocity distribution is a
flow deficiency near the shroud (z/b.0.8), existing even under
BP conditions. This is a typical feature of open~unshrouded! im-
pellers of the type used here. In the hub-side half of the flow
annulus, theCr level is consistently high.

The second clear feature is the existence of wakes. They are
parallel to the blade trailing edges and show a different topogra-
phy for the full and the splitter blades. The full blade at the center
of Fig. 10 shows a sharp narrow wake crossing the entire midpor-
tion of the annulus. This genuine blade wake is displaced leeward
~i.e., toward the suction side! by about 10 percent of a blade pitch,
as expected in view of the back-lean of 30 deg. Behind the splitter
blades, the genuine wake is weaker and can be discerned only
near the hub. AnotherCr deficiency is seen to occupy about half
of the blade channels leeward of the splitter blades. This is the
channel wake associated with the secondary flow distribution ob-
served and described by@3# and @2#.

In Fig. 11, measurements taken at position VI~see Fig. 5!, the
leading edge radius of the diffuser vanes (r * 5r VI /r 251.16), are
presented. The impeller blades are again overlaid on the flow
distribution. Starting at 0 ms, a full blade, followed by a splitter
blade, passes the circumferential position of the probe~position
VI, q570 deg!. A rough estimate shows a time delay for the flow
to the blades to reach the probe of about 0.08 ms. The blade
wakes are almost mixed out whereas the channel wake of the
suction side of the splitter blades is still existing~encircled in Fig.
11 by an ellipse!.

The characteristics of the time-averagedCr profiles from hub to
shroud are seen to remain unchanged betweenr * 51.05 and 1.16.
We can conclude that over the circumference a mixing out of the
blade wakes can be observed. Every second channel wake is
mixed out too. In the axial direction the radial velocity distribu-
tion remains unchanged. The mean value of the radial velocity
decreases from position I to position VI, due to the increase of the
area of the flow channel according to continuity.

In Figs. 12 and 13, the radial velocity component distribution at
the exit of the diffuser is plotted (r * 5r VII /r 251.70) as measured
at two circumferentially shifted probe positions, position VII (q
577 deg) and position IX (q583 deg). A circumferentially dif-
ferent behavior of the radial velocity component atr * 51.70 can
be seen. There is no uniform distribution at the diffuser exit, nei-
ther in the time-resolved nor in the time-mean flow distribution
over the diffuser channel. Despite the totally differentCr distri-
butions, the mass flow rate passing at position VII is only 3 per-
cent lower than the mass flow rate passing at position IX.

The channel wakes leeward of the splitter blades are still
present and can be seen at both measuring positions. During one
impeller revolution, 11 such wakes pass the probe. The amplitude
of Cr over time at position VII atz/b50.5 is roughly four times
as big as at position IX. Looking at Fig. 5, it can be seen that
position VII is located downstream of a diffuser blade, whereas
position IX is located downstream of the open diffuser channel. It
is possible that at position VII, the flow is alternating between
being part of the diffuser vane wake and the sound diffuser chan-
nel flow, resulting in highCr fluctuations.

Comparing theCr profiles atr * 51.16 ~position VI, Fig. 11!
and those atr * 51.70~position IX, Fig. 13!, one finds a complete

reversal of the hub to shroud distribution. Part of this movement
in the axial direction is driven by a diffuser channel vortex mea-
sured by Laser Anemometry and shown in@28#.

The blade-to-blade velocity vector variation shown in Fig. 10
has been thoroughly compared to Laser-Doppler Velocimetry
measurements made for the same operating conditions at the same
measurements position@29# showing excellent agreement in both
velocity level and flow angle.

Near Surge. Figure 14 shows the radial velocity component
distribution at lower flow rate measured in position I. The running
condition for this investigations was set to ‘‘near surge’’ NS~see
Table I! with the impeller tip Mach number left unchanged at
Mu50.75. NS is the running condition with the lowest flow rate
in the stable range of operation of this centrifugal compressor.

Compared to the best point~Fig. 10!, theCr level has decreased
and a more pronounced jet/wake flow can be observed in the
impeller midchannel hub region. The area of low radial momen-
tum at the shroud has increased and close to the shroud a recircu-
lation zone~negativeCr! can be observed. An area equal to 10
percent of the diffuser channel at the impeller exit is blocked due
to this recirculation.

Flow Phenomena at Unstable Operating Conditions

Measurements of Impeller Position Ensemble-Averaged
Data Taken During Unstable Operation of the Stage. For the
measurements plotted in Fig. 15, the flow rate was set to MS~see
Table 1!. The tip speed Mach number was again Mu50.75. MS is
a running condition in the unstable regime of the performance
map. During MS, pressure fluctuations of the whole piping system
at 18 Hz are present, resulting in fluctuating flow rate and pressure
rise of the stage. In Fig. 15, the ensemble-averaged radial velocity
distribution over the channel position and time is plotted. For
ensemble-averaging, the once per revolution signal of the impeller
shaft trigger was used. Since impeller rotation and MS are non-
harmonic phenomena, the pressure fluctuations of MS are statis-
tically mixed out in this plot and contribute only to the pressure
fluctuation level. The character of theCr distribution remains un-
changed compared to NS075. According to the lower flow rate at
MS theCr mean value is slightly lower.

Fig. 14 Blade-resolved ensemble-averaged distribution of the
radial velocity component at the impeller outlet „r *Ä1.05, posi-
tion I … under steady low-flow running conditions „NS, Mu
Ä0.75…
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Measurements of Class-Averaged Data During Unstable
Running Conditions of the Stage

Measurements During MS.In order to investigate the system-
atic fluctuations due to mild surge, the above-described class-
averaging procedure was applied to the data yielding in Fig. 15.
The results are shown in Figs. 16 and 17.

Looking at the performance map~Fig. 7!, the range of stable
operating points is separated from the unstable range of operation
by the vertex of the speedlines. To the right~negative gradients!,
the compressor operates stable. On the side of the positive gradi-
ents, the compressor operates in the unstable range. Here small
perturbations of the flow rate lead to an input of energy into the
dynamic flow system, resulting in periodic pressure and flow rate
fluctuations. For detailed information see@24# and @17#.

The Cr data presented in Fig. 16 were taken at midchannel at
three different positions of the diffuser, at position I (r * 51.05),
at position VI (r * 51.16), and at position IX (r * 51.70). Plotted
are class-averaged results for a single MS period. For each MS
period about 16 impeller rotations occur according to the MS
frequency of 18 Hz.

The Cr distributions in Fig. 16 show an approximately har-
monic variation of the mass flow during an MS period. Down-
stream of the diffuser, the amplitude of theCr fluctuations is
smaller due to the lower velocity level. Figure 17 shows the static
pressure fluctuations during mild surge. While a sinusoidal varia-
tion is seen at diffuser exit (r * 51.70), at the throat (r * 51.16)
higher harmonics occur. A discussion of these unsteady phenom-
ena is beyond the scope of the present paper.

Measurements During RS.Since persistent operation in rotat-
ing stall cannot be achieved in the present compressor at Mu
50.75, the measurements were performed at Mu50.4 where RS
occurs as a stable phenomenon. At the measured running condi-
tions ~RS04, see Table 1! and the present stage configuration
single cell full-span rotating stall is observed.

In Figs. 18–21 class averaged data are presented. In order to
show that during RS the entire channel is temporarily blocked, in
Fig. 18 theCr distribution from hub to shroud is plotted. The data
presented in Fig. 18 were measured at the impeller exit~position
I!. Figure 19 shows the same distribution measured at the diffuser
exit at position IX. At the impeller exit as well as at the diffuser
exit, a zone of blocked or reverse flow covering about 25 percent
of the diffuser area can be observed. The phenomenon is seen to

Fig. 15 Blade-resolved ensemble-averaged distribution of the
radial velocity component at the impeller outlet „r *Ä1.05, posi-
tion I … during mild surge „MS, MuÄ0.75…

Fig. 16 Class-averaged Cr variation at midchannel, measured
at three different diffuser positions plotted over one MS period
„MS, MuÄ0.75, zÕbÄ0.48…

Fig. 17 Class-averaged static pressure variation during mild
surge at midchannel, measured at three different diffuser posi-
tions, plotted over one MS period „MS, MuÄ0.75, zÕbÄ0.48…

Fig. 18 Class-averaged Cr distribution measured at the impel-
ler exit during rotating stall „position I, r *Ä1.05… plotted over
one RS period „RS, MuÄ0.4…
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be very nearly two dimensional. The stall cell propagates around
the circumference at about 28 percent of the impeller speed@19#.

Figure 20 shows the midchannel radial velocity component
fluctuation during one RS period at the inlet and outlet of the
diffuser ~probe positions I and IX,r * 51.05 and 1.70!. The im-
peller rotates approximately three times during one revolution of
the RS cell. This results in roughly 70 impeller blade passages
during one RS period. In order to check the mass continuity con-
dition, the area-weighted integrals ofcr measured at the diffuser
inlet and the diffuser outlet at mid channel (z/b50.48), over one
entire RS period were compared:

1.05E
0

DtRS

cr105 dt51.70E
0

DtRS

cr170 dt (1)

The difference between the two integrals was found to be only 0.6
percent. This good agreement in terms of the continuity is reas-
suring, although a conclusive check would require an integration
of hub to shroud instead of using the midchannelcr values.

Another aspect of the curves seen in Fig. 20 is a time shift in
the passage of the cell. Both the beginning and the end of reverse
flow is registered earlier at the exit of the diffuser than at the inlet,
the time shift being 0.06 units for the front and 0.02 units for the

rear edge of the cell. As seen in Fig. 5, the probe at position IX is
exposed to flow coming from the diffuser channel preceding the
channel pertaining to position I. Therefore an earlier probe re-
sponse to channel blockage events is expected at diffuser exit, the
shift being 1/2450.042. This corresponds well to the shift mea-
sured and is another confirmation of mass continuity.

The total and static pressure fluctuations at position I and IX,
class-averaged over one RS period, are shown in Fig. 21. While
the recirculating zone passes the probe, the difference between
total and static pressure is very small due to the very small ve-
locities present in the stall cell.

Seen from the absolute~nonrotating! frame of the probe located
at position I (r * 51.05), the following phenomena during one RS
period starting att/DtRS50 can be observed. The passage of one
RS period, one circumferential rotation of a RS cell, can be di-
vided into four sections:

• Section 1 (t/DtRS50 – 0.2); the sound flow of nonblocked
impeller channels with positiveCr values passes the probe.

• Section 2 (t/DtRS50.2– 0.4); the velocity drops and the flow
angle a2 decreases. Total and static pressure decrease and ap-
proach each other.

• Section 3 (t/DtRS50.4– 0.65); now the probe is downstream
of the blocked impeller channels.Cr is low and negative. Dy-
namic head is small due to the small velocities. The static pressure
is increasing.

• Section 4 (t/DtRS50.65– 1.0); the stagnant fluid is blown
away by sound throughflow coming from the impeller. Velocity
and a2 increase. Due to the acceleration of the flow the static
pressure decreases.

In @30#, RS is described as impeller–diffuser momentum ex-
change. This model is in good agreement with the measured pres-
sure traces during one RS period. Stopping and reversing the for-
ward flow is associated with a static pressure minimum in the
impeller/diffuser interspace, while its restart requires a pressure
maximum. The edges of the cell (Cr50) closely coincide with
the static pressure peaks. The pressure amplitudes are small down-
stream of the diffuser.

Summary and Conclusions
The fast-response aerodynamic probe system involving a one-

sensor probe, as described in Part 1@14# of these contributions,
has been applied to several types of systematic flow fluctuation
occurring in the stable and unstable range of operation of a cen-
trifugal compressor. The time-resolved data were analyzed and
interpreted to reveal detailed features of the processes involved.

Fig. 19 As in Fig. 18, but measured at the diffuser exit „posi-
tion IX, r *Ä1.70…

Fig. 20 Class-averaged Cr variation during rotating stall, mea-
sured at midchannel at diffuser inlet and outlet, plotted over
one RS period „RS, MuÄ0.4, zÕbÄ0.48…

Fig. 21 Same as in Fig. 20, showing the class-averaged total
and static pressure variations
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System Applicability. The probes proved to be rugged and
reliable instruments giving accurate high-resolution data in a nar-
row ~16.8 mm! diffuser channel at high shaft speeds with blade
passing frequencies of typically 6.5 kHz. Normally, the sampling
rate was set to 200 kHz.

A wall-to-wall traverse typically comprised 13 measuring posi-
tions with the data collecting time totaling 2.5 seconds per posi-
tion ~0.82 s each in three yaw angle positions!, permitting statis-
tical averaging over 242 rotor revolutions for sake of suppressing
turbulence effects.

Higher collection times~10.5 s! in each of the three yaw posi-
tions were requested during mild surge where the averaging was
based on about 200 low-frequency surge cycles~18 Hz!, and the
sampling rate was reduced to 50 kHz.

During rotating stall~42 Hz! the measurements had to include
periods of back flow. Therefore, the number of yaw positions has
been increased to eleven, leading to data collection times of 6.6
311572.6 seconds~at 50 Hz sampling rate! per traverse position.
This yielded an ample statistical basis including 280 cell rotations.

The statistically reliable and coherent~pseudo-simultaneous!
measurement of velocity vector and pressure data opens up new
avenues for the interpretation of unsteady flow phenomena. An
example is the phase relationship between pressure and velocity
fluctuations during stall and surge processes.

Flow Phenomena Observed. In the stable range, measure-
ments performed at different diffuser positions for two operating
points at the same shaft speed~BP075 and NS075! have lead to
following conclusions with respect to the stage investigated.

• The impeller blade wakes mix out in the vaneless region pre-
ceding the diffuser.

• Impeller channel wakes, originating from the ‘‘jet/wake’’ dis-
tribution, located near the suction side of the splitter blades are
capable of propagating through the vaned diffuser and can still be
measured at the diffuser exit while the wakes located at the suc-
tion side of the full blades are mixed out. Therefore, half of the
impeller blade passing frequency is found to be predominant at
the diffuser exit.

• The shroud-side circumferential zone of low radial momen-
tum existing all around the impeller exit is mixed out as the flow
passes through the diffuser.

Measurements performed in the unstable range of operation dur-
ing mild surge have shown that the blade-to-blade radial velocity
distributions fluctuate in level but maintain their character in time.

Measurements performed in the unstable range of operation
during rotating stall have shown that

• single cell full-span RS occurs
• the measurements are in good agreement with the description

of RS as a momentum exchange phenomenon proposed in
@30#.

It can be concluded: Even a one-sensor fast-response probe is a
very valuable tool for investigating time-dependent systematic
flow phenomena occurring in turbomachines. A highly detailed
insight into blade passing, mild surge, or rotating stall can be
achieved not only qualitatively but quantitatively with high accu-
racy and resolution.
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Nomenclature

A 5 area
b 5 diffuser width ~axial!

C 5 specific speed
c 5 velocity
L 5 length of diffuser vane

M 5 Mach number
Mu 5 impeller tip speed Mach number

m 5 mass flow
p 5 pressure
R 5 gas constant
r 5 radius

r * 5 radius ratio
t 5 diffuser vane thickness, time
u 5 circumferential speed
V̇ 5 flow rate
z 5 axial coordinate
a 5 flow angle~diffuser coordinates!

aBvane 5 diffuser vane leading edge blade angle
q 5 circumferential diffuser position
w 5 specific flow rate5V̇I /(D2

2
•u2)

Subscripts

1 5 impeller inlet
2 5 impeller outlet
3 5 diffuser outlet
A 5 measurement position in the diffuser
B 5 diffuser vane leading edge
E 5 measurement position in the diffuser
e 5 excitation
I 5 stage inlet

K 5 curvature
r 5 radial

RS 5 rotating stall
MS 5 mild surge

s 5 static
t 5 total
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On the Development and
Application of the Fast-Response
Aerodynamic Probe System in
Turbomachines—Part 3:
Comparison of Averaging
Methods Applied to Centrifugal
Compressor Measurements
Typically several hundred million data points arise from a comprehensive measurement
campaign carried out in a centrifugal compressor test rig with the fast-response aerody-
namic probe system (see Part 1). In order to obtain a maximum of information about the
unsteady flow at any position in this turbomachine, the time-resolved data processing
method has to be optimized. In contrast to the standard time-averaged flow measurements
with pneumatic probes, the objective of fast-response aerodynamic probe measurements
and of data processing is to extract novel information about crucial unsteady phenomena
like turbulence, row-to-row interaction, modal or rotating stall, leakage flow effects, etc.
In such cases, the simultaneous measurement of static and total pressures and flow vec-
tors is of particular interest. Novel information means the analysis of averaged and
time-resolved (wavelet) spectra, autocorrelations or time averages properly conserving
physical fluxes, etc. Different averaging methods are applied to compress the time-
dependent data measured by a one-sensor-probe (see Part 2) in a centrifugal compressor.
Such results could be used for comparison with pneumatic sensor measurements and CFD
calculations. The comparison of averaging methods includes the averaging theories by
Traupel and by Dzung, which are compared to simple arithmetic time averaging. From
there the specific stage work is calculated. In analyzing the time dependency, several
ensemble-averaging procedures for flow pressure and velocity are utilized for separating
deterministic from stochastic fluctuations, extracting blade row finger prints or investi-
gating low-frequency surge type fluctuations. With respect to the selection and overall
optimization of data processing methods, an overview of generic tools is given and the
modularity of the processing procedures is discussed.@S0889-504X~00!01203-4#

Introduction
A measurement campaign using the fast-response aerodynamic

probe technology of the ETH~fast-response aerodynamic probe!
was performed in a single-stage centrifugal compressor running at
two operating points ‘‘best point’’~BP! and ‘‘mild surge’’ ~MS!
conditions. The complex and highly fluctuating flow field found
close to the outlet of centrifugal impellers@1–3# is suitable for
demonstrating the capabilities of the fast-response aerodynamic
probe system, for testing measurement concepts and data process-
ing methods, and for confronting different averaging methods.

The huge number of time-resolved data requires an optimiza-
tion of data processing methods, including the optimization of
measurement objectives, measurement concepts, and data evalua-
tion software, and of the data analysis and interpretation proce-
dures. For measurements during MS running conditions, a special
triggering and traversing concept and a different ensemble defini-
tion had to established.

Data averaging is one of the key topics in data processing
@4–6#. In the first part of this contribution, the ensemble-averaging

methods, including circumferential, blade-to-blade ensemble@7,8#
and flow-based averaging methods~see Part 2@9#! will be com-
pared. Using these, information about deterministic~related, for
example to rotor position! and stochastic~related, for example, to
turbulence! fluctuations can be gained and the harmonic time-
dependent characteristics of the data can be preserved. In the sec-
ond part, the over-simplified arithmetic averaging is compared
with the physically founded averaging methods of@1# and@10,11#.
In these methods, the averages of physical conserved flow quan-
tities comply with the conservation equations such as momentum
balance, mass balance, moment of momentum balance or energy
balance.

Additionally, the influence of different averaging methods on
the value of the stage work is presented.

Test Rig, Instrumentation, and Measurement System
The closed-loop test rig where the experiments were carried out

is described in more detail in Part 2@9# of this contribution and in
@12#. The centrifugal compressor Fig. 1 is a standard industrial
stage. The present measurements were made at a shaft speed of
17,720 rpm at two running conditions given in Table 1. The main
data of the impeller were:
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Impeller tip diameter (2r 2) 280 mm
Full/splitter blades 11/11~total 22!
Exit blade angle 30 deg back lean
Exit width b 16.8 mm
Diffuser vanes 24
Diffuser vane inlet angle 25 deg from tangential

Every second impeller blade being different~‘‘full’’ versus
‘‘splitter,’’ see Fig. 1!, every second impeller channel will have a
noticeably different exit flow. The radial diffuser has parallel
plane walls and is followed by a large toroidal collecting chamber
~not shown! providing a virtually uniform circumferential pres-
sure distribution at the diffuser outlet@13#.

Measurement System

Aerodynamic Probes.The measurements treated herein were
carried out by our fast-response aerodynamic probes. More details
about the fast-response aerodynamic probe system are given in
Part 1@14# of this contribution and in@15,16#.

The straight cylindrical fast-response aerodynamic probe one-
sensor probes used here~Fig. 1! have a tip diameter of 1.8 mm
with one piezoresistive pressure sensor chip inside the probe. The
useful temperature limit of the sensor is about 140°C. The uncer-
tainty of the pressure measurement is typically 0.2 mbar~standard
deviation! after adjustment; i.e., about 0.09 percent of the dy-
namic head in the present case. The sampling frequency of the
signals is 200 kHz maximum and the useful frequency bandwidth
is 44 kHz after signal filtering with an analog anti-aliasing filter,
in contrast to the 6.5 kHz blade passing frequency. The sensor
calibration, the aerodynamic probe calibration, and the operating
concepts are described in more detail in Part 1@14# and Kupfer-
schmied@17,18#.

Probe Control and Data Acquisition.To be able to measure
with the fast-response aerodynamic probe system in special flow
conditions~e.g., during MS in the compressor system! complex
measurement procedures are necessary. These procedures must

comply with the objectives and requirements of the data analysis
and are called measurement concepts in the following. To achieve
high accuracy and good repeatability, a highly automated operat-
ing system is required. The probe control unit, the reference pres-
sure control unit, and all auxiliaries are computer controlled.

Experimental Setup and Measurement Procedure
The probe was mounted at Position I near the exit of the im-

peller, Fig. 2. for the present measurements. Flow traverses are
made by moving the probe in the axial direction with the sensor
tap moving from the rear to the front wall in 13 positions, Fig. 1.
Only five traverse points were taken for the measurements during
MS.

As described in Stahlecker and Gyarmathy@19#, high circum-
ferential and radial velocity components exist at position I and the
axial component is low~nearly planar flow!. This justifies the use
of a one-sensor fast-response probe in a pseudo-three-sensor mode
~see Parts 1 and 2@9,14#! to provide the two-dimensional velocity
components only.

Data Processing: Conversion and Analysis of Time-
Resolved Data

Fast-Response Aerodynamic Probe Data Processing.In
this measurement campaign, more than 280 million data points
were collected. The processing of these has to consider several
requirements, such as handling by suitable software programs,
conversion of the signals from voltage to flow quantities, and
appropriate presentation of the results. To compare the time-

Fig. 1 Cross-sectional view of the centrifugal compressor
with fast-response aerodynamic probe

Fig. 2 Top view of the diffuser showing probe position I

Fig. 3 Example: Compression of the time-resolved absolute
flow angle aE into the time-averaged distribution of aE over the
traverse

Table 1 Operating points of the centrifugal compressor for the
measurements presented
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resolved flow quantities, such as velocity or flow angle, with time-
mean data measured with pneumatic probes data averaging meth-
ods are useful to compress the data mound. Figure 3 shows the
time-averaged flow angle variation across the flow channel in the
foreground. To obtain the time-averaged data point at any one
traverse position, nearly a million pressure values were measured,
converted into flow angle values, and suitably averaged to give
the black dots shown. A short part of the time-resolved value
chains~about 0.5 percent! are indicated for two of the dots.

Conceptual Questions. The example in Fig. 3 shows the
amount of information contained in the measured fast-response
aerodynamic probe data. A lot of questions arise in connection
with such large amounts of data. Some questions are more of
generic nature:

• What information can be gained from the measured data?
• How to get a maximum of information?
• What can fast-response aerodynamic probe data be used for?

More specific questions are:

• Which flow quantities can be obtained and what are the un-
certainties?

• How should the flow quantities be averaged?
• Which quantities of turbulence are measurable?
• Are there unsteady physical phenomena that cannot be de-

tected?

Questions with respect to the organizational procedures are:

• How should a measurement campaign be planned and per-
formed for specific objectives?

• What are the experiences from fast-response aerodynamic
probe measurement campaigns?

• How can the costs of a measurement campaign be optimized
with appropriate measurement concepts?

Objectives of the Measurement Campaign. The objectives
will determine measurement concepts, the data to be obtained, and
their refined evaluation. In the present measurement campaign in
the centrifugal compressor, two classes of objectives have been
set: one concerning the measurement system, and the other the
physical flow situation in the machine. Class 1 objectives were:

• To test the in-house developed fast-response aerodynamic
probe technology in a high-speed turbomachine.

• To compare different averaging methods for the stage work,
the static pressure, and the radial velocity obtained at the
impeller outlet.

• To explore flow phenomena such as ‘‘mild surge’’ and rotat-
ing stall by means of special measurement concepts and av-
eraging methods.~Only MS data are discussed in Part 3.!

Class 2 objectives were:

• To make detailed time-resolved measurement at the impeller
outlet and at different points in a vaned diffuser channel.

• To provide experimental boundary conditions for CFD calcu-
lations in the vaned diffuser@20#.

Measurement Concepts Used. The measurement concept
must define the probe type, and the traverses to be made. It must
take into account the key data of the machine, hence determine the
characteristic data of the measurement campaign.

Probe Type and Probe Operation Mode.For the objectives
defined above, a one-sensor fast-response probe used in a pseudo-
three-sensor mode has been chosen. At every traverse position,
the fluctuating flow was measured time-resolved under three an-
gular positions of the probe shaft. The middle of the three angle
positions was set to the time-averaged flow direction at the local
axial position. For the other two angle positions, the probe was
rotated~in yaw! by 643 deg. A once per revolution signal from

the trigger was used to fit the sensor signals together to a quasi-
synchronous pseudo-three-sensor probe~Part 1@14#!.

Traversing. According to the objectives of the measurement
campaign, it is necessary to get the time-dependent information
over the height of the diffuser channel in axial direction. To re-
solve gradients in the diffuser channel, the traverse points have to
be close to each other. Per traverse, 13 traverse points were taken
at each yaw position. The measurements presented in this paper
were taken at position I~Fig. 2!.

Key Compressor Data and Planning the Measurement Cam-
paign. Table 2 shows the parameter choices associated with the
objectives of the measurement campaign and the key data of the
compressor.

In the first part of Table 2, the dominant frequencies of the
compressor and the resulting setting ranges for the measurement
system are listed. In the middle part on the left side, the maximum
peaks of the compressor flow quantities are listed. On the right
side the resulting resolution of the sensor signals and the calibra-
tion ranges are determined. In the bottom part the spatial resolu-
tion by the probe and the expected spatial dimension of turbulence
are listed.

The following considerations are included in Table 2. The mea-
surement grid is determined by the number of traverse points~13!
in the z direction and bym, the number of samples between the
passage of two blades, which is defined by the rotational speed of
the machine, number of blades and the sampling frequency asm
5 f s /(n•N). The averaged magnitude of the dynamic head of 200
mbar leads to signal to noise ratio of 70 dB. This means that the
full dynamics of the measurement electronics had to be used. The
measuring time span influences the accuracya of the ensemble-
averaged pressure valuesp1(t), p2(t), p3(t) by way of Eq.~1!,
where a is the confidential interval. The confidential intervala
indicates the statistical certainty of the ensemble-averaged pres-
sure valuesp̃,

Table 2 Characteristic data of the measurement campaign at
BP with reference to the measurement objectives and the char-
acteristic data of the compressor
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a5
s•C~P,m!

Am
5

63.3 mbar•1.96

A242
57.9 mbar (1)

Data Conversion Analysis, and Interpretation. The sensor
voltages are converted into pressure and temperature signals by
model-based reconstruction using the sensor and aerodynamic
calibration data.

A dedicated software package has been developed for the com-
prehensive task of data processing. This performs the data conver-
sion for an entire traverse and prints the results in a variety of
menu-selected diagrams. The program is based on the ‘‘AW-
System’’ developed as an interactive environment for the evalua-
tion of large time series@21#.

With the present objectives of the measurement campaign and
the measurement concepts chosen, data analysis becomes very
important for the optimization of the overall data processing. Data
analysis involves several topics such as averaging methods, time-
resolved spectra, autocorrelations, statistic tools for the investiga-
tion of turbulence, and data filtering. The use of averaging meth-
ods applied for time-resolved and fluctuating data is discussed in
this paper.

Ensemble-Averaged Procedures for Compressing Time-
Dependent Information

For the present measurements, a one-sensor probe was operated
in the pseudo-three-sensor mode. To link the three nonsynchro-
nous pressure measurementsp1(t), p2(t), p3(t), made under
constant operating conditions, ensemble averaging has to be uti-
lized. ~In nonmodulated flow, e.g., pipes or nozzles, simple time
averaging would suffice.! In modulated flow, ensemble averaging
has to be based on the time period of the phenomenon to be
studied, e.g., the shaft revolution period, or the period of mild
surge or rotating stall. In the first case triggering can be done by a
geometric signal; in the second case, a flow-dependent signal must
be used.

Rotor-Based Ensemble-Averaging Methods.The revolution
ensemble-averaging method requires a sharp trigger signal sent at
each revolution of the rotor. At one of these signals the time index
n is set to zero, and measurement begins. Afterm shaft revolu-
tions, measurement is stopped.

x̃~ tn ,z!5
1

m (
i 51

m

xi~ tn ,z! (2)

Equation~2! quantifies the deterministic rotor-based fluctuation
of the pressuresp̃1(t), p̃2(t), p̃3(t). In case of blade-to-blade or
twin-blade ensemble averaging, Eq.~2! holds, butn andm refer to
the trigger signal given after each blade or twin blade passing.

Stochastic fluctuations only appear statistically. They are char-
acterized by the ensemble standard deviation, defined by

s̃~ tn ,z!5A1

m
• (

i 51

m

~xi~ tn ,z!2 x̃~ tn ,z!!2 (3)

In case of measurements made at the outlet of the impeller and
at BP running conditions~no surge, etc.! the stochastic part of the
pressure fluctuations contains the information about the turbu-
lence intensity.

Flow-Based Ensemble-Averaging Methods.These are used
for the investigation of periodic flow instabilities like mild surge.
In this case the trigger signal is independent of rotor revolutions
and is gained from an event-related flow condition. Such trigger
signals usually have variable period length and the number of
measured data between two trigger events is not constant. A pe-
riod related ‘‘class averaging’’ method has to be used, as de-
scribed in Part 2@9#. The number of classes determines the reso-
lution in time and the statistical accuracy of the averaging process.

The number of classes, 2500 in this measurement campaign for
MS, corresponds to a time step of 0.002 ms (frequency545 kHz)
and gives 180–200 data points per class to be averaged.

In case of MS, the trigger period is totally unrelated to the rotor
revolution. This means that pressure fluctuations caused by blade
passing appear as noise. In the stochastic part of the pressure
fluctuations, turbulence and the periodic blade passing are both
present, giving a high level of standard deviation.

Comparison of the Ensemble-Averaging Methods. The
revolution ensemble-averaged pressurep̃1(t) gained from the
one-sensor-probe determined from preliminary information on the
local time averaged flow direction is presented in Fig. 4.

The probe was set at a traverse positionz/b50.18. The wakes
of the blade trailing edges of the 11 splitter and 11 full blades are
visible as peaks. The total pressure rises in the blade wakes from
1510 to 1780 mbar, which is equal to a fluctuation level in the
deterministic part of the total pressure of 20 percent from the
mean value. In the blade wakes the ensemble standard deviation
~stochastic part! in Fig. 4 rises from a low level of 10 mbar to a
maximum of 137 mbar. This corresponds to 8 percent of the mean
pressure level ofp̄1(z)51587 mbar. The deterministic and sto-
chastic fluctuations of the pressurep1(t) are a quantity to charac-
terize the flow in a compressor. There has to be a dissipation
process to level out these fluctuations.

In Fig. 5 the standard deviation of the deterministic and sto-
chastic parts of the ensemble-averagedp1(t) pressure fluctuations
are plotted across the channel width, as measured at position I
under BP conditions. The curvesA represent the standard devia-
tion of the deterministic fluctuation around the time-mean pres-
sure p̄1 . The curvesB represent the standard deviation of the
stochastic fluctuations around the instantaneous deterministic
value. It is seen that the deterministicp1 fluctuations dominate at
position I over the stochastic events; i.e., the blade wakes are the
dominant unsteady effect. Furthermore, both parts of the pressure
fluctuation decrease toward the shroud where the flow velocity is
very low ~seecr in Fig. 6! and where the wakes are such that the
velocity direction~in yaw! fluctuates much less than near the hub.
~Yaw fluctuation data are not shown for lack of space.!

During each revolution of the shaft, a sequence of 11 main
blades and 11 splitter blades passes the probe. Ensemble averag-
ing can be based on different periods. If the flow period of interest

Fig. 4 Revolution ensemble-averaged pressure p̃ 1„t … during
one impeller revolution „deterministic part of the pressure fluc-
tuation … and the stochastic part represented through the en-
semble standard deviation. Running conditions: BP; outlet of
impeller, traverse position zÕbÄ0.18.
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is a complete revolution of the shaft, the time seriesp1(t) is
compressed to the time durationDtR51/N. Another period of
interest isDtT51/11N, i.e., the passage time of a blade twin. Both
types of ensemble averaging have been tested. The revolution
ensemble averaging gave curvesA1 and B1, while twin-blade
averaging gaveA2 and B2. It is seen that the methods yield
closely identical fluctuations, indicating that all blade pairs of the
impeller have closely identical geometry and therefore, there are
no low-order~,11! harmonics ofN present in the flow.

A further period isDtT51/22N; i.e., the passage time of a
blade-to-blade section. The deterministic fluctuations are shown
separately for the channel between the splitter blade and the pres-
sure side of the full blade versus the channel between the suction
side of the full blade and the splitter blade. This ensemble aver-
aging gave curvesA3 andA4. The difference between this curve
indicates that the flow leaving every second impeller channel is
different; see Part 2. The stochastic fluctuations have approxi-
mately the same magnitude as curvesB1 andB2.

Line C in Fig. 5 shows the standard deviation of the 11 mean
valuesp̄1(t) obtained for each of the 11 blade channel twins. This
variation is a measure for the existence of a ‘‘fingerprint’’ of the
impeller. All impeller blade pairs have closely identical geometry
and there are no low frequencies in the signal that arise from the
interaction of the impeller with the diffuser blades.

In Fig. 6, the time-averaged radial velocitycr ~black diamond
symbols! and the standard deviation of the deterministiccr fluc-
tuations~triangle! are presented. Thecr fluctuations are moderate.
They are strongest in midchannel and decline toward the shroud
~wherecr is low anyway! and toward the hub wherecr is high but
fluctuates little. The tangential velocity fluctuations are of similar
magnitude~circle symbols!. It is important to note that these mod-
est values of the velocity standard deviations do not mean that
high instantaneous peaks or dips do not occur. In fact wake-
induced deterministic peaks may exceed the standard deviation
level by a factor of three or more@22#.

Averaging methods have to deal with either or both kinds of
nonuniformities, namely the spatial~hub to tip! distribution and
the temporal~i.e., circumferential! fluctuations.

Comparison of Averaging Methods

Coordinates. Figure 7 shows the cylindrical coordinates
used. Note that the circumferential angleu is related to measure-
ment timet as

du52•p•N•dt (4)

and the flow area is given by

dA5r E•du•dz5uE•dt•dz (5)

Averaging. Averaging can be done circumferentially only
~time averaging, see Eq.~6!!, axially only ~spanwise averaging,
see Eq.~7!! or over the surface areadA ~annular averaging, see
Eq. ~8!!.

• Time averaging yields spanwise distributions over the chan-
nel width b:

1

t0
• Ex~t,z!dt[x̄~z! (6)

• Spanwise averaging gives time functions:
1

b
• Ex~t,z!dz[x̄~t! (7)

• Annular averaging yields constant numbers:

1

b•t0
• E x~ t,z!dtdz[ x̄ (8)

In the following, averaging theories are formulated for annular
averaging. The equations obtained can be easily modified for the
timewise or spanwise averaging presented above.

Here X(t, z) may represent any type of flow-dependent quan-
tity or group. Physically meaningful concepts for defining func-
tions X have been established by@1# and @8#. The aim of these

Fig. 5 Averaged deterministic and stochastic pressure fluc-
tuation over traverse position „zÕb … obtained from different
ensemble-averaging strategies. Running conditions: BP; im-
peller outlet, position I.

Fig. 6 Time-mean velocity profile and averaged deterministic
radial fluctuations over traverse position „zÕb …. Running con-
ditions: BP. Fig. 7 Coordinate system used
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concepts is to provide average values that are relevant from the
point of view of turbomachinery theory; i.e., strictly respect the
conservation laws of mass, momentum, and energy, and therefore
fulfill the mass, force and energy balances. The following flow
quantities are measured by a ‘‘pseudo-three-sensor probe.’’

velocity: cr(t,z); ct(t,z)
pressure: ptot(t,z); pstat(t,z)
temperature: Tret(z);

Due to the thermal inertia of the probe, temperature is not re-
solved over time, unfortunately.

The probe measures a recovery temperature lying between the
time-mean static and total temperature values. With the recovery
factor being known from calibration~r'0.7, see Part 1@14#!, the
time-mean static and total flow temperatures are obtained as

Tstat~z!5Trec~z!2
r

2cp
•c~ t,z!2 (9)

Ttot~z!5Trec~z!1
12r

2cp
•c~ t,z!2 (10)

The average ofc2 will be defined below.
The gas equation of state yields local densityr and enthalpyh

as

r5p/~RTstat! (11)

h5cp~Tstat!•Tstat (12)

The velocity componentscr andct are equivalent to specifying
anglew and magnitudec. ~Note that two-dimensional planar flow
is treated here. A third component (cz) would require the use of
four or five sensor probes.!

Averaging Method According to Traupel. The convectively
transported flux of a mass-specific flow quantityx through areadA
~Fig. 7! in unit time is given byxrcrdA. The mass flow rate
through an annulus surfaceA is given by

ṁ5E
A
r~ t,z!•cr~ t,z!dA (13)

The annulus average ofx per unit mass is therefore

x̄5
1

ṁ
•S E

A
x~ t,z!•r~ t,z!•cr~ t,z! D dA (14)

The procedure to average annulus flow data with Traupel’s
method is to determine an annulus-average radial velocityc̄r from
Eq. ~14! by settingx5cr , which amounts to averaging the radial
momentum flux. Next, a mean tangential momentum fluxrct is
determined from Eq.~14! by settingx5r (z)cr(t,z). The annulus
average static enthalpyh̄ is obtained by settingx5h(t,z)
'cpTstat(z), and the annular averaged total enthalpy results as

h̄tot5h̄1~c2!/2 (15)

~Some error is introduced by the lack of time-resolved tempera-
ture data in the present experiments.! The mean kinetic energy
flux (c2)/2 is obtained by settingx5@cr

2(t,z)1ct
2(t,z)#/2.

For averaging the static pressure, Traupel recommends a simple
~unweighted! area averaging in order to conserve pressure forces
in momentum balances. He defines the annulus average pressure
as

p̄5
1

A
• E

A
p~ t,z!dA (16)

With p̄ and h̄ known, the gas equations are used to calculate a
mean densityr̄ as

r̄5r~ p̄,h̄!5~cp /R!• p̄/h̄ (17)

This momentum-based definition ofc̄r does not satisfy the con-
tinuity equation in its simplest form,

ṁÞr̄• c̄r•A (18)

because Eq.~13! requires a kind of averaging different from Eq.
~14!. The correctness of mass flow is restored by Traupel by de-
fining a ‘‘continuity shape factor’’«k for the radial velocity pro-
file as

ṁ5 r̄•~12«k!• c̄r•A (19)

12«k5E
A

r~ t,z!

r̄
•

cr~ t,z!

c̄r
•

dA

A
(20)

Further, the mean tangential momentum fluxrct does not auto-
matically define a mean tangential velocity componentc̄t . For
defining c̄t some reference radiusr̄ * has to be specified, as, e.g.,

c̄t5rct/ r̄ * (21)

Dzung has calledr̄ * the ‘‘Euler radius’’ and conveniently defined
it as the radius at which the mean absolute-frame and rotor-frame
velocities ct and wt are vectorially additive according toc̄t

5v r̄ * 1w̄t . He found thatr̄ * is obtained as

r̄ * 5F 1

ṁ
• E

A
rcrr

2dAG1/2

(22)

In case of a cylindrical surface, as in the present case,r̄ * equals
the cylinder radius.

The specific kinetic energy of the fluid is represented by

c̄2

2
5

~ c̄r !
21~ c̄t!

2

2
(23)

However, as in the case of mass flux, the kinetic energy flux
also requires a correction, becausec̄2/2 is not identical to(c2)/2
defined above. Traupel introduces an ‘‘energy shape factor’’«e to
the velocityc̄ obtained from momentum averaging as

~c2!5@~12«e!• c̄#2 (24)

yielding the relation

h̄tot5h̄1@~12«e!• c̄#2/2 (25)

In summary, Traupel defines all velocity components by mo-
mentum averaging, but needs various shape factors to conserve
mass and energy. In case of uniform flow, these become«k5«e
50.

Averaging Method According to Dzung. Dzung’s ‘‘consis-
tently’’ averaged values are defined to comply with mass, momen-
tum, and energy conservation and avoid shape factors as described
in @8#. For this purpose kinetic energy is defined as

c̄Dz
2

2
5

c̄rDz
2

2
1

c̄t
2

2
(26)

wherec̄t follows from Eq.~21! andc̄rDz is the continuum average
of the radial component obtained with Eq.~14! from

ṁ5 r̄Dz• c̄rDz•A5E
A
r~ t,z!•cr~ t,z!dA (27)

In order to conserve total enthalpy in adiabatic flow according
to the First Law
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h̄tot5h̄Dz1
c̄Dz

2

2
(28)

Dzung adapts the definition of static enthalpy as

h̄Dz5
1

ṁ
• E

A
htot~ t,z!•cr~ t,z!•r~ t,z!dA2S c̄rDz

2

2
1

c̄t
2

2 D (29)

Compliance with momentum conservation is achieved by adapt-
ing the definition of static pressure as

p̄Dz5 p̄1
1

A
• E r~ t,z!cr

2~ t,z!dA2
ṁ• c̄rDz

A
(30)

where p̄ is the area averaged pressure determined with Eq.~16!.
With the static pressurep̄Dz and the enthalpyh̄Dz the densityr̄Dz
can be determined by the gas equation as

r̄Dz5r~ p̄Dz ,h̄Dz! (31)

With the densityr̄Dz known, the radial velocityc̄rDz can itera-
tively be calculated again by Eq.~27!.

Dzung averaging is formally simple, but flow incidence angles
calculated fromc̄rDz and c̄t may be misleading in flows with
strongly non-uniform velocity profiles.

Simple Arithmetic Time Averaging. Finally, in order to
compare the above averaging methods with simple~i.e., nonphysi-
cal! arithmetic timewise and spanwise averaging, we also calcu-
late

x̄5
1

DzDt
• E

z
E

t
x~ t,z!~dt!~dz! (32)

Comparison of the Averaging Methods. For the comparison
of the three averaging methods in the highly fluctuating centrifu-
gal compressor impeller outlet flow field, the stage work is calcu-
lated first by inserting the averaged velocity componentsct ob-
tained above into the Euler momentum equation. Due to the
straight axial flow at the impeller inlet,ct1 is zero and the stage
work is

āa5ūE• c̄tE (33)

The differences between the various methods must be viewed in
terms of measuring accuracy. The measurement errors of the ve-
locities ctE are about 0.5 percent of the velocity mean value for
velocity levels above 50 m/s, 1 percent for levels under 50 m/s.
The accuracy of the differential pressure measurementDpE is
defined with the standard deviation of the residuals having a mag-
nitude of 0.2 mbar for a dynamic head of 250 mbar. The measure-
ment accuracy for the absolute pressure is 0.1 percent correspond-

ing to 0.17 mbar for a pressure value of about 1700 mbar~see Part
1 @14#!. Dynamic errors of a cylindrical probe are described in
@23# and a comparison between fast-response aerodynamic probe
and LDA measurements in the present centrifugal compressor is
presented in@22#.

(a) Circumferential (Timewise) Averaging:*x(t,z)dt. The
stage work distribution across the diffuser channel (z/b) calcu-
lated from Eq.~33!, with the circumferential velocity mean gained
with different averaging methods is shown in Fig. 8. The three
curves virtually coincide.

Due to the shape factor«k defined in the averaging method of
Traupel as a mass flow correction, the tangential velocity compo-
nentct calculated with the method of Traupel is identical with the
ct obtained with Dzung. According to Eq.~29!, both averaging
methods lead to equal stage work values. The difference between
the arithmetically time-averaged stage work and the values gained
with the thermodynamic averaging methods increases from 0.2
percent at the hub to 2.5 percent at the shroud. The mean differ-
ence over the span is a mere 0.4 percent of the work. This is close
to the measurement accuracy itself, i.e., negligible.

The radial velocitycr calculated with the three averaging meth-
ods is shown in Fig. 9. The mean differences between the aver-
aging method of Traupel and Dzung across the traverse is 2 per-
cent.

In the averaging model of Traupel, the shape factor«k defined
by Eq. ~20! considers boundary layers and provides an effective
areaA. Due to the smaller areaA, the velocity componentcr has
a higher magnitude for the model of Traupel.«k is dependent on
the fluctuation intensity ofcr .

The static pressure is presented in Fig. 10 and calculated with
three averaging methods.

Fig. 8 Stage work aa across the traverse obtained from differ-
ent averaging methods. Running conditions: BP.

Fig. 9 Radial velocity across the traverse obtained from differ-
ent averaging methods. Running conditions: BP.

Fig. 10 Static pressure across the traverse obtained from dif-
ferent averaging methods. Running conditions: BP.
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The difference between the static pressure calculated with the
averaging method of Dzung and the area averaged pressure from
the method of Traupel is less than 0.05 percent across the traverse
at position I. This equals 0.3 percent of the mean dynamic head.
The measurement error for the pressure is lower than the differ-
ences between the averaging methods.

(b) Spanwise Averaging:*x(t,z)dz. For the comparison of
axially averaged flow quantities based on the three methods, data
measured during MS running conditions are used, because the
time evolution of such hub-to-shroud averages is mainly of inter-
est during unsteady operating conditions. The averaged data have
to be class averaged to get the time-dependent flow quantities
cr(t,z), ct(t,z), pstat(t,z); see Part 2@9#.

Figure 11 shows the spanwise-averaged momentary stage work
during one MS cycle, as calculated with three averaging methods.
There is a net difference between the physical averaging methods
~Traupel and Dzung! and the physically blind arithmetic average.
The mean difference during one ‘‘mild surge’’ period is about
1.26 kJ/kg, or 2.7 percent.

The fluctuation of radial velocitycr during a MS period is
presented in Fig. 12. Due to the high axial nonuniformity of the
measured radial velocitycr the differences between the averaging
methods of Traupel and Dzung amount to 16 percent during the
whole period. This illustrates the difference between momentum-
based ~Traupel! and continuity based~Dzung or Traupel (1
2«k)cr) averages.

All averages in Figs. 11 and 12 are seen to fluctuate during an
MS cycle, the mass flow (cr) having a much higher amplitude
than the stage work. The near constancy of work can be shown to
be due to the constancy of the tangential (ct) component in the

hub half of the channel where most work transfer occurs.1 In the
coexistence of high mass flow amplitudes with low work~or pres-
sure head! amplitudes is not surprising in an operating point
where the head verse flow characteristic of the stage is almost
horizontal~see Fig. 7 in Part 2@9#!.

The static pressure differences between the averaging methods
of Traupel and Dzung~not shown here! depend on the velocity
fluctuation and have a value of 0.5 percent over the entire MS
period, while the static pressure amplitude was of the order of 10
percent.

(c) Annular averaging:*x(t,z)dtdz. For the comparison of
the averaging methods in both scanning directions~t and z!, the
circumferential ensemble-averaged data for the operation point
BP at probe position I have been calculated

In Table 3, the velocity components, the static pressure, and the
stage work calculated with the averaging methods of Traupel and
Dzung and as simple arithmetic averages are presented for BP
running conditions at position I. The flow quantities are first time-
wise averaged and then spanwise. The standard deviation of thecr
distribution gets a high level after the first timewise averaging of
56 percent for the method of Dzung and 55 percent for the method
of Traupel. This highly inhomogeneous flow across the traverse
leads to differences between the averaging methods, especially
with respect to the radial velocity component. The differences
between the two physically founded methods stem from using
different definitions forc̄r .

Summary and Conclusions

• The comparisons presented in this paper were made for two
running conditions of a centrifugal compressor, ‘‘best point’’ and
‘‘mild surge,’’ with the rig operated in the stable and unstable
branch of the operating line, respectively.

• The data processing of time-resolved fast-response aerody-
namic probe signals comprises data conversion, data analysis, and
interpretation using measurement concepts adapted to the indi-
vidual goals of the measurement campaign.

• The revolution-based and blade-twin-based ensemble averag-
ing methods are discussed. Deterministic pressure fluctuations
near the hub reach 35 percent of the averaged dynamic head and 5
percent near the shroud. The differences between the two
ensemble-averaging methods are negligible across the diffuser
channel. The stochastic fluctuations are much lower than the de-
terministic ones.

• The averaging methods of Traupel, Dzung, and arithmetic
averaging are applied to the time-resolved data. Three averages,
namely axial, circumferential, and channel surface, are presented.

1The arithmetically averaged work is lower than the physical averages because the
flow-deficient shroud-side region, where the work transfer is poor, is more heavily
weighted.

Fig. 11 Stage work during a MS period obtained from different
averaging methods. Running conditions: MS.

Fig. 12 Radial velocity during a MS period obtained with dif-
ferent averaging methods. Running conditions: MS.

Table 3 Annulus-averaged flow quantities determined with
three averaging methods. Running Conditions: BP.
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• Even though the circumferential fluctuations of velocity and
pressure in the impeller outlet flow are significant, the circumfer-
ential averaging methods yield closely identical axial distribu-
tions. However, the spanwise-averaged values differ considerably
due to the very low radial through flow existing near the shroud.

Nomenclature

A 5 area
DA 5 area for the mass flow calculation

a 5 confidential interval
aa 5 specific stage work
b 5 diffuser width ~axial!
C 5 specific speed

C~P, m! 5 coefficient of Gauss distribution
c 5 velocity

cp 5 specific heat at constant pressure
f 5 frequency

f A 5 sampling frequency
h 5 enthalpy
i 5 summation index

L 5 length of diffuser vane
M 5 Mach number
m 5 number of shaft revolutions or blade twin passing

Mu 5 impeller tip speed Mach number
ṁ 5 mass flow
n 5 number of measured data
N 5 number of shaft revolution per seconds
p 5 pressure
R 5 gas constant
r 5 radius, recovery factor

r * 5 Euler radius
s 5 specific entropy
T 5 temperature

Trec 5 recovery temperature
t 5 time

tR 5 time of one impeller revolution
tT 5 time of a twin blade passing
t0 5 total measurement time
u 5 circumferential speed
V̇ 5 flow rate
X 5 flow quantity
z 5 axial coordinate
a 5 flow angle~diffuser coordinates!

aB vane 5 diffuser vane leading edge blade angle
«k ,«e 5 shape factors of Traupel
h deg 5 isentropic efficiency~total-to-total!

u 5 azimuth angle
n 5 specific volume
r 5 density
s 5 standard deviation
w 5 yaw flow angle~probe coordinates!
w 5 flow coefficient5V̇I /(D2

2
•u2)

v 5 impeller angular velocity

Superscripts

2 5 averaged over time, orz, or time andz, Eqs.~6!–
~8!

; 5 ensemble averaged over time

Subscripts

1, 2, 3 5 sensor yaw positions
1 5 impeller inlet
2 5 impeller outlet (r 25140 mm)

Dz 5 averaged with the method of Dzung
E 5 measurement position (r E5147 mm)
i 5 summation index
n 5 ensemble-averaged time index
r 5 radial direction

stat 5 static flow properties
t 5 tangential direction

tot 5 total flow properties
z 5 axial direction
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Discussion: ‘‘On the Development and
Application of the Fast-Response
Aerodynamic Probe System in
Turbomachines–Part 3: Comparison
of Averaging Methods Applied to
Centrifugal Compressor
Measurements’’ †ASME J.
Turbomach., 122, No. 3,
pp. 527–535 „2000…‡1

N. A. Cumpsty
Rolls-Royce plc, Derby, United Kingdom

This paper and its two companions~Parts 1&2! describe careful
and meticulous work and I therefore hesitate to offer any criti-
cism. Two of my comments refer to form rather than content.

I do wonder whether it is wise to use the term ‘‘recovery fac-
tor’’ to describe the temperature ratio in Eq.~9! of Part I. The
term is well established in high-speed flow for this same ratio
when the cause for its value differing from unity is the conduction
of heat across a boundary layer. Here, if I understand correctly,
the biggest discrepancy is due to heat transfer inside the probe.
Could another term be found?

The last point is an observation about cylindrical probes where
the sensing hole is in the side of the cylinder, like the probes
described in these papers. Whenever these are used in a flow in
which the stagnation pressure is nonuniform in the spanwise di-
rection ~i.e., along the axis of the cylinder!, an error occurs. Es-
sentially the hole is exposed to, and responds to, a flow that comes
from a different spanwise location. The size of the error in pres-
sure is a function of the product of the steepness of the gradient in
stagnation pressure and the diameter of the probe; it is normally
significant in the boundary layers near endwalls, the hub, and
shroud walls for the compressor measured here. Because of the
emphasis in the papers to the care given to the construction and
calibration of the probes, this inherent source of inaccuracy could
be overlooked; a ‘‘health warning’’ is perhaps appropriate.

Closure to ‘‘Discussion of ‘On the
Development and Application of the
Fast-Response Aerodynamic
Probe System for Turbomachines—
Part 3: Comparison of Averaging
Methods Applied to Centrifugal
Compressor Measurements’ ’’
†ASME J. Turbomach.,
122, No. 3, p. 527–535 „2000…‡

Peter Kupferschmied

The point made concerning the flow temperature indicated by
probes with internal heat conduction is well taken. The traditional
term ‘‘recovery factor’’ used in the pamphlet paper has been re-
placed by ‘‘effective recovery factor.’’ This, we hope, makes it
clear that a parasitic effect~internal conduction! is superimposed
on the classic aerodynamic compression/conduction phenomenon,
while the definition of the ratio is analogous to the classic recov-
ery factor.

Our trademark FRAP® has been abandoned here in favor of the
more general, noncommercial term ‘‘fast-response aerodynamic
probes.’’

The total pressure signal in flow fields with sharp transverse
velocity-vector gradients is certainly influenced by the presence of
the probe and we agree that the ‘‘health warning’’ made is appro-
priate indeed. It can be shown that the effect of a given total
pressure gradient along the probe axis is reduced by using probes
of smaller diameter. This was one of the main driving forces
behind the development of the miniaturized fast-response probes
described in the papers.

1Pascal Ko¨ppel, Christian Roduner, Peter Kupferschmied, and Georg Gyarmathy,
2000, ‘‘On the Development and Application of the Fast-Response Aerodynamic
Probe System for Turbomachines—Part 3: Comparison of Averaging Methods Ap-
plied to Centrifugal Compressor Measurements,’’ ASME JOURNAL OF TURBOMA-
CHINERY, 122, 527–535.
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Impact of Film-Cooling Jets on
Turbine Aerodynamic Losses
This paper documents a computational investigation of the aerodynamic impact of film
cooling on a linear turbine airfoil cascade. The simulations were for single row injection
on both the pressure and suction surfaces, downstream of the leading edge region. The
cases match experimental efforts previously documented in the open literature. Results
were obtained for density ratio equal to 1.0 and 2.0, and a blowing ratio range from 0.91
to 6.6. The domain included the passage flow as well as the film hole and blade interior.
The simulation used a dense, high-quality, unstructured hybrid-topology grid, comprised
of hexahedra, tetrahedra, prisms, and pyramids. The processing was performed with a
pressure-correction solution procedure and a second-order discretization scheme. Turbu-
lence closure was obtained using standard, RNG, and ‘‘realizable’’ k–« models, as well
as a Reynolds stress model. Results were compared to experimental data in terms of total
pressure loss downstream of the blade row. Flow mechanisms responsible for the varia-
tion of aerodynamic losses due to suction and pressure surface coolant injection are
documented. The results demonstrate that computational methods can be used to predict
losses accurately on film-cooled airfoils.@S0889-504X~00!01503-8#

1 Introduction and Literature Review

Although film cooling has been used for some time in the hot
section of gas turbines, little is known about its impact on the
turbine aerodynamics. Coolant gases are injected from a blade or
vane surface to provide a layer of relatively cold air between the
part and the hot free stream. The coolant air obviously influences
and is influenced by the external aerodynamics. In particular, film
cooling is expected to decrease aerodynamic performance by in-
creasing the loss through a given blade row. In a modern indus-
trial environment, turbine designers have a need for understanding
the complex flow physics associated with losses due to coolant
injection. In addition, they require predictive tools that will yield
aerodynamic information for new heat transfer designs, without
having to resort to expensive full-scale engine experimentation.

The current study is concerned with the effect of film cooling
on profile loss, as opposed to endwall or tip leakage loss. A few
notable experimental studies have been documented in the open
literature that deal with this subject. These studies yield some
insight into the nature of loss generation on film-cooled airfoils,
but provide little in the way of predictive capability. Only a hand-
ful of studies of predictive methods are found in the open litera-
ture, and none of these conclusively show that CFD methods can
be used to predict the effect of film cooling accurately on losses.

1.1 Experimental Studies. Ito @1# and Ito et al.@2# docu-
mented the midspan total pressure loss associated with film cool-
ing by a row of cylindrical holes on the suction and pressure
surface of a linear airfoil cascade. Their experiments showed that
suction side~SS! injection with low injection rate into a laminar
boundary layer increased the loss by initiating transition. Low
injection rate into an already tripped boundary layer showed only
a small increase in the loss. At higher injection rates, the total
pressure loss decreased due to the energizing effect of the coolant.
On the pressure side~PS!, coolant injection only decreased losses
as the injection rate was increased.

Similar work on aerodynamic impact of film cooling on airfoil
cascades, but at engine-realistic Mach numbers, can be found in

Haller and Camus@3# and Köllen and Koschel@4#. Both showed
variation of loss depending on the axial location of the coolant
holes.

Yamamoto et al.@5# and Hong et al.@6# examined loss down-
stream of a linear airfoil cascade, the former using slots at differ-
ent axial locations, and the latter using a row of cylindrical film
holes on the leading edge, pressure, and suction surfaces. Yama-
moto et al. showed the decrease in total pressure loss associated
with added coolant momentum for high coolant injection ratios.
Hong et al. demonstrated the insensitivity of loss to PS injection,
relative to the SS case.

Efficiency measurements for annular nozzle guide vane cas-
cades have been reported by Day et al.@7,8#. Instead of simple
mainstream total pressure loss, they measured the overall loss,
including within the cooling holes, by considering the total pres-
sure of the coolant in addition to the main flow. Their measure-
ments included the effects of both profile and endwall loss. With
regard to the former, it was shown that film cooling resulted in a
thickening of the downstream airfoil wake, and thus a decrease in
aerodynamic efficiency. The authors argued that momentum flux
ratio should be used to scale loss increases due to film cooling.

An examination of profile loss was documented by Osnaghi
et al.@9# for a linear nozzle guide vane cascade with shower head,
trailing edge, and full coverage coolant injection. The authors
concentrated mainly on the so-called thermodynamic loss, which
takes into account the total pressure of the injected coolant on the
overall losses. Tests were performed for multirow injection, in-
cluding leading edge, SS and PS, and trailing edge. They found
that the thermodynamic loss increased with increasing coolant
blowing rate. They also found that losses were equal for different
density ratios so long as the momentum flux ratios were equal.

1.2 AnalyticalÕComputational Studies. There are few
documented efforts to predict losses associated with film cooling.
Some authors have used relatively simple analytical techniques to
predict the mixing losses due to injected coolant, though not the
overall profile loss of the airfoil. These include Urban et al.@10#,
whose ‘‘TOTLOS’’ model is based on the assumption of constant
pressure mixing within a thin layer near the airfoil surface, and is
actually a modification of Hartsel@11#. Their results showed good
agreement with experiments for relatively low coolant injection
rates, but showed some disagreement at higher injection. Ardey
and Fottner@12# found that a simple mixing model could accu-
rately predict losses due to leading edge injection over a wide
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range of blowing ratios. Other authors@2# have used this simpli-
fied approach to predict the losses due to coolant injection with
relative success.

These techniques, however, suffer from two important factors.
One, they only predict theincreaseof the profile loss due to
coolant injection, and not the overall profile loss for a given con-
figuration. Two, they require as input certain measured data. Both
of these restrict their applicability in a design environment, and
make CFD an attractive possible alternative for loss prediction.

Kubo et al. @13# documented a computational effort for loss
prediction of film-cooled airfoils. They modeled film cooling at
various axial locations on both the PS and SS of a linear cascade.
The approach used two-dimensional slots to model the compound-
angled, diffusion-shaped holes, and film-hole exit boundary con-
ditions were applied at the exit plane. Computational studies on
the thermal aspects of film-cooling have shown that this practice
can introduce considerable error in the jet exit conditions@14,15#.
The study used the standardk–« turbulence model with a modi-
fied technique, which effectively bridged the low-Re formulation
with wall functions @16#. The computational results for overall
profile loss consistently overpredicted the experiments by as much
as 30 percent. When only the loss increase due to injection was
considered, the predictions showed very good agreement with ex-
periments, except at high blowing or momentum flux ratios. Due
to modeling, grid quality, and turbulence modeling issues, the
study cannot be used to pass judgment on the ability of CFD to
predict losses, although it does represent an important first step.

1.3 Outstanding Issues and Motivation for Present Work
The single outstanding issue motivating this work is the following
question: ‘‘Can computational fluid dynamics be used consistently
and accurately to predict the impact of film cooling on aerody-
namic losses?’’ No documented study to date has answered it. A
systematic computational methodology is used that effectively
minimizes errors due to computational modeling, geometry and
grid generation, and discretization@17#. As a result, the turbulence
model performance can be isolated and evaluated.

In addition, the physical mechanisms governing losses due to
film cooling are not clearly understood. The physics of loss is
examined, and the important contributors are highlighted. The in-
fluence of various parameters is discussed in terms of the flow
physics; specifically, the role of blowing ratio, density ratio, and
momentum flux ratio.

2 Test Case
The test case matches the experimental study of Ito@1# and Ito

et al. @2#, which documented losses on a linear airfoil cascade for
single row film cooling with streamwise-injected, cylindrical
holes on both the suction and pressure surface. The experimental
setup is shown in Fig. 1. The cooling holes were located 10 per-
cent ~SS! and 15 percent~PS! of axial chord~145.3 mm! down-
stream of the airfoil leading edge. The blade-to-blade pitch of the
cascade was 131.1 mm. The film-hole diameter was 2.38 mm,
with L/D54.4 andP/D53. The streamwise injection angle was
35 deg.

Total pressure was measured at a location 110 mm downstream
~axial direction! of the cascade exit plane. Measurements were
taken by traversing a pitot probe at the midspan location across
the pitch of one of the blades near the middle of the cascade.
Losses presented are therefore only profile losses, and endwall
and/or secondary losses are not considered. The reference case
was a solid blade with no film cooling. Tests were then performed
using different injection rates on both the suction surface and
pressure surface. The losses were presented in terms of down-
stream profiles~SS! and overall pitchwise-averaged total pressure
~SS and PS!.

For all cases the cascade inlet velocity was 14.1 m/s and the
exit velocity was approximately 22.5 m/s. Based on exit velocity
and overall blade chord (Lc5169.1 mm), the Reynolds number

was about 2.33105 and the exit Mach number was 0.06. On the
suction surface, the approaching airfoil boundary layer displace-
ment thickness was 0.22 mm, and the boundary layer was as-
sumed laminar at the injection location based on Reynolds num-
ber. For some experimental cases, the suction surface boundary
layer was tripped using a wire and sandpaper near the leading
edge. On the pressure surface, the approach boundary layer was
assumed turbulent due to an adverse pressure gradient that was
present just downstream of the leading edge, although measure-
ments to support this were not reported.

The cases considered in the present study are shown in Table 1.
Note that only those cases with DR51 have experimental coun-
terparts. These cases are used for validation of the CFD method-
ology. The influence of variable coolant density is examined using
the cases with DR52. In the experiments, results were given in
terms of the mass fraction of coolant flow versus mainstream flow
through the passage. Corresponding values forM and I were cal-
culated for the present study as follows. The mainstream mass
flow was calculated using the given measured cascade inlet veloc-
ity and density. The coolant mass flow for each case was then
calculated using the reported mass fraction. The coolant mass flux

Fig. 1 Geometry of the experimental test case used in this
study: „a… overall setup; „b… blading details. Computational do-
main modeled the experiments „Ito et al., 1980 ….

Table 1 Summary of computational cases
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was obtained by dividing the film-hole cross-sectional area, and
coolant density was known. The free-stream velocity was com-
puted based on the static pressure on the blade at the injection
location and the inlet total pressure.

3 Numerical Method

3.1 Geometry. The computational domain included the cas-
cade flow, the film-hole, and the supply plenum regions, and was
chosen to match as closely as possible the experimental domain
shown in Fig. 1. It extended approximately one overall chord
length upstream and one chord length downstream of the airfoil.
The assumption of periodicity in the blade-to-blade direction was
used so that periodic conditions were applied at locations midway
between consecutive airfoils. In this way, an infinite cascade was
approximated by a single blade-to-blade pitch. Also, the assump-
tion of spanwise periodicity was used along with the fact that the
injection is in the streamwise direction, so that only 1/2 of the
spanwise film-hole to film-hole pitch was included in the domain,
and symmetry planes were applied in the center of the film hole
and at the midpitch line between holes. This effectively modeled a
cascade with infinite span. The geometry was generated using the
I-DEASSolid Modeling and FEA package from SDRC, Inc.

3.2 Grid. A novel grid generation methodology was imple-
mented in order to satisfy all requirements of grid resolution and
grid quality on this complex geometry, including the requirement
that near-wall cell centers be at approximatelyy151 for the two-
layer near-wall treatment. The technique used an unstructured,
multitopology, super-block approach along with solution-based
adaptation to ensure grid independence. Super blocking refers to a
technique in which the domain is partitioned into several different
subsections in order to achieve maximum control over the grid

quality and density. Each of the subsections was then meshed
using an appropriate topology. Hexahedra were placed in near-
wall zones in order to achieve high aspect ratios very near the wall
and extend the grid through the sublayer. In regions where a Car-
tesian grid was not feasible, tetrahedra were used in order to main-
tain high grid quality~minimize cell skewness!. Hexahedral and
tetrahedral regions were joined using layers of square-based pyra-
mids. In regions far from the jet–crossflow interaction, the flow
was assumed to be approximately two-dimensional and so trian-
gular prisms were placed in these regions in order to reduce the
overall cell count. Figure 2 shows the grid for the SS cases. Figure
2~a! shows thez50 symmetry plane that exactly divides the film
hole in the spanwise direction, and Fig. 2~b! shows the airfoil
wall, film-hole wall, and plenum wall. The figure highlights the
advantages of the multitopology approach in the current study.

Gridding was performed using a combination ofI-DEAS and
the T-Grid package from Fluent, Inc. The background grid con-
tained approximately 600,000 cells, the majority of which were
placed in the film-hole and jet–crossflow interaction regions. To
check grid independence, the solution for CaseS3 ~SS injection,
DR52, M51) was refined in high gradient regions and near the
wall, with the new grid containing 950,000 cells. This resulted in
a negligible change of computed downstream profile loss, and the
results on the initial grid were therefore judged to be grid inde-
pendent. The results from the initial grid are presented here.

3.3 Boundary Conditions. Boundary conditions were cho-
sen to match the experimental test cases as closely as possible. As
mentioned above, periodic conditions, or repeating planes, were
applied between the blades in order to model an infinite linear
cascade. Symmetry conditions were applied on both the plane
though the film-hole center and the midpitch plane. Upstream of
the cascade, a constant velocity inlet was applied, with magnitude
and flow direction~see Fig. 1~b!! of 14.1 m/s and 44.3 deg, re-
spectively. Neither inlet turbulence intensity nor turbulent length
scale were documented experimentally, so assumed values of 0.5
percent and 1/100th of the blade-to-blade pitch distance were
used. Free-stream inlet temperature was 300 K. At the plenum
inlet, constant velocity was applied so that the required blowing
ratio was achieved, and turbulence intensity and length scale were
assumed 2 percent and 1/100th of the plenum inlet height, respec-
tively. The coolant temperature was 150 K for the DR52 cases.
All walls were ‘‘no slip’’ and adiabatic. The use of a two-layer
near-wall treatment eliminated the need for wall functions, and
this approach is discussed below.

3.4 Solver. The simulations were processed using the Flu-
ent version 5 software from Fluent, Inc. The solver was pressure
correction with multigrid acceleration. The discretization was a
second-order accurate scheme for use with unstructured grid. The
solver is identical to the one used in several recent papers from
this research group, and has been validated for problems ranging
from laminar two-dimensional flow past a cylinder@18# to three-
dimensional flat plate film-cooling problems@17,19#.

Convergence was determined three different ways. First, the
overall residual level for each of the primary variables was moni-
tored until it was reduced three orders of magnitude and was no
longer changing. Second, the overall mass imbalance in the do-
main was required to be less than 0.01 percent of the passage
mass flow rate. Third, different locations in the flowfield were
monitored to ensure that no flow variables were changing with
increasing iterations, and thus a ‘‘steady state’’ had been
achieved.

3.5 Turbulence Modeling. For the present cases, three dif-
ferent variations of thek–« model were used: the standardk–«
model~SKE! of Launder and Spalding@20#, the RNGk–« ~RNG!
model @21#, and the realizablek–« ~RKE! model @22#. The two-
equation approach to turbulence modeling for film-cooling prob-
lems is at present considered a ‘‘standard’’ due to ease of imple-
mentation and computational economy. However, these models

Fig. 2 Details of the SS grid used in the present study: „a… z
Ä0 symmetry plane; „b… surface mesh in film-hole region
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by their nature suffer from inherent isotropic turbulent viscosity,
lack of ‘‘history’’ effects on the individual Reynolds stresses, and
inability to represent turbulence at multiple scales. So addition-
ally, results have been obtained for the reference case~REF! using
a form of the full Reynolds-Stress~RSM! model~the Basic Model
referred to by Launder,@23#!. The results from the two-equation
models are compared to the RSM case in order to evaluate them
more effectively.

The reader is referred to Ferguson et al.@24# for details of the
SKE, RNG, and RSM models. The major difference between
models is that the first two use an eddy viscosity to relate Rey-
nolds stresses to the mean flow velocity gradients, whereas the
RSM model uses a transport equation for each of the Reynolds
stresses. The eddy-viscosity for SKE and RNG is calculated from
similar relations. For SKE:

mT5Cmr
k2

«
(1)

Cm50.09

For RNG:

meff5mF11ACm

m

k

A«
G 2

Cm50.0845

The values of turbulent kinetic energy,k, and turbulent dissipa-
tion rate,«, are obtained from their own transport equations. The
RNG model contains an extra source term in the transport equa-
tion for «. This extra term has the effect of increasing generation
of turbulent dissipation—in comparison to SKE—in regions with
high rates of strain.

The realizablek–« model ~RKE! is also considered in this
study, and since this model was not discussed by Ferguson et al.
@24#, some important points are considered here. The model trans-
port equation fork is identical to the SKE model, and the transport
equation for« is similar, with small differences in the generation
and destruction terms. The reader is referred to Shih et al.@22#
and Lumley@25# for a thorough discussion.

The ‘‘realizability’’ referred to in the model’s name is the so-
called realizability constraint for Reynolds stresses. This con-
straint requires that Reynolds normal stresses be always positive:

ui
2>0

and that the Schwarz inequality be satisfied:
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A concise discussion is available from Durbin@26#. It should be
apparent that for the SKE model, these conditions are in general
not satisfied, considering both Eq.~1! and the Boussinesq
hypothesis:
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Specifically, the realizability conditions will be violated in regions
of the flowfield with high rates of strain, relative to the inverse
turbulent time scale,«/k. A similar argument holds for the RNG
model. The RKE model meets the realizability constraints through
the use of a variable parameterCm, while using the same Bouss-
inesq relationship for the Reynolds stresses~Eq. ~2!!, and the
same form for the eddy viscosity,mT ~Eq. ~1!!:
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where, for a nonrotating reference frame,
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is the mean rotation rate. The parameterAs is evaluated by:
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The constantA0 is set equal to 4.04.
The impact of each of the four turbulence models on loss pre-

diction is discussed in the results section below.

4 Results and Discussion
Comparisons between computed and measured results were

made in terms of the loss coefficient,z:

z5
~Pt12Pt2!

~Pt12P2!
3S V2

V2,avg
D (3)

wherePt1 is the total pressure at the cascade inlet, andPt2 , P2 ,
V2 , andV2,avgare the local total pressure, the local static pressure,
the local velocity magnitude, and the pitchwise-averaged velocity
magnitude, respectively, at the downstream measuring location.
The results, both measured and computed, were obtained at a
single spanwise location directly downstream of one of the film-
hole centers. For incompressible flow, Eq.~3! is equivalent to a
mass-weighted total pressure loss coefficient. Note that some
studies use a thermodynamic or kinetic energy loss coefficient,
which accounts for the addition of total pressure and/or total tem-
perature to the mainstream by the coolant flow, which typically
give a more realistic picture of the aerodynamic penalty incurred
by film cooling. However, since the total pressure loss was re-
ported in the experiments, it is the formulation used here. Evalu-
ation of the predictive capability of the current methodology, as
well as of the physics of loss, is possible with either form of the
loss coefficient, and it is simply noted that a negative loss coeffi-
cient in the results does not imply nonphysical behavior. A small
adjustment~typically less than 3 percent! was made to the com-
puted loss coefficients in order to more accurately compare them
to experiments, and is discussed in the appendix.

4.1 Solid Blade„REF… Results. The solid blade reference
case was used as a baseline for film-cooling results and to evalu-
ate turbulence model performance. The loading curve is shown in
Fig. 3, which compares measured data and results obtained with
the RKE turbulence model. The plot is of free-stream velocity
along the airfoil, obtained from the equation:

V`5A2~Pt,12P!/r

and normalized by the average exit velocity,V2,avg. The agree-
ment lends confidence to the current computational approach.

Initially, results were obtained using each of the four turbulence
models: standardk–« ~SKE!, RNG k–« ~RNG!, realizablek–«
~RKE!, and a Reynolds stress model~RSM!. The profile of loss
coefficient,z, at the downstream measuring location is shown in
Fig. 4 for each of the turbulence models and compared to the
experimental results. Both the SKE and RNG models exhibit pe-
culiar behavior, including overprediction of the downstream wake
spreading and local regions of negative loss. Both the RSM and
RKE models yield reasonable results that show good qualitative
agreement with the experiments. Table 2 lists the area-averaged
loss coefficient,z̄, for each of the cases. The RSM and RKE
models show excellent quantitative agreement with measure-
ments, considering likely experimental uncertainty. The RNG
model shows improvement over the SKE model, but still overpre-
dicts the profile loss.
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The explanation for these results is seen in Fig. 5, which shows
the contours of turbulent kinetic energy normalized by the average
exit velocity (k/V2,avg

2 ) over the airfoil for each of the four mod-
els. It is evident that both the SKE and RNG models have high
turbulence levels in the region near the suction surface of the
airfoil. Most of this turbulence is in fact produced in the free-
stream region, and not in the airfoil boundary layer. This ‘‘ex-
cess’’ turbulence is responsible for overpredicting the growth of
the suction side boundary layer and therefore overpredicting the
downstream loss coefficient. The reason for this turbulence pro-
duction can be traced back to the realizability conditions dis-
cussed briefly in the section on turbulence modeling. For both the
SKE and RNG models, the computed Reynolds normal stresses
can be less than zero, violating the realizability condition.~The
RNG model is not derived using the concept of Reynolds averag-
ing, but it is a simple matter to determine the ‘‘equivalent’’ Rey-
nolds stresses in the model.!

The production term in thek transport equation is derived ex-
actly via Reynolds averaging:

Gk52rui8uj8
]U j

]xi

Consider as an example two-dimensional incompressible flow in a
coordinate system aligned so thatx1 is in the streamwise direc-
tion, andx2 is in the direction normal to the streamline, at the
point of interest. If the flow is rapidly accelerating in the stream-
wise direction, then (]U1 /]x1)@0, and by continuity
(]U2 /]x2)!0. This situation is similar to what happens when the
flow near the suction surface of the airfoil—in the free stream and
in the outer region of the boundary layer—is accelerated through
the passage. The turbulent production due to normal Reynolds
stresses should be the sum of a negative component
(2ru18

2]U1 /]x1) and a positive component (2ru28
2]U2 /]x2) if

the Reynolds normal stresses are positive, i.e., if they do not vio-
late the realizability constraints. If, however, realizability is vio-
lated, then both of the production term components will be posi-
tive, and nonphysical turbulence production will result. This
physically unrealistic behavior is the source of the ‘‘extra’’ turbu-
lence in the SKE and RNG models. Excess turbulence is also
produced in the stagnation region for these two models for the
same reasons. This behavior~overprediction ofk by the standard
k–« model in impinging or stagnation regions! has been remarked
upon in the literature@26#. The curious negative loss regions in the
results obtained with the SKE and RNG models are also due to
this excess production of turbulence.

The RNG model suffers less than the SKE model because of
the extra source term in the« transport equation. Obviously, it
only mediates the impact of nonphysical behavior, without elimi-
nating it. The RSM model, which uses transport equations for the
individual Reynolds stresses, and the RKE model, which uses a
formulation forCm that forces realizability, do not suffer from the
effects of this extra turbulence, and so do a much better job of
predicting the downstream loss, as seen in Fig. 4 and Table 2.
This deficiency in the SKE model helps to explain the consistent
overprediction of airfoil loss by Fukuyama et al.@16# and Kubo
et al. @13#. even for cases with no coolant injection.

This discussion indicates that accurate prediction of losses with
film cooling will only be possible using the RSM or RKE model,
out of those considered in the present study. Since the RSM model
adds significantly to computational requirements, and since the

Fig. 3 Solid blade loading curve indicates good agreement be-
tween computations and experiments

Fig. 4 Profiles of loss coefficient for the solid blade obtained
with each of the turbulence models. The RSM and RKE models
yield the best agreement with experiments.

Fig. 5 Contours of turbulent kinetic energy normalized by av-
erage exit velocity „k ÕV2

2
…, showing excess turbulence com-

puted with SKE and RNG models

Table 2 Pitchwise-averaged loss coefficient „REF case …
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two-equation approach for turbulence modeling represents a cur-
rent standard, the RKE model was chosen for the film-cooling
cases discussed below.

4.2 Suction Surface Injection. The pitchwise-averaged
downstream loss coefficient is plotted versus blowing ratio in Fig.
6~a! for the computational cases with DR51 ~S1 and S2!, and
compared to measured data. The experimental results were ob-
tained with a tripwire and sandpaper near the leading edge of the
suction surface to ensure a fully turbulent boundary layer, which
is matched by the computations. The quantitative agreement be-
tween the computed and measured results shown in Fig. 6~a! is
quite good. The lossincreasedue to film cooling on the suction
surface is shown in Fig. 6~b!, and of course looks similar to the
overall loss prediction.

Figure 7 shows the profiles of local loss coefficient plotted ver-
sus normalized blade-to-blade distance for cases REF, S1, and S2.
There is little change between REF and S1 in both the experi-
ments and the computations, but the S2 case shows the energizing
effect of the coolant flow, which is exiting the film hole in this
case with a higher total pressure than the mainstream. The coolant
jet for this case shows less spreading in the computations than in
the experiments. This effect is similar to the underprediction by
RKE of the airfoil wake spreading evidenced in Fig. 4. Underpre-
diction of coolant spread rate is well documented for computa-

tional film-cooling studies. Note that this underprediction of the
spreading has a negligible effect on the area-averaged loss calcu-
lations shown in Fig. 6.

4.3 Pressure Surface Injection. Figure 8~a! shows the
pitchwise-averaged downstream loss coefficient versus blowing
ratio for cases REF, P1, and P2. The results follow the experimen-
tal trends, but contain an almost constant positive bias of about
1.25 percent. Better agreement is observed when only the loss
increasedue to coolant injection is considered; Fig. 8~b!. The
reason for the discrepancy in the overall loss calculation is the
state of thesuction surfaceboundary layer, which is laminar over
most of the airfoil in the experiments, but turbulent from the lead-
ing edge onward in the computations. The suction side boundary
layer was not tripped for the cases with PS injection, although it
was for the cases with SS injection. A proof-of-concept simulation
was performed on the solid blade in which the suction side bound-
ary layer was laminar up to a point slightly past the location on
the suction surface at which the pressure gradient becomes ad-
verse, and the RKE model was applied downstream of that loca-
tion. The result was a decrease in overall loss from 4.71 to 3.73
percent, versus an experimental value of 3.42 percent. Of course,
the proof-of-concept simulation does not accurately reflect the
boundary layer transition region, and so still does not exactly
match the experiments. It does, however, highlight the importance
of boundary layer state when attempting to predict overall profile
losses computationally.

Loss is much less sensitive to injection on the pressure surface
than on the suction surface. Note, for example, that atM52, the
change of total pressure loss is about22.5 percent for SS injec-
tion and about20.2 percent for PS injection. This relative insen-
sitivity to pressure side injection has been documented by other
researchers@6#. There are two reasons for it: First, because the
free-stream velocity at the injection location on the pressure side
is low, the coolant injection massflow ratio (ṁc /ṁm) is much
lower on the pressure side for equivalent blowing ratios; second,
the total pressure mixing loss will depend on the relative differ-
ence between the total pressure of the exiting coolant and the total
pressure of the free stream. This difference scales with the mo-
mentum flux ratioI:
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Fig. 6 Pitchwise-averaged downstream loss coefficient for SS
injection: „a… overall; „b… increase due to film cooling

Fig. 7 Profiles of downstream loss coefficient for SS injection
Fig. 8 Pitchwise-averaged downstream loss coefficient for PS
injection: „a… overall; „b… increase due to film cooling
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For PS injection, where static pressure at the injection location
(Pinj) is high relative to the suction surface, the total pressure
difference is less sensitive to changes inI, and consequently to
changes inM. Use of a different loss coefficient, which considers
effects of both coolant injection ratio and coolant total pressure,
would reduce the sensitivity of results to the injection surface.

4.4 Discussion of Loss Physics.The injection of coolant
into the airfoil boundary layer changes the profile loss by two
separate mechanisms. One is the mixing loss due to the difference
between coolant and mainstream total pressure and/or tempera-
ture. The mixing loss at a far downstream location can be deter-
mined if the total pressure and temperature of the coolant and
mainstream, as well as the final, ‘‘mixed-out’’ condition is known.
Typically, the location of interest is far enough downstream that
almost all of the mixing has already occurred, and the assumption
of a fully mixed flow is applicable. The approach uses a control
volume analysis, and does not require knowledge of the details of
the mixing process@27#. This approach is the basis for all of the
analytical and semi-analytical predictive methods documented in
the open literature, and all are generally successful@1,10,12#.
Likewise, mixing loss should be relatively easy to predict using
computational methods if the downstream location of interest is
relatively far from coolant injection.

The second effect of film-cooling on the profile loss concerns
its influence on the ‘‘wall losses.’’ Here the term wall losses refers
to kinetic energy lost by the flow at the boundaries—the losses
that are related to the drag on a turbine airfoil. Injection of a
coolant jet will increase the turbulent mixing in the boundary
layer, and this can increase the boundary layer loss for the airfoil.
The most extreme example of this is when a coolant jet initiates
transition in a laminar boundary layer, resulting in a dramatic
increase in the wall losses, although film cooling can increase the
mixing to some degree even in a turbulent boundary layer. Also, if
the coolant jet remains close to the wall~the ‘‘film’’ in film cool-
ing! then it may form a low or high velocity layer near the surface
that decreases or increases, respectively, the airfoil wall shear
stress. An analogous effect has been documented in experimental
measurements of heat transfer coefficient downstream of film
holes. For example, Sen et al.@28# showed that the heat transfer
decreases just downstream of the film-hole breakout for lowI, and
increases for highI. Finally, coolant injection can influence the
losses at the trailing edge, commonly called the base pressure loss.
For the present cases, this influence is felt because of the changes
in the boundary layer at the trailing edge as a result of coolant
injection. If the boundary layer has been thinned by film cooling
because the exiting jet has a high streamwise momentum content,
then the separation at the trailing edge is more severe and trailing
edge loss increases. The opposite is true for thickening of the
boundary layer by a coolant jet with low streamwise momentum
content.

The overall loss increase due to film cooling will be a combi-
nation of the mixing loss and the increased~or decreased! wall
loss. Analytical approaches consider only mixing loss, and yet are
known to perform reasonably well for loss increase prediction,
especially at low coolant injection rates. This indicates the relative
importance of the two loss sources, specifically that mixing loss
dominates the loss increase unless film cooling initiates boundary
layer transition. As the coolant injection rate is increased, how-
ever, the contribution of increased wall loss may become impor-
tant, even for fully turbulent airfoil boundary layers. Examination
of reported analytical approaches shows this behavior. Urban
et al. @10# showed that their ‘‘TOTLOS’’ prediction method
yielded excellent results for low injection rates, but underpre-
dicted the loss increase at blowing rates above the design point.
Similar results were found by Ito et al.@2#. This may be due to the
increase in boundary layer loss caused by the injected coolant,
which is not accounted for in their models. Ardey and Fottner@12#
used an analytical method for their leading edge film cooling
study, and showed excellent prediction even at high blowing

rates. It is likely that for their case, the increase in boundary
layer loss was very small due to the fact that the coolant jets
were lifted far away from the surface—shown by their flowfield
measurements—and so did not significantly alter the airfoil
boundary layer and increase the wall loss.

4.5 Effect of Density Ratio. There is some contradiction in
the literature regarding the role of density ratio~DR! in film-
cooled airfoil loss. Haller and Camus@3#, Day et al.@7#, and Os-
naghi et al.@9# have reported that DR has negligible effect on the
downstream thermodynamic efficiency. However, they first docu-
mented the impact of DR changes at constant blowing ratio~M!
while the others reported the impact of density changes at constant
momentum flux ratio~I!. Ito et al. @2# reported significant influ-
ence of DR on total pressure loss due to film cooling when com-
paring results at equivalentM, which contradicts the conclusion of
Haller and Camus.

Influence of density ratio for the SS cases is highlighted in Fig.
9. Shown is the increase of the downstream pitchwise-averaged
loss coefficient plotted versusM andI, respectively. It is apparent
that density ratio exerts a significant influence on loss when re-
sults are scaled versusM. The trend shown matches that docu-
mented by Ito et al.@2#. When scaled versusI, however, the in-
fluence is minimal. For a given momentum flux ratio, an increase
in DR appears to result in a very slight decrease in the down-
stream loss. This small decrease may be due to a reduction in wall
loss because of a reduced velocity ratio for the cases with DR52.
On the pressure surface, the effect of density ratio was less obvi-
ous, because of the range of blowing ratios considered with
DR52 ~see Table 1!. The PS trends were similar whether results
were plotted versusM or I, in that very little change due to density
ratio was noticeable. Overall, however, the current results support
the assertion by Day et al.@7# and Osnaghi et al.@9# that down-
stream loss is best scaled by the film-cooling momentum flux
ratio, at least for the current range of operating parameters, and
that density ratio has only a slight influence on the loss.

5 Conclusions
To our knowledge, no study exists in the open literature that

effectively demonstrates the ability of computational methods to
predict profile losses on film-cooled airfoils. A systematic compu-
tational approach was used to isolate errors in the turbulence
model performance, and to determine what considerations are
necessary to predict film-cooling losses accurately. After valida-

Fig. 9 Effect of density ratio on area-averaged loss coefficient
for SS injection. Significant influence is observed when plotted
versus M„a…, but not when plotted versus I„b ….
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tion against experimental results, the computations were used to
elucidate loss mechanisms and help explain reported trends in the
literature. Specific conclusions are listed:

• CFD methods can consistently yield useful predictions of air-
foil loss, at least for the current range of operating parameters,
when all sources of error~domain and boundary conditions, grid,
discretization, and turbulence modeling! are addressed.

• Proper turbulence modeling is critical to accurate resolution
of losses. Particularly, the model must not violate the realizability
constraints on the Reynolds stresses. Both the standard form of
the k–« model and the RNGk–« model were found to violate
these constraints and therefore suffer from excess turbulence pro-
duction. This yielded a consistent overprediction of airfoil profile
loss. Use of either a Reynolds stress model, or the realizable form
of the k–« model, resulted in close agreement with measured
results.

• The increase in profile loss by coolant injection can be sepa-
rated into two sources: mixing loss of coolant and mainflow, and
changes in the loss at airfoil boundaries because of coolant injec-
tion. At lower injection rates, the mixing loss was found to domi-
nate the overall loss increase as long as coolant injection does not
initiate boundary layer transition. As injection rate is increased,
however, the effect of changes in the wall loss may become sig-
nificant. Simple analytical or semi-analytical techniques generally
only consider the mixing loss, and so are prone to error at these
higher injection rates.

• The influence of density ratio on the loss increase was found
to be minimal when the results were scaled versus the momentum
flux ratio, I. These results support the assertion by Day et al.@7#
and Osnaghi et al.@9# that I be used as the pertinent scaling pa-
rameter for airfoil loss increase.
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Appendix
Comparisons between computed and measured results were

made in terms of the loss coefficient,z:

z5
~Pt12Pt2!

~Pt12P2!
3S V2

V2,avg
D (3)

wherePt1 is the total pressure at the cascade inlet, andPt2 , P2 ,
V2 , andV2,avgare the local total pressure, the local static pressure,
the local velocity magnitude, and the area-averaged velocity mag-
nitude, respectively, at the downstream measuring location. For
incompressible flow, this is equivalent to a mass-weighted total
pressure loss coefficient. Observing Eq.~3!, it is apparent that the
downstream change in total pressure is scaled by the difference in
upstream total and downstream static pressure, (Pt12P2), as is
common practice for presentation of loss results. This formulation
can lead to difficulties in comparing computed and measured re-
sults, and a discussion of the comparison procedure is in order.
The reader is first referred to Fig. 1~a!, which shows the experi-
mental setup used by Ito@1#. Downstream of the airfoil cascade,
assuming a relatively long extent of the wind tunnel, the flow
would at some point be turned approximately 135 deg from its
inlet flow angle. In addition, the incompressible flow would ap-
proach an average velocity that was equal to the downstream-to-
upstream wind tunnel area ratio times the inlet velocity. This
would occur regardless of the airfoil cascade, and illustrates the
influence of the wind tunnel sidewalls on the downstream flow. In
the computations, an infinite cascade was modeled, for which the

effect of wind tunnel walls is zero. If the measurements of interest
are far from the walls in the ‘‘potential core’’ of the wind tunnel
flow, then the measured change in total pressure should only re-
flect the impact of the airfoils, so the wall effect would not change
that quantity. However, what the wall effect does influence is the
scaling term, (Pt12P2). Consider, for example, a case where the
downstream section of the wind tunnel provides extra flow turning
and/or decreases in cross-sectional area. Then the core flow would
be accelerated, andP2 would be lower than for a case in which
the wall effects were absent. Clearly, scaling total pressure loss by
some other, less sensitive value—say inlet dynamic pressure—
would ease the comparison between computational and experi-
mental results considerably for these cases.

For the current study, the impact of the wall effect on the scal-
ing term, (Pt12P2), was difficult to quantify. In order to allow
effective comparison between measured and computed results, the
following approach was used. First, the experimental value of
average velocity at the measuring location (V2) was calculated
based on inlet velocity and reported flow exit angle. It was found
to match the reported value. For cases with film cooling, the
added mass of the coolant was also considered, and the increase in
average velocity was calculated. This assumes that film cooling
will have little impact on the turning angle, as has been reported
in the literature~e.g., Osnaghi et al.@9#!. Second, the difference
between the static pressure in the experiments (P2) and the static
pressure in an experiment with an infinite cascade and no wall
effects (P2* ) was estimated based on the velocity differences, us-
ing the average velocity obtained in the computations:

P22P2* 5
1

2
r~V2,avg* 2 2V2,avg

2 !

whereV2,avg* is taken as the average velocity that would be mea-
sured in an infinite cascade, and the computed value is used for
this. Substitution of this relation into Eq.~3! yields the loss coef-
ficient modified to account for the wall effects. The obvious as-
sumption is that the calculated average velocity matches the aver-
age velocity that would be measured if there were no wall effect
in the experiments, or equivalently that the flow turning in the
computations equals the flow turning that would be found in an
experiment with no wall effects. The validity of this assumption
can be checked, at least qualitatively, by considering that the
amount of flow turning will depend on the blade loading and on
the boundary layer development. If these two characteristics are
accurately predicted, then the assumption should be valid. The
first can be assessed by Fig. 3, which shows the loading curve for
this case, computed versus measured. Agreement is good. The
second characteristic can be judged from the downstream wake
comparisons in Fig. 4. It was found that this agreement is good as
well for the RSM and RKE models, indicating that the present
comparison technique is valid. On average, the correction proce-
dure shifted the loss calculation 2.8 percent from its original
value.

Nomenclature

D 5 film-hole diameter
DR 5 density ratio5rc /r`

I 5 momentum flux ratio5rcVc
2/r`V`

2

L/D 5 film-hole length-to-diameter ratio
Lc 5 overall blade chord5169.1 mm
Ls 5 blade-to-blade pitch distance5131.1 mm
M 5 blowing ratio5rcVc /r`V`

P/D 5 film-hole spanwise pitch-to-diameter ratio
P 5 static pressure

PS 5 pressure surface
Pt 5 total pressure
SS 5 suction surface
U 5 mean velocity
V 5 velocity magnitude
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Xn 5 axial chord length
k 5 turbulence kinetic energy

ṁ 5 mass flow rate
u 5 fluctuating velocity
x 5 axial dimension from leading edge
y 5 blade-to-blade dimension

y1 5 nondimensional wall distance
« 5 turbulence dissipation rate
z 5 total pressure loss coefficient~Eq. ~3!!
m 5 dynamic viscosity
n 5 kinematic viscosity
z̄ 5 pitchwise-averaged loss coefficient
r 5 density

Subscripts

T 5 turbulent
avg 5 area-averaged

c 5 coolant
eff 5 effective (molecular1turbulent)
i,j 5 vector components
inj 5 injection location
m 5 mainflow ~or passage!
t 5 total

` 5 free stream
1 5 passage inlet
2 5 downstream measuring location

Superscript

* 5 value assuming an infinite cascade
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Transient Heat Transfer
Measurements Using a Single
Wide-Band Liquid Crystal Test
A technique using a thermochromic liquid crystal coating to measure film cooling effec-
tiveness (h) and heat transfer coefficient~hf! has been developed so that both of these
important parameters can be obtained, as a function of time, from a single transient test.
The technique combines a real-time, true color (24 bit) imaging system with the use of a
wide-band liquid crystal coating and multiple event sampling for the simultaneous deter-
mination ofh and hf from the single test. To illustrate and validate this technique, the
flow from compound-angle square jets in a crossflow is examined. The tests, in which the
jet air was suddenly heated to about 40°C, lasted 30 seconds. The measuredh is com-
pared with measurements made in the same flow under steady-state conditions in a totally
different way, using a mass/heat analogy and a flame ionization detector. Good agree-
ment is obtained. Three different blowing ratios (M) of 0.5, 1.0, and 1.5 are investigated
with a constant jet Reynolds number of about 5000. Detailed quantitative comparisons of
the h measured in both ways are made for all blowing ratios, and plots ofh and hf are
presented.@S0889-504X~00!01403-3#

Introduction

Film cooling is a method used to protect surfaces exposed to a
high-temperature environment. This technique has numerous en-
gineering applications, of which the most demanding is the cool-
ing of gas turbine components. Film heating, rather than film cool-
ing, is also extensively used in various aircraft applications, such
as de-icing of inlets and airfoils. In the case of film cooling, a
protective film layer is generated on a surface of interest by injec-
tion of a secondary medium through slots or discrete holes into
the mainstream boundary layer. Injection through slots typically
generates a two-dimensional flow field, while injection through
holes generates a more complicated three-dimensional flow field.

Various experimental methods have been developed to measure
the film cooling effectiveness and the heat transfer coefficient,
which are two parameters required in the design of external cool-
ing systems. Ekkad et al.@1# used a transient liquid crystal tech-
nique to measure localh and hf downstream of one row of
compound-angle injection holes. The detailed heat transfer char-
acteristics in the near-hole region provided by Ekkad et al.@1# are
based on a transient liquid crystal technique developed initially by
Vedula and Metzger@2# in which two similar transient tests are
used to obtain two different sets of conditions from the color
change of a thermochromic liquid crystal~TLC!, for the simulta-
neous determination ofh andhf . The same technique, also used
in a recent study by Yu and Chyu@3# for injection through stream-
wise inclined holes, requires two transient experiments and does
not provide information on the possible variation ofh or hf with
time. In principle, both these parameters can vary with time be-
cause of deliberate or inherent flow unsteadiness, as illustrated in
the results presented in this paper.

Chyu and Hsing@4# have described a new method based on the
temperature-sensitive fluorescence of a thermographic phosphor
to calculate heat transfer characteristics during a single transient
test. Multiple-event sampling was used to minimize the uncer-

tainty of the solution via a least-squares method. The authors state
that the technique can be applied for high temperatures and highly
unsteady conditions.

The main objective of the present study is to demonstrate the
efficacy of a wide-band liquid crystal technique@5#, including the
comparison betweenh calculated from the wide-band TLC
method andh measured with a completely different technique
based on flame ionization detector~FID! sampling in an isother-
mal mass transfer experiment@6#. Such a direct comparison of
results obtained by fundamentally different methods is valuable.
The TLC technique presented here shows that accurate results can
be obtained with the appropriate imaging system and wide-band
liquid crystal using multiple sampling during a single transient
test. The film cooling geometry used in the present comparison is
a flat plate with compound-angle square holes.

Experimental Apparatus and Methods
The experiments were performed in the Aerodynamics Labora-

tory at the University of British Columbia using an open-circuit,
forced-draft wind tunnel. The maximum tunnel air speed was 12
m/s and was measured by Pitot tube. The test section was
1020 mm3405 mm3270 mm and was located downstream of a
4:1 area contraction section. The wind tunnel side walls were
made of clear plexiglass for observation purposes.

The test section was modified to include a specially designed
removable tunnel floor, and a removable nonglare glass tunnel
ceiling. The removable floor is basically a flat plate made out of
0.5-in.-thick PlasticG sheet with low thermal conductivity. The
physical properties of interest for the PlasticG are densityr
51187.6 kg/m3, thermal conductivityk50.1872 W/mK, and spe-
cific heatc51464 J/kgK.

The removable plate contains a row of five square jets, of size
d51/2 in. ~width of the jet with cross-sectional aread2!, angled at
30 deg to the tunnel floor and at 45 deg to the crossflow direction.
The row of jets is located 406 mm from the test section entrance.
The length of the jet duct is four times its width, soL/d54. The
spacing of the jets in the spanwise direction isSr53d ~see Fig. 1!.

The jet flow was supplied by a compressor, filtered through
multiple oil traps, and metered with the aid of a rotameter such
that the jet Reynolds number was kept constant at a value of about
Re255000. A honeycomb was inserted in the plenum to prevent a
swirling flow pattern inside the plenum.

1Present address: GE Aircraft Engines, Evendale, OH 45215.
2Present address: GE Power Systems, Greenville, SC 29615.
Contributed by the International Gas Turbine Institute and based on a paper pre-

sented at the 44th International Gas Turbine and Aeroengine Congress and Exhibi-
tion, Indianapolis, Indiana, June 7–10, 1999. Manuscript received by the Interna-
tional Gas Turbine Institute February 1999. Paper No. 99-GT-167. Review Chair: D.
C. Wisler.
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A boundary layer trip wire was fixed onto the tunnel floor, just
upstream of the test section, to ensure a boundary layer with con-
stant thickness across the span of the tunnel, which was also
steady with a fixed transition point. The boundary layer five jet
widths upstream (x/d525) from the center of the row of jets
was measured by Findlay@6# and was approximately 2d thick for
all cases presented here. The momentum thickness Reynolds num-
ber atx/d525 was approximately Reu51104, 658, and 401 for
M50.5, 1.0, and 1.5 respectively. Further details can be found in
Licu @5# and Findlay@6#.

Liquid Crystal Thermography Technique. A rectangular
patch of dimensions approximately 6d310d was covered with a
wide-band liquid crystal over the region downstream of the
middle jet. The wide-band TLC@7# was sprayed onto the surface
by an experienced special coatings technician. The liquid crystal
surface was illuminated with the white light system described in
@5#. Two Optimarc lamps were symmetrically placed above the
tunnel ceiling, and the incident light onto the instrumented liquid
crystal surface came uniformly through the tunnel nonglare glass
ceiling.

A 33CCD RGB ~Red, Green, Blue! color video camera was
placed outside the tunnel, perpendicular to the center point of the
liquid crystal instrumented patch, such that the camera lens was
aligned with the tunnel ceiling and shot through an opening in the
nonglare glass ceiling. Details of this arrangement are shown in
Fig. 1. Light uniformity is very important and was checked by
shooting a white piece of paper placed on the surface within the
field of view. The position of the lamps was adjusted until a
uniform color signal in the R, G, and B components was achieved
across the white subject.

The calibration of the Thermax wide-band TLC was done in the
same wind tunnel, and under the same lighting and viewing angle
conditions as the actual experiments. A specially designed hollow
calibration box was connected in a closed loop to a thermal cir-
culator. The temperature of the bath and the heat input rates were
adjusted to obtain a very slow and steady temperature increase of
the circulator agent~distilled water!. A type K thermocouple,
mounted on the surface of the calibration box before the black
base paint and the TLC were sprayed, was connected to an
OMEGA OMNI-CAL calibrator unit such that the temperature of
the TLC instrumented surface was known at all times with an
error less than60.05°C.

Still images were recorded directly on the dedicated imaging
system PC’s hard drive for each 0.2°C temperature increase of the
calibration surface from 18°C to 41°C. The melting point of the
TLC was between 19°C and 20°C, and the clearing point was

around 41°C. For the present application, an appropriate relation-
ship must be found between the temperature of the liquid crystal
instrumented surface and either the RGB or another similar color
space. This function must be easy to compute and must minimize
the error in temperature over the entire liquid crystal useful color
response.

The double hexcone Hue, Saturation, and Lightness~HSL!
color space was used in this study, where the RGB to HSL and
HSL to RGB color space conversions can be found in Pitas@8#.
The TLC calibration was repeated seven times and the minimum
error, which was represented by the standard deviation values
from a region 60340 pixels sampled around the thermocouple
leads, corresponded to the Hue component. The absolute error in
temperature was calculated based on the absolute error in Hue
from all the calibration data sets, and it was as low as60.095°C
and as high as60.247°C for a temperature range between 21.6°C
and 30°C. The error in temperature was higher for temperatures
below and above this range, so that the useful temperature range
was between 21.6°C and 30°C. The average error in temperature
for this temperature interval was60.155°C, and this compares
well with the results from Wang et al.@9# where a temperature
error of less than 0.3°C was reported for a 15°C band liquid crys-
tal used in a two-temperature situation, where a different Hue,
Saturation, Intensity~HSI! color space transformation was imple-
mented.

The jet air was heated in an in-house designed and built in-line
heat exchanger, diverted by a system of two-way direct-lift sole-
noid valves so that it flowed through the plenum, and finally dis-
charged into the mainstream boundary layer through the row of
compound-angle ducts. The temperature of the jets was recorded
at a sample rate of 200 Hz by two type K thermocouples. The two
thermocouples were placed just inside the outer two square ducts
so that the flow through the middle jets was not disturbed. The
final jet temperature was found by averaging the data recorded
from the two thermocouples. During the 30 second transients, the
uncompressed RGB images are captured in real time at five
frames per second~fps! and stored into the host PC’s RAM
through a 32-bit color frame grabber. At the end of each run the
data are transferred onto hard drives for further processing.

With the system initially in thermal equilibrium at temperature
T`5T25Ti , transient one-dimensional heat conduction occurs
through the plate when a sudden change in temperature is imposed
on the jet flow. The semi-infinite solid formulation is then a con-
venient approach if the thermally affected region is less than the
plate thickness. This situation can always be controlled by limit-
ing the duration of the experiment. For the present experiments,

Fig. 1 Jets in crossflow arrangement
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the thermally affected region was less than half of the flat plate
thickness. At any time during the transient and at any particular
location on the surface of interest, the following expression relates
the film heat transfer coefficienthf and the adiabatic wall tem-
peratureTad with the initial temperatureTi , the temperature of
the surfaceTw , and physical properties of the wall materiala:

Tw~ t !2Ti

Tad2Ti
512expS hf

2at

k2 D erfcS hfAat

k D (1)

The initial and boundary conditions for Eq.~1! are:

T~z, t50!5Ti (2)

T~z5`, t !5Ti (3)

2k
]T

]zU
z50

5hf~Tad2Tw~ t !! (4)

where z is taken to be perpendicular to the flat plate surface.
Equation~1! was adapted from Carslaw and Jaeger@10# from the
solution to the one-dimensional transient heat conduction into a
semi-infinite wall with the initial and boundary conditions speci-
fied by Eqs.~2!, ~3!, and~4!. The film heat transfer coefficienthf
is defined by:

hf5
qw

Tw2Tad
(5)

whereqw is the heat flux at the wall,Tw is the measured tempera-
ture of the wall, andTad is the adiabatic temperature of the wall or
the temperature achieved at the wall whenqw50.

In a film cooling application, the adiabatic wall temperature is
unknown and is a function of the location on the surface, cross-
flow, and jet flow temperatures, and the degree of mixing between
them. For each location on the surface, Eq.~1! has therefore two
unknowns,hf andTad . The latter can be defined by the use of the
film cooling effectivenessh:

h5
Tad2T`

T22T`
(6)

so that the denominator in the left hand side of Eq.~1! reads:

Tad2Ti5h~T22T`!1~T`2Ti ! (7)

The unknowns conveniently becomehf and h. The experiment
has to produce only the value of the surface temperature during
the transientTw(t) at all desired locations on the surface of inter-
est. Two equations in the form of Eq.~1! can be written for each
point on the surface and at different times during the transientt
5ta and t5tb , to provide the two needed relationships for the
simultaneous calculation ofhf andh at that location.

Theoretically, any two time events can be chosen from the tran-
sient history during one test, or two separate tests can be con-
ducted with the same flow field but different flow temperatures to
calculate a time-independent heat transfer coefficient and film
cooling effectiveness. The latter technique has been used in the
past in film cooling applications, and can be categorized as a
double sampling or double event procedure. A double event pro-
cedure provides the minimum required information for calculating
hf and h in a three-temperature situation, while a single event
procedure could provide all the necessary information for calcu-
lation of the heat transfer coefficient in a two-temperature
situation.

In typical jets in crossflow applications, unsteady vortex struc-
tures were often observed downstream of the injection sites
@11,12#. In such situations, the double sampling techniques, as
used in the past, may not lead to an accurate representation of the
heat transfer characteristics. Multiple sampling provides further
information in these cases and locally time-averagedhf and h
could provide higher accuracy in the representation of the heat
transfer process on the surface of interest. Even in a perfectly

steady flow field, the multiple sampling technique can improve the
accuracy by noise minimization through the time averaging pro-
cedure. The term noise is used here to describe random errors in
temperature measurement.

In this study, a multiple sampling technique was used with the
advantage thath andhf were calculated simultaneously during a
single transient test. Two separate tests were needed in the past.

A true step change in the temperature of the jet flow could not
be achieved in the experiments, so that the temperature of the jets
is actually a function of time,T25T2(t). This information is in-
corporated in the solution to the transient heat transfer problem,
described by Eq.~1! by a method similar to that described by
Metzger and Larson@13# where the actual temperature rise was
obtained from a superimposed set of incremental steps. A new
algorithm was developed in this study to calculate the values ofhf
andh. For any arbitrary time event pair,t5ta and t5tb , a non-
linear equation for the unknown variablehf can be written in the
form:

Tw~ ta!2T`

Tw~ tb!2T`

5

(
i 51

Na H 12expS hf
2~ ta2t i !

rck D erfcS hfAta2t i

Arck
D J ~DT2! i

(
i 51

Nb H 12expS hf
2~ tb2t i !

rck D erfcS hfAtb2t i

Arck
D J ~DT2! i

(8)

where (DT2) i are the finite jet temperature changes corresponding
to the discretized time eventsNa for t5ta and Nb for t5tb ,
respectively. Film cooling effectiveness can be thus calculated
from the wall temperature response at either time event,t5ta or
t5tb , for example:

h5
Tw~ ta!2T`

(
i 51

Na H 12expS hf
2~ ta2t i !

rck D erfcS hfAta2t i

Arck
D J ~DT2! i

(9)

Equations~8! and ~9! are solved numerically for a series of time
event pairs. The time-dependent history ofh andhf can then be
obtained and mean values can be calculated by averaging through
a chosen time interval. The grid cells on the surface where the
temperature change is less than the estimated average error in
temperature of60.155°C are excluded from the calculations.
These are mainly regions uncovered by the film cooling jets, so
thath is basically zero and the transient heat conduction approach
does not apply. Any attempt to solve Eqs.~8! and~9! here would
produce an error. The heat transfer coefficient is also assigned a
value of zero in these regions so thathf50 and h50; these
values are not produced by computations.

As shown by Licu@5# maximum accuracy in the results from
the TLC technique is obtained by using time event pairs as far
apart as possible. The transient tests used in the TLC measure-
ments were 30 s long; longer tests would have invalidated the
assumption of semi-infinite wall, made in formulating Eq.~1!.
Time event pairs were selected atta and tb whereta covered the
first 8 s of thetransient in 0.2 s increments, andtb530 s for all
cases. As noted earlier, bothh and hf can therefore be obtained
for the first 8 s of thetest, in 0.2 s intervals.

Although the present application of this method uses a time
resolution of 5 Hz, the method is capable of higher frequency
resolution. Lower frequency sampling over longer time is prefer-
able in order to obtain a good statistical average. Higher fre-
quency sampling may be useful in other specific circumstances.

Flame Ionization Detector Technique. The flame ionization
detector~FID! system used in this study was previously described
by Salcudean et al.@14#, Findlay @6#, and Licu @5#. Propane was
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used as a trace gas and was thoroughly mixed with the air jet flow.
Measurements ofh were made by sampling the mixture of con-
taminated jet and crossflow air very close to the wall and imme-
diately downstream of the injection sites. Because the tempera-
tures and compositions of the crossflow and coolant gases are
essentially the same, the density ratio of the coolant to crossflow
gas is essentially one in this method, ensuring similarity with the
liquid crystal technique.

The flows for all tests were statistically steady@6#, that is, use-
ful mean values of any parameter can be obtained by averaging
over time through the unsteadiness due to turbulence~at higher
frequencies! and through the large scale or gross unsteadiness~at
lower frequencies!.

The estimated film cooling effectiveness uncertainty reported
by Salcudean et al.@14# accounted for errors in flow rate measure-
ment ~less than62 percent! flame ionization detector sensitivity
~less than61 percent!, sampling at 0.25 mm above the wall~less
than 63 percent! so that for the present measurements,h was
measured with an estimated uncertainty of less than62.5 percent.

Results and Discussion
Three cases were investigated corresponding to the blowing

ratios M50.5, 1.0, and 1.5. Identical geometric and flow condi-
tions were established for the two alternative measurement tech-

niques reported here. The FID results provide mean values ofh
averaged over 15 s of sampling time at 130 Hz. The TLC tech-
nique provides the time variation ofh andhf at 5 Hz for an 8 s
interval.

Fig. 2 Time history of h f and h; MÄ1.0

Fig. 3 Film cooling effectiveness contours

Fig. 4 Stanton number contours

Fig. 6 Contours of uncertainty in the Stanton number results

Fig. 5 Contours of uncertainty in the film cooling effective-
ness results
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Typical transient results for the TLC method are shown in Fig.
2 at a few arbitrarily chosen locations on the surface. It is evident
from these plots that the average from all time events can best
characterize the complex three-temperature situation. Solutions at
any one time could be very misleading. Examination of Fig. 2
shows that there is significant scatter in bothh andhf ; in particu-
lar hf exhibits large variations at the location around the edge of
the jet ~x/d53, y/d52.9, see also Fig. 4 for location! while the
correspondingh is quite uniform. The largesth variations from
these plots is at a location well covered by the jet,x/d52 and
y/d51.2 ~see also Fig. 3 for location! while the correspondinghf
values are fairly uniform. With the present TLC technique, local
transient heat transfer characteristics can be produced at any loca-
tion on the surface, as needed.

Further data from the TLC technique have been obtained by
averaging results over the first 8 s, and over two adjacent holes
~jets number 3 and 4 in Fig. 1!. This accounts for possible non-
uniformities in the TLC layer thickness and large scale unsteadi-
ness of the velocity field.

Figure 3 shows contours ofh and Fig. 4 shows contours ofhf
in dimensionless form. The axes for all the contour plots pre-
sented here are consistent with the representation shown in Fig. 1.
Grid cells where a solution was attempted but was not found for at
least two time event pairs were discarded, and are shown as blank
cells in the contour plots. The contour plots give a very good
indication of the area coverage for each of the three blowing ra-
tios. From these plots, it appears that the best coverage is achieved
in the M50.5 case, when the jet is strongly deflected toward the
floor by the crossflow. The coverage progressively deteriorates for
the M51.0 andM51.5 cases, with the poorest coverage in the
M51.5 case. The jet seems to separate from the surface at the
higher blowing ratio, therefore providing extremely low protec-

tion of the surface. The region with higherh is also significantly
larger in theM50.5 case than in the other two cases.

For all cases,hf is higher around the sides of the jet, consistent
with regions of stronger interaction between the jet, crossflow,
and the surface. These regions at the sides of the jet are also
characterized by the lowesth values. Within the area covered by
the jet there are also regions of higherhf ; such a region, located
immediately downstream of the duct exit in theM50.5 case,
shifts toward one side of the jet in the other two cases with the
highest values of the St number in theM51.0 case. For all cases,
regions with lowesthf are present within the area covered by the
jet, rather than on its sides, and at some distance downstream of
the injection site, as expected. This trend is more obvious in the
M50.5 case, where there is a large central region with lowest
values of the St number, starting at about four diameters down-
stream of the injection site. The heat transfer coefficient is still at
high levels as far as 11 diameters down-stream around the sides of
the jet for theM50.5 andM51.0 cases.

Sun @15# has reported on the level of the St number for an
undisturbed~no injection! two-dimensional turbulent flate plate
boundary layer with the same fixed transition point and thickness
as the boundary layer present in this study. At the location of the
present injection sites, the Stanton number was about St50.005
and this value decreased with the streamwise development of the
boundary layer to about St50.0033 atx/d511. These values of
the St number agree very well with the results from Kays and
Crawford @16# for a constant temperature wall boundary condi-
tion. It can be seen from Fig. 4 that the presence of the jets has a
significant effect on the level and distribution of the Stanton num-
ber: values as high as St50.03 are evident forM50.5 andM
51.0 atx/d511.

Another important aspect that can be observed from Figs. 3 and

Fig. 7 Spanwise comparison of h for TLC and FID methods
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4 is that regions with highesth do not correspond to regions of
lowesthf , and regions with highesthf do not necessarily corre-
spond to regions of lowesth. This clearly proves the need to
determine bothh andhf to specify the film cooling performance
on the surface of interest completely.

The uncertainty analysis for the TLC technique was detailed in
Licu @5# and follows the methodology outlined in Abernethy et al.
@17#. Figures 5 and 6 show the uncertainty maps based on a 95
percent confidence interval. For theM50.5 case, the uncertainty
in h is less than 9.55 percent everywhere and is as good as 0.1
percent and the uncertainty inhf is as high as 20.5 percent and as
low as 1 percent with typical values between 2 percent and 10
percent. For theM51.0 case, the uncertainty inh is as high as
15.2 percent toward one side of the jet, and is as low as 0.23
percent with typical values between 1 percent and 7 percent. The
uncertainty inhf is comparable with that in theM50.5 case. For
the M51.5 case, the uncertainty inh is less than 7 percent and
that in hf is less than 10 percent everywhere, except for a couple
of cells around the downstream duct exit corner where the uncer-
tainty runs as high as 21 percent forh and 27 percent forhf .

Figure 7 compares spanwise distributions ofh from the two
methods at different streamwise locations on the surface for all
blowing ratios used. Again, all values ofh50 for the TLC tech-
nique are not computed but assigned, being indicative of regions
where the change in temperature is less than the calculated experi-
mental error. To help quantify the differences, error bars are
shown for each point for the caseM50.5 in Fig. 7. The lateral
variations are due to positioning error of the FID probes and reso-
lution of the TLC images, respectively, and these values are simi-
lar for the other two cases,M51.0 and 1.5. Although there are
some specific regions for which the differences between the two
sets ofh results are beyond the estimated error bounds, the overall
agreement is very good. The presence in the flow of low fre-
quency or gross unsteadiness may lead to differences between the
two measurement techniques, arising from their different effective
sampling frequencies. This effect has not been considered in the
accuracy estimates quoted here. Also, for the statistically steady,
fully turbulent boundary layer present here, it is assumed that the
values of heat transfer coefficients at any point are essentially
independent of the exact upstream wall temperature distribution
@18#.

In most cases, within the experimental accuracy, the trends are
preserved as well as the peakh values. Even at the streamwise
locationx/d51, in the immediate vicinity of the downstream duct
exit, the trends are reproduced by the TLC technique. Except for a
few points around the spanwise locationy/d51.5, the location of
the downstream duct exit corner, the agreement is very good. For
the other downstream locations, the peak values ofh and their
location are well reproduced except for theM51.0 case atx/d
53, where a slight shift in the spanwise location of the jet is
apparent, and for theM51.5 case at the same downstream loca-
tion of x/d53. Note that the spanwise distributions ofh shown in
Fig. 7 represent a detailed test of the measurement techniques.
Spanwise averages, commonly used in reporting measured values
of h, would show less detail in the TLC and FID results.

Also, based on results from Fig. 7, it appears that the assump-
tion of one-dimensional heat conduction was quite good overall.
The region near holes was expected to be affected by multidimen-
sional conduction effects. This is apparent for the caseM50.5
where the jets are strongly deflected toward the downstream side
of the injection ducts. For all cases, the region on the surface
around the lateral and upstream sides of the injection ducts that is
influenced by multidimensional conduction effects can be clearly
observed from the recorded color images at the end of the 30
second transients. This region is typically less thand/2 around the
upstream side of the ducts and less thand/4 around the lateral
sides of the injection ducts.

Conclusions
A complex three-temperature situation is present in compound-

angle square jets in crossflow. This particular geometry was used
to validate a transient heat transfer technique based on wide-band
liquid crystal thermography@5#. The method allows for the simul-
taneous determination ofhf andh during one transient test using
a wide-band liquid crystal and multiple event sampling. Available
h data from the FID study of Findlay@6# are used for comparison.
The overall record time and the sampling rate for the liquid crystal
investigation were different from the FID investigation, and this
might account for some of the differences in the reported results.
Nevertheless, the film cooling effectiveness data from the two
methods are in very good agreement, and this provides confidence
in the computed values of the film heat transfer coefficient ob-
tained with the transient liquid crystal technique. The transient
results presented in this study indicate that the multiple sampling
technique with the time average of the computed results clearly
provides a better representation of jets in crossflow, which contain
inherent unsteadiness, and also reduces the uncertainty of the so-
lution. A single time event pair sampling, as used in the past,
could not possibly capture all the details of the transient
experiment.
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Nomenclature

C 5 concentration, mass fraction
I 5 jet-to-crossflow momentum flux

ratio5(rU2)2 /(rU2)`
L 5 duct length
M 5 jet-to-crossflow blowing ratio5(rU)2 /(rU)`

Na ,Nb 5 discretized time events
Re2 5 jet Reynolds number5U2d/n
Reu 5 momentum thickness Reynolds number5U`u/n
Sr 5 jet spacing
St 5 Stanton number5hf /rcpU`

T` 5 crossflow temperature
T2 5 jet temperature

Tad 5 adiabatic wall temperature
Ti 5 initial temperature
Tw 5 wall temperature
U2 5 bulk jet velocity
U` 5 crossflow mean velocity

c 5 specific heat
d 5 jet width

hf 5 film heat transfer coefficient
k 5 thermal conductivity, turbulence kinetic energy

qw 5 heat flux at the wall
t, t 5 time

ta ,tb 5 time events
x, y, z 5 axes of the tunnel coordinate system

DT2 5 incremental jet temperature
a 5 thermal diffusivity
h 5 adiabatic film cooling effectiveness5(Tad2T`) /(T2

2T`)5(Cw2C` )/(C22C`)
n 5 kinematic viscosity
r 5 density
u 5 momentum thickness5*0

`u/U(12u/U)dz
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Film Cooling Effectiveness for
Short Film Cooling Holes Fed by a
Narrow Plenum
The adiabatic, steady-state liquid crystal technique was used to measure surface adia-
batic film cooling effectiveness values in the near-hole region~X/D,10!. A parametric
study was conducted for a single row of short holes~L/D<3! fed by a narrow plenum
~H/D51!. Film cooling effectiveness values are presented and compared for various
L/D ratios (0.66 to 3.0), three different blowing ratios (0.5, 1.0, and 1.5), two different
plenum feed configurations (co-flow and counterflow), and two different injection angles
(35 and 90 deg). Injection hole geometry and plenum feed direction were found to affect
short hole film cooling performance significantly. Under certain conditions, similar or
improved coverage was achieved with 90 deg holes compared with 35 deg holes. This
result has important implications for manufacturing of thin-walled film-cooled blades or
vanes.@S0889-504X~00!00603-6#

Introduction
Demands for more power and higher thermal efficiencies have

resulted in steadily increasing gas inlet temperatures in modern
gas turbines to a level such that aggressive cooling schemes must
be implemented. Turbine inlet temperatures of 1900 K are typical
of current gas turbines, and there is interest in elevating the tem-
peratures higher. Such temperatures are well above the failure
temperature of the blade material. One of the most common meth-
ods of protecting the turning vanes and blades in these harsh en-
vironments is discrete hole film cooling. Cooler, denser air is bled
from the compressor and fed through internal passages in the
blade or vane. In the case of advanced first-stage stator designs,
coolant flows from the internal passages and impinges on the in-
ternal surface of the blade before turning to flow through a narrow
plenum. From the supply plenum, the coolant is injected through
small holes into the external boundary layer to form a protective
film on the surface of the blade and to absorb some of the energy
from the hot free-stream fluid. A numerical study by Leylek and
Zerkle @1# established that, for short-hole geometries, the plenum
and jet flow were strongly coupled with the crossflow in the film
cooling hole region. Their results, along with current design inter-
ests, necessitate studies of the effects of short discrete film cooling
hole and plenum geometries on surface heat transfer and film
cooling performance.

Surface heat transfer and flow field measurements have been
extensively reported in the literature over the last 35 years. Most
studies used injection holes with large length-to-diameter ratios
compared to the geometry of interest in the current study~e.g.,
@2,3#!. Goldstein et al.@4# found little difference in film cooling
effectiveness for holes withL/D55.2 and very long injection
holes. A more recent study by Lutum and Johnson@5# indicated
small to moderate changes in film cooling effectiveness for 5
,L/D,18 and concluded that coolant flow characteristics re-
mained unchanged forL/D.7.

Studies by Pietrzyk et al.@6,7#, Sinha et al.@8#, Sen et al.@9#,
Schmidt et al.@10#, Bons et al.@11#, and Kohli and Bogard@12#
investigated different aspects of film cooling performance for
short injection holes (L/D<4). In these cases the plenum was a
large, low-speed reservoir, which fed normal to the film cooling
hole. These studies have been the standard of comparison for
recent short hole numerical studies by Walters and Leylek

@13,14#, Berhe and Patankar@15#!, and Ferguson et al.@16#. In-
stantaneous PIV velocity data in the jet-crossflow region was re-
ported by Gogineni et al.@17# for L/D52.4. Berhe and Patankar
@15# also numerically investigated a narrow plenum (1,H/D
,4) configuration in the region of a plenum endwall, where all of
the fluid flowing through the plenum exits through the film cool-
ing holes.

The first studies to address a narrow flow channel were con-
ducted by Wittig et al.@18# who presented preliminary results for
an experimental and numerical study of a single jet-in-crossflow
fed by a narrow channel (H/D52). The work was extended by
Thole et al.@19,20#, Gritsch et al.@21#, Giebert et al.@22#, and
Kohli and Thole@23,24#. In this series of studies the authors are
careful to differentiate betweenchannelsfeeding the film cooling
holes~in which all of the flow through the channel does not flow
through the film cooling hole! and the narrowplenumintroduced
by Berhe and Patankar@15#. The implications of these studies are
well summarized by Kohli and Thole@24#.

Burd et al.@25# reported hydrodynamic measurements compar-
ing 35 deg streamwise injection for injection hole length-to-
diameter ratios of 7.0 and 2.3. They found significant differences
in the penetration of the jet into the crossflow and the region of
influence downstream of the jet. This study was extended by Burd
and Simon@26# to investigate plenum geometry. The sameL/D
ratios were investigated, but in this study a plenum with a height
of 2D delivered coolant flow cocurrent to the crossflow~co-flow!
and countercurrent to the crossflow~counterflow! for some of the
L/D52.3 cases. They reported velocity data, jet-exit velocity pro-
files, and surface film cooling effectiveness data. Their results
showed significant differences for surface film cooling effective-
ness values in the near-hole region with the plenum flow direc-
tion. This result is contradictory to the numerical results of Berhe
and Patankar@15#, which indicated the effect of plenum flow di-
rection to be negligible forH/D52. The study has since been
extended to report discharge coefficient data and turbulence spec-
tra and length scale data for the same cases. These studies were
the first to report data for the narrow plenum flow geometries
introduced in the Berhe and Patankar@15# study, which are of
interest in the current study.

The goal of the present study is to measure near-hole surface
adiabatic film effectiveness data, while examining the effects of
injection angle~a535 or 90 deg!, plenum flow direction~co-flow
or counterflow!, injection hole length-to-diameter ratio for short
holes~L/D50.66 or 3.0 for 90 deg jets and 1.16 or 2.91 for 35
deg jets!, and blowing ratio~M50.5, 1.0, or 1.5! for a narrow
plenum (H/D51). Although effectiveness data have been previ-
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ously reported for film cooling holes fed by a narrow plenum with
H/D52, the current experimental study is the first to explore the
effect of the plenum feed direction for a narrow plenum of
H/D51.

Experimental Test Facility
The experiments were carried out in an open circuit low-speed

wind tunnel with a 122 cm long by 30 cm square, optically clear,
polycarbonate test section. A detailed description of the low-speed
tunnel is presented in Wolochuk et al.@29,30#. The jet injection
region attaches to the floor of the test section, and the boundary
layer that encounters the row of jets is conditioned using a 1.3-
mm-dia cylindrical trip wire spanning the width of the wind tun-
nel floor @31#. The trip wire is located 0.66 m upstream of the
leading edge of the film cooling holes. A secondary blower sup-
plies the injection air.

Though all cases in the current study are short holes (L/D
<3) our longest hole geometry will be referred to as ‘‘long’’
from here forward. Four different adiabatic floors, corresponding
to the short and long cases for 90 and 35 deg injection, were
constructed from polystyrene (k50.026 W/m K). The supply ple-
num is reversible such that co-flow or counterflow plenum geom-
etries are available. In all cases the plenum height is 1D with the
plenum end wall 1D past the edge of the hole for the 35 deg hole

cases and 0.66D past the edge of the hole for the 90 deg hole
cases. The plenum attaches directly to the adiabatic floor of the
tunnel, as shown in Fig. 1. The experimental parameters of the
study are given in Table 1. While the scaled geometric parameters
are of interest to the gas turbine industry, the experimental condi-
tions do not replicate density ratios, free-stream turbulence levels,
Mach numbers, or surface curvature associated with real engine
conditions.

Experimental Procedures
The polystyrene floor was coated with cholesteric liquid crystal

paint on a black background. The injection air was heated by three
variable-temperature heat guns placed at the inlet of the secondary
blower. The mass flow rate of the injection air was monitored by
an orifice plate flow meter with an embedded thermocouple to
account for changes in air density with temperature. The density
ratio of the jet to the free-stream~D.R! varied from 0.90 to 0.94,
depending on the set boundary conditions. The corresponding
variations in the momentum flux ratio~I! were less than 6 percent,
for a fixed value ofM. The crossflow free-stream velocity was
monitored using a pitot-static tube measuring the dynamic head
with a micromanometer with a resolution of 0.025 mm of water.
The blowing ratios were calculated based on the plug flow jet-exit
velocity associated with the total jet injection mass flow rate.

Heat losses through the plumbing and plenum were irrelevant,
since the jet temperature was monitored inside the injection hole.
This was accomplished by embedding a thermocouple in the sur-
face of the polystyrene wall within the hole near the plenum-side
entrance of the film cooling hole~see Fig. 1!. Inasmuch as the
thermal conductivity of the test floor was extremely small, this
thermocouple measurement was an accurate representation of the
gas temperature at the inlet of the injection hole. The tunnel free-
stream temperature was also monitored with a thermocouple. The
thermocouples were calibrated against each other using the same
constant temperature bath at various temperatures and agreed with
each other within the readability of the electronic thermocouple
reading device~0.2°C!. The same thermocouples were used for
the in situ calibration of the liquid crystal paint. A narrow, 2.8 nm
bandwidth optical filter was used in conjunction with a digital
camera to record isotherms at 514 nm. The isotherms were mea-
sured against the thermocouples in regions of low thermal gradi-
ents on the adiabatic floor for calibration purposes. The calibration
was repeated for each set of experiments and whenever changes in
lighting or camera angle were made.

The tunnel free-stream temperature was monitored and the jet
temperature was adjusted to capture the effectiveness value of
interest. The free-stream and jet temperatures were monitored
over time to ensure that steady-state conditions had been reached
~typically 10 to 120 minutes was required to reach steady state!.
At steady state, photographs of the isotherm were recorded and
the jet exit temperature was reset for the next data point. Once the
data acquisition was completed, the images were scaled and the
data were digitized electronically and plotted. The reported effec-
tiveness~h! is defined by

h5
Taw2T`

Tj2T`
(1)

whereTaw is the adiabatic wall temperature of the isotherm mea-
sured by the liquid crystal paint andTj and T` are the jet and
free-stream temperatures measured by the thermocouples, respec-
tively.

A three-dimensional finite-volume heat conduction analysis of
the near-hole region was conducted. The domain included the
polystyrene floor extending 3 diameters upstream and downstream
of the injection hole and spanned from the hole centerline to the
plane of symmetry between adjacent holes. The computational
domain consisted of a body-fitted hexahedral grid containing
100,000 cells. The numerical model provided corrections for the
surface effectiveness measurements in the near hole region and

Fig. 1 Schematic of adiabatic test section and plenum

Table 1 Experimental parameters
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also indicated that the thermal losses around the injection hole
accounted for a drop in the bulk mean temperature of the jet from
the measurement point to the jet exit of less than 0.2 percent of the
jet-to-free-stream temperature difference. Numerical solutions
were obtained for all geometries investigated. The data acquired
in the very near-hole region are not presented due to the high
corrections required to account for conduction effects. Effective-
ness corrections~dh! for the data presented are on the order of
0.01, with the values depending on the geometric configuration
considered.

Experimental Uncertainty
The experimental uncertainties for the effectiveness and blow-

ing ratio were calculated using standard uncertainty analysis
methods@32#. The uncertainty in the reported values of the effec-
tiveness is 7 to 10 percent, with the highest uncertainty corre-
sponding to the lowest effectiveness value~h50.1!. The uncer-
tainty in the blowing ratio varied from 4 percent atM51.5 to 8
percent atM50.5. The spatial locations obtained in digitizing the
effectiveness data were found to be repeatable within 1 percent.

Experimental Results

Cases and Data. Table 2 lists the cases for which data were
obtained.

L ÕD Effects. For the 90 and 35 deg co-flow, and 35 deg
counterflow injection cases, the longer injection holes resulted in
greater spanwise spreading of the lines of constant effectiveness
than the shorter injection hole cases. These cases also showed
higher centerline effectiveness values persisting downstream of
the jets and appeared to give better overall coverage~higher ef-
fectiveness!. As an example, Fig. 2 compares the surface effec-
tiveness values for the 90 deg co-flow geometries atM50.5 with
L/D50.66 and 3.0. The longer injection hole data are plotted on
the upper half of the figure, while the short injection hole data are
plotted on the lower half, so that side by side comparisons can be
made. For a given value ofh, the downstream persistence of
film-cooling coverage along the centerline is greater for the longer
injection hole case. For instance, theh50.29 contour persists to
X/D'6.8 for theL/D53.0 case, while it extends only toX/D
'4.9 in theL/D50.66 case. If the total coverage is examined in
the downstream region, the longer holes are more effective~based
on more area being covered by higherh values!.

The opposite trends are observed in Fig. 3 for 90 deg counter-
flow injection. This figure presents data forL/D50.66 and 3.0 at
M50.5. Examination of this figure reveals better coverage of the
film-cooled surface with the shorter injection holes than the longer
holes. Trends similar to those exhibited in Fig. 3 were found at all
blowing ratios investigated for the 90 deg counterflow cases. The
trend observed in the 90 deg counterflow cases could be due to the
in-hole vortex pairs~as reported by Leylek and Zerkle,@1#; Kohli
and Thole@23#; and Brundage et al.@33#! with the opposite sense
of rotation to the main counter-rotating vortex pair. The in-hole
vortices may persist out of the hole and lower the trajectory of the
jet through mutual induction.

In summary it appears that in the cases of the 35 and 90 deg
co-flow longer holes, the jet flow is better aligned with the hole
and the subsequent jet trajectory is influenced by this alignment.
Consequently, better film-cooling coverage is obtained with the
longer 35 deg holes than with the shorter 35 deg holes. The
anomalous behavior noted with the 90 deg counterflow holes is
interesting and worthy of further study.

Plenum Flow Direction Effects. The plenum flow direction
had little effect on film cooling effectiveness for the 90 deg long
and 35 deg short injection hole cases. Figure 4 shows a compari-
son of the co-flow and the counterflow plenum situations for the
90 deg short injection holes atM50.5. Higher values of center-
line effectiveness, as well as a wider coverage of the surface are
observed for the counterflow case. As discussed in the previous
section comparingL/D effects, it is believed that in-hole vortex
pairs, rotating in the opposite sense to the main counter-rotating
‘‘kidney’’ vortices, are responsible for a lower jet trajectory and
higher effectiveness.

Figure 5 displays the influence of the plenum flow direction
with 35 deg long injection holes. Although the effects are not very
pronounced, a noticeably higher centerline effectiveness is ob-
tained with the co-flow plenum. This may be attributable to a
slightly lower jet trajectory with the co-flow plenum compared to
the counterflow plenum.

Fig. 2 Effect of L ÕD on h for co-flow 90 deg injection holes

Fig. 3 Effect of L ÕD on h for counterflow 90 deg injection
holes

Fig. 4 Effect of plenum flow direction on 90 deg short injec-
tion hole effectiveness

Table 2 Test cases
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Injection Angle Effects. Figure 6 compares the film-cooling
coverage for the longer normal~lower half of figure! and angled
injection ~upper half of figure! holes for the counterflow configu-
ration atM50.5. In marked contrast to the 90 deg hole case, the
iso-effectiveness lines with the 35 deg holes tend to be more par-
allel to the x axis in this figure, indicating better downstream
protection of the surface. The 90 deg iso-effectiveness lines show
slightly greater lateral spreading in the near-hole region. These
observations are also true for short holes. However, atM51.0 the
coverage provided by the 35 deg angled holes is actually inferior
to the 90 deg holes. For a side-by-side comparison attention is
directed to Fig. 7, where data are presented for the counterflow
plenum withM51.0 and shorter injection holes. The superiority
of the 90 deg holes is maintained even with longer injection holes.

With the co-flow plenum, the effects of the injection angle are
less systematic atM51.0. For short holes, both 35 and 90 deg
holes offer similar coverage. For longer holes the width of the
coverage is greater with 90 deg holes, but the downstream persis-
tence of higher centerline effectiveness is greater with 35 deg
holes.

At M50.5 with the co-flow plenum, the shorter 35 deg holes
offer substantially greater film cooling effectiveness than the
shorter 90 deg holes, as shown in Fig. 8. With longer holes the
difference is much smaller.

General Effects. For all the cases studied, the film cooling
effectiveness values for blowing ratios of 1.0 and 1.5 were lower
than those for a blowing ratio of 0.5. This suggests the need to
investigate blowing ratios ranging between zero and one for opti-
mization studies. In some cases, for injection with 35 deg holes,
the effectiveness lines were ‘‘squeezed inward’’ and the centerline
effectiveness did not follow a monotonic decrease in the stream-
wise direction. This behavior is likely to be associated with the
separation region downstream of the jet. These general effects can
be inferred from Fig. 9, which is a plot of the effectiveness data
for two different counterflow long 35 deg injection hole cases
(M50.5 and 1.0!. The ‘‘islands’’ of effectiveness for theh50.78
value, plotted on the upper half, and for theh50.29 value, plotted
on the lower half, imply a centerline effectiveness increase fol-
lowed by a decrease across the enclosed region. The shape of the
lines of iso-effectiveness in the near-hole region plotted on the
lower half of the figure result from the acceleration of boundary
layer fluid around and underneath the jet and the lift-off of the jet
in the near-hole downstream region. Near-hole centerline effec-
tiveness data are shown in Fig. 10 for the 35 deg long injection
hole counterflow plenum case. The non-monotonic streamwise
variation follows a large initial decrease in the very near-hole
region forM51.0; a more gradual monotonic decrease is shown
for M50.5.

Concluding Remarks
Film cooling effectiveness data for differentL/D ratios, narrow

plenum feed configurations, and injection angles in the short-hole
regime have been presented. For the narrow plenum studied, the

Fig. 5 Effect of plenum flow direction on 35 deg long injection
hole effectiveness at MÄ1.0

Fig. 6 Injection angle effects for long counterflow injection
cases

Fig. 7 Injection angle effects for short counterflow cases at
higher blowing ratios

Fig. 8 Injection angle effects for short coflow cases at M
Ä0.5

Fig. 9 Effect of jet lift-off on h at higher blowing ratios

Fig. 10 Centerline effectiveness for 35 deg long counterflow
injection
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magnitude of the effect of the plenum geometry on the film cool-
ing effectiveness is dependent on the injection hole length and the
streamwise injection hole angle. It was shown that, for short in-
jection holes, the plenum and hole geometry can have significant
effects on the flow field in the near-hole region. This is consistent
with the findings of Burd and Simon@27,28#. Burd et al. @25#
reported that short holes influenced a larger region of the flow
field downstream of the jets. The current findings indicate that, for
short injection holes investigated (L/D<3.0), jets emanating
from the longer holes spread more and give better coverage; ex-
cept in the case of 90 deg counterflow configurations.

For some instances, the 90 deg injection hole resulted in effec-
tiveness comparable to that obtained with angled injection holes
and resulted in improved effectiveness atM51.0 for the counter-
flow plenum cases. This finding may have implications for easier
manufacturing in some thin wall situations. This is consistent with
the short-hole findings of Kohli and Bogard@12#, where the fea-
sibility of using higher injection angle holes was explored.

Lutum and Johnson@5# reported decreased effectiveness in the
short hole regime with shorter holes. The current study draws the
same conclusions for 90 deg co-flow, 35 deg counterflow, and 35
deg co-flow cases, but differs for 90 deg counterflow cases. To
draw further conclusions, the surface heat transfer coefficients
will be obtained and combined in the analysis of the surface heat
transfer performance of the different configurations. This work is
currently in progress, and the results will be reported in the near
future.
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Nomenclature

CO 5 co-flow
CT 5 counterflow

D 5 diameter of the film cooling hole
D.R. 5 density ratio5r j /r`

E 5 distance from edge of hole to plenum end wall
H 5 plenum height
L 5 length of film cooling hole supply tube
M 5 blowing ratio5r jU j /r`U`
P 5 spanwise spacing of adjacent jets

Re 5 Reynolds number
Taw 5 adiabatic wall temperature
T` 5 free-stream temperature
Tj 5 bulk mean jet temperature

U` 5 time averaged free-stream velocity
U j 5 jet cross-sectional average velocity
X 5 streamwise distance downstream from center of hole
Y 5 distance normal to wall
Z 5 spanwise distance from center of hole
a 5 streamwise injection angle
d 5 boundary layer 99 percent thickness

d* 5 boundary layer displacement thickness
h 5 effectiveness5(Taw2T`)/(Tj2T`)

hCL 5 centerline effectiveness
u 5 boundary layer momentum thickness

r j 5 jet air density
r` 5 free-stream air density
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Predictions of a Film Coolant Jet
in Crossflow With Different
Turbulence Models
This study investigates the performance of several existing turbulence models for the
prediction of film coolant jet in a crossflow. Two-equation models employing k–« and
k–v closures, broadly categorized as high-Reynolds-number formulations, low-Reynolds-
number formulations, DNS-based formulation, and nonlinear formulations have been
used to simulate the flow. In all, seven different turbulence models have been tested.
Predictions with different models have been compared with experimental results of
Ajersch et al. (1995) and with each other to critically evaluate model performance. The
assessment of models has been done keeping in mind that all models have been formu-
lated for wall-bounded flows and may not be well suited for the jet-in-a-crossflow situa-
tion. Close agreement with experimental results was obtained at the jet exit and far
downstream of the jet injection region, but all models typically overpredicted the magni-
tude of the velocities in the wake region behind the jet. The present study clearly under-
scores the deficiencies of the current models, and demonstrates the need for improve-
ments.@S0889-504X~00!03002-6#

Introduction
Film cooling of turbine blades is commonly employed to pro-

vide effective blade cooling that is needed to ensure long life of
the turbine blades and to permit higher turbine inlet temperatures.
The interaction of the coolant jet with the crossflow produces a
highly complex, three-dimensional flow field in the vicinity of the
jet injection. The flow is characterized by both large-scale coher-
ent structures and small-scale turbulence, and the mixing process
is controlled by the dynamics of these structures. The coherent
structures of primary importance have been identified in the pub-
lished literature to be jet shear-layer vortices, which dominate the
initial portion of the jet, horseshoe vortices, which wrap around
the base of the jet, counter-rotating vortex pair~CRVP!, which
results from the impulse of the jet on the crossflow, and wake
vortices formed in the wake of the jet. Accurate prediction of such
structures are necessary to correctly predict the jet penetration and
reattachment length that are important for heat transfer calcula-
tions and the optimization of film cooling effectiveness.

Several experimental studies@e.g.,@1–3## and numerical inves-
tigations@e.g.,@4–6## of a jet-in-crossflow have been reported. In
the numerical studies, the primary approach adopted has been to
use the Reynolds-averaged Navier–Stokes~RANS! solver, which
requires the prescription of a turbulence model. The two-equation
turbulence models~k–« and k–v! have been used most exten-
sively to simulate a jet-in-crossflow with varying degrees of suc-
cess. A systematic study of film cooling by Demuren et al.@7#
revealed that the very complex flow field established behind the
jet was not properly resolved and the turbulent mixing process
was crudely simulated with the eddy viscosity model. Demuren
@8# also carried out computations using a multigrid method and a
second-moment closure model to approximate the Reynolds
stresses. Although a fairly good prediction of mean flow trends
was reported, there was considerable uncertainty regarding the
accuracy of jet penetration height. Multigrid calculations by Claus
and Vanka@9# failed to predict the horseshoe vortex even with a
highly refined grid. This was attributed partly to the inability of
the k–« model to resolve the complex turbulence field. Findlay

et al. @10# included the plenum in the computational domain for
streamwise inclined jets. The computations underpredicted the
streamwise injection of fluid from the jet and the flow field was
not in good agreement with experimental results for most of the
domain. Ajersch et al.@11# conducted an extensive experimental
investigation and a companion numerical simulation using a
low-Re k–« model along with a nonisotropic extension to the
effective viscosity for near-wall turbulence. The streamwise ve-
locity in the jet wake was overpredicted and the recirculation re-
gion behind the jet was found to be smaller and closer to the
surface than that observed in the measurements. Noticeable over-
prediction of shear stresses was observed and the simulation could
not capture the local minimum in kinetic energy, which was mea-
sured in the wake region of the jet.

The varied and often conflicting investigations carried out so
far motivate the present study, where several existing turbulence
models and their performance in predicting the film cooling flow
behavior are evaluated. The focus of this paper is on the fluid
dynamic behavior of the jet, and the ability of the turbulence
models to reproduce the expected physical behavior correctly.
Therefore, heat transfer predictions are not included in the present
paper.

Problem Description
The film cooling configuration chosen corresponds to the ex-

perimental study of Ajersch et al.@11# where measurements are
presented for normal injection through square holes. The physical
domain in Fig. 1 shows a single row of six square jets on a flat
plate, which represents the turbine blade surface. The computa-
tional domain is chosen to be a periodic module and is shown in
Fig. 2 and by the dotted lines in Fig. 1. The experimental inves-
tigation for this configuration was carried out for velocity ratios
R50.5, 1.0, and 1.5. However, the computations have only been
carried out for the lowest velocity ratio ofR50.5, and the general
flow characteristics for this case as predicted by the several mod-
els are evaluated by comparison with the measurements.

For the turbulence model to be viable, the main features of the
flow are expected to be predicted correctly. In this paper, we
evaluate the performance of the models not only by the quantita-
tive comparisons with the measurements reported by Ajersch
et al. at a few selected locations~that do not provide a complete
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description of all the flow features!, but also by examining
whether the models accurately predict the dominant features of
the flow field.

Governing Equations
The steady-state Reynolds-averaged Navier–Stokes equation

contains the Reynolds stress tensor2rui8uj8, which needs to be
modeled by a closure approximation. The accuracy of the predic-
tion is based on the adequacy of the closure expressions in cap-
turing the flow physics. The different closure approximations de-
scribed below include the high-Re models where the near-wall
sublayer effects are not resolved, various forms of the low-Re
models where the near-wall damping effects are represented by
different empirical expressions, and the nonlinear models where
turbulence anisotropy is incorporated through nonlinear correc-
tions to the linear stress–strain relations assumed in the linear
turbulence models.

Turbulence Models
A number of different models based on thek–« andk–v clo-

sures were used in this study. The various models, under appro-
priate categories, are listed below:

1 High-Re k–« Model. In the standardk–« model@12# the
Reynolds stress is modeled as

2rui8uj852
2

3
rkd i j 12m tS̄i j (1)

The eddy viscositym t is related to the turbulent kinetic energyk
and to its dissipation rate« as

m t5rCm

k2

«
(2)

Note that Eq.~1! represents a linear relationship between the tur-
bulent stress and the rate of strain, and forms the basis for all
linear two-equation models.

The distributions ofk and« in the flow field is determined from
their modeled transport equations@12#. The source terms in the
modeled equations are given by:

Sk5P2«; Ss5C«1~«/k!P2C«2~«2/k! (3)

whereP is the production of turbulence (52rui8uj8(]Ū i /]xj )).
The high-Re model avoids the need to integrate the modeled equa-
tions right down to the wall by making use of the universal be-
havior of near-wall flows. The standard wall-function approach is
thus used to specify the wall boundary conditions for velocity.
This is done either in the form of a wall shear stress expression
from Couette flow analysis or alternatively by determining the
diffusion coefficient on the wall such that the computed shear
stress on the wall matches that obtained from the Couette flow
analysis.

For the turbulence kinetic energy, a zero value is specified at
the wall, while the value of dissipation at a near-wall point is set,
using a local equilibrium assumption, as«5Cm

3/4k3/2/(0.4dy).

2 Low-Re Models. The low-Re models resolve the viscous
sublayer adjacent to the solid walls and use damping functions
that ensure the transition from turbulent stresses to viscous
stresses near the wall. The low-Re versions of bothk–« andk–v
closure models have been used in this study.

(a) Low-Re k–« Models. The source terms fork and« in for
the low-Re model take the form:

Sk5P2«;S«̃5C«1f 1

«̃

k
P2C«2f 2

«̃2

k
1E (4)

where

«̃5«2D and m t5Cm f m

k2

«̃
(5)

A number of different low Re models@13# have been proposed
depending on their use of the functionsf 1 , f 2 , and f m and the
termsD andE. The models used in this study are the Launder–
Sharma model@14# and the Lam–Bremhorst model@15#. These
two models have been selected due to the asymptotic consistency
of their functions in the near wall region as well as in the fully
turbulent regime. The Launder–Sharma model uses«̃ as the dis-
sipation variable and therefore the termD must asymptote to the
nonzero value of« on the wall and should vanish in the fully
turbulent regime where«̃ must tend to«. The termD for the
Launder–Sharma model satisfies both the limits, as has been
shown by Patel et al.@13#. The asymptotic limits of the damping
functions f 2 , f m and the termE are also consistent with expecta-
tions. The Lam–Bremhorst model, on the other hand, solves for«
itself and therefore the termD is prescribed as zero. Thef m func-
tion for this model shows the correct variation in the near wall
region but tends to unity somewhat slowly as compared to the
Launder–Sharma model. This model also employs the functionf 1
to model the appropriate growth of« in the region very close to
the wall. The f 2 function in this model is modified in order to
yield a zero value on the wall. Thus the sink term in the« equa-
tion is damped leading to the expected rapid increase of viscous
dissipation as the wall is reached.

(b) Low-Re k–v Model. The low-Re k–« models suffer
from the lack of appropriate wall boundary condition for«, which
is specified mostly by ad-hoc empirical functions for the near-wall

Fig. 1 Schematic of the physical problem

Fig. 2 Side view of the computational domain
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flow. The choice of the specific dissipation ratev is therefore
sometimes preferred since the near wallv behavior is known and
therefore the boundary condition at the wall can be specified more
accurately. The transport equations fork andv are given by Wil-
cox and Traci@16#, and have the following source terms:

Sk5P2rb* vk; Sv5a
v

k
P2rbv2 (6)

wherem t is given asm t5a* k/v. In implementing this model, all
standard functions and constants for the low-Re version of the
model, as given by Wilcox and Traci@16#, have been used. The
functions in this model serve the same purpose as in the low-Re
k–« models and their asymptotic behavior has also been found to
be consistent.

3 DNS-Based Low-Rek–« Model. Rodi and Mansour@17#
proposed an improved model for the« equation and a newf m
function using DNS data for a channel flow. The«-budget com-
putation for the different terms in the« equation was used in
conjunction with scaling arguments to obtain the following mod-
eled form of the« equation source term:

S«5C«1

«̃

k
P2C«2f 3f 2

«̃2

k
1E (7)

The constants and expressions as proposed by Rodi and Mansour
@17# have been used here with one exception. The expression for
f 3 was given as:

f 35exp@2~P/«!/0.3Ret
1/2# (8)

The choice of 0.3 in this equation is related to the 0.3 value that

the structure function (52u8v8/k) assumes in the center of a
channel for fully developed turbulence. Since the flow considered
here does not represent a fully developed turbulent channel flow,
the factor of 0.3 was found to be inappropriate, and empirical
adjustment of this constant led to a value of 2.1.

4 Nonlinear Low-Re Models. Experimental studies carried
out for the flow situation being considered here have shown that
the flow is highly anisotropic due to strong curvature effects and
therefore the nonlinear models listed below have been tested to
evaluate their performance in this highly complex flow situation.

(a) Mayong–Kasagi Model. Mayong and Kasagi@18# pro-
posed an anisotropic extension to the eddy diffusivity model de-
duced from the interrelationship among the fundamental processes
in the kinetic energy budget. Two additional terms containing
quadratic velocity gradients and kinetic energy gradients have
been added to the standard linear model. The first of these terms
has been derived from the interrelationship between production
and dissipation terms in the kinetic energy equation, and plays the
role of exhibiting anisotropic characteristics for each Reynolds
stress component over the whole flow field except for the imme-
diate vicinity of the wall. The second term added has been derived
from the balance between the diffusion and dissipation terms so
that the wall-limiting condition for the normal Reynolds stresses
is satisfied. The second term, however, does not satisfy the gen-
eral frame invariance necessary for the broadest range of applica-
tion, because the invariant condition is not generally satisfied in
the immediate vicinity of a plane interface where turbulence is
quasi-two-dimensional due to the blocking of a normal velocity
component. More details of the model are found in Mayong@19#.

(b) Speziale Model. Speziale@20# derived a nonlinear model
by means of an asymptotic expansion, which satisfies both realiz-
ability and invariance requirements. This model is expected to
incorporate the streamline curvature effects by introducing qua-
dratic velocity gradient terms and is expected to do better in flows
where the differences in normal stresses are significant. Although
the use of the original Speziale model has been reported primarily
in conjunction with wall functions, it has been implemented here

in a low-Re model form with the damping functions in the near-
wall region obtained from the Launder–Sharma model.

Computational Details
The modeled transport equations were solved using a three di-

mensional CFD code developed by the authors based on the SIM-
PLER algorithm@21#. A control-volume-based finite difference
formulation that uses a second-order accurate central difference
scheme for the viscous terms and a power law based scheme for
the convective terms has been used. In calculating the source
terms in the equations for momentum conservation and turbulence
quantities, the first and second-order derivatives were calculated
using the Fornberg algorithm@22# employing fourth-order accu-
rate centered differencing scheme for interior points and second-
order accurate one-sided differencing for boundary points. A stag-
gered grid arrangement with velocity components stored at the
cell faces and all other scalar quantities located at the grid points
is employed to avoid checkerboard fields. The system of equations
was solved with the Tridiagonal Matrix algorithm employing an
underrelaxation procedure to aid convergence.

A nonuniform grid~593603140! was set up in the computa-
tional domain~Fig. 2! with grid points clustered near the bottom
wall and around the jet. The jet injection region was resolved with
a 19319 mesh. Inlet profiles for both the crossflow~at Z/D5
24.5! and at the exit of the jet hole were provided from the
experimental data of Ajersch et al.@11#. The measured data at the
crossflow inlet corresponded closely with the 1/7th turbulent
boundary layer profile with a boundary layer thickness of 2D. At
the jet-hole exit, all three velocity components plus their rms val-
ues were available from the measurements, and these were inter-
polated to prescribe the numerical boundary conditions for both
the mean velocity and the turbulence kinetic energy. A periodic
boundary condition was implemented in the spanwise direction
representing a transverse row of injection holes while at the outlet
the normal gradient of all variables was prescribed as zero. At the
top plane, free-stream conditions from the measurements were
specified.

The equations were nondimensionalized with the mean jet ve-
locity, Vj , and jet width,D, and computations were carried out at
a Reynolds numberV( jD/n) of 4700 for a blowing ratio of 0.5.
The mass residual in each cell was determined from the continuity
equation and the maximum residual was established as the crite-
rion for assessing the overall convergence of the field. At residual
levels of 1026– 1027, the solution was found not to change and
the solution was considered converged in this range. Grid inde-
pendence was checked by comparing the 593603140 grid
~nearly 0.5 million nodes! solution ~using the low-Rek–«
Launder–Sharma model! with a more refined 713903200 grid
~nearly 1.28 million nodes!. The difference in the solution on the
two grids was found to be minimal,~maximum difference in the
velocity values was less than 3 percent! as shown in Fig. 3.

Fig. 3 Grid independence study with the LS model. Velocity
and kinetic energy profiles at XÕDÄ0, ZÕDÄ1; ; 71Ã90Ã200
grid; — 59 Ã60Ã140 grid.
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Results and Discussion
A discussion of the model predictions and comparisons with the

measurements of Ajersch et al.@11# will be presented next. The
following nomenclature will be followed hereafter while referring
to the various models. The high-Re model will be referred to as
HRE, the Launder–Sharma model as LS, the Lam–Bremhorst
model as LB, the Mansour–Rodi model as MR, the nonlinear
Speziale model as SP, the nonlinear Mayong–Kasagi model as
MK, and thek–v model as KW.

Mean Velocity and Turbulence Statistics. The mean veloc-
ity and turbulence kinetic energy profiles are compared with the
experimental results of Ajersch et al.@11# at two spanwise loca-
tions: X/D50 along the jet center plane in Fig. 4, andX/D5
20.5 along the spanwise edge of the jet in Fig. 5. The figures
show how the flow varies with distanceY/D from the wall at
various downstream locations~Z/D50, 1, 3, 5 and 8!. The main
flow features, namely the wake of the jet, the counter-rotating
vortex pair~CRVP!, and the horseshoe vortex are expected to be
clearly evident along theX/D50 and 0.5 streamwise planes, and
therefore comparison of model predictions with experimental data
along these representative planes is likely to reveal how well the
models capture the features of the flow. The flow features are also
captured in the plots shown in Fig. 7, which present streamwise
vorticity component superimposed by velocity vectors along a
cross-stream plane.

Figure 4~a! shows the downstream development of the mean
streamwise velocity (W/Vj ) along the jet center plane (X/D
50). At the jet center (Z/D50), where the jet exit plane bound-
ary condition are specified from experimental data, the model pre-
dictions compare well with measurements. One hole-diameter
downstream of the jet (Z/D51), a reverse flow region close to
the wall is observed in the measurements, which is captured well
by the HRE model, but all other models predict a much smaller
reverse flow region. The differences in the length of the recircu-
lation regions predicted by the various low-Re models and the
HRE model is brought out very clearly by the vector plots pre-
sented later in Fig. 9. The HRE model behavior very close to the
wall is strikingly different from the other models, which typically
show three distinct flow regions at this location: a wall-jet-like
layer next to the wall with accelerating flow, a wake region above
it where low velocities are observed, and a shear layer with strong
velocity gradients due to the velocity changing from low values at
the top of the wake region to the free-stream value over a very
short vertical distance. The wall-jet layer very close to the wall
could not be validated as measurements very close to the wall
were not available in the data set used in this study. However,
several experimental investigations@23# have revealed that a wall-
jet structure does exist close to the wall even for low velocity ratio
R, although this effect is stronger for the highR cases. At this
location (Z/D51), immediately downstream of the jet, the low
pressure in the wake of the jet induces laterally inward motion of
the surrounding crossflow fluid close to the wall toward the jet
center plane. The entrained fluid moves upward, in the vicinity of
the jet center plane, toward the jet and it is then swept up by the
bent-over jet~Fig. 9!. The inward motion of the high momentum
fluid toward the jet center plane close to the wall is partly re-
oriented in the streamwise direction and leads to the formation of
the wall-jet-like structure~seen in Fig. 7!.

Evidence of the wall-jet can also be seen from measurements at
Z/D53 where there is a peak close to the wall and the velocities
then drop to lower values in the wake region. The steep velocity
gradient observed close toY/D51 represents the shear layer
where the velocity changes from low values in the wake of the jet
to the free-stream value. All models follow the experimental
trends appropriately but typically overpredict the streamwise ve-
locity in the wake region. Also the shear layer is closer to the wall
which indicates that the wake-height is underpredicted at this
center-plane location.

The large deviations of model predictions observed in the vi-
cinity of the jet~Z/D between 1 and 3! indicate that the near field
of the jet, influenced significantly by the dynamical behavior of
the large-scale structures, is not properly modeled. The effect pro-
duced by the damping functions in the low-Re models is therefore
not accurate in the immediate vicinity of the jet.

At farther downstream locations, measurements show that the
velocity gradients in the wall-jet layer and the shear layer are
diminished, and flow recovery toward a boundary layer profile is
observed. The velocity gradients are overpredicted in the wall-jet
layer atZ/D55 while agreement with experimental results is bet-
ter atZ/D58. For Z/D greater than 3, the LB model shows the
best agreement with experimental data. The LB model is known

to give the correct asymptotic behavior2w8v8}y4 in the near-
wall region due to the appropriate variation of thef m functions in
the immediate vicinity of the wall. Thef m function behavior of
the LS model has been found to be more consistent in the fully
turbulent regime and therefore it does not do as well as the LB
model in the near-wall region. The nonlinear SP model does not
show any significant improvements in the mean velocity field pre-
dictions and its trends are only slightly different from the LS
model. This may in part be due to the fact that in the near-wall
region both these models employ the same damping functions and
also that the nonlinear quadratic terms introduced in the Reynolds
stress terms in the SP model do not make any significant contri-
bution. The MK model, atZ/D55 andZ/D58, underpredicts the
streamwise velocity gradients in the shear layer and consequently
predicts a deeper penetration of the jet into the crossflow. The
performance of the nonlinear models cannot however be judged
merely on the basis of mean velocity trends and a proper evalua-
tion of the Reynolds stresses will be carried out in a later section
in order to get the correct picture on these nonlinear variants of
the k–« model.

The secondary motions in the cross-stream plane are evaluated
by comparing the vertical velocity profiles in Fig. 4~b! and the
cross-stream velocity in Fig. 4~c!. The vertical velocity distribu-
tion at the jet center (Z/D50) once again shows good agreement
with experimental data owing to the measured jet inlet conditions
specified at the jet-exit plane. The large vertical velocity values
~V/Vj greater than 1! are because the crossflow acts as a partial
cover over the jet, causing the jet to bend before leaving the jet
exit, and leads to the acceleration of the jet toward the down-
stream edge of the exit hole. In the reverse flow region, atZ/D
51, two peaks are recorded, the first peak off the wall is in the
wake region where the reversing fluid is lifted up by the deflected
jet, while the second peak corresponds to the deflection of the
cross stream over the jet. This trend is closely followed by the
models, although the peak values are predicted closer to the wall.
This is primarily due to the predicted wake region being much
closer to the wall and the jet penetration being underpredicted by
the models in the jet center plane. Additionally, the models differ
in their prediction of the first peak value off the wall while the
second peak is the same for all the low-Re models. The LB model
predicts the lowest peak value while the MK model records the
highest first peak value with the other models lying in between.
These differences are related to the behavior of the damping func-
tions for the various models with the LB model functions being
asymptotically consistent while thef m function of MK model
tends to unity somewhat slowly. The dependence on these func-
tions is further emphasized by the observation that the second
peak is the same for all the low-Re models since the functions
tend to unity at larger distances from the wall.

Further downstream, atZ/D53, measurements suggest that, as
for the streamwise velocity, the wake region is not properly pre-
dicted with the predictions showing a faster recovery. Measure-
ments betweenZ/D53 and 8 show a negative velocity at the top
of the bent-over jet, which indicates that the crossflow is coming
down at this point. The downwash of the crossflow as well as the
low-velocity magnitudes in the wake region are not captured by
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Fig. 4 Velocity and kinetic energy profiles at XÕDÄ0 at different ZÕD from center of jet
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Fig. 5 Velocity and kinetic energy profiles at XÕDÄÀ0.5 at different ZÕD from center of jet
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the model predictions. This is probably due to the models’ pre-
dicting a smaller reverse flow region behind the jet, which implies
that the wake effect is not as strong as experimentally observed.
The measurements continue to show a dual-peak structure at
Z/D53, while the predictions only show a single peak due to the
faster flow recovery. The predicted magnitudes atZ/D53, 5, and
8 show the same trends as atZ/D51, with the KW model show-
ing the largest peak values and the LB model showing the small-
est magnitudes and the best agreement with the data. The behavior
of the MK model atZ/D55 andZ/D58, with the peak shifted
upward, is a consequence of the jet penetration being overpre-
dicted at these locations.

The spanwise velocity (U/Vj ) presented in Fig. 4~c! should be
zero along the jet center plane if the flow at all the inflow planes
is symmetric. However, measurements indicate that the inflow at
the jet exit plane (Y/D50) is not symmetric with the flow
slightly skewed in the lateral direction. This asymmetry in the
inlet profile is convected downstream, and is confirmed by the
velocity measurements as well as the predictions at the jet exit
(Z/D50) and immediately downstream of the jet (Z/D51). As
the flow develops downstream, this asymmetry should decrease
and the spanwise velocity across the jet-center-plane should be-
come very small. The flow predictions show this trend. However,
the measurements show high degree of scatter at downstream lo-
cations (Z/D55,8) and therefore cannot be relied upon.

The kinetic energy~KE! profiles along the jet centerline are
shown in Fig. 4~d!. The KE distribution is governed by a number
of factors, the important ones being the interaction of the oncom-
ing boundary layer and the jet, production due to the various
velocity gradients]W/]Y,]V/]Z,]U/]X and strong streamline
curvature effects especially in the vicinity of the jet. At the jet
center plane however, the production due to the gradient]W/]X
seems to be the dominant process as a close correlation between
the velocity gradient]W/]Y ~Fig. 4~a!! and the KE~Fig. 4~d!!
can be seen. The peak KE values occur at approximately the same
locations as the peak velocity gradient positions. The HRE, LB,
and MK models overpredict the peak values at the jet center
(Z/D50) while the other models show close agreement with
measurements. The experimental profile atZ/D51 shows peak
values in the wall-jet and lower-wake regions and in the shear
layer where strong gradients]W/]Y occur. Model predictions
show three peak values corresponding to the strong gradients in
the wall-jet layer, the lower-wake region, and the shear layer. The
HRE model overpredicts peak values in the wake region and in
the shear layer. Farther downstream atZ/D53 andZ/D55 two
distinct peaks are observed in the measurements, which once
again correspond to the strong velocity gradient]W/]Y at these
positions. The nonlinear and the low-Rek–« model predictions in
the shear layer are in good agreement with measurements at
Z/D53, but the HRE model overpredicts the peak level in this
region while the KW model underpredicts the turbulence peak.
The models do not behave appropriately in the wake region and
are unable to capture the peak value accurately in the wake at
Z/D53, 5 andZ/D58. The LB model once again gives better
predictions at these locations. However, the KW model signifi-
cantly underpredicts the KE levels in the wake region. The behav-
ior of the models in the near-wall region is influenced by the
dissipation rate«, which forms the sink term in the KE equation.
The « level in the near-wall region is controlled by the functions
f 1 , f 2 and the termE. Both f 1 andE tend to increase the value of
« near the wall and thereby reduce the KE levels. The influence of
f 1 is confined to a region very close to the wall in case of the LB
model, while it is unity for the other models. The termE is there-
fore dominant in the growth of« near the wall. The LB model has
E equal to zero as the model solves for the dissipation rate itself
and therefore the KE level in the near wall region is higher as
compared to the other models. Clearly, it is more attractive to
solve for« from a physical point of view. The KW model greatly
underpredicts the KE levels in the wake region. As in the case of

the low-Rek–« models, the functiona multiplying the produc-
tion term in thev equation along with the constantb, which tends
to decrease the destruction term, lead to very high values ofv in
the near-wall region. The combined effect is to reduce the KE
levels near the wall. The KE trends in the KW model case suggest
that the model functions in thev equations are not appropriate as
they lead to drastic reduction of the kinetic energy. The nonlinear
models do not show any significant improvements over their lin-
ear counterparts and are unable to predict the correct magnitudes
in the wake.

The profiles along the edge of the jet (X/D520.5) are shown
in Fig. 5. The streamwise velocity at different downstream loca-
tions is expectedly higher than that along the jet center line~Fig.
4~a!!, due to the weaker wake effect, which also results in reduced
velocity gradients]W/]Y. The wall-jet layer is also noticed here
at Z/D51 with steep gradients in this region and in the shear
layer region above the wake. The wake can be seen distinctly at
this location, and all the models appear to capture the wake region
well except the high-Re model. The wake gradually diminishes
with increasing downstream distances, and beyondZ/D53 close
agreement with experimental data is shown by all the models.

Vertical velocity comparisons have been shown in Fig. 5~b!. As
at Z/D50 ~Fig. 4~a!!, velocities as high as 0.8 times the free-
stream velocity are predicted over the jet inlet hole due to the
partial cover effect of the crossflow causing the flow to accelerate
toward the downstream end. The measurements however do not
show this peak atZ/D51, and instead show two peak values; the
one closer to the wall is due to the upward motion caused by the
CRVP while the other peak at a larger distance from the wall is
once again due to the crossflow deflected over the bent-over jet.
The predictions show large near-wall deviations from the mea-
sured values with negative values close to the wall turning posi-
tive aroundY/D50.3. The negative values close to the wall rep-
resent the outer downward moving parts of the CRVP, while the
positive values represent the upper portions of the CRVP and the
crossflow regions deflected upward by the jet. Since the measure-
ments do not show negative values close to the wall, it may be
concluded that the CRVP in the experiments has a smaller lateral
spread relative to the predictions. AtZ/D locations farther down-
stream, the measured and predicted velocities are primarily nega-
tive representing the downwash side of the CRVP. The measured
behavior is captured well by the models atZ/D53 where the KW
model overpredicts the peak downward velocity while the LB
model underpredicts it. The experimental measurements shows
some scatter in the data atZ/D55 and Z/D58 locations, al-
though the general trend of the jet and the crossflow velocities are
downward toward the wall. The downward trend is maintained by
the model predictions, but no meaningful comparison can be made
with the experimental measurements due to the scatter in the data.
In comparing the model predictions with each other, they follow
the same trends as observed along the jet center line in Fig. 4 and
therefore the arguments extended earlier to account for the model
predictions are valid here as well.

Spanwise velocity comparisons in Fig. 5~c! indicate that the
model predictions show good agreement with experimental pro-
files. The spanwise velocities are quite significant at the edge of
the jet, andU/Vj reaches values as high as 1 close to the wall. At
Z/D50 the spanwise velocity near the lower surface is negative,
which indicates that the flow is outward and away from the jet
center plane. Close agreement with measurements is observed at
this location where the HRE model shows a relatively lower peak
value. AtZ/D51, the velocities are all positive close to the wall,
indicating flow toward the jet centerline. The CRVP entrains the
surrounding crossflow fluid close to the wall resulting in positive
cross-stream velocity near the wall. The velocity changes sign
further away from the wall representing the upper half of the
CRVP where the flow is moving away from the centerline. The
peak negative value is obtained in the top regions of the CRVP
structure and the models are in good agreement with measure-
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Fig. 6 Stress profiles at XÕDÄ0 at different ZÕD from center of jet
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ments here. As the flow progresses downstream, the CRVP struc-
ture diminishes in strength as seen from the experimental profile
at Z/D53. Models on the other hand predict a stronger structure
at this location. AtZ/D55, both the measurements and predic-
tions show a reduction in the strength of the CRVP. However, the
measurements do not show any negative values along the top half,
indicating a pinched CRVP structure with a wider base and a
narrower neck. Predictions, on the other hand, show negative ve-
locities on the top half of the CRVP, both atZ/D55 and 8,
indicating a CRVP that is more dispersed in the lateral direction
than the experiments. The CRVP cannot be distinctly identified in
the measurements atZ/D58 where the scatter in the data indi-
cates that the structure has diminished in strength considerably.
The models on the other hand show a distinct structure at this
location. The LB model gives better predictions, as before, in the
near-wall region atZ/D55 andZ/D58.

Kinetic energy profiles along the edge of the jet correspond to
those in a developing boundary layer except in the immediate
vicinity of the jet atZ/D50 andZ/D51. At Z/D50 the models
follow the experimental trends closely, but overpredict the peak
level. Once again, a close correspondence between the velocity
gradient]W/]Y and KE trends is observed atZ/D51 where the
peak values correspond to the maximum gradient locations. At
this location however, the contribution of the gradient]U/]X has
been found to be significant, largely due to the strong entrainment
of the crossflow into the wake region. Model predictions typically
show a number of local peak values corresponding to the large
spanwise velocity gradients. At downstream locations the experi-
mental profiles are like those in a boundary layer and the models
mimic this behavior appropriately, but they underpredict the peak
KE levels. The LB and KW models show peak values very close
to the wall atZ/D55 andZ/D58, and this is once again related
to the steep stream-wise velocity gradients in the near wall region
observed at these locations.

The normal stress profiles along the jet center plane (X/D

50) are presented in Fig. 6. The experimentalw82 profiles in Fig.
6~a! shows a correlation to the KE profile and the streamwise
normal velocity gradient]W/]Y in Fig. 5~d!. This correlation is
particularly strong in the far field (Z/D.5) where peak values
are obtained in the jet shear-layer region associated with high

]W/]Y and turbulence production. In the near field, peakw82

values are observed in the shear layer and in the wall-jet region
where large]W/]Y gradients are found. The correlation between

w82 and ]W/]Y is not taken into account by the linear eddy

viscosity models where the stressw82 is assumed to be directly
proportional to the gradient]W/]Z and therefore any simple eddy
viscosity model is not expected to do well in this highly complex
flow situation.

The measured trends of the stressu82 in Fig. 6~b! also show
correlation with]W/]Y. In the near field (Z/D51), however, the
near-wall behavior also appears to correlate well with]U/]X,
which is high close to the surface due to the entrainment of the
crossflow boundary layer into the wake region. The anisotropy in
the near field of the jet injection close to the wall is clearly evi-
dent, and is associated with the dominance of the coherent struc-
tures in these regions. However, the low-Re and nonlinear models
are found to reproduce this nonisotropic effect in a qualitatively
satisfactory manner. At further downstream locations the depen-
dence on the gradient]W/]Y becomes stronger, especially in the

wake of the jet, where the normal stressesw82 and u82 show
trends similar to the KE profiles. Models underpredict the stress
levels in the wake region forZ/D>3 where the LB model gives
better predictions in the near wall region. The anisotropy of the

flow in the vicinity of the jet is further demonstrated by thev82

profiles atZ/D50 andZ/D51 in Fig. 6~c!. In the near field, the

v82 profiles appear to scale with]V/]Y. At Z/D53 and Z/D
55, however, the effect of the gradient]W/]Y is apparent here

with the peakv82 value occurring in the shear-layer region. The
profile flattens out as the flow moves farther downstream and at
Z/D58 a closer correspondence can be seen with the velocity
gradient]W/]Y rather than with]V/]Y ~see Fig. 4~b!!. The nor-
mal stresses are therefore not represented appropriately by the
models. In the near field, the turbulence exhibits significant an-
isotropy. The flow field becomes more isotropic farther down-

stream, but the gradient approximations relatingui8
2 to ]Ui /]Xi

do not appear to be valid. Rather all stresses appear to correlate
with ]W/]Y.

The profiles for the shear stressw8v8 is presented in Fig. 6~d!.
The peak values observed in the measurements and predictions
are in the jet-shear-layer regions and is a consequence of the high
]W/]Y in the shear layer region. This dependence is consistent

with the fact that the productv82]W/]Y is the dominant term in

the production ofw8v8. Peak values are overpredicted by the
models atZ/D50 location and only the KW model follows the
experimental trends closely. The peak values decrease as the flow
moves downstream where the streamwise velocity gradients are
reduced in the shear layer. AtZ/D53 and beyond, the stress
values are very small in the wake region, where the velocities are
low and fairly uniform. Model predictions in the recirculation
region and farther downstream follow the measured trends cor-
rectly, largely due to the fact that the eddy viscosity model also

incorporates the dependence ofw8v8 on ]W/]Y. The shear stress
predicted by the models is found to change sign close to the wall
at Z/D51 and is seen to follow the velocity trends reported in
Fig. 4~a! where velocity gradients also change sign close to the
wall.

In general, the model predictions for the turbulent shear stress

w8v8 follow the measured trends fairly well in the shear layer and
also reflect the appropriate dependence on velocity gradients. In
comparing the model predictions, the HRE model shows the
greatest level of overprediction in the peak stress levels. This
would lead to the greatest levels of turbulent transport, and is
consistent with the observation that the HRE model is associated
with the highest lateral jet penetration. The failure of the nonlinear
models to give better predictions over the linear ones was some-
what unexpected. The introduction of the nonlinear quadratic
terms in the stress–strain relationship in order to incorporate the
effect of strong streamline curvatures are therefore insufficient
and cubic terms must be included in order to obtain the desired
stress–strain coupling. The introduction of merely quadratic terms
in the SP and MK models do not produce the desired effect of
streamline curvatures on the stress levels.

Vector Plots and Vorticity Contours. Attention is now
turned toward describing the overall features of the flow field by
presenting vorticity contours and vector plots along a typical
cross-stream plane. Figure 7 presents the velocity vectors super-
imposed on the streamwise vorticity contours atZ/D53 cross-
stream plane. The predictions for all seven models evaluated are
presented, and in each figure the same gray scale is used in order
to facilitate a comparison between the different model predictions.

At Z/D53, the CRVP is clearly established and is the domi-
nant feature in the flow field. The HRE model shows the greatest
lateral spread, which was also observed in the velocity compari-
sons shown in Fig. 5, where the spanwise velocities predicted by
the HRE model are larger than those predicted by the other mod-
els. The MK model shows the greatest vertical spread of the jet,
and this was also observed in Fig. 4, where in the MK model
predictions, the shear layer region was displaced vertically up-
ward relative to other models and the measurements. The LB
model predictions show the weakest CRVP, and the lowest levels
of vertical and lateral spread. All the low-Re models show small
negative velocities close to the wall betweenX/D of 21 and
21.5, and these reflect the manifestation of the horseshoe vortex.
It is the strongest, and can be clearly observed in the KW model
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predictions. Also of interest is the clear development of a wall-
vortex structure in all the low-Re models. The wall-vortex is a
manifestation of the crossflow entrainment into the wake region
encountering an adverse pressure gradient in the spanwise direc-
tion near the jet centerplane. This adverse pressure gradient leads
to flow reversal in the spanwise (XY) plane and the formation of
the wall vortex structure close to the surface~as captured by the
low-Re models!. The vortex is confined betweenX/D of 0 and
20.5 at thisZ/D location. As for the horseshoe, the KW model
predicts the strongest wall vortex structure. Note that the HRE
model does not predict the wall vortex at all.

Details of the horseshoe vortex predicted atZ/D58 location
are shown in an enlarged view in Fig. 8. The horseshoe can be
clearly observed in all the model predictions, and show significant
differences in size and strength, with the KW model showing the
most significant horseshoe structure.

The differences in the recirculation region behind the jet are
presented in greater detail in Fig. 9, which shows that the recir-
culation in all the low-Re models is qualitatively similar, with the
reversed flow being entrained upward into the jet and then carried
forward along its trajectory. The HRE model shows a much larger
region of negative streamwise velocity, with strong crossflow en-
trainment into the wake. The recirculation region in the HRE
model extends all the way toZ/D51.5, while in the other models
the recirculation region is less than 1D from the center of the
jet-exit.

The region upstream of the jet marks the inception of the horse-
shoe vortex. An exploded view of this region is shown in Fig. 10,
where the KW model, the SP model, and the MR model all show
the inception of the horseshoe at thisX/D50 centerplane. Since
all models show the horseshoe vortex at constant-Z/D planes fur-
ther downstream~see Figs. 7 and 8!, this implies that for the

Fig. 7 Z component of vorticity and velocity vectors in X – Y plane at ZÕDÄ3.0 for different models

Fig. 8 Velocity vectors in X – Y plane at ZÕDÄ8
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models where the horseshoe is not observed atX/D50 in Fig. 10,
the inception may occur at otherX/D planes. Evidence of this is
seen in streamwise and spanwise vorticity contours~not shown
here! at a constantY/D plane~50.05! very close to the wall.

Concluding Remarks
Numerical predictions for film cooling jet in a crossflow have

been carried out in this study using seven different turbulence
models: a high-Re model~HRE!, low-Re models~LS, LB, KW!,
nonlinear models~SP, MK!, and a DNS based low-Re model
~MR!. The mean flow velocity and turbulent statistic profiles in
general agree fairly well with experimental trends. The CRVP is
distinctly predicted by all the models, but only a few models
manage to capture the horseshoe structure correctly for the low
blowing ratio case considered in this paper. The HRE model is not
very well suited for the specific flow situation as it does not re-
solve the near-wall region properly. Although the mean flow pro-
files are predicted well, the turbulence levels are overpredicted
and the HRE model is also unable to capture the recirculation in
front of the jet. The HRE model predicts the largest levels of
spanwise-jet-penetration, and substantially overpredicts the mea-
sured values of the spanwise and vertical velocities. The use of
this model in such a complex flow situation is therefore not rec-
ommended. The LS model, which resolves the near-wall region,
follows the experimental trends correctly, but fails to predict the
correct trends in the wake of the jet, and does not represent the
turbulent mixing taking place in this region appropriately. The
near-wall region behavior of the LB model is consistently good,
and this model, in general, seems to provide the best agreement
with measurements. Compared to the other models, the LB model
shows the smallest levels of vertical and spanwise spread. How-
ever, predictions in the jet region do not follow the experimental
trends correctly, and the model is also unable to capture the recir-
culation in front of the jet. This structure is distinctly captured by
the MR model. In this region the gradients in the vertical direction
are of primary importance and the scaling arguments used for
deriving the correlation terms in the«-budget@17# hold good. In
the jet and its vicinity, however, the gradients in the other direc-
tions cannot be neglected, and therefore the simplified« budget is
inadequate in the jet and its wake region. Clearly, the« budget
needs to be optimized for the present flow situation using DNS

data on lines similar to the MR model. The SP model predicts the
turbulent characteristics trends correctly, but like the other models
it is unable to resolve the variations observed in the wake of the
jet. The MK nonlinear model significantly overpredicts the verti-
cal jet penetration. The inability of the SP and MK nonlinear
models to give better predictions compared to the linear models is
thought to be a consequence of the fact that the nonlinear model
coefficients were obtained through curve fitting of experimental
data for simple wall bounded flows@18,20# and may not be well
suited for the jet in a crossflow situation. The improved predic-
tions of the near-wall structures obtained with the KW model can
be attributed in part to the fact that the boundary conditions speci-
fied for v are more accurate than those for«. This problem related
to the« behavior near the wall has been pointed out by a number
of researchers.

It is therefore clear from the present study that the models in
there present form give overly simplistic predictions for the highly
complex flow field being considered here. A comparison of the
model predictions clearly reveals the need for better resolution of
the near-wall region, asymptotic consistency of model coeffi-
cients, and damping functions in the jet and wall-bounded regions,
respectively, and an appropriate representation of the« budget.
Also required is a suitable nonlinear formulation to predict the
nonisotropic nature of the flow accurately. An effort along these
directions using DNS predictions for jet in a crossflow@24,25# to
guide the model development is being made by the authors and is
to be reported shortly.
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Nomenclature

Cm , C«1 , C«2 5 empirical constants appearing ink–« tur-
bulence models

D 5 function used in the low-Reynolds-number
k–« model; also jet diameter~5jet width!

E 5 function used in the low-Reynolds-number
k–« model

Fig. 9 Velocity vectors in Y – Z plane at XÕDÄ0

Fig. 10 Velocity vectors in Y – Z plane at XÕDÄ0
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f 1 , f 2 , f m 5 empirical functions of turbulent Reynolds
number in low-Rek–« models

f 3 5 empirical function used in the Mansour–
Rodi k–« model

k 5 turbulent kinetic energy
P 5 turbulence production term
R 5 jet-to-crossflow velocity ratio

Ret 5 turbulent Reynolds number
U,V,W 5 mean velocity components inx, y, andz

directions, respectively
Vj 5 mean jet velocity

ui8uj8 5 Reynolds stresses

u82, v82, w82 5 normal stresses with respect tox,y,z axes

u8v8, v8w8, u8w8 5 shear stresses
x 5 coordinate in the cross-stream direction
y 5 coordinate normal to the wall
z 5 coordinate in the streamwise direction

a, a* , b* 5 empirical functions in thek–v model
b 5 empirical constant in thek–v model
« 5 rate of dissipation of kinetic energy
«̃ 5 modified dissipation rate

m, m t 5 dynamic and turbulent viscosity
n, n t 5 kinematic and turbulent kinematic viscos-

ity
r 5 density
s 5 Prandtl number
v 5 specific dissipation rate5«/k
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Continuous Monitoring of Binary
Gas Mixture Concentration With
Application to Turbine Blade
Cooling Experiments
Turbine blade cooling experiments often use mixtures of air and a heavy gas (CO2, SF6)
to simulate coolant/mainstream density ratios. If the mixing of the mainstream with the
coolant ejected from the blade is of interest, then it may be necessary to determine the
spatial distribution of the heavy gas concentration in the flowfield. Commercial analyzers
are too slow and have other disadvantages when used for this purpose. To meet this
special need, a device has been developed to monitor the heavy gas concentration con-
tinuously in a small sample stream by determining the speed of sound in the sample.
Together with the temperature of the sample, the information is sufficient to determine the
concentration. The device measures the time of propagation for an ultrasonic burst trans-
verse to the stream. The temperature of the gas contained in the device is controlled and
measured. Calibration with several gas mixtures (air and CO2, SF6, He) has shown an
uncertainty~Cmeas2Ctrue! of 2 percent over the full concentration range of 0–100 per-
cent for CO2 and SF6. The device is operable in the pressure range from250 to 100 kPa
gage and in the temperature range from 0°C to 40°C. The instrument is rugged and will
survive in noisy, turbulent environments.@S0889-504X~00!01202-2#

Introduction
Gas turbine technology often has to deal with situations where

two gas streams having unequal temperatures are mixed. Coolant
gases injected into combustors and coolant gas exhausting into the
mainstream from cooled turbine blades or from interdisk cavities
are just a few examples. The duplication of the temperature dis-
tributions of these flows in developmental tests or detailed experi-
mental studies is generally quite costly. In many situations a par-
tial simulation may be acceptable in which the hot~or cold!
stream is simulated by some inert gas that has the same tempera-
ture as the test air, but its molecular weight~i.e., density! is dif-
ferent. Coolant streams may be simulated with a heavy gas, such
as CO2 or SF6 , while helium is an appropriate substitute for hot
gases. For the purposes of the present paper, we shall refer to such
a gas as a ‘‘ballast’’ gas. A wide range of density ratios may be
realized by mixing ballast gases with air in various controlled
proportions.

The thermodynamic state of a binary gas mixture of known
constituents is characterized by three variables, e.g., pressure,
temperature, and mass fraction of ballast gas. The mass fraction
affects all thermodynamic properties. If the constituent gases are
thermally and calorically perfect gases with known properties,
then the computation of the speed of sound is a simple matter~see
appendix!.

If the test in question requires the determination of spatial flow
property distributions, i.e., local measurements have to be made,
then the knowledge of mass fraction is necessary to compute the
local Mach numbers from pressure probe data. The dependence of
Mach number on mass fraction~for a given value of the static/
total pressure ratio! is significant, especially at low speeds. If the
local mass fraction is not known, then this variation becomes a
measurement error.

The focus of the present work lies in the measurement of time

mean flowfield properties in turbulent, adverse environments. Tur-
bulence property measurements and optical methods are not con-
sidered. The paper relates to measurements that involve the with-
drawal of a sample gas stream through a small sampling probe
that offers good spatial resolution. Since ballast gases are inert,
the mass fraction is unaffected by any pressure or temperature
change that might occur in the sample stream after ingestion.

The desired characteristics of the method are dictated by the
nature of experiments simulating propulsion devices. The method
has to be fast, because test times may have to be short. Short run
duration may be mandated by the cost of the ballast gas, and/or by
a requirement that measurements be made at many locations
throughout the flow in a single run. Purging times of the sampling
flow system have to be short, which generally implies that the
system must have very low volume. The system must work at the
wide range of pressure levels usually found in propulsion
experiments.

Commercially available systems are generally highly accurate.
There are systems based on gas chromatography, thermal conduc-
tivity, paramagnetic resonance, or a variety of other principles.
These systems are generally too slow, require too large a sample
or discrete, stationary samples. Most have limitations on the op-
erating pressure that make them poorly suited for the type of
experiments considered here. Most commercial systems represent
an overkill in terms of analytical capability and precision. In our
case, the ability to detect minute mass fractions of unknown ele-
ments is not required. The species present in the gas are known
and true analysis is not needed: only the mass fraction of a known
gas is to be determined. For the purposes considered here, a mod-
est 1–2 percent uncertainty in concentration is entirely adequate.

The best known technique that approaches these requirements
has been developed by Brown and Rebollo@1#. Their method uses
a hot wire placed behind a choked sampling orifice, and has a fine
spatial resolution and an excellent time response, suitable for the
determination of turbulence properties. On the other hand, the
device is not robust, its fabrication requires high skill levels, and

Contributed by the International Gas Turbine Institute and presented at the 44th
International Gas Turbine and Aeroengine Congress and Exhibition, Indianapolis,
Indiana, June 7–10, 1999. Manuscript received by the International Gas Turbine
Institute February 1999. Paper No. 99-GT-365. Review Chair: D. C. Wisler.
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the operation relies on extensive calibrations. For the purposes of
time mean property measurements, the extremely fast response of
the Brown and Rebollo scheme is not required.

This paper describes a device for the measurement of heavy gas
concentration, with characteristics that make it suitable for re-
search applications involving cooling problems.

Acoustic Measurement of Concentration. The measure-
ment concept is based on the fact that the molecular weights of
ballast gases are significantly different from those of air for the
very reason they are being employed. All gases considered here
are assumed to be thermally and calorically perfect, such thatR
andcp are constants. The values of these constants differ signifi-
cantly from the values applicable to air~Table 1!. The gas prop-
erties of the mixture depend on the mass fraction of the ballast
gas,Cb ~details in appendix!.

In particular, the speed of sound for a mixture of thermally
perfect gases is given@2# as

ā5Aḡ~Cb!R̄~Cb!T (1)

If the temperature is known from an independent measurement,
then Eq.~1! establishes a relation between the mass fraction of the
ballast gas and the speed of sound. Figure 1 illustrates that the
connection betweenā andCb is unique for a given mixture and it
is also monotonic. It is evident that a basis exists for the measure-
ment of the ballast gas mass fraction by measuring the speed of
sound of the mixture. One important advantage of the method is
that calibration is not required, at least not in principle. Practical
considerations or a need for the highest possible accuracy may
make calibration advisable, but the corrections are expected to be
minor.

The authors arrived at this concept independently, but discov-
ered later that similar methods have been proposed and at least
partially developed by others earlier@3#. However, the details of
implementation described here are new.

Sampling. The sample to be analyzed is withdrawn from a
turbulent stream using a small tube facing the flow. In the appli-
cation that motivated this work, the mean Mach number of the
stream is in the range 0.8–1.4 and the static pressure varies from
80 to 140 kPa absolute. The frontal open area of the probe is 0.21
mm2, which is 52 percent of the total frontal area including the
wall thickness. The volumetric flow rate of the sample flow is 1–4
L/min. The local mean velocity, total pressure, and temperature
are determined simultaneously by independent means and are
available in real time to assist the concentration measurement.

The intent is to sample the flow in such a way that the distur-
bance to the flow is minimized and thereby spatial resolution is
maximized. It is assumed that this condition is best approximated
if the mean velocity of the sample~at the entrance opening of the
aspirating tube! is equal to the time mean velocity of the undis-
turbed flow at the same location~‘‘isokinetic sampling’’!. Provi-
sions are included in the design to achieve this condition.

Sampling a turbulent stream of variable density is a complex
process~especially in supersonic flow!. The relation of the mixed-
out sample concentration to the mean and turbulent properties of
the stream is an important issue, but outside the scope of this
paper. The paper is focused on the determination of concentration
in the sample flow.

Transverse Transmission of Sound
There are probably many ways to determine acoustic speed in a

sample flow. Sajben and Crafton@4# describe several concepts that
have been tested using audio frequencies, with limited success.
The acoustic methods were handicapped by turbulence noise in
the audio range and were replaced by concepts involving ultra-
sonic signals. Devices using streamwise propagation have been
tried, but were unworkable with SF6 , due to a combination of~a!
large distance between the transducers and~b! high level of ab-
sorption in SF6 at ultrasonic frequencies~which was unexpected!.
Eventually, a concept using transverse propagation of ultrasound
evolved. This device has been fully developed and the rest of this
paper is devoted to its detailed description.

Concept. Figure 2 shows two views of the device and Fig. 3
shows details of the ultrasonic transducer installation. The princi-
pal element of the device is a flat, rectangular cross-sectional
channel, with two transducers facing each other on opposite sides.
Transmission occurs in a direction normal to the flow, in one
direction only. The travel time of the signal does not depend on
the flow speed.

Previous work provided ample warning that precise tempera-
ture control will be an essential part of the final configuration, in

Fig. 1 Acoustic speed in binary gas mixtures of air and other
gases; values normalized by the acoustic speed of air Fig. 2 Assembled device

Table 1 Gas properties
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part to allow the calculation of the speed of sound, and in part
because the transducers are temperature dependent and minor
temperature drifts were seen to cause major changes in output.

The configuration of the device was dictated to a large extent
by the requirements of thermal control. All flow passages are
contained within an aluminum block that is kept at a constant
temperature by a ribbon heater surrounding it. The block is split in
the middle to allow installation and inspection of the transducers
and other internal components. The heater is driven by a control-
ler using the output from a thermistor located very near to the end
of the narrow channel. The flow first enters a small plenum cham-
ber, then passes into a very high aspect ratio, flat channel~0.8
315.23152 mm!. The small channel height allows the stream to
reach thermal equilibrium with the walls before reaching the
transducers. The channel entry is slightly constricted to improve
the spanwise flow distribution.

The channel widens greatly just upstream of the transducers, to
provide the separation required for a reasonable travel time and
thereby for an acceptable accuracy. Since large area ratio diffusers
are known to have distorted exit flows, fine screens are placed
both upstream and downstream of the actual measurement section
to force an even flow distribution.

Description of System Components. A schematic diagram
of the entire system is shown in Fig. 4. The sample of a gas
mixture is taken at the location of interest in a stream of unknown
concentration. The sample enters the device; it is thermally stabi-
lized in the flat channel and enters the sensor part where the speed
of sound of the sample is detected. After leaving the device, the
gas sample passes through a flowmeter and a flow controller, a
damping volume, and eventually a vacuum pump. The flowmeter
monitors and the controller adjusts the actual mass flowrate. The
vacuum pump ensures that the pressure differential required to
drive the sample stream is available, even at relatively low test
section pressures.

The concentration measurement requires its own PC, desig-
nated as CMPC. The CMPC is in communication with the com-
puter controlling the entire experiment~designated as EXPC!.

The aluminum block and the components contained within it
will be referred to as the ‘‘concentration meter’’ or CM for short.
The CM and all the associated additional components taken to-
gether will be called the ‘‘concentration measurement system,’’ or
CMS.

The following subsections provide detailed descriptions of the
system components.

Transducers. We selected a resonant ultrasonic transducer
with a resonant frequency of 150 kHz~International Transducers
Corp., Model ITC-9072!. The interior of the transducer~Fig. 3!
contains a cylindrical cavity bounded on one side with a piezo-
electric crystal, to the outer side of which a silicon diaphragm
~diameter516 mm! is attached. The gas environment is on the
outside of the silicon membrane. Since the distance between the
two sensors is only 12 mm, a pressure pattern of multiple reflec-
tions is created in the space separating them, after sending a sine
burst of 15 cycles. In order to minimize the disturbing effects of
these reflections, a fabric layer is attached to both transducers to
damp the reflections coming off them. While the fabric also at-
tenuates the initial signal, this loss is more than balanced by the
fact that the multiple reflection pattern essentially vanishes.

The sensor must be operational at pressures significantly higher
~or lower! than atmospheric~from 250 to 1100 kPa gage!. This
is a nontrivial requirement and received special attention. External
overpressures of this magnitude could deflect the diaphragms and
increase the distance between them such that the propagation time
would increase. Transducer characteristics could also change with
the deformation. To avoid these problems, a small bypass passage
was machined into the bore holding the transducer~Fig. 3!. The
passage equalizes the static pressures on the two sides of dia-
phragm and the diaphragm deformation does not occur.

Thermal Control. The speed of sound depends on the gas
temperature@Eq. ~1!#, hence temperature measurement errors
translate into inaccuracies of the concentration measurement. Fur-
thermore, the resonant-type ultrasonic transducer responded by
large phase shifts to even moderate temperature changes.

An effective solution of this problem is a temperature regula-
tion of the aluminum block that contains the entire CM. The tem-
perature of the gas sample is controlled by keeping the wall tem-
perature constant in a narrow passage through which the gas flows
just before entering the sensor section. The block also provides a
constant temperature environment for the ultrasonic transducers,
minimizing drifts in their outputs.

Figure 5 shows the configuration of the thermal controls. The
core of the system is a 323393244 mm aluminum block~Fig. 2!,
equipped with two flexible ribbon heaters attached to the block
surface. Silicon paste is used to reduce contact resistance to heat
conduction. The heaters are connected in parallel, for a total re-
sistance of 4V. The maximum power produced by the heaters is
16 W.

Fig. 3 Mounting of ultrasonic transducers

Fig. 4 Overall scheme of the measurement system „CMS…, in-
cluding the means for the withdrawal of the sample gas
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The gas sample is heated as the gas flows through a rectangular
channel inside the aluminum block. The dimensions of the chan-
nel were chosen to produce less than 0.1 K deviation from the set
temperature in the gas stream at the outlet of the slot~i.e., just
before entering the sensor section!, provided the input temperature
of the gas is within 10 K of the set point temperature of the
regulator. The design calculations assumed the flow rate to be 3
L/min for both air and SF6 .

To obtain a high level of temperature stability, a commercial
PID controller has been chosen, in combination with a sensitive
thermistor as temperature sensor. The output of the controller is
constant voltage while the heater current varies as needed. The
performance of the temperature controller is monitored and its
functions can be commanded by the operator through the
controller/EXPC interface. The aluminum block is enclosed in a
thermally insulated lucite capsule to minimize the effects of tem-
perature variations in the surrounding air.

Tests of the heat exchanger and the control system showed that
the design conditions were met. Typically, when the inlet air tem-
perature was 10°C, then a set point temperature of 30°C resulted
in outlet stream temperatures within 0.2°C of the set value.

The exit temperature of the sample was measured by an uncali-
brated thermocouple located 5 mm downstream of the heat ex-
changer outlet. The thermistor used to measure the channel wall
temperature was calibrated against a~commercially calibrated!
T-type thermocouple. Since temperature drift is of more concern
than a precise knowledge of absolute temperature, these sensors
were considered adequate.~Note that 1 K temperature error causes
only 0.17 percent error in the speed of sound.!

Control and Measurement of Flow Rate. Isokinetic sam-
pling requires the measurement and control of the gas sample

flow. This is accomplished by a thermal mass flowmeter/
controller~Datametrics Model 825!. This unit is a combination of
a mass flowmeter and a control system~Fig. 6!.

Since pressure, temperature, and mixture mass fraction can all
change during the experiment, the measurement of flow rate is a
nontrivial problem for most flowmeters. A thermal mass flowme-
ter was selected mostly because it has the advantage of having a
high tolerance for pressure and temperature variations. Once cali-
brated, a simple relation exists between the output signal, the ac-
tual mass flowrate, and the specific heat (cp) of the mixture. The
specific heat depends on the mass fraction, but since the latter is
continuously measured, the variation ofcp can be readily ac-
counted for in the data reduction procedure.

The Datametrics unit has a built-in control system and control
valve that regulates the flowrate according to an externally input
set-point signal and to the flowmeter readout representing the ac-
tual flowrate. The readout and control signals are handled by the
computer~EXPC!. All data needed to calculate the isokinetic con-
dition are available to the EXPC, such that the necessary flowrate
in the sampling system using the flow controller can be set.

Since the pressure at the sampling probe may drop below at-
mospheric under some conditions, a vacuum pump is provided
near the downstream end of the flow system. A damping volume
is also inserted between the pump and the flowmeter to attenuate
pressure oscillations caused by the vacuum pump. If the total
pressure at the sampling probe is sufficiently high, then the
vacuum pump is not needed. For simplicity, the pump is left in
place at all times, since its presence has no adverse effects on the
operation of the system.

Measurement of Propagation Time. The CMPC is equipped
with a Physical Acoustics data acquisition card~model IAD-90!
capable of a maximum sampling frequency of 32 MHz. This card
has one eight-bit channel operated in the range of610 V. Before
a data sample is taken, the data card sends out a trigger signal.
This signal is received by the digital wave generator~Hewlett
Packard HP33120A!, which then sends a 15-cycle sine burst at a
frequency of 150 kHz to one of the ultrasonic transducers. This
transducer emits an ultrasonic wave, which propagates through
the gas sample in the transverse direction and is received by the
second sensor. This sensor converts the arriving burst into an
electronic signal, which is filtered and amplified~Stanford Re-
search amplifier SR560!. The conditioned output signal is then
read by the data acquisition card and is analyzed by the software.

Software and Data Acquisition Procedures. The basic ap-
proach of the software is an adaptation of the scheme developed
by Nagy and Blaho@5#. Other options are available, but this
method offered the best combination of accuracy and reliability.
The software is Windows-based and is convenient to use.

The method is based on selecting a particular single period~a
‘‘reference wave’’! from the received ultrasonic burst and track-

Fig. 5 Thermal control of the CM and the gas sample

Fig. 6 Flowrate measurement and pumping system
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ing the zero-crossing point of this wave as the concentration
changes. When a pure ‘‘reference gas’’ of known properties~i.e.,
air! is blown through the sensor, then the reference wave is lo-
cated in the received burst~Fig. 7! at the start of the measurement.
If the gas is changed into a mixture, then the wave pattern will
drift, i.e. the time intervaltD between the trigger signal and the
reference wave will change. Only a small drift is expected be-
tween two consequent measurements since the burst rate is a fast
200 Hz. The location of the new zero crossing is expected to be
between the minimum on the left and maximum on the right side
of the previous zero crossing. The interval between one of the
extrema and the zero crossing corresponds to a quarter cycle, or
1.67ms. A new zero crossing is found in the new data and taken
as a new reference point for the next measurement.

A sudden change of concentration or other errors could cause
the system to loose track of the wave, causing a large error in
concentration measurement. If this occurs, the reference wave has
to be restablished by blowing the reference gas through the device
again. The tests of the system show that the 200 Hz data rate is
sufficient to capture rapid changes in the concentration of the
sample gas. The largest drift measured in calibrations corre-
sponded to a phase shift about 50° of the burst signal~0.93ms!.

The time delay,tD , contains two parts, a constant,tC , and a
variable part,tP . The constant part,tC , can be further broken
down into two contributions:tE , that is caused by the electronic
circuits and the mechanical properties of the ultrasonic transduc-
ers, plus the time,tT , the time elapsed between the beginning of
the first wave of the burst and the actual reference point. The
variable part,tP , is the burst propagation time in the sample gas.
We have

tD5tC1tP5~tE1tT!1tP (3)

In order to illustrate the importance of these intervals, consider
that at a driving frequency off 5150 kHz, the wave period is
TW56.67ms. For a spacing of 1 cm between the transducers, the
propagation times vary fromtP533ms ~pure air! to tP583ms
~pure SF6). The difference is 50ms, or 7.5 periods. This means
that the identification of the intended reference wave is of para-
mount importance.

The propagation timetP calculation is based on the comparison
of the measured time delays (tD) of the reference gas and of the
mixture. The speed of sound of the reference gas is calculated
using the temperature of the set point. The propagation time of
this reference gas is calculated from the speed of sound and the
distance between the transducers (L50.0123 m). The propagation

time of the mixture is then calculated as the difference between
the time delays (tD) of the mixture and the reference gas, plus the
propagation time of the reference gas. The speed of sound of the
mixture is a function of the propagation time of the mixture and
the distanceL. Once the speed of sound is known, the concentra-
tion calculation is just a matter of using the equations in the
appendix.

The CMPC software continuously sends the information about
the actual concentration to the EXPC through a serial connection.

Temporal Characteristics. The ultrasonic system is capable
of acquiring concentration data at rates up to 200 values per sec-
ond. However, the response time to concentration changes is lim-
ited by the purging time of the system, which is governed by the
internal volume of the CM and by the volumetric flow rate~7.6
cm3 and 1–4 L/min!. The corresponding ratios of volume to volu-
metric flow rates range from 0.11 to 0.45 s. The system is thus
estimated to be capable of acquiring 2–8 valid data points per
second, each data point being the average of approximately 10–20
bursts.

This time limitation is rooted in the size of the ultrasonic trans-
ducers, which dictated the dimensions of the duct segment that
contain them. This duct segment is the largest contributor to the
total internal volume. A search is under way for alternate configu-
rations that could minimize the transducer-related volumes.

The CM also has a response time to pressure changes, due to
the finite time required to equalize the pressures on the two sides
of the ultrasonic transducer diaphragm~Fig. 3!. The time is con-
trolled largely by the cross-sectional area of the equalizing pas-
sage. This response time was found to be approximately 1 s. En-
largement of the passage size would reduce this time.

The sampling probe will generally experience turbulent fluctua-
tions that might induce pressure fluctuations inside the system.
However, these fluctuations occur at frequencies well below the
150 kHz frequency of the ultrasonic signal and they are com-
pletely filtered out before the signal is processed. In any case, the
sample flow system has a high resistance to flow, which implies a
high level of viscous damping, such that even the low-frequency
oscillation amplitudes are likely to be low.

Calibration of Flowmeters
As stated in the beginning, the CMS should not require calibra-

tion. However, such a claim is unlikely to be accepted by potential
users without a demonstration of its capabilities, and a comparison
to another, independent method was made.

Accurate flow metering is required for two different purposes:
~a! calibration of the flowmeter to be used for the routine, opera-
tional measurement of the sample stream flow rate, and~b! one-
time creation of a sample stream with precisely known concentra-
tion, for the purpose of validating the ultrasonic concentration
measurement method.

While the primary purpose of this work was to create a reliable
device and method for measuring concentration, the achievement
of accurate flow metering required a large part of the total effort.

Thermal Mass Flowmeter. As stated before, a thermal flow-
meter was chosen for the routine measurement of the mass flow of
the sample stream. This type of flowmeter is based on measuring
the temperature change in the gas flowing through a bypass ther-
mal element where a constant heat flux is applied into the gas. The
mass flow rate is then obtained from an equation of the form

ṁo5
f ~DT!

cp
(4)

The function f is ~in principle! independent of the gas being
measured: The gas properties enter only through the specific heat.
The specific heat (cp) can be calculated, in our application, from
the speed of sound measurement, and the expectation was that no
additional data would be necessary.

Fig. 7 Detection of propagation time
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The Datametrics 825 thermal mass flowmeter was calibrated
with various gases, against a precision volume flow device~SKC
Accuflow Film Calibrator 715! in a range of 0–5 L/min. These
calibrations showed that the simple relation given as Eq.~4! is in
error by a few percent. To account for the discrepancy, a correc-
tion factor was calculated from the calibration data for each gas.
The correction factors for various gases, when plotted againstcp ,
showed a systematic variation and could be fitted by an algebraic
expression. This expression was assumed to apply to all mixtures
and was used to determine flow rates in all cases. Since the cor-
rection factor depended only oncp , the procedure may be viewed
as using an ‘‘effective’’ or ‘‘corrected’’ specific heat for the gas.

Rotameters. An experimental setup was assembled that cre-
ated continuous streams of two different gases, measured both
flowrates, mixed them, and fed the mixture to the ultrasonic
meter. The gases were of commercial purity obtained from stan-
dard high-pressure bottles. The pure gas flowrates were measured
by rotameters~Gilmont GE700!.

The rotameters were calibrated against the Datametrics thermal
mass flow meter~which was previously calibrated against the Ac-
cuflow device!. Since the pressures and temperatures of the gases
during the rotameter calibrations were not identical to those dur-
ing the Datametrics calibration against the Accuflow unit, nor
were they the same during actual CMS operation, the rotameters
require corrections. The test conditions are different because of a
large pressure drop across the CM, its associated small tubing, and
also the exhaust tubing to a vent~up to 50 kPa!. These pressure
differentials were not present during the calibrations.

The need for corrections implied that static pressure and tem-
perature had to be monitored at each rotameter. The relevant con-
ditions are those prevailing at the floats and these were best ap-
proximated by the condition downstream of the rotameter. The
pressure upstream of the rotameter was generally very different
from that near the float, due to a precision flow control valve built
into the rotameters on the upstream side, which created a large
pressure drop. The static pressure was measured by using a pres-
sure transducer~Meriam Instrument, Model DN0010PG! attached
to a tap in a tube fitting, and the temperature by a thermocouple
inserted into the stream.

Since the rotameters are volumetric flow devices, the pressure
and temperature were also needed to make the conversions to
mass flow units.

The data showed that the standard density corrections recom-
mended by the manufacturers were inadequate to account for the
condition changes in a rotameter. A correction procedure has been
developed that represented the aerodynamic forces on the spheri-
cal float as a drag force@6#. According to this analysis, the actual
flow rate and the flow rate under standard conditions are related
by the following expression:

ṁ

ṁSC
5AS r

rSC
D S cD~ReSC!

cD~Re! D (5)

where the dependence of the drag coefficient on Reynolds num-
ber. @i.e., thecD(Re) relation# is specific to the float geometry. In
our case we used the drag coefficient relation for a sphere in an
infinite stream. While this procedure neglects the influence of the
surrounding tube on the sphere drag, the viscous trends are likely
to be the same.

Correction~5! was found to work quite well in relating different
measurement conditions for a single gas. As illustrated in Fig. 8,
accounting for the Reynolds number dependence in the above-
described fashion reduced the errors to less than half in compari-
son to those associated with a simple density ratio correction.

Unfortunately, large errors were found when we attempted to
use Eq.~5! to relate calibrations performed in air to measuring
flow rates of other gases. This finding prompted the separate cali-
bration of the rotameters against the Datametrics unit for each gas.

Results of Comparison Tests
The CMS was tested extensively using tests streams of known

concentration. Figure 9 shows the configuration of the system in
the comparison test. Two streams of pure gases are obtained from
high-pressure bottles and mixed to create the test gas mixture. The
flowrate of each pure gas stream is regulated manually with a
valve and measured with a calibrated rotameter. The mass flow-
rates were calculated after applying corrections to each flowmeter,
as appropriate for the gas and for the measured pressure/
temperature. The actual mass fraction of the mixture downstream
of the mixing point was then obtained. The temperature of the
ultrasonic CM~and thereby that of the gas mixture! was set on the
temperature controller and kept constant at 30°C for all tests.

Data were obtained for mixtures of air with He, air with CO2 ,
and air with SF6 . Information from the flowrate measurement
~‘‘actual’’ values! and from the ultrasonic technique~‘‘indicated’’
values! is compared in Figs. 10–15. It is important to realize that
data from the conventional measurement methods~which we
opted to label ‘‘actual’’ quantities! are subject to errors that are
marginally smaller or perhaps even larger than those we are at-
tempting to validate~and call ‘‘indicated’’ values!. Regardless of
the relative accuracies, a good agreement justifies confidence in
both.

Two types of figures are presented for each mixture. The first
type of graph represents the relation between the actual speed of
sound and the propagation times~both actual and indicated!. The
actual propagation time was calculated from the mass fraction,
known from the measured mass flow rates. For this mass fraction

Fig. 8 Comparison of the improved and standard corrections
for flowrate measurements of air by a rotameter

Fig. 9 Configuration of the comparison test
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the actual speed of sound was calculated using the relations of the
appendix. The actual travel timetP was calculated from this
speed of sound and the distance between the transducers. The
indicated travel time was obtained from the ultrasonic
measurement.

The second type of graph illustrates the difference between ac-
tual and indicated concentrations as the function of the actual
concentration. The actual concentration of the ballast gas was cal-
culated from the mass flow rates. The indicated speed of sound
was evaluated from the measured travel timetP and the distance
between the transducers. Using the relations of the appendix, the

indicated mass fraction could be calculated from this speed. The
difference between the actual and indicated concentrations (DCb)
is plotted in the graph against the actual concentration. The dif-
ference DCb is multiplied by 100 to obtain the result in
percentages.1 Clearly, the differences shown represent the com-
bined uncertainty of the rotameter and ultrasonic measurements.

1If desired, the relative concentration error (DCb/Cb) can be immediately com-
puted from the presented information. The quantityDCb varies over a much nar-
rower range and was preferred here.

Fig. 10 Travel time in a mixture of He and air

Fig. 11 Comparison of two methods in a mixture of He and air

Fig. 12 Travel time in a mixture of CO 2 and air

Fig. 13 Comparison of two methods in a mixture of CO 2 and
air

Fig. 14 Travel time in a mixture of SF 6 and air

Fig. 15 Comparison of two methods in a mixture of SF 6 and
air
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Figures 10 and 11 are for He/air mixtures. The travel time is
shorter for He than for air because the speed of sound is much
higher in He~Table 1!. Figure 11 shows thatDCb between the
two concentration measurement methods is within 2 percent until
the He concentration reaches 0.4, beyond which the difference
goes up to 4 percent. The reason for the trend is that at high He
concentrations the rotameter used for air mass flow rate measure-
ment operates at the very low end of its range and the associated
flowrate error is likely to be a major contribution to the total.

Figures 12 and 13 show the results for CO2/air mixtures. The
properties of these gases are very close to each other, so that no
difficulties were observed with the rotameter measurements over
any portion of the mass fraction range. The differenceDCb is in
the range of 2 percent.

Figures 14 and 15 show the data for SF6/air mixtures. The
densities and acoustic speeds of these two gases are very different.
This fact led to problems very similar to those found with the
He/air mixtures, except in this case the inaccuracies were related
to using the low range of the rotameter for the heavy gas. The
comparison graph forDCb ~Fig. 15! shows that large errors occur
when the SF6 concentrations are less than 0.5.

Relatively large combined errors were thus found at conditions
where the densities of the component species were very different.
However, the ultrasonic method operates most accurately under
such conditions, because large differences in the speeds of sound
help the resolution of the travel time measurement. It is thus
highly probable that the large apparent errors at very high~or very
low! concentrations are due to errors in determining the ‘‘actual’’
values of the concentration, and not to errors associated with the
‘‘indicated’’ values produced by the ultrasonic new method.

Uncertainty Estimates
As mentioned before, the comparison of the two methods yields

discrepancies that have contributions from each method.
Uncertainty in the indicated data may be due to errors in deter-

mining ~a! the burst propagation time or~b! the gas temperature,
or else they may be caused by~c! temperature or/and~d! pressure
effects on the ultrasonic transducers. It is noted that the high digi-
tization rate~32 MHz! allows an accurate measurement of time
intervals such that errors due to time measurements are on the
order of 0.1 percent in the time of propagation and 0.2 percent in
the concentration measurements for pure air. Estimating the accu-
racy of the basic measurements, the resultant uncertainty of the
concentration figures can be determined@7#. A detailed analysis of
this type was carried out. The study is reported elsewhere@6# and
only some of results are summarized here.

For an air/SF6 mixture and for a worst-case operating pressure
of 100 kPa gage the resultant uncertainty was computed to be 0.18
percent ~at CSF6

5100 percent) and 2.0 percent~at
CSF6

50 percent). The numbers represent uncertainties of the ab-
solute concentration~i.e., DCb , not DCb/Cb) and correspond to
two standard deviations~implying that the confidence for obtain-
ing results within the error bars on any of the plots is 96 percent!.
The largest error contribution is due to pressure effects on the
ultrasonic transducers, amounting to 83 percent of the uncertainty
figures given above.

The combined uncertainties~including those related to both the
actual and the indicated data!, are shown in Figs. 11, 13, and 15
with error bars. The error bars are given for 96 percent confi-
dence. The trends clearly show that the errors are due to using the
low range on one of the two rotameters, as explained in the pre-
vious section.

Summary
A measurement system was developed for the measurement of

mass fraction in very low flow rate sample flows of binary gas
mixtures. The system measures the speed of sound by ultrasonic
methods and calculates the mixture concentration by using the

connection between concentration and acoustic speed. The opera-
tional features of the system make it suitable for use in experi-
ments relevant to cooling where the coolant/mainstream density
ratios are simulated by the use of air/heavy gas mixtures. The
accuracy of the system~difference between indicated and actual
concentration! was demonstrated to be better than 2 percent for
mixtures of air and He, CO2 , and SF6 . The system may be used
for any pair of gases without a need for calibration, provided their
densities are unequal. Time response is limited by the purge time
of the system, and is equal to approximately 0.1–0.5 s, depending
on flowrate. Optical access to the site of sampling is not required
by the technique. The system is rugged and may be used in noisy,
turbulent environments.
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Nomenclature

a 5 local speed of sound
cD 5 drag coefficient

cp, cv 5 specific heat capacity at constant pressure and vol-
ume

C 5 mass fraction
f 5 frequency

H 5 heat flux
I 5 electric current
L 5 distance between two transducers
ṁ 5 mass flow rate
p 5 static pressure
P 5 power
Q 5 volumetric flow rate
R 5 gas constant

Re 5 Reynolds number
Rt 5 thermistor resistance
T 5 static temperature

Ts 5 temperature set point at controller
TW 5 wave period
DC 5 difference between actual and indicated concentra-

tions
DT 5 temperature difference

g 5 ratio of the specific heat capacities
r 5 gas density

tC 5 constant part of the time delay
tD 5 total time delay obtained
tE 5 constant time delay caused by electronics and me-

chanics
tP 5 propagation time
tT 5 time delay between the first and the reference wave
w 5 ratio of molecular weights

Subscripts

a,b 5 component species
g 5 into gas
in 5 input
m 5 maximum
o 5 output
s 5 into surrounding environment

SC 5 at standard conditions
( )̄ 5 mixture property
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Appendix

Speed of Sound in Binary Gas Mixtures. The properties of
mixtures of perfect gases are available in many texts@2#. In the
following, expressions relevant to the calculation of the speed of
sound are reviewed.

The mass fraction of speciesi is defined as

Ci5
r i

r̄
(A-1)

wherer i is the density of the component speciesi. For our binary
mixture i 5a or b, and the two mass fractions are simply related:

Ca1Cb51 (A-2)

The gas constant of the mixture is given by

R̄5CaRa1CbRb , or (A-3)

R̄

Ra
512S w21

w DCb (A-4)

where w5mb /ma is the ratio of the molecular weights of the
component species. The specific heats of the mixture are obtained
from the specific heats of the constituents by using the expressions

c̄p5Cacpa1Cbcpb , c̄n5Cacna1Cbcnb (A-5)

The ratio of the specific heats for the mixture,ḡ, is defined as
c̄p / c̄n . Using the previously introduced notations,ḡ can be ex-
pressed as

ḡ

ga
5

12S 12
1

w

gb

ga

~ga21!

~gb21! DCb

12S 12
1

w

~ga21!

~gb21! DCb

(A-6)

The acoustic speed of the mixture, normalized by the acoustic
speed of speciesa, is given by the relation

ā

aa
5AS ḡ

ga
D S R̄

Ra
D (A-7)

where the ratios inside the square root sign can be calculated from
Eqs.~A-4! and~A-7!. Equation~A-7! includes the assumption that
the reference gas~air! is at the same temperature as the mixture.
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Local Heat/Mass Transfer
Measurements in a Rectangular
Duct With Discrete Ribs
The influence of arrangement and length of discrete ribs on heat/mass transfer and fric-
tion loss is investigated. Mass transfer experiments are conducted to obtain the detailed
local heat/mass transfer information on the ribbed wall. The aspect ratio (width/height) of
the duct is 2.04 and the rib height is one tenth of the duct height, such that the ratio of the
rib height to hydraulic diameter is 0.0743. The ratio of rib-to-rib distance to rib height is
10. The discrete ribs were made by dividing each continuous rib into two, three, or five
pieces, which were attached periodically to the top and bottom walls of the duct with a
parallel orientation. The combined effects of rib angle and length of the discrete ribs on
heat/mass transfer are considered for the rib angles (a) of 90 and 45 deg. As the number
of the discrete ribs increases, the uniformity of the heat/mass transfer distributions in-
creases. Fora590 deg, theheat/mass transfer enhancement with the discrete ribs is
remarkable, while the heat/mass transfer performances are slightly higher than that of the
transverse continuous ribs due to the accompanied high friction loss penalty. Fora
545 deg, theaverage heat/mass transfer coefficients and the heat/mass transfer perfor-
mances decrease slightly with the discrete ribs compared to the case of the angled con-
tinuous ribs.@S0889-504X~00!00103-3#

Introduction
Rib turbulators are used to augment heat transfer in internal

cooling passages of modern gas turbine blades that must be pro-
tected from hot gas streams. Heat transfer in ducts roughened with
ribs is augmented remarkably because the ribs disturb flows, pro-
mote flow mixing and turbulence, and induce diverse secondary
flows. Various rib conditions, such as rib height (e), rib angle of
attack~a!, rib-to-rib pitch (p), rib shape and arrangement, have
great effects on heat transfer and friction, and a number of studies
have been performed@1–5#. One of the recent subjects of the
investigations on heat transfer augmentation in rib roughened
ducts lies in separating ribs in pieces and rearranging them. Lau
et al. @6–8# examined the effects of rib angle of attack on the
average heat transfer enhancement for a wide range of Reynolds
numbers with a square duct roughened with discrete ribs. They
used two or five pieces of the discrete ribs per one pitch, and
concluded that the largest average heat transfer coefficient was
obtained ata560 deg for the five-piece-discrete ribs, anda
590 deg for the two-piece-discrete ribs. Taslim et al.@9# and
Ekkad and Han@10# performed the experiments using the liquid
crystal technique and measured the local distribution in a duct
with discrete ribs. There are other interesting studies on the dif-
ferent experimental conditions, such as a very narrow duct with
two-piece-discrete ribs by Chyu and Natarajan@11# and a con-
verging passage with seven-piece-discrete ribs by Hu and Shen
@12#.

It can be inferred from the results of the previous studies that
properly arranged discrete ribs would cause higher heat transfer
on the duct wall than continuous ribs. Han and Zhang@13# pre-
supposed that broken or discrete ribs might create more secondary
flow cells and produce more local turbulence and could perform
better than continuous ribs. However, studies on the number of
discrete ribs into which each continuous rib should be separated to
obtain better heat transfer performance have not been carried out
systemically. In addition, it is expected that arrangement of dis-

crete ribs has a strong influence on secondary flows and local
turbulence. Therefore, in the present study, the combined effects
of the number of discrete ribs~i.e., the rib length-to-height ratio!
and rib angle are investigated.

For the purpose of designing rib turbulators, it is important to
understand flow patterns and find out the link to the local heat
transfer; e.g., to find thermally weak regions such as hot spots.
Thus, numerical analysis of the flow field and mass transfer ex-
periments using the naphthalene sublimation method is conducted
to obtain the detailed local heat/mass transfer information. It is
taken for the main focus in the present study to provide insight
into the heat/mass transfer augmentation by discrete rib turbula-
tors through the local investigation, while the previous studies on
rib turbulators mainly focused on the average heat transfer, except
for some notable works on the local heat transfer@14–18#. For
two rib angles of 90 and 45 deg, numerical analysis is performed
with two-piece-discrete ribs and mass transfer experiments are
conducted with two-, three-, and five-piece-discrete ribs. In addi-
tion to the detailed local data, the area-weighted average heat/
mass transfer coefficients are presented to compare the overall
heat/mass transfer enhancements. Rib turbulators not only en-
hance heat/mass transfer on the duct walls, but also increase pres-
sure drop through the duct, and in general, the maximum heat/
mass transfer is accompanied by the largest pressure drop. Thus,
the friction factors are presented and the heat/mass transfer per-
formances for the constant pumping power are considered to
evaluate the heat/mass transfer augmentation and the friction loss
penalty simultaneously.

Numerical Analysis Conditions
Numerical analysis of flow field in a duct with two-piece-

discrete ribs is performed using a commercial code, FLUENT
version 4.3. The calculated geometry is almost the same as the
experimental one. Thus, the square-rib height is one tenth of the
duct height (e/H50.1) with a590 and 45 deg, and the rib pitch-
to-height ratio is ten (p/e510). The calculation domain repre-
sents one rib-to-rib pitch region and a cyclic condition is applied,
so that the flow field results are obtained in the hydrodynamically
fully developed state. Considering a symmetry condition, grids of
102332382 ~267,648 total! cells and 94342382 ~323,736 total!
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cells are generated fora590 and 45 deg, respectively, in the
one-pitch half-duct domain. The working fluid is air at a system
pressure of 1 atm and the Reynolds number is 30,000. The RNG
k–« turbulence model is used to calculate the turbulent separation
flows over the ribs and standard wall function is applied for the
near-wall treatment.

Experimental Apparatus
A schematic view of the test duct is illustrated in Fig. 1. The

cross-sectional area (W3H) is 102 mm350 mm and thus the duct
aspect ratio (AR) is 2.04. The hydraulic diameter (Dh) of the duct
is 67.3 mm and the length of the roughened region is 1000 mm
(15Dh). The area ratio of the inlet contraction is 6:1. Airflow
entering the inlet contraction passes through the test duct and the
plenum, and is discharged out of the room by the blower. The
orifice flowmeter between the plenum and the blower is used to
measure the mass flow rates of the airflow. The nominal mean
velocity through the test duct is 7 m/s in the mass transfer experi-
ments, so that Reynolds number based on the hydraulic diameter
(Dh) is 30,000.

The ribs are made of brass and Plexiglas and have a square
cross section. The rib height is 5 mm, which is 1/10 of the duct
height and the rib height-to-hydraulic diameter ratio (e/Dh) is
0.0743. The ribs are glued onto the bottom and top walls of the
duct by double-sided tape with an in-line orientation. The rib-to-
rib pitch is 50 mm so thatp/e510. Two rib angles of attack of 90
and 45 deg are selected for the discrete-rib tests based on the
results of the continuous-rib tests of our previous work@18#.
Three types of discrete ribs are tested in length: a half, a third, and
a fifth of the continuous rib length. The types of rib arrangement
are shown in Fig. 2. Some rows of the discrete ribs are shifted by
a half rib-to-rib pitch in the flow direction so that each row and its
neighboring row~s! are staggered. With these arrangements, the
total areas covered by the ribs with the same rib angle on the walls
are identical for all types of rib length. The numerals, A90 and
A45, represent the rib angles of attack. Similarly, N2, N3 and N5
indicate the number of discrete ribs made out of each continuous
rib; for example, N3 corresponds to the three-piece-discrete ribs.
Thus, N1 is assigned to the continuous ribs. Since the positioning
templates are used for rib installation, rib-positioning error is less
than 61 mm (0.2e) and rib-to-rib pitch (p) varies within 2
percent.

The mass transfer experiments are performed by using the
naphthalene sublimation method instead of heat transfer experi-
ments in the present study. The naphthalene-coated surface starts
from a position 7.6Dh downstream from the first rib in the duct
and extends over 4.5Dh downstream. Since the mainstream passes
over eight to ten ribs before reaching the naphthalene-coated sur-
face, the boundary layer of mass transfer starts to develop in the
hydrodynamically fully developed turbulence regime. The bound-

ary condition of the naphthalene-coated surface corresponds to the
constant temperature condition of heat transfer experiments. The
mass transfer inactive ribs attached to the naphthalene-coated sur-
face result in distortion of the boundary condition to some extent.
However, many study groups have concluded that this distortion
of the boundary condition doesn’t make a significant difference in
the experimental results. Taslim and Spring@19# noted that the
heat transfer coefficients were not sensitive to the choice of wall
thermal boundary conditions in their inactive rib study. Liou and
Hwang @20# showed that the average heat transfer coefficients
from the smooth surfaces of the inter-rib regions~exclusive of the
heat transfer inactive ribs! were not significantly different from
those from the total heat transfer surfaces~inclusive of the heat
transfer active ribs!. The deviations between the average heat
transfer coefficients from the inactive rib and the active rib experi-
ments were less than 10 percent according to the comparisons by
Han et al. @21#, Chandra et al.@14#, and Ekkad and Han@10#.
Moreover, since the main focus of the present study is to provide
insight into the heat/mass transfer augmentation by rib turbulators
through the local heat/mass transfer measurements in detail, the
present experimental method is well-suited to the objective of the
study. A large number of local heat/mass transfer coefficients are
obtained in the present experiments and the number of data ob-
tained from an inter-rib region reaches approximately 1000.

The coordinate system of the duct takes the mainstream, lateral,
and vertical directions asx, z andy, respectively, and the middle
point of the start line of the naphthalene-coated area for its origin.
Therefore, the domain of the mass transfer measurement covers
0<x/e<60 in the mainstream direction and210.2<z/e<10.2 in
the lateral direction. The ribbed region of 15Dh is divided into
three sections: the middle section coated with naphthalene~4.5Dh
long!, the upstream section~7.6Dh long!, and the downstream
section~2.9Dh long!.

The mass transfer active surface is cast with naphthalene using
a set of mold composed of the test plate and the molding plate
with the highly polished smooth surface. To obtain the local mass
transfer rates, the sublimation depths of the naphthalene surface
are measured at the numerous positions using the automated po-
sitioning table and LVDT~Linear Variable Differential Trans-
former! of which the resolution is 0.025mm and the diameter ofFig. 1 Schematic diagram of the experimental setup

Fig. 2 Types of rib arrangement
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the measuring tip is 1.588 mm. The error caused by the measure-
ment is less than 1 percent of the average sublimation depth,
0.0762 mm~3 mil!. Since the vapor density of naphthalene is very
sensitive to temperature and varies 10 percent per 1°C tempera-
ture change, the iron–constantan thermocouple is installed in the
test plate to measure the temperature at the naphthalene surface
accurately.

The 25 pressure taps with 1.3 mm hole diameter are drilled at
y5H/2 on the one of the side walls to measure pressure drop
through the duct. The pressure tap spacing is 50 mm, which is the
same as the rib-to-rib pitch. The micromanometer, with resolution
0.01 mmH2O, is used to measure the static pressure differences
between the taps over the Reynolds number range of 25,000 to
70,000.

Data Reduction
The local depths of the naphthalene-coated surface are mea-

sured before and after the run of the duct experiment. The local
mass transfer coefficient is calculated from the difference of the
local surface depth, i.e., the naphthalene sublimation depth with
the correction of the sublimation due to the natural convection
during the measuring and the test plate installing/uninstalling, and
it is expressed as

hm5
ṁ

rv,w2rv,b
5

rs~dy/dt!

rv,w
(1)

where ṁ is the local mass transfer rate of naphthalene per unit
area andrv,w and rv,b are the vapor density at the naphthalene
surface and the bulk vapor density of naphthalene, respectively.
Since the bulk vapor density of naphthalene,rv,b , at the exit of
the duct is at most 0.9 percent ofrv,w , the denominator of Eq.~1!,
rv,w2rv,b , can be reduced torv,w . Therefore, the local mass
transfer coefficient is determined from the local naphthalene sub-
limation depth (dy), the run time (dt), the density of solid naph-
thalene (rs) and the vapor density on the naphthalene surface
(rv,w). From the local mass transfer coefficient, the Sherwood
number is calculated as

Sh5hmDh /Dnaph (2)

whereDnaph is the diffusion coefficient of naphthalene in air. The
uncertainty in the Sherwood number is estimated within 7.1 per-
cent at the 95 percent confidence level by using Kline and Mc-
Clintock’s uncertainty estimation method@22#. The uncertainty of
the naphthalene properties@23,24#, such as the vapor density with
4.7 percent error and the diffusion coefficient with 5.1 percent
error, are dominant in this error. Nusselt numbers can be obtained
from Sherwood numbers by the heat and mass transfer analogy
correlated as Nu/Sh5~Pr/Sc!0.4 for turbulent flows. The mass
transfer results are presented as the Sherwood number ratios,
Sh/Sh0 , to estimate the heat/mass transfer augmentation effec-
tively, where Sh0 is the Sherwood number for a fully developed
turbulent flow in a smooth circular tube correlated by McAdams
@25# as Sh050.023 Re0.8Pr0.4~Sc/Pr!0.4. In the present study, Sher-
wood numbers in the smooth duct decrease rapidly from the start
position of the naphthalene-coated surface,x/e50, and remain
almost a constant value afterx/e525. This baseline Sherwood
number is proportional to Re0.8 but it is approximately 12 percent
higher than Sh0 calculated from McAdams’ correlation, which
may be due to the differences in geometry and boundary condi-
tion. Nevertheless, Sh0 in McAdams’ correlation is chosen as the
reference Sherwood number in normalizing the measured data,
because the measured baseline Sherwood numbers change a little
with positions in the flow direction.

The average Sherwood number~Sh @overbar#! is obtained by
the integration of the local Sherwood numbers weighted by area.
The streamwise distributions of the mass transfer coefficients be-
tween the ribs are repeated with the nearly same values after

x/e510. Therefore, the region of 35<x/e<55 is selected to cal-
culate the average Sherwood numbers, where the measuring point
distant is 0.2e.

The average pressure drop is obtained from the slope calculated
by a linear curve-fitting of the local pressure difference data in the
middle region of the duct (DP/DL5dP/dx) where the static
pressure decreases linearly. The friction factor is calculated with
the average pressure drop as

f 5DP/@4~DL/Dh!~1/2!rV2#. (3)

The uncertainty of the friction factor is within 4.4 percent. The
friction loss results are presented as the friction factor ratios,f / f 0 ,
where f 0 represents the friction factor for a fully developed tur-
bulent flow in a smooth circular tube. The empirical equation that
closely fits the Ka´rmán-Nikuradse equation over the range 104

,Re,53106 proposed by Petukhov@26# is employed asf 0

52(2.236 ln Re24.639)22. The deviations between the experi-
mentally obtained friction factors in the smooth duct andf 0 cal-
culated from the correlation given above are within 5 percent for
the range 25,000,Re,70,000.

The heat/mass transfer performance,h, obtained by considering
both the heat/mass transfer augmentation and the friction loss in-
crease is presented based on the constant pumping power condi-
tion and it is expressed as the following equation:

h5~Sh/Sh0!/~ f / f 0!1/3 (4)

Results and Discussion

1 A Review of Continuous Rib Cases and Baseline Check.
The effects of the rib length-to-height ratio of the discrete ribs are
taken into account with the combined effects of rib angle. As the
first step, the effects of rib angle of continuous ribs are reviewed
briefly based on our previous work@18#. The Sherwood number
ratio distributions for the continuous ribs are plotted in Fig. 3. For
a590 deg, the high Sherwood number ratios of Sh/Sh0>2.6 are
distributed widely over central inter-rib regions of the rib-
roughened surface due to the reattachments of the flows passing
over the ribs, as shown in Fig. 3~a!. The lateral distributions are
uniform except for the regions near the side walls. The mass trans-
fer coefficients are enhanced slightly over the regions behind the
ribs because the recirculation flows are formed. Detailed local
streamwise distributions of the mass transfer coefficients are pre-
sented in Fig. 3~c! at a couple of lateral positions where the dotted
lines are plotted in Fig. 3~a!, and the nearly identical pattern of the
distribution is repeated at most lateral positions. Fora545 deg,
the secondary flows moving along the angled ribs near the ribbed
wall have a great influence on the mass transfer distribution. The
secondary flows move up near the one side wall atz/e510.2 and
thus downward flows are induced near the other side wall at the
opposite position,z/e5210.2. The secondary flows are induced
near the opposite ribbed wall, which results in the creation of pairs
of the counterrotating secondary flow cells. Since the downward
flows lead the almost naphthalene-free fluid from the core of the
duct and impinge onto the ribbed wall, the regions where mass
transfer is augmented highly are observed near the side wall at
z/e5210.2 @Fig. 3~b!#. As the secondary flows move along the
ribs, the flows contain more naphthalene vapor with the develop-
ing mass boundary layers, and thus mass transfer decreases. Since
the downward/upward flows reinforce or weaken~or even vanish!
the reattachments of the flows passing over the ribs, the mass
transfer distributions are quite different at the different lateral po-
sitions, as shown in Fig. 3~d!. More detailed results of the rib
angle effects are found in the works of Wu et al.@27# and Cho
et al. @18#. For other angled ribs,a,90 deg, mass transfer distri-
butions are basically similar to the case ofa545 deg. Therefore,
the transverse rib witha590 deg and the representative angled
rib with a545 deg are chosen in the investigation of the discrete
ribs, and the results for other rib angles can be interpolated or
extrapolated.
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The comparison of the average heat/mass transfer results with
other references is presented in Fig. 4. It is noted that the experi-
mental investigations using the ducts withAR50.5, 1, 2, and 4 by
Han and Park@28# and Han et al.@2# showed that the effect of rib
angle on the heat transfer enhancement is significantly influenced
by the duct aspect ratio. The reason may be that the ratio of the
actual area blocked by ribs to the whole duct cross section
changes with the duct aspect ratio even though the rib height to

hydraulic diameter ratios,e/Dh , are identical. In addition, the
different duct aspect ratio results in the different flow patterns in
ribbed ducts, which include the changes of the rotating secondary
flow cells induced by angled ribs. Considering the difference in
e/Dh , the average heat/mass transfer coefficients of the present
study agree fairly well with those of Han and Park@28# for the
same duct aspect ratio,AR52. The performance results are con-
sistent qualitatively with Han and Park’s results but the differ-
ences in values amount up to 15 percent due to the higher friction
factors resulting from the higher blockage ratio,e/Dh , in the
present study. It must be noted that the angled ribs perform better
in the square duct (AR51) or the narrow duct (AR50.5) than
the wide ducts (AR52).

2 Numerical Analysis Results of Flow Field. For the dis-
crete ribs A90N2 and A45N2, velocity vectors in the vicinity of
the surface aty/e50.1 and in the duct cross section parallel to the
ribs are presented in Fig. 5 with a plot of the angled continuous
ribs A90N1 for comparison. Fora590 deg, the flow in the vicin-
ity of the ribbed wall turns to be accelerated, passing through the
gap between the rib tips due to the existence of the low static
pressure region behind the rib marked with LP as shown in Fig.
5~a!. Thus, the flow stagnates at the upstream face of the rib
around the rib tip and creates the high static pressure region in
front of the rib marked with HP. Therefore, the flow near the rib
tip goes another way and produces a secondary flow moving from
the central region of the ribbed surface to the side wall along the
upstream face of the rib. In the case of the continuous rib, this
secondary flow is very weak and induced by the nonuniform static
pressure distribution near the side wall@29#. Turbulence intensity
is high over the wide area around the rib tips due to the flow
disturbance and the additional flow separations at the rib tips.

For a545 deg, even though discrete ribs are used, the strong
rotating secondary flows are also induced along the ribs, as in the
case of the continuous ribs~Fig. 5~c!; @18#!, which is clearly de-

Fig. 3 Sh ÕSh0 distributions for the continuous ribs †18‡: A90N1
for „a… and „c…; A45N1 for „b… and „d…

Fig. 4 Average Sherwood number ratios, ShÕSh0 and heat Õ
mass transfer performances, h, for continuous ribs with vari-
ous angles of attack at Re Ä30,000

Fig. 5 Calculated velocity vectors „not to scale …: „a… and „b…
x – z plane at y ÕeÄ0.1; „c… and „d… the rotating secondary flows
in the cross section parallel to the ribs
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picted in Fig. 5~d!. Due to these secondary flows, the flow im-
pingement and the reinforced reattachment of the flow passing
over the rib provide high static pressure and high turbulence in-
tensity over the downward flow region marked with DN in Fig.
5~b!. On the other hand, static pressure and turbulence intensity
are relatively low in the upward flow region marked with UP in
Fig. 5~b!. Although the secondary flows are accelerated as they
move along the ribs because of the difference in static pressure,
there are no remarkable local accelerations of the flows passing
through the gap between the rib tips. The reason is that the sec-
ondary flows have no abrupt pass changes. Therefore, the
discrete-rib tips don’t disturb the flows much.

3 Local HeatÕMass Transfer. The distributions of the local
Sherwood number ratios are presented in Figs. 6 and 7. Fora
590 deg, Sherwood numbers change very rapidly around the tips
of the discrete ribs, resulting in the complicated distributions
shown in Fig. 6. However, far from the tips, e.g., atz/e529.0,

the distributions of the mass transfer coefficients are similar to
those for the continuous ribs presented in Figs. 3~a! and 3~c!. For
the discrete ribs A90N2 and A90N3, high mass transfer coeffi-
cients are observed over the wide regions around the rib tips as
shown in Figs. 6~a!, 6~b!, 6~d!, and 6~e!. The reason is that the
flows are accelerated between the rib tips, and the additional dis-
turbances by the rib tips promote flow mixing and local turbulence
as discussed in the section of the numerical analysis results. For
the discrete ribs A90N5, Sherwood numbers have the relatively
moderate values around the rib tips, as shown in Figs. 6~c! and
6~f !. It is due to the fact that the rib length-to-height ratio (l /e) of
the discrete ribs A90N5 is relatively low compared to the other
discrete ribs. Thus the low static pressure regions behind the ribs
become small, resulting in a moderate flow acceleration: The
length-to-height ratios (l /e) are 10.2 and 6.8 for the discrete ribs
A90N2 and A90N3, respectively, whilel /e54.1 for A90N5. The
width of the flow paths between the rib tips is 4e ~i.e., the tip-to-

Fig. 6 Sh ÕSh0 distributions for the discrete ribs with aÄ90 deg: „a… and „d… A90N2; „b… and „e…
A90N3; „c… and „f … A90N5

Fig. 7 Sh ÕSh0 distributions for the discrete ribs with aÄ45 deg: „a… and „d… A45N2; „b… and „e…
A45N3; „c… and „f … A45N5
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tip pitch is 5e!, which is similar to the rib length of the discrete
ribs A90N5. Thus, the flow near the surface roughened with the
discrete ribs A90N5 doesn’t undergo abrupt path changes. As a
result, the flow would be neither disturbed nor accelerated largely
around the rib tips. Although mass transfer isn’t enhanced notably
with the discrete ribs A90N5, a fairly uniform distribution of the
mass transfer coefficients is obtained with the low mass transfer
regions narrowed behind the ribs where the flow recirculations
exist. It is expected that potential hot spots and thermal stresses in
ribbed ducts be reduced with the discrete ribs A90N5.

Figure 7 shows the results fora545 deg. As the number of
discrete ribs increases, the distributions of the mass transfer coef-
ficients become more uniform in the same manner as the case of
a590 deg. However, it must be noted that the regions of large
Sherwood number increase around the rib tips are confined to very
small areas. The reason is that the secondary flows move along the
angled ribs, as discussed in the section of the numerical analysis
results. The flows near the ribbed walls do not experience either
sudden path changes or remarkable local acceleration by being led
to the inclined direction along the angled ribs, as depicted in Fig.
5~b!. According to the flow visualizations and the flow pattern
sketch on the rough wall with angled discrete ribs performed by
Hu and Shen@12#, the separated flows cause circulation in front of
the ribs, which produce vortices along the angled ribs. These vor-
tices separate only at the downstream tips of the discrete ribs.
Hence, Sherwood numbers are high in the vicinity of the down-
stream tips of the discrete ribs, not around the upstream tips. The
wide regions where mass transfer is augmented notably by the
downward secondary flows are observed even for the short angled
discrete ribs A45N5, as well as the other angled discrete ribs.
These regions have also been observed for the angled continuous
ribs as shown in Fig. 3~b!. It is interesting that, fora545 deg, the
contour plot patterns of the mass transfer coefficients do not
change largely even with the short discrete ribs A45N5. Conse-
quently, the main common characteristics of the local mass trans-
fer for the angled discrete ribs are that the mass transfer coeffi-
cients are very high in the regions near the side wall atz/e
5210.2 and decrease with the increasingz/e value, and that
mass transfer is enhanced highly in the small areas only in the
vicinity of the downstream tips of the discrete ribs. These are
caused by the fact that the effects of the secondary flows moving
along the angled discrete ribs are strong enough to dominate the
flow fields near the ribbed walls regardless of the length of the
angled discrete ribs tested in the present study.

4 Friction Loss. Figure 8 shows the results of the pressure
drop experiments in the form of the friction factor ratios,f / f 0 .
The friction losses in the ribbed duct are at least eight times

greater than that in a smooth duct for the Reynolds number range
tested. Friction factors fora590 deg are higher than those for
a545 deg in all cases of continuous and discrete ribs. Fora
590 deg, the discrete ribs A90N2 and A90N3, which enhance
mass transfer remarkably, cause great increases in friction loss.
These losses are about twice as large as those of the continuous
ribs. The discrete rib A90N3 has the largest friction loss. The
friction loss of the discrete ribs A90N5 is relatively small as the
mass transfer augmentation is also lower than those of the other
discrete ribs witha590 deg. The friction factors of the discrete
ribs with a545 deg are lower than those of the angled continuous
ribs A45N1 except for the discrete ribs A45N2, while those of the
discrete ribs witha590 deg are much higher than those of the
transverse continuous ribs A90N1. Although the friction factors
have almost constant values or decrease slightly in ribbed ducts as
the Reynolds number increases, the friction factor ratios increase
with Reynolds number. These increasing rates of the friction fac-
tor ratios of the discrete ribs A90N2 and A90N3 are somewhat
higher than those of the other ribs.

5 Average HeatÕMass Transfer and Performance. For a
590 deg, as shown in Fig. 9~a!, mass transfer is highly aug-
mented with the discrete ribs A90N2 and A90N3, so that the
average Sherwood number ratios amount to 3.2, which is 27 per-
cent higher than that of the continuous ribs A90N1. On the other
hand, the average Sherwood number for the discrete ribs A90N5
is similar to that of the continuous ribs A90N1. However, the
mass transfer performances for the discrete ribs A90N2 and
A90N3 are only 3–5 percent higher than those of the continuous
ribs A90N1, as shown in Fig. 9~b!, because the great friction
losses are also accompanied for the discrete ribs A90N2 and
A90N3.

For a545 deg, the average Sherwood numbers are similar in
all the angled rib cases of A45N1–A45N5, as expected from the
local mass transfer results, and the highest value is observed for
the continuous ribs A45N1. The present results for the angled
discrete ribs are different from the results presented by Lau et al.
@6,7# and Han and Zhang@13#, while the results for the discrete
ribs with a590 deg are qualitatively consistent with those of
other studies, such as the works of Chandra et al.@14# and Taslim
et al. @9#, as well as the references mentioned above. Lau et al.

Fig. 8 Friction factor ratios, f Õf 0 , for continuous and discrete
ribs

Fig. 9 Average Sherwood number ratios, ShÕSh0, and heat Õ
mass transfer performances, h, at ReÄ30,000
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@6,7# and Han and Zhang@13# concluded that the three-piece-
discrete ribs or the five-piece-discrete ribs witha545 deg en-
hanced more heat transfer compared to the cases ofa590 deg.
The rib height-to-hydraulic diameter ratio (e/Dh) in their experi-
ments is 0.0625, which is similar to that of the present study,
e/Dh50.0743, with the same rib-to-rib pitch,p/e510. However,
they used a square duct, while a rectangular duct with an aspect
ratio of 2.04 is used in the present study. Hence, the rib height-
to-duct height ratio,e/H, is 0.1 in the present study, which is
about 60 percent larger than that in their investigations. As a
result, stronger rotating secondary flows moving along the angled
ribs are induced in the duct of the present study. As the secondary
flows become stronger, the effect of ‘‘discretization’’ of the
angled ribs on heat/mass transfer becomes weaker, as discussed in
the section on local heat/mass transfer. In addition, since duct
aspect ratios affect heat transfer significantly, as shown in Fig. 4,
this discrepancy can be caused by the difference of the duct aspect
ratios. Chyu and Natarajan@11# also obtained the different results
for two-piece-discrete ribs witha590 deg from the other refer-
ences, because they conducted experiments with a very wide duct,
that is, one with a high aspect ratio.

The mass transfer performance of the angled continuous ribs
A45N1 is similar to those of all the angled discrete ribs, except for
the discrete ribs A45N2, which has the lowest value. In consider-
ing rib angle of attack, the average Sherwood number fora
545 deg is slightly higher than that fora590 deg in the case of
the continuous ribs, but, in all the cases of the discrete ribs, the
values fora590 deg are much higher than those fora545 deg.
However, the mass transfer performances fora545 deg are
slightly higher than that fora590 deg in all the cases except the
case of the discrete ribs A45N2.

Conclusions
Heat/mass transfer and friction loss in a duct roughened with

the various discrete ribs were investigated and compared with the
results of the continuous ribs. The main conclusions are described
as follows:

1 Fora590 deg, the discrete ribs A90N2 and A90N3 enhance
heat/mass transfer highly around the discrete-rib tips, while the
discrete ribs A90N5 enhance slightly. The reason is that the rib
length is relatively short, so that it is nearly the same length as the
width of the flow paths between the rib tips.

2 For a545 deg, the Sherwood number distributions for the
discrete ribs are similar to those for the angled continuous ribs due
to the dominant effects of the rotating secondary flows along the
angled ribs on the flow fields in the vicinity of the ribbed walls.

3 The friction factors of the discrete ribs A90N2 and A90N3
are almost twice as high as those of the continuous ribs in the
cases ofa590 deg. Fora545 deg, a small friction loss is ob-
served as the number of the discrete ribs increases. The friction
factors for a590 deg are always higher than those fora
545 deg.

4 The discrete ribs A90N2 and A90N3 provide the highest av-
erage Sherwood numbers, while have slightly higher heat/mass
transfer performances than the transverse continuous ribs A90N1
due to the large friction losses. The average heat/mass transfer and
the heat/mass transfer performances of the angled ribs affected
slightly by the ‘‘discretization’’ of the ribs with the highe/H of
the present study.

Nomenclature

AR 5 duct aspect ratio5W/H
Dh 5 duct hydraulic diameter

Dnaph 5 mass diffusion coefficient of naphthalene vapor in air
dt 5 run time
dy 5 sublimation depth of the naphthalene surface

e 5 rib height
f 5 friction factor

f 0 5 friction factor of a fully developed turbulent flow in a
smooth pipe

H 5 duct height
h 5 heat transfer coefficient

hm 5 mass transfer coefficient
l 5 discrete rib length

ṁ 5 local naphthalene mass transfer rate per unit area
Nu 5 Nusselt number5hDh /k
Pr 5 Prandtl number
p 5 rib-to-rib pitch

Re 5 Reynolds number5DhV/n
Sc 5 Schmidt number
Sh 5 Sherwood number5hmDh /Dnaph

Sh0 5 Sherwood number of a fully developed turbulent flow
in a smooth pipe

Sh̄ 5 average Sherwood number
V 5 mean velocity
W 5 duct width
x 5 streamwise distance from the starting line of the

naphthalene-coated region
y 5 vertical distance from the ribbed wall
z 5 lateral distance from the center of the duct
a 5 rib angle of attack

DP 5 pressure drop
h 5 heat/mass transfer performance5~Sh̄/Sh0)/( f / f 0)1/3

rv,b 5 bulk vapor density of naphthalene
rv,w 5 vapor density of naphthalene on the surface
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The momentum balance of the linear-combination integral model
for the transition zone is investigated for constant pressure flows.
The imbalance is found to be small enough to be negligible for all
practical purposes.@S0889-504X~00!00703-0#

1 Introduction
The laminar–turbulent transition zone modeling in viscous

flows for technological applications is significant@1#. As Mayle
@2# points out, accuracy in modeling is also of importance. Al-
though a variety of transition zone models are now available@3#,
including the Navier–Stokes solutions being attempted by various
investigators, a simple linear-combination integral boundary layer
calculation is still useful in the interactive design of turbomachine
blades. One such simple model is the linear-combination integral
model of Dhawan and Narasimha@4# for two-dimensional incom-
pressible flows. This model takes the mean velocity and, conse-
quently, the skin-friction coefficient in the transition zone as a
linear combination of the laminar boundary layer~LBL ! and the
turbulent boundary layer~TBL! values, weighted by the flow in-
termittency~g!. This model, in spite of being very successful in
predicting various transitional boundary layer parameters~e.g.,
@5–8#!, is open to the criticism that the linear combination of the
velocity distribution does not ensure momentum balance in the
transition zone. This is not a serious one, as many effective ap-
proximate methods do not satisfy momentum balance exactly,
e.g., the famous Thwaites@9# integral method. However, a closer
examination of this issue seems worthwhile, as reported in this
paper.

2 Evaluation of the Momentum Imbalance
The mean velocity~U! distribution, and the skin friction coef-

ficient (Cf) in the linear-combination model of Dhawan and
Narasimha@4# are:

Ulc5~12g!UL1gUT , Cf lc5~12g!Cf L1gCf T , (1)

respectively. Here the subscriptslc, L, and T denote the linear-
combination quantity, the laminar value, and the turbulent value,

respectively; the velocity is nondimensionalized with respect to
the free-stream velocity (U`). The momentum thickness~u! for
this velocity distribution is:

u lc5E
0

d

Ulc~12Ulc!dy

5@ . . . #5~12g!uL1guT1g~12g!

3E
0

d

~UL2UT!2dy. (2)

Hered is the boundary layer thickness. This expression foru lc is
obtained by adding and subtracting the quantities (1
2g)*0

dUL
2dy andg*0

dUT
2dy in @ . . . #. We may note that this ex-

pression foru lc is different from:

u lc5g~12g!E
0

d

@UL~12UT!1UT~12UL!#dy

1~12g!2uL1g2uT , (3)

used by Dhawan and Narasimha@4#. This artificial difference is
only because of the re-grouping of various terms in Eqs.~2! and
~3!. The streamwise~x! derivative~denoted by a prime! of u lc is:

u lc8 5~12g!uL81guT81I 11I 28 ;
(4)

I 1[g8~uT2uL!, I 2[g~12g!E
0

d

~UL2UT!2dy.

The constant pressure momentum integral equations for laminar
and turbulent boundary layers andCf lc in Eq. ~1! give:

2u lc8 2Cf lc52~ I 11I 28!. (5)
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Fig. 1 Variation of I1 ,I28 , and momentum residual for the ve-
locity distribution „1…
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It can easily be recognized that the right-hand side represents the
momentum integral residual arising due to the choice of the ve-
locity distribution, Eq.~1!. An anonymous referee has suggested
that the constant pressure momentum integral equation andCf in
Eq. ~1! require thatu lc8 5(12g)uL81guT8 . We do not attempt to
solve this equation here. Instead, we evaluate the momentum im-
balance in Eq.~5! due to the velocity distribution, Eq.~1!. J. E.
Green~private communication!, from a local momentum balance
consideration, suggests thatu lcG5(12g)uL1guT may be more
appropriate than the expression in Eq.~3! for u lc used by Dhawan
and Narasimha@4#. It is, however, clear here thatu lc in Eq. ~2! has
a part identical with Green’s proposal.

An estimate of the momentum residual (I 11I 28) is made for the
constant pressure data of Schubauer and Klebanoff@10# as a test
case. The computational scheme used is that of Dey and
Narasimha@5#, which is based on the linear-combination model,
Eq. ~1!, and the intermittency distribution,g512exp(20.41@(x
2xt)/l#2), of Narasimha@11#; herext is the transition onset lo-
cation, andl is a measure of the transition zone length. Various
computational domains in this scheme are shown in the inset in
Fig. 1; xt also corresponds to the origin of the TBL; a power-law
profile is assumed betweenxt and xp to initiate the lag-
entrainment method~LEM! of Green et al.@12# for the TBL; for
the present estimation,dT at xp is taken as 85 percent of the
power-law value for a smooth variation ofI 2 at xp , although this
causes a slight kink in the variation ofdT at xp @13#; for the data
considered here,xt5161 cm, l521.3 cm and (xp2xt)53 cm
@5#. As shown in Fig. 1, the termsI 1 and I 28 are of opposite signs
and tend to cancel each other. The momentum residual, however,
is not exactly zero everywhere in the transition zone, but small in
comparison withu lc8 @13#. Noting the oscillating nature of the
residual, it is expected that the error in drag estimation will be
insignificant; for the data of Schubauer and Klebanoff considered
here, it is only 2.5 percent.

An improvement upon the linear-combination model, Eq.~1!, is
suggested here by considering the ‘‘calm’’ region following the
passage of a turbulent spot. As shown in Fig. 2~a! for an idealized
velocity fluctuation (u8) due to an artificial turbulent spot, the
velocity in the calm region is neither turbulent nor laminar, but a
combination of these two end states. It can therefore be assumed
~Narasimha, private communication! as:

U5gUT1@a1g~12g!1a2g2~12g!21 . . . #~c1UL1c2UT!

2@~12g!2~a1g~12g!1a2g2~12g!21 . . . !#UL , (6)

wherea1 , a2 , c1 , andc2 are constants. To a first approximation,
the mean velocity that follows from Eq.~6!, is

U5gUT1~12g!UL1Ag~12g!~UL1BUT!, (7)

whereA andB are constants. Compared to Eq.~1!, the additional
term in Eq.~7! accounts for the calm region; due to space limita-
tions, the expressions foru and Cf are not discussed here. The
resulting momentum residual for this velocity distribution shown
in Fig. 2~b! is seen to be very small over a large extent in the
transition zone; hereA520.015 andB51 are found by trial and
error, as these constants are unknown.

3 Conclusion
To sum up, the linear-combination transition zone model of

Dhawan and Narasimha@4# has a small momentum imbalance.
This fact and the associated simplicity of the model, however,
render it an attractive one. A simple means toward a better mo-
mentum balance is also suggested.
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Nomenclature

Cf 5 skin-friction coefficient
U 5 boundary layer streamwise velocity

U` 5 free-stream velocity
I 1 5 (uT2uL)dg/dx
I 2 5 g(12g)*0

d(UL2UT)2dy
x 5 streamwise distance

xt 5 transition onset location
xp 5 x location at the end of power law for turbulent flow
y 5 coordinate normal to flow
g 5 flow intermittency
d 5 boundary layer thickness
u 5 momentum thickness

Subscripts

L 5 laminar value
T 5 turbulent value
lc 5 linear combination value
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Fig. 2 „a… Idealized velocity fluctuations due to a turbulent
spot; „b… momentum residual for the velocity distribution „7…
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